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 Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport- Feedback?

Has anyone ever used Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport before? I asked for quotes on
UShip and he is one that came back with a very reasonable quote.

Looking for feedback from anyone who has used this hauler before.

Thanks!

1 members found this post helpful.
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me too

"You can't really debate with someone who has a prescient invisible friend"
carolprudm

1 members found this post helpful.
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anyone? He is supposed to ship a horse for me next week.
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Since this is the first thing that pops up when you google Jimmy, I wanted to add
something. He has hauled for us three times. In three times, my horses have come over
1500 miles with him. Each time, those horses came off that trailer looking like they
hadn't been on a trailer long.

He takes pride in those horses doing well with him. Just saying. So, from expierance,
this man is a saint, he does it at a price most can afford, and takes amazing care of the
horses....

 May the sun shine on you daily, and your worries be gone with the wind.
www.mmceventing.com
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Last edited by Merecedes9; Aug. 27, 2013 at 11:23 PM.
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 Originally Posted by Merecedes9 

... In addition, being placed next to a stallion for this trip put her at an even
greater risk for disease, secondary to severe stress. Finally, having the stallion
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My horse was critically injured by Parlier Transport and Jimmy Parlier. I am working on a
new website to recount the entire issue but at the moment I will post the exact report
written up by Kansas State Equine Hospital. The pictures have been omitted. The only
bullies here are the Jimmy Parlier followers. The public has the right to know the facts.

Here is the write up from Kstate:

May 23, 2013
This document is prepared to summarize the care of Mylla Lewis for the past 61 days.
Mylla presented to the KSU-VHC following long distance transport from California to the
Kansas City area. The planned course of transport included a 4-5 day trip with daily
removal from the trailer. Instead, Mylla was transported over a 48 hour period of time
from March 11 to the 13th, 2013.
MYLLA PRIOR TO TRANSPORT IN CALIFORNIA March 2013

MYLLA, LEFT SIDE AGAINST TRAILER WALL. RIGHT SIDE ADJACENT TO GYPSY VANNER
STALLION.
GYPSY VANNER STALLION located to the right OF MYLLA.

At the time of arrival in KC Mylla was in apparent shock and had severe abrasions
located on her left tuber coxa, right hind fetlock, pastern and right lateral hoof wall.
Mylla was managed by Dr. Kent Jackson for her illness and wounds. By March 22nd
Mylla had not recovered from her wounds and had developed a severe cough and was
therefore transported to KSU-VHC for evaluation of transport- associated injury and
disease.
Mylla was at a very high risk for transport associated disease due to the fact that her
transport was performed over an abbreviated period of time. The number one risk factor
for the development of pleuropneumonia in horses is head elevation1-4. Due to the fact
that she was not transported over a appropriate period of time, her prolonged head
elevation placed her at a high risk for complications5. In addition, being placed next to a
stallion for this trip put her at an even greater risk for disease, secondary to severe
stress. Finally, having the stallion located to her right resulted in making every effort to
move
her body to the left side of the trailer, even to the point that she sustained severe
trauma as a result of leaning to her left.
It is common knowledge among equine professionals that in tact stallions are more
aggressive toward other horses. For instance, in our hospital we have a specific location
for housing of stallions to avoid unnecessary interaction with other horses. Breeding
farms specifically design stabling and paddock space to allow for separation of stallions
from other horses for the safety of all involved. Placing an intact stallion immediately
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Pamela Winn Mahan Jimmy Parlier picked up my horse in Arkansas last year and took
him to southern California. It was a very long trip and Jimmy stopped to rest the horses
every night off the trailer. My horse - not at all used to long trips did very well with
absolutely no problems. I will be calling him again!!

1 members found this post helpful.
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James Lee Parlier Jr, DBA: Parlier Trucking Co 5668 King Wilkinson Rd Denver, NC
28037 Ph # 704-477-6061 MC# 316590 US-DOT # 613581 According to FMCSA he does
not have any insurance on file so his authority has been revoked and he should not be
hauling for hire. And his US-DOT number is showing NOT AUTHORIZED So he is running
illegally while hauling horses for payment.

2 members found this post helpful.
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 Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport

I have used Jimmy Parlier many times to transport my horses. Most trips have been
very long and all the way across the US, The horses have always arrived in excellent
condition. And when Jimmy picked up four horses for me in PA that were not in good
condition he took them to his farm in No. Carolina and the horses improved under his
care and then when they were healthy enough made the long trip from No. Car. to
Washington state and all four arrived in excellent condition. He will be transporting 3
horses and 2 minis for me from Michigan to WA sometime around April. I always go to
Jimmy and his drivers first for transport.
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Jimmy is the best!
he has hauled for myself and numerous people I know. if you would like to get in touch
with me personally visit my site for the information. www.cielocelestefarm.com

3 members found this post helpful.
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 Mylla's Story - Jimmy Parlier Transport

This is Mylla's Story - she was almost killed by Jimmy Parlier Transport. 1 year ago she
arrived in my life, bleeding, in shock and forever a changed horse. Please read her story
and share it.

Thank you,
Tiffany & Mylla

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?...0222569&type=1

1 members found this post helpful.
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 I HAVE USED JIMMY FOR 12 YEARS. TRISHA HEGLAND

NEVER HAD A HORSE INJURED. HE HAS HAULED APPROX 47 HORSES FOR ME OVER
THE YEARS. I AM FLEXIBLE ON PICK UP AND DELIVERY DATES, SO NOT A PROBLEM
FOR ME. HE WILL HAUL STALLIONS AND NEVER COMPLAINS. BEFORE I FOUND HIM. I
HAD A FEW HORROR STORIES.

2 members found this post helpful.
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Gernot Günther
April 7 · Edited

Attention please: This page is intended to be a friendly, cooperative place
for you to share your experiences and help others have good experiences.
Personal attacks, regardless of who the target is, are strictly prohibited. For
those who need more detailed instructions, I'll give a few examples below.
- Name calling and using inappropriate language is NOT OKAY.
- Stating that XYZ is a lousy transporter is NOT OKAY. However, explaining
in detail what a lousy job XYZ did transporting your horses is good. Be
prepared to backup your claims if anyone questions them.
- Asking a reviewer for additional details is perfectly fine. Whether to
provide those details is entirely up to the other person. In particular, there is
no rule that a reviewer has to provide the DOT number of the company
being reviewed. No one should have to feel bad for choosing a company
without having first checked their DOT number. However, if you are
advertizing for your company, be prepared to be asked for it.
- If you make claims, especially ones that reflect badly on someone else, be
prepared to prove them by posting pictures, documents, screen shots and
the like. It is not enough to simply state that you have proof. If you are not
willing to share your proof, don't make the claim.
- If you find someone's statements hard to believe, it is perfectly fine to ask
for proof. If they fail to provide proof, it's fine to state that they are unable to
substantiate their claims. If you happen to know that someone's statements
are incorrect, it is perfectly fine to point this out and ask them to correct
them. It is NOT OKAY to call anyone a liar and blow off anything they say
just because they have made a mistake in the past.
- It is NOT OKAY to question other people's motivation for writing a
particular review. A review is not invalid just because someone used to
work for the company being reviewed or is friends (or enemies) with the
person being reviewed. However, if you have evidence of a particular
relationship between the reviewer and the company being reviewed, it is
okay to point out this relationship in an objective way. Conversely, the
reviewer should consider disclosing such a relationship before someone
else points it out. There's nothing wrong with reviewing someone who is a
good friend, and being upfront about these things simply adds to your
credibility.
If someone violates these rules, please point it out to me in a detailed
message. Please avoid engaging in a heated argument with the other party
as it makes it harder for me to figure out who's at fault.

Carol Grandmougin
May 23 at 1:21pm

Hello, I'm interested in any comments about Dannie Gilder Transport, MO.

LaraLara HomeHome 20+20+Horse Transport Reviews
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Like · Share

I'm trying to move a mule from NE to NJ and was given his name. Thanks
in advance for any information.

View 11 more comments
Kelsee Knight Hurley Please look up Deb Collins Kidwell. She owns
mammoth jackstock and has had dealings with him.
May 23 at 7:24pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake Google him and look for "complaints" - lots to be found -
pissedoffconsumer.com, ripoffreport.com, complaintboard.com
May 23 at 7:33pm · Like

Angel Marie Farris Barrel horse world
May 23 at 11:23pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Suzanne Hinkle
August 20, 2013

I have not used the company that I am posting about, only about my
limmited experience with them. My husband`s job will call for us to be
relocating in the next few months and another horse friend directed us to
FB with its many options. Knowing that we are looking for only Legal
transporters as per our insurance company the transport company must be
legal for your horse to be covered during transport. We found several
companied and started researching them, if not legal we just by passed
them. We found Tacktavern with a couple of followers that constintanly
posted how great they were. We did our research and were thrilled to find a
web sight on the company with a DOT# listed Yippee! That excitement was
short lived as upon researching their DOT nunber we got a big
~NOTAUTHORIZED~ on the number listed. A response on another post
asked them that question and their response was it was an old sight and
not updated. We saw the post and asked for a valid DOT and the post that
way by a supposed customer turned out to be an part time employee upon
some more research. Keep in mind, if you are advertizing legal and are not
you are putting customers horses at risk. If any incedent were to happen
during transport those horses may not be covered by the customers
insurance. Honesty will be top in our search for transport, not cost of
transport.

5 people like this.

Suzanne Hinkle Mr. Erb, I was directed to your page and thankfully learned
alot from it. It is very informative on how to search and questions to ask. I have
learned that some of your information is not correct and wanted to request a bid
from you but when I went to you Web page it basically is closed which concerns
me. I think that anyone who has a customers best interest deserves a quote
request. Why the need for a closed web page? Does not seem very friendly to
me and raises questions. All of what I was able to see on your page was large
semi rig transporters which will be to high cost for us to take our horses with us. I
have found other smaller transporters that are Legal as per the information we
researched from your page, none of which were listed on your page. I love the
idea of being able to find legal transport, will keep searching and will contact
those when we find out when and what area we will be relocating too. I do thank
you for your informative page.
August 20, 2013 at 1:52pm · Like

Chuck Erb I have decided to delete my post. This post is nothing more than a
argument with 2 haulers.But one does not have the guts to use actual name.
August 20, 2013 at 3:27pm · Like

Suzanne Hinkle Sorry Mr. Erb, you are out of line and incorrect. Thank You
for you very informative page.
August 20, 2013 at 4:56pm · Like · 1

Christina Holden Www.pinevalleyacres.com is legal and licensed
May 9 at 6:53pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis Hi Suzanne Hinkle - You might consider Brookledge and you might
see if Clint Coulter is heading that way 
May 13 at 9:16pm · Like · 3

Kathy Domino Brookledge is the BEST!
May 19 at 9:43am · Like · 2

Julie Lamb Wish I could have afforded Brookledge on such short notice . . .
they definitely check out and take excellent care of their charges!
May 20 at 12:04pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Clint Coulter or Jimmy parlier are decent. I've only spoken
with Clint so I can't vouch for but I've used Jimmy several times quite happily
May 22 at 3:57pm · Like · 1

Maria BP HUGE NO To Parlier! after 3 injured and one dead horse????
May 23 at 1:57pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Rnt Keph
May 22 at 6:57pm

I had a wonderful experience with Michael Henn who transported a yearling
mini filly from NY to PA. HIGHLY recommend him. great communication,
transport, clean trailer and handles horses wonderfully!

6 people like this.

Like · Share

Erik Grey
May 19 at 9:42am

The DOT limits drivers to 11 hours of driving - the transporters say they are
driving direct with no barn layovers which is their normal mode. I have seen
all the trucks parked in the car park at rest areas and down the road. So
your horse is standing in the trailer for 10 hours while the driver "rests"?
That seems like horrible conditions for the horse especially in horrible heat.
Whoever wrote those rules clearly never owned a horse.

2 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Pamela Zarem I agree with him as well. I was just pointing out that there are
small legitimate haulers that only have one driver,not every legitimate hauler has
team drivers.
May 19 at 10:07pm · Like · 2

Christina Holden and just because there are two drivers does not mean they
are in the least horse savvy people. Resourceful people will continue to educate
themselves and select reputable and professional companies.....the others?
well.... they find out for themselves as well at some point. Bless their horses for
their ignorance
May 20 at 12:10pm · Edited · Like · 4

Mandiye Wood Many do have team drivers. In fact for limited hauls only way I
would ship without guaranteed offload
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May 22 at 3:54pm · Like

Like · Share

Konrad Jay Takerei
May 21 at 4:52pm · Edited

hey all i have got until wensday to get a horse from manukau auckland to
taranaki otherwise the owners send it to dog food thanks heaps ill also pay
for petrol

Like · Share

Gilly Patel
April 9 · Dudley, United Kingdom · Edited

We recently released a wireless trailer monitor for horses, at a affordable
price for horse owners and we have had such a great response & reviews
over the last 6 months selling the product, we was wondering if you can
promote the product on your page as its on a INTRODUCTORY OFFER!!.
http://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/Horse-Trailer-Monitor-Camera-Wireless-3-5-
Colour-Screen-Rechargeable-Pet-Baby-/231014371500?
pt=UK_Baby_BabyMonitors_SM&hash=item35c98790ac

Horse Trailer Monitor Camera Wireless 3.5" Colour
Screen Rechargeable Pet Baby
Horse Trailer Monitor Camera Wireless 3.5" Colour Screen Rechargeable Pet Baby...

EBAY.CO.UK

10 people like this.

View 43 more comments
Gilly Patel Any feeback on item?
How are we getting on?
May 9 at 8:22am · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Gilly Patel sent you a pm
May 20 at 8:01pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Gilly Patel, I need an address to ship the camera system
back for refund as directed by you. Please respond via here or respond to my
PM please
May 20 at 11:45pm · Like

Jennifer Phillip Wilkening
May 14 at 10:43pm · Hockley, TX

Jimmy Parlier of Parlier Transport delivered our Gelding today. The gelding
was perfect and happy when he arrived. Trailer was clean and in great
condition. Another happy delivery!!!
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Like · Share

12 people like this.

Alisha McMillan Wish I had gotten that trailer with the delivery for my 2 Gypsy
Horses ... and I got someone named "Timmy" with Parlier transport. Just glad to
see if is DOT Authorized NOW.
May 14 at 11:19pm · Like

Pam McMillan Walters beautiful horse Jennifer ...who is he..and regarding
Jimmy he is the only one I use with any horse... ..
May 14 at 11:29pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Phillip Wilkening Paul Howell we are NOT followers of Jimmy. We
are clients that have used him with zero issues for many years. This is a review
page not just for bad comments and negativity but also good comments and feed
back. But based on what you are saying you and YOUR group of followers are
all knowing and only your opinion/experience matters.
May 15 at 10:13am · Like · 2

Paul Howell I have seen many people discredit these others on here , who
have such an abundance of evidence its scary, to validate the cases they have
and are putting forth. I think if everyone knew their evidence and the people they
now have involved investigations from many state and Federal agencies they
would think twice about using him or any haulers that have negative reviews. I
am not speaking OPINIONS I am speaking of facts that I know of and that others
have put together for their court cases. All of these haulers , not just this guy you
are speaking of should be worried, I am sure everyone from DOT, PETA , to
every state they have ever hauled through will be involved when all is said and
done.I am sure that once all is said and done that multiple huge fines will be
levied and the truth will come out in court and all of this settled once and for all,
may take a while since so many have cases and have been wronged but I am
sure when both sides present the evidence their will some type of justice and
closure for both sides. May take a while for all cases to be brought to trial since
every day seems more and more people are coming forward , You can use who
you want to haul your horse and good luck hope it all works for you but I WILL
never let another haul one of my horses , NEVER after seeing how they are
treated by these haulers. Glad your horse got there safely too bad all the others
did not...
May 15 at 10:35am · Like · 2

Maria BP No Jennifer. One of his
clients pm'd me with good review. And I wish she had never said a word. You
give him a good review' without a full picture it becomes deceitful. If I knew both
sides I would NEVER hired him. So let people decide for themselves.
May 15 at 10:39am · Edited · Like
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Jennifer Phillip Wilkening Well then you and your "followers" should do the
same, then there will be no reviews out there for any one to make decisions
based on. You seem like you BLAME everyone else for your problems. Like i
have said, we have shipped over 100 horses with Parlier transport and not an
issue. So just as you feel the need to bad mouth him and his company, I believe
I should share my GREAT experiences that we have had with his company.
May 15 at 11:06am · Like · 2

Paul Howell I feel that all will be settled in court and the truth and evidence
will prevail one way or other. Shipping with these guys is such a gamble , Just
Buyer beware....... as in doing any business.......
May 15 at 11:11am · Like

Alisha McMillan Jennifer Phillip Wilkening, I beg to differ that you've not had
any issues w/ Jimmy. I know for a fact there was a client of GypsyMVP's had
issues w/ him after their recommendation of hiring. Most people don't say
anything, and that's the problem. We spoke up against Jimmy and were bullied
to no end. We shouldn't have been called liars by Jimmy's cronies because we
had a bad experience. Your free to post your positive review, just as anyone
else... but know that there are people out there who have had bad experiences
and just do not wish to speak up because of the obvious reasons.
May 15 at 11:15am · Edited · Like · 1

Jennifer Phillip Wilkening Obviously this page is meant for negative
comments. I am NOT aware of anyone of our clients that have had issues with
him. The page should change its name to Negative Horse Transport
Comments...not Reviews. I am just posting my experience!
May 15 at 11:39am · Like · 1

Maria BP No, Jennifer Phillip Wilkening it isn't but people have to see both
sides. I wish I had that opportunity
May 15 at 11:39am · Like

Maria BP ... and so was Marilyn, who's horse is no longer here due to his
transport
May 15 at 11:40am · Like

Alisha McMillan Yes, that's the unfortunate part.. only a small # of people are
willing to speak out. I actually had people contact me privately after my situation
(and a few others) became public, however still requesting to remain
anonymous. There's many others, and were not followers, just individuals who
had a bad experience. I'm just glad he is operating with DOT authorization now,
when I hired him he was not.
May 15 at 12:23pm · Like · 1

Debbi Chenault Mayes Helpful
May 15 at 12:32pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I have used Jimmy Parlier many times for many years and
will continue to use him.
May 20 at 8:38pm · Like · 1

Maria BP never again!
May 20 at 9:11pm · Like

Like · Share

Julie Lamb
April 30 at 9:23pm

Is there a specific group for owners to ask questions? I'm going to be
having a horse shipped in June and am starting to get my paperwork in
order 

Kelsee Knight Hurley likes this.

Tiffany Lewis I would be delighted to help you Julie 
May 1 at 8:57pm · Like · 1

Kathy Domino Im just a horse owner that has had to have horses
transported. If I can help in anyway, I will. Feel free to ask me any questions.....
Transport can be a scarey thing if you don't know what your doing... Good Luck!
May 19 at 9:48am · Like · 1

Kathie Hanson www.travelinghorse.com
May 20 at 10:16am · Like · 1
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Julie Lamb Thank you all so very much. I'm under contract with a hauler and things
are moving smoothly. Now for the worst part: waiting! 
May 20 at 11:22am · Like

Clint Coulter Make sure your hauler has a dot# and mc#. I would be careful of
those who ask for $ down before shipping I have heard of some scams. Make
sure they have a direct route and if it's longer than ten hours get a double or box
stall.
May 20 at 11:45am · Like · 1

Kathie Hanson Any shipper I have every used has asked for money down
and they were all excellent haulers and were all long trips with layovers.
May 20 at 11:49am · Like · 1

Julie Lamb Most definitely Clint . I'm using a licensed, reputable company .
. . have checked their insurance, DOT, etc . . . they'll be doing at least one
overnight layover due to the distance of the trip . . . and they have good reviews 

. I've learned a lot in the year or so that I've been lurking here and a couple of
other sites . . . mostly what NOT to do 
May 20 at 11:58am · Like · 1

Clint Coulter I will clarify. Just because a shipper ask for money down does
not make them a bad shipper. However, Be careful because there have been
some scams on the internet (gasp) or the shipper keeps postponing the trip and
your on the hook because they have your deposit. Nothing wrong with layovers.
When I said direct route, I meant that they shOuld go directly from point a to b
with little zig zagging.
May 20 at 12:06pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Tiffany Lewis is a great resource!
May 20 at 12:54pm · Like

Maria BP also you can join Horse TRANSPORTER reviews and there is a lot
of information posted as well as great members to help you.. like Clint Coulter
May 20 at 12:55pm · Like

Chuck Erb Choosing the right horse transportation here on Facebook
May 20 at 1:09pm · Like

Like · Share

Jennifer Chelmo Wicks
May 18 at 8:52pm

Here is a great customer - NOT!
Linda Perry
Conversation started today
Jennifer Chelmo Wicks... See More

View 6 more comments
Clint Coulter Gernot Günther and Andrea 'Skye' Drake Stephan you may
want to look at either Oodia or truckerreport to figure out cost off running a truck.
The industry standard right now is $1.38 per mile (that includes paying a driver
.36 per mile). This is the ... See More
May 20 at 11:36am · Like · 3

Clint Coulter Costing not choosing (auto correct is my bane)
May 20 at 11:38am · Like

Julie Lamb And on the other side of it is the haulers who contacted me
wanting my business, who btw were more expensive than some of the DOT
licensed companies, had NO licensing, NO insurance other than their policy on
their truck, and weren't very easy to get in... See More
May 20 at 12:02pm · Like

Kathy Domino
May 19 at 8:03am

In this day and age we are always seeing posts about how bad things went
and rarely do we see positive ones. Well I have one for you guys. I
purchased a horse located in WA and needed him hauled to MN. I spoke
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with a lot of professional haulers. I had a month to put it all together. Out of
all of them I had 2 I was considering. I ended up using Brookledge
Transportation and let me tell you, THEY ROCKED! I couldn't have asked
for a better experience. I would recommend them to anyone that is looking
for transportation. They have huge semi's that are in excellent condition and
they always have two drivers. I am just a horse owner that has no interest
in the company other than telling people what great service I received.
Good luck with whomever you choose to haul you 4 legged friend.

5 people like this.

Like · Share

Deb Hamilton
May 15 at 3:47pm

Wondering if anyone has had any experience with All Pro Horse Transport,
Rory Williams, looking to have him transport a horse for me from NH -
Virginia. Thanks

3 people like this.

View 14 more comments
Deb Hamilton This is hard as a person who is just trying to find out about a
transporter, I
My intent was not to start a war.
May 18 at 2:49pm · Like · 2

Gernot Günther I don't know whether it's useful to try to figure out whether
the story on Rory's web page is true or not, it's probably not relevant. Karen, if
you would, please elaborate on what was bad about your experience with Rory.
Everyone else, while "I trust ... See More
May 19 at 2:37am · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake Absolutely get a written contract.

Private transporters are LESS likely to cut corners affecting care of the horse,
NOT more likely to cut corners affecting care of the horse. CDL/DOT/MC
haulers' first priorities is to the maintenance of their CDL/DOT... See More
May 19 at 3:04am · Like · 3

Cheryl Ann Lowery DeHaven shared Equine Transport by
Cheryl's photo.
May 16 at 2:36pm

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=706733849390555&set=a.706733926057214.1073741825.468871666
510109&type=1&relevant_count=1

Awesome new 4 horse slant load trailer ready to haul your horses anywhere you
need!
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Gernot Günther Cheryl, you're welcome to advertise here. It's a pretty trailer,
but please provide some more information, such as your DOT#, MC#, and what
kind of routes you regularly do...
May 16 at 4:42pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Allyssa Baird
May 1 at 6:48pm

BEWARE OF THIS HAULER: I normally wouldn't do this, but I had SUCH a
horrible experience with a hauler (and I've used a lot!), that I feel people
need to steer clear. According to some online reviews and multiple horse
owners with horses on the same trip as mine, this wasn't just a "bad" haul.
Joe Duncan (formally Larry Duncan) or J&J Transports. My horse arrived a
WEEK later from Washington with a swollen eye, super thin and a crusted
coat full of urine. He had at least 3 br...
Continue Reading

14 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Ruby Hollow Stables This guy has no chance of going in my approved
shippers list... its funny how smooth they are that we try to accommodate them...
May 8 at 8:13am · Edited · Like

Alisha McMillan Wow, how awful. Thanks for the heads up! DOT Authorized
is the only way to go! He is DOT?
May 14 at 11:42pm · Like

Felicia Wilson He has a DOT but is not Authorized for Hire, he is listed as
Exempt for Hire. He is also running under the name National Equine Transport.
May 15 at 7:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis
May 13 at 9:10pm · Kansas City, MO · Edited

Very GOOD news today: I spoke with a lead investigator today with the
USDA (thank you Brenda Casteen) and they are and will be investigating
cases reported to them of neglect, horses not being taken off trailers,
veterinary care being withheld and other abuses. This is a HUGE step in
the right direction making carriers responsible for the care of our horses
during transport. Today is a good day!!!
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33 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Brenda Casteen The good ending is that these investigations have recently
resulted in some haulers being hit with fines and forced to become legal and
compliant before doing further business. Those haulers that have been legal and
compliant and paying their dues for years have gotta like that.
May 15 at 9:22am · Like · 1

Paul Howell I would think may more fines would be coming their way . The
more they investigate and the more laws he has broken the more fines he will
incur and the stiffer the penalties . I am sure some of these will include some jail
time as well.
May 15 at 9:42am · Like

Brenda Casteen It's definitely on going. So....good "ending" was the wrong
choice of words.
May 15 at 9:45am · Like

Like · Share

Kristen Chase Ricker
July 7, 2013

JJ transports did a horrible job trucking my World Champion Saddlebred.
From the moment I first set up my business with him, I felt very nervous to
have a horse at such caliber shipped with him. First he was very adamant
to have my contract signed. I was up and down on this shipping as I had
heard from 3 people I checked with who saw on another page that I was
planning on using him tell me bad things. He was supposed to pick my
horse up in Kentucky on a Tuesday Night/Weds Mor...
Continue Reading

4 people like this.

3 of 52View previous comments
Allyssa Baird Ruby Hollow Stables He has multiple DOTs and business
names.. So, when one gets shut down, he seems to start another.. Under
different names (assuming his wife, etc).
May 7 at 2:09pm · Like · 1

Ruby Hollow Stables people who want to take advantage will always find a
way. Its the people who trust them that get changed by the experience.
May 7 at 2:11pm · Like · 2

Sandy Swafford Bentien Oh man, Joe Duncan of J & J Transport is a major
flake and compulsive liar. He has been caught multiple times in major lies.
May 7 at 11:32pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Nicole Norton
April 4, 2013

Please beaware JJ Transports is a very unreliable hauler. I was booked for
last week last minute hes messages me on facebook he cant make it. Since
then I can not get any responce on whats going on. He also posted his
route today and totally took NY off and had no intention of telling me. A
friend looked into him and informed me she can not find any DOT numbers
for him. His responce today to me was " That's fine. Rescueing horses
takes precedence over your leisure" yet he is hauling all non rescues. Lots
of excuses no professionalism and total lack of comunication.

10 people like this.

View 5 more comments
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Kristen Chase Ricker JJ transport doesn't reply back to messages either. To me it's
no big deal if you havent arranged shipping, but if you horse is on the trailer and they
read your messages and don't reply, it's pretty scary
July 16, 2013 at 4:04pm · Like · 1

Michael Henn Nicole, do you need something shipped,?
May 6 at 9:16pm · Like

Sandy Swafford Bentien Went through the same thing with this flake of a
man. He failed to do as he said he would and then proceeded to lie and make
stories up. When I came out of the wood work and posted on my personal page
about my experience with him so many people messaged me telling me about
their issues with him too. He then started threatening those that commented on
my post about their experiences. He is bad news.
May 7 at 11:34pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Ruby Hollow Stables
May 7 at 2:33pm

Rygard farms went above and beyond in helping to track down and return a
2 year old mini that was supposed to be shipped from Pa to Indiana and
ended up all over the west coast. Without their assistance I don't believe
she would have been delivered or returned. After multiple excuses and
several missed promised delivery dates. Someone reached out to Angel
Rygard and told him what was going on. I had posted a plea to find the
hauler on fb. Angel reached out to the hauler w... See More

35 people like this.

3 shares

Sarah Cupples Geary I'm so happy to see this!
May 7 at 2:44pm · Like · 1

Lori Rober So very glad it had a happy ending for you!
May 7 at 2:48pm · Like

Bridget Hatch Happy ending indeed! Oye!!!!!!!!
May 7 at 3:07pm · Like

Jennifer Reece Joe Estrada is a scum bag!!
May 7 at 3:18pm · Like · 2

Cyndi Jensen Barclay So glad to hear she is safe and where she was
supposed to go, I am in the process of looking for a hauler I am really worried
about finding a good one, it is a first for me!
May 7 at 4:28pm · Edited · Like · 1

Angel Marie Farris That's great.
May 7 at 4:43pm · Like

Pamela Zarem I just had a lady call me for a quote from Va to Fl. I told her I
couldn't do it for a few weeks. She then told me that Joe Estrada can do it
sooner and for $400. It is a 1034 mile trip. I pleaded with her to loose his number
after reading this horrible story last week. Glad the darling mini made it back
safely!
May 7 at 6:20pm · Like · 5

Lori Rober Pamela Zarem- OMG, that Joe Estrada is still out there wheeling
and dealing! Doesn't any of these people care or love these horses, how many
more horses have to suffer?! So Sad!
May 7 at 6:35pm · Like · 4

Angel Marie Farris Wow
May 7 at 6:35pm · Like

Jennifer Reece Lori- would you mind sharing your negative experience with
Joe?
May 7 at 6:39pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Reece I've also heard that Joe lost his DL due to DUI. So, what
happens it the horses he is transporting if he gets stopped by the police?
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May 7 at 6:44pm · Like · 2

Lori Rober Jennifer Reece- that is not my story, my friend hired him and her
mare died after giving birth to a dead foal. This poor pregnant mare was hauled
around much too long and for too far of a distance! Everyone involved wants it
just hushed up because Joe replaced the dead mare and foal with a mare of
lesser quality. The point is how do you put a value on a horse's life and why do
you just want it hushed up or swept under the carpet. This same livestock dealer
who is advising people to use Joe bad-mouthed me this week-end when I said I
would not allow my horses to leave on one of his trailers! I ended up unfriending
her, she starting accusing me of stealing peoples deposits. I have not taken
anyone's deposits, and I publicly let people know they could not buy one of my
horses if they insisted on using poor quality shippers, like Joe Estrada. I think
sellers should not be afraid to tell potential customers they will not use Joe
Estrada, and a couple of other shady dealers! The sad part is she wanted me to
post the story at first and then backed down under pressure from another
breeder and Joe Estrada.
May 7 at 6:54pm · Edited · Like · 8

Yvette T Frieder Trevorrow This sounds way too familiar angle Marie Angel
Marie Farris. Is it at all possible that this guy is just another reincarnated Joe
Duncan? Horrible haulers must be stopped.
May 7 at 6:59pm · Like · 3

Brenda Casteen Yvette T Frieder Trevorrow "Horrible haulers must be
stopped"... you are exactly right. That's why when someone does post a
negative review on this and other fb pages, people need to stop bashing and
harassing them and let the review stand for others to see it and make an
informed decision. This is a horrible example of how wrong things can go.
May 7 at 7:06pm · Like · 5

Yvette T Frieder Trevorrow We had similar experiences. How in the world
could these guys stay on the road with multiple DOT alias' and every possible
excuse in their book of lies. They must dial up these stories from somewhere.
Way too many have fallen for it
May 7 at 7:07pm · Like · 3

Elisabeth Butcher Thank you for the update. We were following this one
closely. What a nightmare.
May 8 at 7:26am · Like · 2

Arin Durham Cyndi Jensen Barclay where are you looking to haul to and
from?
May 8 at 3:33pm · Like

Keri Emerson Rheinheimer Ha! I tried using Joe! Never again!!!
May 8 at 7:03pm · Like · 4

Andrea Skye Drake Doesn't seem to matter how many he hurts or kills as
long as he's only charging 40 cents per loaded mile and people want cheap
more than they want good.
May 9 at 1:23am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Lori Rober the problem is people are threatened with legal
action and harassed by supporters of the transporters. It takes a tough skin and
a strong heart to weather posting your story. Most people are so devasted by the
loss or injury, being harassed ... See More
May 13 at 9:22pm · Edited · Like · 3

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis via Brenda Casteen
May 13 at 9:14pm

Big News 

USDA APHIS | Animal Health
On January 9, 2013, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) published a final
rule establishing general regulations for improving the traceability of U.S. livestock
moving interstate. The rule became effective on March 11, 2013.

APHIS.USDA.GOV

Brenda Casteen likes this.
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Ruby Hollow Stables
May 7 at 5:33pm

Joe Estrada of Twisted J performance horses was to transport a 2 year old
mini horse from my home in Pa to Indiana, not a very long trip. I had
previously offered to transport her 1/2 way meeting the buyer at no cost. I
also suggested a reasonable responsible hauler that I was using and would
be at my place during the same time frame. She wanted to use her hauler,
Joe, who was recommended by her friend in NC. I asked him about the
time frame and wasn't concerned that he ...
Continue Reading

19 people like this.

View 12 more comments
Jennifer Reece And to be honest, I'm only concerned with the fact that he still
owes my mom money for picking up that trailer for him.
May 8 at 12:29am · Like · 2

Bruce Bainbridge sounds like someone needs a truckstop tuneup
May 8 at 1:22am · Like · 4

Les Pearson Please folks don't just go "cheap". You are paying for experience
and equine knowledge, expensive up to date equipment, insurance, fuel, wear
and tear on our trucks/ trailers, sleepless nights guarding over our precious
cargo, and our ability to get you your horse in a timely manner! This guy is
obviously running a shady cheap outfit.
May 10 at 12:15pm · Like · 7

Like · Share

Sarah Sullivan
May 4 at 8:59am · Columbia, CT

Hi. I will be moving in 1 month from CT to PR and having my two horses
shipped there. I am planning on using Lorraine Horse Transport to ship
from CT to FL, then flown on Alrgre Equine Air from Miami to Puerto Rico. 
Has anyone had any experience with either of these companies???
Thanks.

3 people like this.

View 7 more comments
Chuck Erb Great company
May 4 at 11:23am · Like

Marcy Breede Roberts Lorraine is top notch. You will have no worries.
May 4 at 4:51pm · Like · 1

Christina Holden Alegre air is good as well. Gregg is a decent fellow/
May 9 at 6:51pm · Like

Like · Share

Kaitlin Hartford
May 8 at 8:33am · Callahan, FL

Andrew Simoff Horse Transportation did an amazing job transporting my
eventer from PA to FL. Definitley would reccomend him and I will be using
him again

6 people like this.
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Like · Share

Sandy Swafford Bentien
May 7 at 11:42pm · North Auburn, CA

I want to say that Angel Marie Farris of D & D Horse Transport did a
wonderful job of hauling my 3 yr old reiner. Their equipment was spotless
and they communicated great. They picked up as scheduled and delivered
at the time promised. I will definitely use them again.

40 people like this.

1 share

Angel Marie Farris Thank you.
May 7 at 11:45pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Ruby Hollow Stables
May 7 at 2:10pm

Michael Henn transported Toylands Tiffany to me in a timely manner. He
used a box stall as promised and a reasonable rate. Couldn't be happier
with my service.

8 people like this.

Lori Rober Ruby Hollow Stables- I agree of your assessment of Michael
Henn, he is reasonable, reliable and stays in communication! He also sticks to
his time schedule!
May 7 at 6:38pm · Like · 2

Ruby Hollow Stables He is very well organized
May 7 at 8:52pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Heather Rhiannon Lonkard
April 30 at 3:02am

I need to have 1-2 horses transported from Arkansas to Oregon by June
1st. for as little as possible as they are being rescued

Shirlie Artwohl likes this.

Heather Rhiannon Lonkard Its definitely 2 horses I am rescuing. They are in
great condition just owner can no longer keep em:( I don't want to see these
boys wind up like so many others in Auction sent to slaughter
May 6 at 12:30pm · Like

Like · Share

C.c. Capps
April 30 at 11:45am

Shoot wasnt there a group that was for people who needed a short distance
pick up and drop for horses that needed moving? darnit... angel
something??? someones trying to move a foster horse... shoot shoot shoot!

Flyingfrogfarm Radford Va likes this.

View 2 more comments
Andrea Skye Drake horsesheartshooves (or some variation)
April 30 at 11:57pm · Like
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Jeff Van Hagan check with fleet of angels
May 1 at 11:24am · Like

Suzanne Leupold Thanks for all the information. All good.
May 1 at 1:35pm · Like

Like · Share

Korki Havens
April 7

JNS Equine Transport did an amazing job delivering my Gypsy boy! I've
never seen such personalized care and communication. I'm not one to hire
just anyone and I'm paranoid about others caring for any of my animals. I
was able to have my boy delivered from AZ to TX without a worry or
concern one. JNS is the only transport I will ever use or recommend in the
future!

34 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Suzanne Leupold Plus your baby is really pretty. They are so cute when they
are little. You just want to hug them all the time.
April 10 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Korki Havens Thank you! 
April 10 at 10:01pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott www.facebook.com/jnsequinetransport
April 30 at 12:31am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Rebecca Jacobs
April 29 at 7:09pm

Would like to recommend Hurley's Custom Hauling for your horse hauling
needs. Wayne took great care of my guy from Vermont to Virginia last
month. No complaints, will definitely use Wayne again if the need arises. He
was great with my horse and kept me up to date throughout the journey.
Gemini arrived well and but was happy to get in a few good rolls and runs
after arriving at his destination. Thanks Wayne for a job well done!
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5 people like this.

Felicia Wilson Www.facebook.com/hurleyscustomhauling
April 30 at 12:02am · Like

Like · Share

Suzanne Leupold
April 17 · Edited

Just read a super review on Draft Horse Friends for Hurleys Custom
Hauling out of Kentucky. It was a cross country haul and the horse owner
was very impressed . Just thought I would share. You can see the review
on Draft Horse Friends.

6 people like this.

View 2 more comments
Felicia Wilson https://m.facebook.com/hurleyscustom.hauling

April 18 at 12:10am · Like

Brandy Arena I know of a few people who have used them with great results
April 27 at 4:22pm · Like · 1

Julie Lamb I'm glad to see this . . . looks like they're going to be moving a
horse for me and knowing that they've gotten such good reviews helps 
April 29 at 10:15am · Like · 2

Like · Share

Gernot Günther
April 18 · Edited

Hello everyone!
When people post reviews, they often include a bunch of general
recommendations that could be helpful for everyone, but they eventually
get lost again because the review thread isn't active anymore. So I figured
I'd create this thread to collect some best practices. I'm going to start it off
with just the basic sections and some very minimal information, and let
everyone chime in with suggestions below.
How to find transportation:...
Continue Reading

5 people like this.

Gernot Günther Googling "DOT requirements for transporting horses" yields
a little bit of information, though no official explanation from the DOT website.
This page (http://www.shipmyhorse.com/licensing.html) explains: "If your
prospective horse transporter is unabl... See More
April 24 at 8:59pm · Like

Clint Coulter Just a few things to add: height of trailer - at least 7'6 for larger
horses. Width of stall: for long hauls at least 3'6" wide. With commercial shippers
the stall types are single (smallest), stall and a half (also called doubles), box
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stall (8'x7') and California boxes (double stall where the horse is caged in and
loose).

Can the horse get its head down past parallel (prevent shipping sickness)
April 24 at 9:35pm · Edited · Like · 4

Like · Share

Jennifer Phillip Wilkening
April 28 at 9:18pm · Hockley, TX

This is a positive review: We have been doing business with Parlier
Transport for many years. We have shipped hundreds of our horses and
client horses and have always been extremely pleased. He keeps great
contact and has always picked up in the time frame suggested. He cares
for our horses as if they were his own. The horses have always gotten to us
or our clients in great condition.

4 people like this.

Like · Share

Jason Stahl
March 27 · Saint Joseph, MO · Edited

Do not hire transporters who are not DOT compliant.
Do your homework on your haulers folks and keep your animals safe! Do
your transporter DOT research here, check the operating status:
http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/CompanySnapshot.aspx... See More

SAFER Web - Company Snapshot
The Company Snapshot is a concise electronic record
of a company’s identification, size, commodity
information, and safety record, including the safety
rating (if any), a roadside out-of-service inspection
summary, and crash information. The Company
Snapshot is available via an ad-hoc query (one car...
SAFER.FMCSA.DOT.GOV

13 people like this.

View 25 more comments
Pamela Zarem Yes I was. Lol. Did I read they are doing away with MC? And I
read that the Liability may go up to $1.5 mill. In the overdrive emails I get. It has
been the same since like 1989 they say. I joined OOIDA today so hopefully they
can help me sort out all this confusion. Lol
April 23 at 8:28pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott I haven't read or heard that, but either way just because they
say it doesn't mean it's going to happen tomorrow
April 23 at 9:26pm · Like · 3

Patti Graper I think that the gentleman was talking about a permit to go in the
State.. Only a few require them even if you have MC/DOT number. Like for me it
is $60 just to get into CO, NM there is another charge. Only two states I know
that charge to drive thr... See More
April 27 at 5:06pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis
September 22, 2013 · Manhattan, KS

This is one picture of my horse taken April 16th, 2013 during her 4ish
month stay at Kstate Equine Hospital thanks to Parlier Transport and Jimmy
Parlier. — at Kansas State University College of Veterinary Medicine.
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Like · Share

2 people like this.

Sara Kellogg OMG! Poor baby.
September 22, 2013 at 11:38am · Like

Amber Dawn Diehl Oh my god
September 22, 2013 at 11:46am · Like

Nicole Norton What happened?!
September 22, 2013 at 11:48am · Like

Maria BP God, Tiffany, I have never seen pictures of your horse! OMG!
TERRIBLE! I hope you go after him too!
September 22, 2013 at 11:51am · Like

Deshawn Lewis Can you share what happens?
September 22, 2013 at 11:56am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Transported from CA to MO. Put right next to an intact young
stallion without so much as a head divider. She had a pressure abscess which
you see on her hip, developed pleura-pneumonia from the stress and had a
severe hoof/hock injury to her right side leg from bracing herself against the
divider. Just for clarification: The stint in her neck is a main line for medications
and iv fluids and the tube hanging from her chest was one of MANY chest tubes
she had to have to drain the fluid off her lung. She ultimately had to have surgery
which included opening up her chest and cleaning out the purlient material so
her lung would reinflate. That is the short story.
September 22, 2013 at 11:59am · Edited · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan So glad we found each other Tiffany. And people had the
nerve to tell me I was lying! Look at this poor horse that suffered in the hands of
this unscrupulous bootlegger shipper! (Who unfortunately came HIGHLY
recommended).
September 22, 2013 at 12:51pm · Like · 2

Angel Marie Farris Omg
September 22, 2013 at 2:14pm · Like

Nancy Newkirk OMG that's awful! i hope she is much better
September 22, 2013 at 2:21pm · Like

Angel Stipetich OMG
September 22, 2013 at 2:36pm · Like

Angel Stipetich I do hope the hauler is paying for the vet bill. Your poor horse.

September 22, 2013 at 2:36pm · Like · 2

Ann White How's your mare now? Poor mare!
September 22, 2013 at 3:59pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott OMG, I remember hearing about this earlier this year, so so
sorry for your experience and hope your mare recovers to 100%. I hope they
offered to pay vet bills at unloading
September 22, 2013 at 4:59pm · Like · 2
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Maria BP Tiffany, how long was her trip? Looks like she was never taken out off the
trailer. Oh if they did they absolutely ignored her injuries
September 23, 2013 at 1:25pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Tiffany, please go to nccdb.fmcsa.dot.gov under public and then
transport violations. Please file a legal complaint under his MC# 316590 as for
hauling interstate/intrastate illegally. He hasn't been licensed to do this since
2008.
September 23, 2013 at 2:23pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis She was shipped to Kansas from California on March 11th
(morning) and arrived in Kansas City, MO on March 13th around 9am. I had a vet
standing by when she got off the trailer because when I spoke to Timmy with
Parlier Transport he advised me that she had "colic'd" on the trailer the day
before. This was the FIRST time he ever told me there was a problem - 45
minutes before he was to drop off Mylla. When she arrived, she was spraying
blood from 2 different arterial bleeds in her hoof and she was in shock. There
was a huge abrasion on her hip and she was literally covered in blue cote spray.
Before the vet who rushed to her to get everything under control, the hauler
"Timmy" with Parlier Transport left without even being paid. The attached picture
is the abrasion the day they delivered her.

September 23, 2013 at 5:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis This is later that week and it gives you the perspective of how
large it was:

September 23, 2013 at 5:30pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis This is the morning it blew open.

September 23, 2013 at 5:31pm · Like
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Alisha McMillan Are you still in negotiations with Parlier?
September 23, 2013 at 5:33pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis During the debridment...I have never seen so much pus in my
entire life. It was literally pouring out of each pustule.

September 23, 2013 at 5:33pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis After the produce was complete. You could fit your ENTIRE fist
her her hip.

September 23, 2013 at 5:34pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Here is a picture of her hoof and the lacerations to her foot:
Notice the depression into her hoof wall where the flesh is protrouding out.

September 23, 2013 at 5:37pm · Like

Angel Marie Farris That is just horrible. How did it happen?
September 23, 2013 at 5:39pm · Like

Nancy Newkirk OH MY!!
September 23, 2013 at 5:39pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Here is the surgery they performed on her chest:
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September 23, 2013 at 5:40pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis After:

September 23, 2013 at 5:41pm · Like

Nancy Newkirk holy shit! are you getting compensated for this??? WHOA!
September 23, 2013 at 5:41pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis No. He has not paid us a dime towards her care. At this point
we are over 25k.
September 23, 2013 at 5:58pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis And Alisha no, he has stopped communicating with us and his
attorney will not even respond to us.
September 23, 2013 at 5:59pm · Like

Nicole Norton That is disgusting....karma will get them!
September 23, 2013 at 6:00pm · Like · 1

Nancy Newkirk Well Tiffany Lewis,i hope you get justice for your horse!!!
September 23, 2013 at 6:06pm · Like · 1

Karen Heflin-Edens I am glad she is alive and getting care our shipper killed
our rescue horse
September 23, 2013 at 6:33pm · Like

Maria BP Tiffany, I am crying looking at this disgrace! I hope he gets Karma
back 100 folds!!! This makes me soo angry! May I share this pic with my
attorney?
September 23, 2013 at 7:28pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Karen, what happened?
September 23, 2013 at 7:35pm · Like

Karen Heflin-Edens Horse was on the trailer for 16 hours for a 190 mile ride
(3hrs 18min.) They stopped to stay the night somewhere at 1am picked horse up
at 10pm. Didnt give her water and didn't check on her till 11am it was 97° out.
When she got to us at 1:30pm next day. Dripping sweat walked her to cool her
off then hosed her by 4pm down in paddock at boarding facility. We left her
laying down though she was exhausted. Down all night called vet and she could
not be brought around so we had to euthanize her. We didnt even have her a full
24 hours. Notified hauler with no response. The only time they contacted us was
to complain that we filed a complaint with PayPal.
September 23, 2013 at 7:48pm · Like · 1

Maria BP OMG! Who was the hauler? This is awful!
September 23, 2013 at 7:55pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Of course Maria BP, I have many more pictures to share as
well and reports from KSTATE EH if you need.
September 23, 2013 at 8:24pm · Like
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Shelli Boehlke Ramos An owners worst nightmare! This is absolutely
horrible. I am so sorry about your horse, Tiffany, and everything you've had to go
through. 
September 24, 2013 at 2:55pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Thank you Shelli 
September 24, 2013 at 3:38pm · Like

Kacee Camp people need to check their facts before they believe everything
that is posted here. this person waited 3 weeks before saying anything,, and
cannot prove it was the transporters fault. she has no documentation or pictures
of the horse coming off the transport injured. this could have happened
anywhere. several people have urged the transporter to sue this woman for what
she is doing.
October 11, 2013 at 2:30pm · Like · 5

Tiffany Lewis I am doing nothing but telling the truth. I think you need to
check your facts. I do have sworn statements from the vet who was there as she
got off the trailer and the farm owner who happens to be an attorney. You are the
one trying to cover up what this person did to my beautiful mare.
October 11, 2013 at 2:32pm · Like · 6

Deshawn Lewis Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp How do you expect people
to check facts when this is a Review Page...? She posted the review, here it is,
the hauler isnt commenting and all you just simply did is add fuel to the fire...
Where you the hauler by chance??
October 11, 2013 at 2:32pm · Like

Deshawn Lewis Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp ???
October 11, 2013 at 2:37pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Btw Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp - Jimmy has no legal
basis if everything I post is true and I can factually prove. Jimmy HAS all the
documentation which I cannot post here in PDF form. He knows what his
company did, that is why he offered me 10k to settle it through his attorney which
is less than HALF of what I have spent. The only person that needs to check
their facts is you. Go ask Jimmy about this...then come back and apologize.
October 11, 2013 at 2:38pm · Like · 5

Kacee Camp you cant prove it.........and he does have legal basis and I hope
he follows through. you, imo, are a liar
October 11, 2013 at 3:59pm · Like · 4

Kacee Camp fine my review of tiffany lewis is that she is a liar in my opinion
October 11, 2013 at 4:01pm · Like · 3

Kacee Camp slander and libel both are legal basis for law suits. i would think
you could also be libel in some way for the health issues caused by your
spurious attack
October 11, 2013 at 4:03pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan Your something else Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp. This
page is for reviews. If this in fact WAS slander I would think that Jimmy would be
taking action. BUT... since it is the truth he has no grounds. This page isn't about
for opinions. What incentive do you have here to try to defend Jimmy? hmmm..
October 11, 2013 at 4:03pm · Like · 1

Kacee Camp at least i am not a liar attacking a decent person
October 11, 2013 at 4:03pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan And how are you SO SURE that Tiffany is lying?
October 11, 2013 at 4:04pm · Like

Kacee Camp i dont know him, i dont know any of you, but the story, and it is a
story, does not make sense. posting reviews is a good idea, posting lies to put
someones livelihood in jeopardy is not. take care what you say
October 11, 2013 at 4:04pm · Like · 4

Kacee Camp I said in my opinion. her story makes no sense, she waited to
long to make her accusations, and no one else in the horse world that is of any
worth, to me, is backing her up
October 11, 2013 at 4:05pm · Like · 4

Alisha McMillan Then how do you claim to know about his health issues,
livelihood, etc?
October 11, 2013 at 4:06pm · Like · 3

Kacee Camp i can read
October 11, 2013 at 4:06pm · Like

Kacee Camp and i do know people that know him personally
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October 11, 2013 at 4:06pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan People in the "horse world" have to validate her story for you
to believe it? What a joke! If you can read then do it!
October 11, 2013 at 4:07pm · Edited · Like

Kacee Camp I also know people that know her personally
October 11, 2013 at 4:07pm · Like · 1

Kacee Camp she cant prove it. period. this is a waste of time
October 11, 2013 at 4:08pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp, I wish those would be just lies, but
it is my reality too. My horse was injured. I wasn't called, she didn't get a vet
attention for 7 days while being hauled (and it is in his contract). she was
suppose to be my high end jumper but now no one knows if she will ever be able
to do any jumping. Right now she still is just allowed to walk in a round pen. I
tried to call Jimmy, txt him, emaled, FB message, FB post on his site and I had
one reply from what suppose to be his GF Lory that he will get back to me. Well
he never did... Then I started my postings and had learned that he wasn't
authorized to haul, has no insurance and apparently either accountability or
responsibility for ANYTHING that happens. So, don't just blame Tiffany, she isn't
the only one (and her horse) that suffered from his irresponsible actions. I just do
not want to see anymore...
October 11, 2013 at 4:21pm · Edited · Like · 2

Kacee Camp ask these questions- is there documentation of the horse's
injuries coming off the trailer, or right after coming off the trailer with the trailer in
the picture . 2. is there documentation of vet care immediately following this
"incident". 3. was any law enforcement agency notified? none of this has been
provided.
October 11, 2013 at 4:23pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp I wish I knew then what I know
now. I would have called the cops even in a middle of the night (this is when
mine was delivered). But I do have vet exam and pictures before my mare left
and when she came.
October 11, 2013 at 4:25pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan To post a review do we need to provide all of that to you
Kacee Risingcreekrescue Camp? If you don't want to believe the reviews then
don't... I don't think any of us care.
October 11, 2013 at 4:25pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Who do you know that knows me? That would likely answer
any question of your motivation. There is so much evidence it is ridiculous. The
website I am setting up to tell Mylla's story is almost ready to go. All the reports
from the vets will be there for download and for all to read. This whole thing is
just at its infancy....
October 11, 2013 at 5:04pm · Like · 5

Deshawn Lewis OKAY Ill be the end to this Tiffany Do what you need to do to
get all legal fee's done, Kacee if Jimmy is worried about whats going on have
him CONTACT the person who wrote the review. All other people who have
nothing to do with this (including Myself) need not to say anything because i can
see it now this is going ot turn into something it shouldnt. This Page is for a
review, Review was made and we all who arent involved should read the review
and keep it going. !!!
October 11, 2013 at 5:19pm · Like · 2

Deshawn Lewis Thanks Im out!
October 11, 2013 at 5:19pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Timmy left before anyone could even get the police there. He
left without being paid the remainder of the haul!!!...*sigh*
October 11, 2013 at 5:49pm · Like · 2

Kacee Camp over 30 yrs of insurance fraud investigation makes you very
hard to believe. end of comments
October 11, 2013 at 9:25pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Kacee the more you talk, the more you scare me. Heaven help
the people you investigated if you draw conclusions with the limited amount of
evidence I was able to provide here. I am still waiting for this person that "knows"
me...
October 11, 2013 at 9:30pm · Edited · Like · 4

Maria BP Kacee, sorry, but now you are crossing the line and throwing some
serious accusations that absolutely have no relevance to the post that pertains to
horses (multiple) injured by Jimmy Parlier aka Parlier transportation that had his
authority to transport revoked in 2008 (feel free to check with FMCSA) who
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continues to submit his quotes as legal and insured business and when push
comes to shove he isn't there to accept responsibility and help those animals
that get injured and by his choice he has no insurance to cover the costs.
October 11, 2013 at 9:33pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Her comment was that she was a fraud investigator for 30
years or something...which she deleted.
October 11, 2013 at 9:36pm · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP Tiffany, I do not care, it is absolutely irrelevant! and doesn't belong
on the FB!
October 11, 2013 at 9:37pm · Edited · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan She has deleted half of her comments.. hmmm... wonder
why???
October 11, 2013 at 11:28pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I smell fish.
October 11, 2013 at 11:28pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis It blocked me!!!! I hope the rest of the Humpers block me.
October 11, 2013 at 11:31pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Living in blocked world is quite blissful!  I consider it a
blessing.
October 11, 2013 at 11:34pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Why are you still here "liking" all the posts Jennifer Rose?
October 11, 2013 at 11:39pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I smell fish and trolls.
October 11, 2013 at 11:42pm · Like · 2

Colleen Cramblet I had heard this is the place now where "3 certain people"
have come to degrade, insult and blame Jimmy Parlier for susposed injuries
caused by him during transport. I am here to say that Jimmy is one of the most
trustworthy and highly respected transporters on the road and for you all to
degrade him the way you are is disgacefull and you all should be ashamed of
yourselves for telling your side of the story rather than the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth. Here's some truth for you... Alisha McMillian started
bashing Jimmy first when he delivered 2 horses to her arriving at night which is
not uncommon as they have to keep on schedule and they get there when they
get there, and it is expected that the owner be present when they arrive. Alisha
put 2 new horses right off the trailer in with her other horses at night when they
had no idea where the bounderies of the wire fence were. The only person at
fault here is Alisha. Noone with half a brain would do such a thing and then she
immediately blamed Jimmy's transport for her being stupid and is now
threatening to sue him. In reality it should be him suing her. Marie I do not know
the situation with your horse hitting its head, but anyone with half a brain knows
a 17 hand horse should be shipped with a padded leather hood made to attach
to halter and the owner should have provided such at the time of shipping. I have
them for my 2 big Walkers because horses tend to hold their head up especially
going into a trailer with other unknown horses and most trailers are not made for
horses that tall. Horses have accidents because they do irrational things and the
owner should be smart enough to plan for their safety. I do not believe for 1
minute that your horse had a serious head injury and went untended to by
Jimmy's driver for 7 days. Him and his drivers are horse owners and they do not
ignor injuries especially a serious injury. As for Tiffany rumor has it your horse
had a medical issue prior to being shipped and noone bothered to tell the
transport driver until they arrived and you are reponsible for putting every horse
in that trailer at risk ... and for you to blame Jimmy is completely rediculous. And
for you to blame a little colt that was next to her indicates what an irresponsible
person you are. That colt was probably the one scared out of his mind and the
owner should be suing you for what you have said about him being a renegade
studdy attack horse. At the present time Jimmy has delivered and picked up
horses with a few of my Gypsy friends and not a single incident and they have
used him exclusively for a long time and never an incident. These are friends
with very expensive Gypsy horses who don't trust just anyone to do their
transport. As we speak Jimmy is on the road to pick up my new Gypsy mare who
will arriving to me on Tuesday and she will arrive safe and sound and I am very
happy she is in Jimmy's care making this 3 day trip. Jimmy is a highly repected
business owner and horse owner as well and anyone who takes the time to read
this will see through what your real motives are... just looking for someone to pay
your vet bills for your irresponsible behavior and the lack of information provided
to the transport driver. Suck it up and pay your own vet bills like the rest of us do
when our horses do stupid things or have a medical condition that is no fault of
anyone else. That's it...my rant on this topic. And BTW if there was any facts to
your story your attorney would tell you to stay off FB. To my knowledge FB has
not yet become the American Judicial System.
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October 13, 2013 at 1:50am · Like · 4

Maria BP Colleen, just an FYI, she was bought directly from a track. I provided
the height and Pictures. According to contract Jimmy was suppose to provide
reasonable equipment and protection. He was suppose to let me know if he
didn't have something that she might have needed I would have paid for this!
(Waay cheaper then vet bills). But I was told that everything was fine... If he
didn't have a tall trailer to accommodate her he should not have have taken the
job. You do not tie horses head down either. What do you think happened when
they started to move and she ran into her halter with head tied down? She ripped
it (the rip is on a halter), injured her head and kegs and had two burns behind
her ears from the halter. He was suppose to call me and tell me about ANY
even/injuries at the time they happened AND take her to the vet. None of this
took place. I can tell you for sure b/c the wounds were infected and she is so tall
and was so terrified anyone touching her head/ears that without tranqulizer you
couldn't get to clean it. Only vet when arrived was able to take care of it. So, do
not make assumptions. When I contacted him to resolve those issues I didn't get
any response from him. After that I posted on FB and on his FB site but he
removed it. In my book it is called lack of accountability and responsibility and
outright animal neglect.
October 13, 2013 at 10:20am · Edited · Like · 2

Colleen Cramblet Marie your story is still not the truth the whole truth and
nothing but the truth. I have also heard other facts of the incident and how the
transporter tried to work with you but you would have no part of it because your
intentions are other than a reasonable solution. Do you have photos to back up
what you say was done as for her head being tied down and her halter causing
the injury. I think not.
October 13, 2013 at 11:11am · Like · 3

Maria BP God, Colleen Cramblet I wish what you were saying was the truth. I
am yet to hear from Jimmy. I would have rather resolved the issue a civil way
then doing all of this. I try to work things out with people first "off the books". I
never planned on going to DOT/FMCSA or take legal action, but I was left with
no other choice. He wasn't reachable. And her handlers emailed and txt me as
soon as she was loaded and tied... They were shocked that she was tied like
that. You think that cuts behind her ears were not caused by the halter?
seriously? They were in addition to the holes in her head. I didn't post all the
pictures. And again, If Jimmy replied and tried to resolve the matter, I wouldn't
have to go the next step.
October 13, 2013 at 1:32pm · Like · 2

Maria BP PS: it is Maria. And please, do not say those things again, you really
do not know me and to me they are insulting, b/c I am honest person and quite
reasonable. ask those who know me
October 13, 2013 at 1:35pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Colleen I don't care what you have to say. I have proof
otherwise and you are making up lies. Why you would protect someone by lying
and getting yourself involved in a litigation is beyond me.
October 13, 2013 at 1:37pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Maria - be done with the humpers and just move forward. They
are protecting him for some reason.
October 13, 2013 at 1:39pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Colleen Cramblet, I just emailed, pm'd and posted in comments on
Jimmy's FB page for Parlier horse transport and Carriages the following: "Hi,
Jimmy, this is Maria. I am not sure if it is you or your friends saying that you have
been trying to resolve the issue with my mare's injuries when she was
transported by your company and that I didn't accept your offer. I truly would like
to hear what it is and put those roomers to rest. I would prefer to resolve this
issue between us. I have emailed you to the account through we have contacted
originally with the same message. Please look for it in your email box. I am
sending the same in pm. Please respond to the email, so we both have traceable
proof. Best regards, looking forward to hear from you. Maria" He may delete my
comment or may reply. I will update accordingly...
October 13, 2013 at 8:16pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Screenshots ftw...
October 13, 2013 at 9:18pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Colleen Cramblet, Day One- no contact or replies from Jimmy....
October 14, 2013 at 9:43pm · Like · 1

Gayle C Clemens Colleen Cramblet do you want a cease and desist letter
sent to you? Its time you stopped slandering and defending a issue that has
NOTHING to do with you. STOP.
October 14, 2013 at 10:10pm · Like · 2
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Gayle C Clemens Kacee HeadinDeepWater is a troll
October 14, 2013 at 10:32pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Yes, she blocked me apparently, lol.
October 14, 2013 at 10:37pm · Like · 1

Colleen Cramblet Gayle don't throw orders out to me. I have not said
anything to you at all. And this page is for transport reviews not for doing what
you guys are doing. Why don't you spend your money and hire an attorney to
fight your transport complaints in court rather than waste money sending out
cease and desist orders just cause you have a little anger management problem
when someone dares to stand up against this BS.
October 14, 2013 at 10:40pm · Like · 2

Colleen Cramblet And welcome to the Block Party. Should of done that back
when I blocked your daughter. Apple does not fall far from the tree.
October 14, 2013 at 10:42pm · Like · 2

Gayle C Clemens please block me.... Colleen Cantaketheheat but likes to
dish
October 14, 2013 at 10:46pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Colleen, the reason I am posting is to share my experience and
allow people to make educated decision when hiring a hauler. In my incident so
far Jimmy Parlier aka Parlier Transport (and Carriages) has proven to be a
hauler without any responsibilities, accountability or honor. BS is to advertise
himself as licensed and insured when he isn't and then not take any
responsibility for horse's well being when it happens or after. Like I said I have
contacted him again, but my bet that I will not hear from him. And yes, I am
exercising the legal venue unless he will reach back and will attempt to resolve it
out off the courts.
October 15, 2013 at 8:41am · Edited · Like · 1

Colleen Cramblet Maria (last name????) If you want to talk to Jimmy why
don't you pick up the phone and call him. It so happens he is on the road
transporting and is not on computer playing on FB. And even though you and
others are trying your best to drive business away it must not be working as he is
bussier than heck and never has enough idle time to be on computer Matter of
fact he is never on FB so you are totally wasting your time sending messages to
him. I'm sure you had his phone number when you contracted with him. If not
you can find it on his transport page (which was setup for contact information
and sometimes monitored by the person who set it up who is also on the road
most of the time). So putting messages there, sending emails is not going to get
a response while he is on the road.
October 15, 2013 at 10:51pm · Like · 4

Megan Lynn I have used Jimmey,MANY times and still will....I have NEVER
had a problem with him, this looks to serious to be just from shipping to my
opinion....his trailers that he has brought to my place I have always looked at
them and other horses on the trailer aand they ALL look safe and sound with
PLENTY of room....every horse has their own stall. But my opinion is that Jimmy
is a great guy and treats horses good, I haven't had any problems with him...he
has ALWAYS called me every day, some more then once a day bc they care.....I
just don't have any bad things to say.....sorry to hear about the mare! She looked
sweet!
October 16, 2013 at 8:21am · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis You had a very different experience Megan. Imagine what you
would do if your mare arrived like my mare did? Shaking uncontrollably, spraying
blood from her foot and many abrasions with a huge one on her hip the size of a
salad plate? This mare got on the trailer FINE and the day before a complete
health check done....when she arrived the vet was standing by to tend to
her...There is no mystery here.
October 16, 2013 at 9:21am · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis If he is driving horses, he is still showing as unauthorized with
the FMSC...this helps, thanks Colleen Cramblet.
October 16, 2013 at 9:24am · Like · 2

Colleen Cramblet Nothing I said helps you in any way Tiffany. And you have
no basis to say Jimmy does not have all the authority he is required to have as
well as insurance that he or any other transporter is required to have. BTW did
any of you read the contract before you signed it. In particular did you read the
"Inherent Risk and Assumption of Risk" that the owner agrees to. There is no
transport company that is going to assume the risk of uncontrolable behavior of
animals no more than they can control the weather or the universe.
October 16, 2013 at 5:50pm · Like · 2
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Tiffany Lewis It does help...trust me and I thank you for that. With regards to your
other statement, it is foolish and completely misinformed. There is a difference
between inherent risk and gross negligence. You clearly want to believe WHAT you
want to believe despite the facts I have presented. The fact that you and the rest of the
humpers have continued to press this has really helped us in our decisions on how to
proceed. Thank you!!
October 16, 2013 at 5:59pm · Edited · Like · 2

Megan Lynn Did this mare colic before the shipper got there????
October 16, 2013 at 6:49pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis No. Not to my knowledge. I have been in touch with the former
owner MANY times, in fact he watched her on live cam for a good part of her
stay in the hospital.
October 16, 2013 at 6:50pm · Edited · Like

Colleen Cramblet Megan that is what the driver was told but be careful what
you say to her as she will next threaten you with her litigation scheme.
WhenJimmy deals with these people the truth will be posted where they will not
be threatening people for telling the truth.
October 16, 2013 at 9:07pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You were there right Colleen? Do tell us exactly what
happened...
October 16, 2013 at 9:14pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I still don't know...the Parlier Transport driver "Timmy" left and
no one has ever been able to talk to him...HE DIDNT EVEN STAY AROUND TO
BE PAID - explain that?
October 16, 2013 at 9:15pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Colleen Cramblet you are involving yourself in this when you
have ABSOLUTELY no business doing so. You were not there, you witnessed
nothing and you were not a party to our transaction. Posting your opinion is
fine....but commenting on MY experience when you have NO PROOF otherwise
is just...ignorant and asking for trouble.
October 16, 2013 at 9:22pm · Like · 4

Colleen Cramblet I previously did state what the driver was told and what the
driver said had occured but if anyone does not go along with your story then they
are accused of lying. You don't want the truth to be known cause it will interfere
with what you are attempting to do. And I believe you stated earlier that you were
not even there when the driver arrived although you knew when he was to be
there and the owner is expected to be there. But even though you were not there
you state that she was bleeding as she came off the trailer. How would you know
when you were not there. Lot of grey area here.
October 16, 2013 at 9:27pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis So your telling me PARLIER TRANSPORT loaded a colic'ing
mare to embark on a 48 hour trip AFTER apparently being told this? They can't
weasel their way out of it - face it...
October 16, 2013 at 9:27pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Colleen, you can verify Jimmy's legit with DOT/FMCSA, please call
them they will tell you that his rights have been revoked since 2008. Earlier I
have provided everyone with his MC# and DOT# that clearly states :NOT
AUTHORIZED to haul for hire. Secondly, no one is talking about the part of the
contract "risk etc" we are talking about the part of the DUE DILIGENCE is that
the owners had to be called and horses HAD to be taken to the nearest vet
which DIDN"T take place.
October 16, 2013 at 9:30pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I got there 5 minutes after she arrived and the person that led
her off the trailer with TIMMY was AN ATTORNEY who owned the barn. Get your
facts straight. The vet was standing by and was trying to stop the bleeding from
two arteries in her foot as I arrived. There was NO evidence she had ever
colic'd...Riddle me that cramit.
October 16, 2013 at 9:32pm · Edited · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis How about use the name Mylla instead of Tifeta.
October 16, 2013 at 9:37pm · Like · 2

Maria BP I have notice that most people who dealt with Jimmy directly have
been please with his services, HOWEVER he is DIRECTLY responsible for
people he uses to haul on his behalf just like I would be responsible for any
assistant practicing under my license. AND this is just a common sense and a
SAFETY: NOT to put a mare next to a stallion (you wouldn't do it in a barn, then
why in a world would you even think of doing it in a trailer???). as well as
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NEVER tie horses head down: first they can get their heads under the chest bar,
then also, will pull against the pressure during a stop/acceleration and will start
panicking. This is just the basic animal instinct. You can google safe horse
transport. there are MANY videos etc on a subject. Sorry, Colleen, but you are
not scoring any points on intelligent remarks. As far as Tiffany and I go, we have
an absolute right to be angry for such negligence to our horses.
October 16, 2013 at 9:37pm · Like · 3

Gayle C Clemens since Collen Cramblet has me blocked I'll just add she and
her tribe of mean girls LIVE to stir their cauldron of lies and deceit...sorry that
you girls are now a target because HEAVEN forbid you call into question the
amazing Jimmy P... and his illegal horse transport service. But in my experience
you can not fix stoopid and hopefully you both will proceed to do what needs to
be done and put these mean busybodies behind you and your horses. Becase
you will not get them to accept your pov or your actions.
October 16, 2013 at 9:44pm · Edited · Like · 3

Maria BP C'mon, please no name calling.. ok?
October 16, 2013 at 9:45pm · Like

Colleen Cramblet I have never said you did not have a right to be angry.
What I said was how unfair it is omit part of the story as to what happened and
how unfair it is to defame someone all over FB. I get really tired of seeing good
people get drug thru the mud especially when I know there is more to what is
being said. And it is a given fact that if anyone stands up for someone getting
bullied then they will get bullied as well... but so be it.
October 16, 2013 at 9:47pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis OMG way to twist it. MY MARE WAS GIVEN A 50/50 chance to
live because of PARLIER TRANSPORT. You tell me who is the victim here. It
sure is not JIMMY PARLIER.
October 16, 2013 at 9:51pm · Like · 3

Colleen Cramblet Marie if you would call Jimmy I am sure he will answer his
phone and talk to you. But as I said last night he is not on a computer and
obviously will not see your messages. And as a matter of fact he has never been
on FB. If you do not have his phone number then PM me and I will give it to you.
October 16, 2013 at 9:51pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Colleen Cramblet if he isnt on facebook - then why does he
have a facebook page that he updates?
October 16, 2013 at 9:52pm · Like · 3

Maria BP Collen, with all due respect, even after it all happened and his driver
didn't do what was right, why wouldn't he step up to take care of it? Why do you
have to wait until it does get over the internet to do so? I can tell you that there
were a couple of hauler's that had accidents but you do not hear about them,
right? B/c they took care of their client's horses even if it was after the fact (I
pm'd with 2, so i know for fact) The difference is that no matter what you do,
doesn't seem like Jimmy even cares. If that is the case, would you want others to
be an the same boat as us and their horses injured without remorse or help for
them?
October 16, 2013 at 9:52pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl First of all, I think there a couple people that need to learn how to
read, namely those defending the transporter. The horse was vet checked and
such prior to being transported with a clean bill of health. The horse had very
bad injuries upon offloading. A vet was onsite. The person who transported the
horse wouldn't even stick around long enough to get paid, knowing he put
himself in a really bad position. So by the logic of the defenders of this so called
transporter, you are either saying the horse was loaded by the carrier with these
horrendous injuries, which nobody in their right mind would do unless it was to
take the horse to a local vet which means the hauler was just plain irresponsible
and stupid. Not someone I would want hauling my animals. Or the injuries just
magically appeared spontaneously upon the opening of the trailer door. Pick
which one you would like to choose because those are the only options by the
defenders logic. Secondly, if you want to defend someone like this, do your
homework and research. This person does not even have the proper DOT
documentation and is not registered to haul livestock. It doesn't take a rocket
scientist to see something is up with the transporter. Someone with a good
record for hauling without incident should have no problem nor issue being
registered with the DOT. Proof? Sworn affidavits from vets, the recieving barn
owner, the fact that the transporter wouldn't even stick around to get paid nor to
see this animal was okay after such a botched transport job? Are you defenders
of this transporter really that blind? Or are you hoping to get a free transport from
this hauler at some point for defending him? Word to the wise, I wouldn't have
this transporter haul my animals if he paid ME and neither should you. I strongly
recommend you actually do your research and get your facts straight before
defending this hack.
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October 16, 2013 at 9:52pm · Like · 13

Tiffany Lewis Maria - call him right now and see if he answers.
October 16, 2013 at 9:54pm · Like · 1

Maria BP No, like i said, I only want "paper" trail and I am acting as such. I will
txt, but within normal business hours. I do not need to test him, I am seeking
resolution and hoping that maybe there is still decency in the man.
October 16, 2013 at 9:57pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I respect your decisions Maria. We are all dealing with it in our
own way.
October 16, 2013 at 9:58pm · Like · 1

Gayle C Clemens do please keep us updated with your progress regarding
this matter you can pm me or post a update but Maria I am afraid if he was a
good, honorable and professionally minded businessman your resolution,
Tiffany's and Alisha would already have been. He would be legal beagle and no
more horses would be getting injured. Yes,I put that in a present tense. Please
dont think that you three are all and end of...
October 16, 2013 at 10:02pm · Like · 3

Maria BP ..unfortunately my hopes are dying with each day i get no response
which also means going further...
October 16, 2013 at 10:09pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Any update Maria?
October 20, 2013 at 9:41am · Like

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, you need to read everything before you
comment that a story is not truthful. This situation is documented and witnessed.
There's nothing false about this situation. If Parlier is so reputable why is he not
approved for transport by DOT and why does he not have insurance? Why are
there so many people complaining about his irresponsible hauling? In my book,
one time may be a mistake, a bad circumstance, bad luck, whatever you want to
call it. But multiple complaints in the equine transport business? And even 1
justifiable complaint, like this one, without honorable remedy, is more than
enough to show that a 'nice guy' doesn't always know what he's doing nor does
the right thing.
February 20 at 4:48pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan All 3 of us are untruthful huh Danene? There's more than just
the 3 of us also. Besides the fact he is hauling illegally, I guess that doesn't
matter either? A very well known Gypsy breeder was here to see my gypsy filly
in person and there is nothing else to my story! period. It is really sad, your right.
You have found out there is more to the story? Really, from who??
February 20 at 4:52pm · Like · 1

Vicki Rooney Wells http://www.truckdriver.com/trucking.../ShowDOTCo.cfm...
February 20 at 4:58pm · Like

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, you are right, not all haulers do things the right
way and those should be avoided until they are in compliance with the proper
DOT licensing and insurance.
February 20 at 4:58pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl You need to click on his DOT number, furnished by the link you
provided - You will notice it says not authorized.
February 20 at 4:59pm · Like · 3

Vicki Rooney Wells Jason you obviously have not listened to both sides of
the story. These girls are slandering a wonderful man. I just posted proof above
of his DOT number. He is NOT hauling illegally.
February 20 at 4:59pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Again, click on the 'proof' of his DOT number, it takes you to
http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?searchtype=ANY...
February 20 at 5:00pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan It doesnt matter if he is DOT?? Umm.. yes it does. He's NOT
AUTHORIZED! Anybody can have a DOT #, doesn't mean anything. Yes, all the
details will come out in the end ... in due time.  I hope you stay tuned also!
Care to share who is feeding you your "facts"? Didn't think so... Vicki Rooney
Wells, you've heard both sides?
February 20 at 5:00pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Danene, are you getting paid to haul your own horses?? Big
difference!
February 20 at 5:01pm · Like · 1
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Jason Stahl Personal horses are different matter, however, when you are hauling
animals for other people, for profit, you must have proper DOT autorization to do so
along with proper insurance.
February 20 at 5:01pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan Vicki Rooney Wells, how am I slandering Jimmy, as you so
state I am?
February 20 at 5:02pm · Like · 1

Vicki Rooney Wells Alisha I was referring to Tiffany Lewis
February 20 at 5:03pm · Like

Jason Stahl How do you prove you are legal when the DOT, the government,
says you aren't? lol
February 20 at 5:05pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan Danene, A connection between Maria BP, Tiffany Lewis and
myself?? Um.. NO! I don't know these ladies from Adam.. what a joke. Hmm..
someone really is feeding a line to you. We've all been asking for proof since day
one ... never received anything.
February 20 at 5:07pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Prior suits?? haha.. wow, where are you getting this
information Danene? Why do you not care to respond to any of my comments??
February 20 at 5:09pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl A vet onsite at the moment of delivery, the stable owner onsite at
the moment of delivery? The hauler sneaking away without getting paid and not
even bothering to stick around to see if the animal was going to be okay? It
doesn't take a rocket scientist to prove that out.
February 20 at 5:16pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan And Danene, your stating your opinion and haven't
substantiated any comment you've made? Prior connections? The fact that being
DOT authorized isn't important? Your comment, "AND I do not know if he is or
isn't and it doesn't matter." How ignorant is that? The fact you haul your own
horses? - Most people do, that isn't for hire so its irrelevant. Everything you've
stated so far has been completely irrelevant. You know nothing of any of our
situations and obviously THINK you have the facts when in fact you do not.
February 20 at 5:17pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Vicki Rooney Wells, where did you go? Jimmy is hauling
illegally.
February 20 at 5:18pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Danene if you state to know the facts why are you asking me
about someone elses horse? The above pictured mare is not my horse, I'm not
going to comment on someone else's situation. Do your homework before you
open your mouth. You just proved my point.
February 20 at 5:23pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Danene Howard, I have been saying all along people make their
choices. He should have told me that he was uninsured and without valid DOT,
and I asked, so that was a lie. This post NOT only about Tiffany's horse, but
mine too who is still not allowed out due to her injuries from transport back in
August 11-18 as well as he is hauling illegaly for hire, not maintaining proper
insurance, not disclosing this to customers and not taking responsibility WHEN
things go wrong
February 20 at 5:28pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Danene Howard what would you do if you would be either Tiffany's
or mine hauler? Would you call us, would you take our horses to the vet, would
you actually try to settle the issues and help the animals or deny and drag it out?
What would you personally do?
February 20 at 5:30pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Danene - you read my post and what I had to say about my
horse and my experience. You believe it or not. My mare was perfect before she
got on the transport and arrived in critical condition. I have hauled Mylla MANY
times with no incident for 4-6 hours at a time. Point is - Parlier admitted he knew
she was having issues 1 hour into the trip and never notified me or a vet. That is
a problem in and of itself. If you want to protect Jimmy Parlier and his practices
then have at it but if you transport a horse FOR HIRE in the good ole' USA then
you are required to have a valid DOT number. Hauling your own horses is of
course exempt. Your not even comparing oranges to oranges here. Come back
when you have some documentation to the contrary that Jimmy Parlier did not
almost kill my horse...until then you can spew whatever Jimmy Parlier nonsense
you want.
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February 20 at 5:30pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Bash Jimmy? How so? I'm responding to your comment
referring to "well first off there are only 3 people complaining..." I am one of these
3 people your referring to. Yes, this post stated with Tiffany's mare, I will let her
answer your questions pertaining to her experience.
February 20 at 5:30pm · Like · 1

Vicki Rooney Wells I haven't gone anywhere....I'm on the phone with Jimmy
talking about what you girls are saying. I'll get back to as soon as I finish getting
the WHOLE TRUTH!!
February 20 at 5:31pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Vicki Rooney Wells sounds good .. that's both sides of the
story, as you say! lol
February 20 at 5:31pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Ask him how his visit with the DOT was?
February 20 at 5:31pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard Works for me
February 20 at 5:33pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Funny - she has been transported all over the US including
Canada. She was ALSO imported to US from Brazil. I have hauled her
perfectly...not sure what your point is? If she had ANY issue then he should have
by HIS OWN CONTRACT contacted ME or a VET which he did not. MY horse
suffered the entire trip only to arrive to me in critical condition.
February 20 at 5:34pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I was NEVER once given notice that she was injured until 45
minutes BEFORE she arrived. Per his OWN contract, she should have received
vet care LONG before she arrived here in Kansas City. Please explain that
away...
February 20 at 5:35pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan What hauler would leave without getting paid for their
services if they weren't acknowledging wrongdoing?
February 20 at 5:36pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl So as a hauler, if you cannot transport an animal safely,
regardless of circumstance, you don't haul the animal. It's called being a
responsible hauler. An animal's disposition is no excuse for human ignorance,
that goes for any hauler, vet, farrier, handler, owner, etc. You've been around
horses, so you know these things Danene Howard. You provided a baseless
argument.
February 20 at 5:36pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis I posted the reports from Kstate - you either choose to believe
them or not. Why would I lie about such a thing? I am the first one to praise
someones services. I am in a service industry myself...ask yourself what I have
to gain? Also, why did Jimmy Parlier offer me 10k if he did nothing to my horse?
Ask yourself that...
February 20 at 5:37pm · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, I was in the same boat. NEVER told that anything
happened until I saw the blood caked on her face when she arrived...
February 20 at 5:39pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Yes Alisha - He bailed without even being paid...WHO DOES
THAT?
February 20 at 5:39pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl So you're going from California to MO and the horse suddenly
changes hauling disposition the last 25 miles? lol You know that's not the case,
you generally know within the first 10-20 miles.
February 20 at 5:41pm · Like · 4

Maria BP or from CA to PA in 7 days?
February 20 at 5:41pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Jimmy Parlier told me 1 hour into the trip she "colic'd" and had
a "fifty cent piece" mark on her hip. This phone conversation took place AFTER
she was dropped off in critical condition. So if she colic'd then get her VET care.
A pressure abscess does not happen like that in an hour - it takes days. She
didn't colic and get a pressure abscess. She didn't colic and end up with pleura-
pneumonia. I am very lucky in all of this that the person that took my mare off the
trailer is a well respected lawyer here in Kansas City. She owns the stable where
Mylla was dropped off...
February 20 at 5:43pm · Like · 1
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Alisha McMillan Who cares how many he's hauled Danene, how is that another
relevant question?
February 20 at 5:45pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Ok Vicki Rooney Wells, and you know this, huh? You don't
know anything about my situation.
February 20 at 5:47pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis hahahahahahahahahhahaha Vicki Rooney Wells
February 20 at 5:47pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I have never received ONE dollar from a lawsuit roflmao
February 20 at 5:48pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You people are acting like desperate lemmings - its really
pathetic and sad.
February 20 at 5:48pm · Edited · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Do your homework on wounds and infection and then we'll
talk.
February 20 at 5:48pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis NM
February 20 at 5:49pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I know Vicki Rooney Wells, its everyone elses fault. roflmao
February 20 at 5:52pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Yes and my husband is the pope.
February 20 at 5:52pm · Like

Marjean McIntyre Yes, the owners of these horses don't bother to mention
that there are photo's of the horses, which I have seen, that were taken when
they came off the trailer, UNINJURED........ that's why this isn't going
anywhere....
February 20 at 5:53pm · Like · 2

Marjean McIntyre There are also text messages that they sent to Jimmy
about how satisfied they were with the horses upon arrival. All FACTS that are in
possession of the attorney's. They can post all the crap they want here, but the
horses were injured AFTER they got off the trailer.
February 20 at 5:54pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis SHOW me
February 20 at 5:55pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Yes they are Marjean. Why did Jimmy offer me 10k?
February 20 at 5:55pm · Like

Maria BP Vicki Rooney Wells, before you cast a stone here is my actual email
to J. Parlier after one of you guys said that he is honest and would like to help
and settle the matter:"Hi, Jimmy, this is Maria. I am not sure if it is you or your
friends saying that you have been trying to resolve the issue with my mare's
injuries when she was transported by your company and that I didn't accept your
offer. I truly would like to hear what it is and put those roomers to rest. I would
prefer to resolve this issue between us. I have emailed you to the account
through we have contacted originally with the same message. Please look for it
in your email box. I am sending the same in pm. Please respond to the email, so
we both have traceable proof. Best regards, looking forward to hear from you.
Maria"
February 20 at 5:55pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Why dont you all answer the questions instead of throwing
around complete and utter lies?
February 20 at 5:55pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I think the JH's left
February 20 at 5:56pm · Edited · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Marjean McIntyre.. hmm.. would love to read those text
message AND see these pictures your refer to. But alas.. I wont, because they
DON'T exist.
February 20 at 5:58pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Its just funny that as soon as you point out things, they don't
answer and block you.
February 20 at 6:01pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Do you all realize you just keep the fire going? It keeps me
passionate about it and I truly appreciate it. 
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February 20 at 6:02pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Marjean - Mylla was now injured after? Man...you all need to
colaborate and keep a story that your all telling. You all keep changing your own
story lol....I still dont have a explanation why JImmy offered us 10k??? which at
the time was HALF our vet bills? Still waiting for a response
February 20 at 6:03pm · Edited · Like · 1

Danene Howard Your just a crowd of 3 and no one believes you 
February 20 at 6:04pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Nope no one believes me....thats why you are all here
defending him? omg - HELLO...and I won't stop. You think Facebook is my only
plan? NOT EVEN CLOSE...I want change for our horses. That is what I want.
This has given me a cause for action and I am going to take that calling. Again, I
appreciate you all coming here and giving me the drive to stop people like Jimmy
Parlier from hauling our horses with proper insurance and licensure.
February 20 at 6:06pm · Edited · Like · 3

Maria BP I just noticed that Vicki Rooney Wells, deleted all her comments and
the link she shared. So, I will repost it: http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?
searchtype=ANY...
February 20 at 6:08pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Maria BP, she didn't delete them.. she just blocked us. lol.
February 20 at 6:09pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I screenshot'd it all
February 20 at 6:09pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan I actually hadn't even thought of any of this situation in many,
many months and its all his little "supporters" that kept dragging it up, mainly one
in California, that keeps plastering my name all over her page that drew me back
to it. Like Tiffany, it just makes me want to keep supporting the cause because of
all of you.
February 20 at 6:10pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I am very proud to know the three of you and now Marilyn
who's horse actually died.  I wish our common thread had been different and
not the suffering of our beloved horses but I am happy to know you and support
each other as we fight for Justice for Mylla and your horses. I am sorry, I dont
know their names 
February 20 at 6:13pm · Edited · Like · 3

Maria BP Also, Vicki Rooney Wells, I wasn't attending the hearing at the local
court as it is filed with DISTRICT court now, so I guess you can say he "won by
default" as I was not there
February 20 at 6:48pm · Like

Alisha McMillan She did remove it!! I guess she thought the comment about
Maria BP being a Russian and possibly not have papers was pretty out of line
too!
February 20 at 6:48pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I dont need to insult anyone. Mylla suffered terribly at the hands
of Jimmy Parlier Transport and she has survived him. Now it is my goal to stop
other horses from getting hurt. 
February 20 at 7:15pm · Like · 5

Tiffany Lewis Beware of this group: They promote unlicensed
professionals...https://www.facebook.com/groups/1447879945443780/
February 20 at 7:18pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis This whole thing reminds of the expression "birds of a feather
flock together" - it has never made more sense until now.
February 20 at 7:19pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Jimmy has hauled alot of horses and I am sorry your horse
was hurt..BUT she did it to herself and they did what they could ultimately it is
your responsibility to follow up status updates etc.. while it is sad horses
sometimes hurt themseves during transport period the end.
February 20 at 7:22pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis That is where you and I disagree Danene. I called them
everyday and I was told everytime she was perfect. These people are liars and
good ole' boys...you are being played soooo hard...it is really unfortunate. As this
whole thing unfolds...I hope you come back to me and apologize...not to me but
to Mylla. She survived HELL and there is no lie in that.
February 20 at 7:25pm · Edited · Like · 1
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Danene Howard Tiffany I don't think its a about agreeing. I have used Jimmy lots of
times transporting my Friesian babies all over...they have always called me I have
always been kept updated and I have never had a complaint on the condition of the
horse recieved...so I am really hard pressed to believe you and you did not post all the
facts from the beginning which leads me to believe you are not being truthful..I cannot
be any more honest about it. Jimmy is a very nice man and he doesn't deserve to have
his name drug in the mudd.
February 20 at 7:29pm · Like · 8

Alisha McMillan If JP was legit none of this would even be an issue.. End of
Story.
February 20 at 7:31pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis Then don't believe me Danene...I honestly don't care what you
believe. I am advocating for the horses...not for personal gain. I have gained
nothing in this thus far and just about lost Mylla. I suggest you think long and
hard about what Jimmy has to loose and what I have to gain and I think you will
find the scales tipped way in Jimmy's favor. It is one thing to come to someone's
defense and quite another to be used as a tool. While I would love to stay and
chat about this, the situation will become crystal clear soon enough...
Today, my amazing 3 year old beautiful baby boy got a new puppy and I want to
spend the night playing with her and the person I love the most in this
world...night night all. Oh...and thanks to Delta Dash...she arrived healthy and
happy...
February 20 at 7:57pm · Edited · Like · 2

Michelle Tibbles doesn't he have liability insurance...this is the proper way to
address the issue of damage
February 20 at 9:06pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis He says he only carries mortality insurance. That is what his
attorney told my attorney at the time.
February 20 at 9:07pm · Like

Michelle Tibbles that's odd...I would assume any hauler would carry liability to
protect himself in the event of an accident, and to protect his clients. But then I
don't know the laws behind haulers licensing and insurance
February 20 at 9:18pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Ya, that's the unfortunate part .. I assumed too  No proof
of that Care & Control insurance either .. nothing.
February 20 at 10:14pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It is heartbreaking to think of the possiblities...
February 20 at 11:05pm · Like

Alisha McMillan I'm thankful mine wasn't injured as bad ... so sorry you've
had to go through all of this Tiffany.
February 20 at 11:15pm · Like · 1

Maribeth Scott That is why there is Equine Insurance......
February 21 at 12:08am · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Equine insurance do not apply to these injuries ... due to an
illegal hauler.
February 21 at 12:16am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Your equine insurance is null if the hauler is not legal...Jimmy
Parlier lies to people and says he is legal. He is not. I, at the time had no idea he
wasn't. I want to educate others to check their haulers diligently before hiring
them.
February 21 at 12:17am · Like · 1

Gayle C Clemens ...."private owner of a personnel horse, the horse is
considered private property and therefore for a transporter to be DOT Compliant
to accept money for transport for YOUR horse, a DOT Compliant company must
be registered as "FOR HIRE" private property. If listed any other way and
crossing state lines then they are not AUTHORIZED and therefore if you insure
your horse, the insurance company can deny compensation since the transport
company was not properly compliant." quote fro a DOT legal hauler!
February 21 at 12:19am · Like · 2

Maribeth Scott Interesting.....We Rarely have anyone else haul our horses
unless we buy from out of state and Hire a Hauler.....Gonna call my insurance
guy tomorrow and find out.....If the person shipping the horse has no idea that
the hauler is "Not Compliant" and the hauler represents himself as being
"Compliant" is that a whole new can of worms ?
February 21 at 12:59am · Like · 1
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Tabz ToYou Has it been posted anywhere (I can't find it) What exactly happened
here with this horse?
February 21 at 3:23pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Hi Tabz ToYou - Yes...I can post it here again. The original post
was closed. I will have to post it when I get to my laptop 
February 21 at 3:25pm · Like

Maria BP So, I guess you should buy your own liability insurance whenever
you go to see the dr. and absolutely must have if you plan on having a surgery!
February 21 at 8:53pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl The amount of time it has taken this poor girl to recover is
insane. She is such a sweetheart too. How is she these days?
March 2 at 10:25am · Like

Tiffany Lewis She is doing much better. The big open wounds have healed
but she can never be shown again...she is scarred on both of her back legs and
she has a very visible depression where the thoracotomy was preformed. She
also likely will never be able to be ridden again due to where the surgery had to
be performed (righ where the girth would sit). She still has bouts of pain in her
chest at the thoracotomy site and last time we ultrasounded her, she still had a
small pleural pocket there, but we hope overtime these things will subside.
March 2 at 5:24pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I spent sometime tonight and got a full pictorial of Mylla's ordeal
with the screenshots of the Kstate Report. In the next few days, I will have time
to screenshot a bunch more pictures and I will also post some unseen pictures of
Mylla I took while she was at Kstate in the hospital.
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/...

Jimmy Parlier Equine Transport - Mylla's Story of
Survival
This Mylla's story of survival. You will find documents,
graphic pictures and ve... See More
By: Fairytale Arabians
Photos: 44

March 2 at 8:30pm · Like · 1

Maria BP This is heart wrenching...
March 4 at 11:15pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Why don't you all learn to spell? Misspelled words reek of
ignorance and auto correct can't be blamed. What you can't spell are common
words it would attempt to make correct. The redundancy is unbelievable. A
single post stating experience fine. I understand that you have had a negative
experience but many of us have had otherwise and posting ours does not
invalidate yours but also yours is not the only experience. This is for reviews
both sides. Not argument. If others have had negative experience and have new
input to add it is welcome but repeating the same is old and the new posting
positive experience should not be attacked each time with the same post. We all
are sorry for the injuries regardless of how. I hate to see any horse hurting even
if owners fault or someone else's. But some of the conversation is bordering on
barely civil
March 28 at 7:00am · Like · 4

Maria BP Mandiye Wood, the redundancy? Have you read your own posts?
Maybe you should
March 28 at 7:58am · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Hey Mandiye Wood, so you want to call out people for a few
misspelled words and call them ignorant, with what appears to be a 100%
grammatically incorrect comment with many sentences that make no sense at
all? lol You aren't doing yourself any favors.
March 28 at 9:05am · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis It's like one of you concedes and another starts. It's literally
ridiculous.
March 28 at 9:17am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I was able to see Mylla last weekend and she is looking so
good. The scar on her hip is still scabby so we might have to xray her hip and
see if there is a piece of bone floating around in there. I would have expected a
year later for that wound to be completely healed. Her foot looks great...some
proud flesh on it but it is healing well. Her scars are still many and the one on her
side from the thoracotomy is really prominent but she is finally starting to look
"good". Let's hope she continues to head in the right direction...  Mylla.
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April 6 at 12:56am · Edited · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis I cant wait to go see her next weekend again 
April 6 at 1:00pm · Like · 1

Tabz ToYou Tiffany, I am still trying to fully understand this situation. I have
asked on the photos you posted, but it has gone unanswered. Is this a mare you
purchased, and had to get shipped to you? Who was the person on the start
end, that handed the mare over?
April 6 at 1:07pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Hi Tabz - Yes I purchased her via video and pictures. She was
in California and I live in Missouri. I arranged transport based on
recommendations and I had a vet check the day prior to her leaving California.
April 6 at 1:09pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis The person at the start was the original owner whom I bought
her from.
April 6 at 1:10pm · Like · 1

Tabz ToYou It is sad, regardless. TY for answering. 
As a seller, if the hauler shows up here, and has only tie stalls for a long haul, my
horse will not be leaving. I don't care if I have to refund all of the buyer's money, I
will not willingly put my horse in danger. And for long hauls, any tie stall is
danger. This is how they get 'shipping fever', just for starters. 
But anyway, I am sorry your mare had so much difficulty, it was totally avoidable.
I don't understand how the driver had no idea what was happening back there.
April 6 at 1:15pm · Edited · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Tabz, I was promised that she would be taken off the trailer
each night and not be on the trailer for more than 8 hours at a time. Jimmy
Parlier would never provide the reciepts where she was taken off the trailer and
layed over as promised.
April 6 at 1:17pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tabz ToYou Yes, personally, I do not trust that drivers will stop as often as
they say they will. I know what it's like OTR, and stopping is the last thing any
driver wants to do. Hence, my insistence that my buyers hire air-ride rigs, with
box stalls.
And if the buyer does not want that, it is a no sale.
April 6 at 1:21pm · Like

Maria BP Tabz, actually Brookledge would NOT ship across country in a tie
stall, only boxed.
April 6 at 1:24pm · Like · 1

Tabz ToYou I am not trying to blame you, so I hope it does not sound like that.
I just have been in this business a long time, and I do fully understand that some
haulers will out right lie to get hired.
April 6 at 1:25pm · Like

Maria BP No, Tabz, it doesn't come across as an attach. no worries. and you
are correct they/he had lied about MANY things.... and he lied to Merilyn too and
her horse is now dead.
April 6 at 1:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis No...I dont think that and trust me, I blame myself because I
SHOULD have checked him out better. Had I of done that, I would have seen he
was not authorized but I didn't know. I should have known. I did not shop the
best deal - I shopped what I thought was the best "person" and Jimmy Parlier
Transport turned out to be a nightmare...here we are a year later and she still
has a scab on her hip...I mean...the affects of this decision are so far reaching.
April 6 at 1:28pm · Edited · Like

Tabz ToYou Yes, with these types of things, it is human nature to beat
ourselves up. Hindsight is always 20/20. All we can do is try to right the wrongs,
and do better next time. But, do not be too hard on yourself. That does not help
anything.
April 6 at 1:30pm · Edited · Like

Tabz ToYou Maria, do you have contact info for Brookledge?
April 6 at 1:35pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis 4200 NW 44th Ave, Ocala, FL 34482
(352) 690-2000
April 7 at 2:21pm · Like · 1

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein Jimmy Parlier loaded my horse in Raleigh, NC.
The destination was Burbank, CA. He called me when he reached Phoenix, AZ
and told me that my beloved horse, Lucky a seven year old gelding, was down
He was seen by several veterinarians. I flew to Phoenix and saw Lucky straining
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to have a bowel movement with classic signs of abdominal pain. When I asked
JP for proof that he off-loaded Lucky each night, he said, "I don't recall." So for
four days Lucky was tied in a trailer. I discovered that JP pulls into truck stops to
sleep and keeps the horses on the trailer. He assured me that he would stop
each night and off-load. Horses need to lie down and move around to keep the
large intestinal track mobile. Eight years ago I had Lucky's mother bred, waited
the 11 months and was present at his birth. I rode him for seven years, trained
him and had the best time of my life caring for him. My family and I miss him so
much because we loved him dearly.
April 11 at 8:59pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis *cry* Hugs Marilyn Meeker Bernstein.....that make me cry and I
am so sorry for your loss. I cant even imagine not having Mylla...
April 11 at 9:01pm · Edited · Like

Gayle C Clemens oh Marilyn Meeker Bernstein how unbearably sad. How
many others are out there...? Wrong Wrong....
April 11 at 9:07pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Marilyn Meeker Bernstein, how devastating. I'm so sorry for
your loss and to make it worse at the hands of JP. I hope you receive some
justice. My situation with JP could have been much worse in just another 1-2
days according to my vet. Hugs!
April 11 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Marilyn my deepest condolences.

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S®4
April 11 at 9:59pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Marilyn...I heard the story a little differently.....but
whatever.....
April 13 at 11:56pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Lets hear your version Suzanne Leupold.
April 13 at 11:58pm · Like · 5

Maria BP Yes, Suzanne Leupold, I think all of us would like to hear that one...
April 14 at 8:35am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Read the Transport Agreement on Jimmy's website. It
clearly states his policy on contacting the Owner immediately in the event of
injury or illness. http://www.parlierequinetransport.com/transportagreement...
April 15 at 9:28am · Like

Maria BP wow, it has been modified. Mine looks quite different but still has the
same re contacting the owner ASAP AND taking the horse to the vet regardless
if the owner was reached. BUT as we all had experienced that means NOTHING
for J. Parlier and his drivers
April 15 at 10:09am · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Section 11, is rather interesting:

"Horse Owner hereby voluntarily releases and forever discharges the
Transporter, its agents or employees, from any and all liabilities, claims,
demands, and causes of action, which are related to, rise out of, or are 
in any way connected with the transport of the aforementioned horse(s),
including, but not limited to the negligent acts or omissions of the Transporter, its
agents or employees."

If I'm reading it correctly, it's like saying, "Hey, we don't care about your horse. If
we decide not to give a crap and cause the death of your animal, it's your
problem. We can do whatever we want."

Also notice there is nothing there about offloading, only hay and "water breaks".
April 15 at 10:29am · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis You can never waive gross negligence. WHO in their right mind
would sign that?
April 15 at 10:32am · Like

Maria BP That was added... RELEASE FROM ALL NEGLIGENCE??? Wow,
that speaks volumes of the quality of HIS transport
April 15 at 10:32am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen He always has several versions that he uses...the one on his
site, the one DeAnne sends out and the version his current girlfriend that`s
helping him is using. They are never the same.
April 15 at 10:40am · Like

Jason Stahl Exactly, if you sign something like that, you either have not read
the contract at all, don't care, or have more faith than you reasonably should. I'd
say something more regarding intelligence, or rather the lack thereof but I
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digress.
April 15 at 10:41am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen But Jason Stahl, on his email bids and verbal quotes he
does state off loading every night. I still have the template for his emails and
responses back from customers proving it.
April 15 at 10:45am · Like · 2

Maria BP Could you please email it to me?
April 15 at 10:46am · Like

Megan Lynn i had my mare bred and just hauled from WA to Md about a
month ago...and another getting picked up in tx this wk...i have never had any
problems...never signed anyhting bc i trust him and also had him get the reg
papers with a transfer....i havfe nothing but good to say and it seems that you
keep the same stuff going and im tired of seeing this crap. i hope all haulers stay
away from you 3 ppl, they will be asking for problems...jimmy has taken these 3
girls to court and have won everytime...do your research and ask him before you
jump the gun, there are 3 sides to a story! anyone can pm me and will be more
then glad to share pics of horses hauled in for me, with no problems...this tx
horse will be number 15!!! that guys says something........
April 15 at 10:52am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Actually Maria BP, that is on several versions. The version
you signed (probably sent by DeAnne) probably didn`t match what was on his
site. That`s what was happening when I was helping. I was sending one thing
and DeAnne was sending out something different. He didn't want either of us to
know that the other was working with him. So, honestly, there is no way to know
what contract was in force at the time....even if he had been hauling legally
which we know he wasn`t.
April 15 at 2:00pm · Edited · Like

Jason Stahl He definitely could provide additional items via email or verbally,
unfortunately though, Section 11 in this new version says his company doesn't
have to abide by any of that. I'm not sure about past contracts, but this new one
is just absurd.
April 15 at 10:53am · Like

Maria BP Megan Lynn and so does that 3 horses are injured and one is dead
in ONE YEAR alone and no one knows how many are out there. I do have some
other emails that the horses came in dehydrated... So, I personally do not care
about how you want to run your horses lives, but this is for other people who do
care about the well-being of their animals. ALSO, whom 3 did HE take to court
and won? I am very interested!
April 15 at 10:56am · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I love screenshots. Jimmy has never taken me to court much
less won a case. Maria - just screenshot it and give it to your attorney. It is proof
that he is telling people lies and just how out of control this whole situation really
is.
April 15 at 11:01am · Like · 2

Paul Howell The guy hauling these horse's needs to pay, period.... I can't
believe that he is still free. Seems like the USDA, ASPCA, IRS, DOT, or one of
the many agencies he has broken the laws of would have him and his partners
under the jail. Why has he not been prosecuted????
April 15 at 11:01am · Like · 5

Megan Lynn like i said...this horse is the number 15 he has hauled....with NO
problems! its the same horse posted all the time and nothing is different. jimmy
tells me everything and is up front with me. tells me stuff that i dont even care
about. i have done research and he has showed me paper work! i just wonder
why ppl cant call him and ask about this shit....when ever a horse is hauled,
something is bond to happen, lets face it ppl selling horses to put always the
truth out there...for example..."GREAT HAULER"...i just havent had any
problems and will keep using him. trust me i do shop around for great prices but i
always come back to him....i dont slam ppls name on fb, if you want to know ask
him. he will be more then glad to tell you and show you. over the last 3 yrs i have
used a couple diff companys to haul, he has been the easiest and most helpful
with hauling. honestly he has proven to me i can trust him, i dont care about
paper work. i can call or text him antime of the day or night and i will get a
answer in no time.
April 15 at 11:27am · Like · 1

Megan Lynn i will say 2 of them are on this.....
April 15 at 11:30am · Like

Maria BP Oh, I had asked... emailed, txt, No answer and now it is all through
the attorney. So, so far your story doesn't hold H2O
April 15 at 11:31am · Edited · Like
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Maria BP and again, Megan Lynn, I have filed and our case is OPEN. Looks
like you do not like to protect your horses. I would NEVER use him again. In
addition, wait till something DOES GO WRONG, then you will sing a different
tune
April 15 at 11:34am · Like

Megan Lynn and i think with the court that he won...you guys arent suppose
to contact each other....so if he does reply to YOU then he would have a
problem....word is out i have had a lot of pm about you guys...
April 15 at 11:34am · Like

Maria BP I am not sure what court you are talking about b/c he didn't win
anything and WE ARE talking to each other and will be talking
April 15 at 11:35am · Like

Maria BP Megan Lynn. then post on your own. I didn't ask for YOUR opinion.
this is OUR experience and OUR horses that were injured (or died)
April 15 at 11:36am · Edited · Like

Megan Lynn i had someone pm telling me they bought a horse from you and
you lied up one side down another about it....
April 15 at 11:37am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Megan you look like you really care about your horses...what
your saying really surprises me. If you really cared to listen to what happened to
my horse and how close she was to dying...you might feel differently.
April 15 at 11:37am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Who sold a horse?
April 15 at 11:38am · Like · 1

Maria BP .. I am so curious how she thinks she "knows" that we are not
suppose to talk to each other?
April 15 at 11:40am · Like

Suzanne Leupold Jason how unkind. Why do you personally attack people.
and I am with Megan. This is old old news and all of it is in the hands of lawyers
now. But instead of letting this peacefully work its way through the courts this is
just this constant drama.. The courts will decide the merits of the case of
Tiffany's horse. Jimmy Parlier did make an offer to settle and Tiffany found that
offer unacceptable. So now the courts will decide what is a fair reimbursement.
And Maria BP ...you post out there for everyone to read rthe strange workings of
your mind and tell people you know I am a victim of abuse and need therapy and
then you have the gall to ask someone else how they know something and make
fun of them. Give me a break.
April 15 at 11:43am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis What Jimmy does not realize that while he may not be on here
directly slandering people - all of the un-truths spoken here do not absolve him
or the others from libel...
April 15 at 11:50am · Like · 2

Suzanne Leupold What have I said that is libelous. Just stated that this
should be allowed to work its way through the courts. And I worked in the court
system for years and defendents in lawsuits are not suppose to be talking to
each ...Any good lawyer will tell his client that to protect them.
April 15 at 11:53am · Like · 3

Brenda Casteen It`s so funny.... you have no idea how often I`ve sat beside
him in the truck while he tells people he just finished loading their horses on the
trailer for the morning and how well tbey did overnight...whether or not they
loaded easy, etc, etc. All lies because he never off loaded them. Calls with
updates about where he is and how they are doing....none of it was true and he
was often smiling and winking as the client was soaking in all that he was telling
them. Wow...you have no way of knowing if you are being told the truth or not
without being in the truck with him.
April 15 at 11:54am · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP I guess you do not know a good lawyer, Suzanne Leupold
April 15 at 11:57am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Ladies, count me in as number 4 ... sent paperwork off to
him this morning about the money he owes me for horses I bought that he
refused to give to me. We`ll be going to small claims court though it's nothing
compared with what you all have gone through.
April 15 at 2:10pm · Edited · Like · 2

Suzanne Leupold Brenda just a quick question ....What does your "personal"
lawsuit against Jimmy for money he supposedly owes you after your personal
relationship ended have to do with how he hauls horses. I thought we were
suppose to keep this on subject .....about hauling not about our personal
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arguments with someone. If this is going to be rehashed and rehashed and
rehashed could we at least stay on subject.
April 15 at 12:09pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis She has stated all kinds of facts regarding the hauling of horses
and Jimmy Parlier Transport.
April 15 at 12:11pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I misspoke .....I meant Brenda and removed the post
because I misspoke. And knew you guys would go nuts because I used the
wrong name. ...Brenda has in the past posted on her page pictures of farms
where she and Jimmy stayed when she was traveling with him.
April 15 at 12:18pm · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen My horses were on his farm. I had an apartment close by.
April 15 at 12:22pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I apologize. I should have said when you were involved in
an intimate relationship with him.
April 15 at 12:23pm · Like · 1

Maria BP AND? what does it even matter or has to do with HIS
NEGLIGENCE? His lack of accountability and responsibility?
April 15 at 12:23pm · Edited · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Facts are facts aren`t they Suzanne Leupold
April 15 at 12:24pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis what does her relationship have to do with Jimmy's hauling of
horses? Aside from the fact that she can substantiate her involvement in his
business at the time of their relationship?
April 23 at 7:42pm · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen And you aren`t suppose to post if you cant prove what you
are saying I thought Suzanne Leupold. You are doing the same thing you are
occusing others of. Libel maybe?
April 15 at 12:26pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold OK. I will say it again. What does Brenda's lawsuit over
money that is not related to transporting horses she says Jimmy owes her have
to do with him transporting horses and the current pending law suits. And Brenda
there are many people who can testify to the fact that you and Jimmy were
involved in an intimate relationship for a while and thaIt you and he are no longer
a couple.
April 15 at 12:31pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Brenda has proof that we all need and has ridden with him to
substantiate our claims.
April 15 at 12:32pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold If Brenda has facts that can be proven in court then her
testimony will be entered into the court records. But you keep trying to try this
case in this very public forum. Why not just let it work its way through the legal
system and let the courts decide the validity of the lawsuits and what kind of
damages if any should be awarded. Trying it here again and again and again
and again is a little much. It will eventually work its way through the courts. All of
you who have stated you have filed lawsuits should just be patient and see what
the courts decide.
April 15 at 12:35pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I have clearly stated my opinion on this numerous times.
April 15 at 12:41pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Here is a novel thought...why are people in past relationships
more credible than current ? Evidently they didn't have enough problem with his
supposed practice when they were with him to say something so what makes it
more valid now? And Brenda obviously if you kept your horse at his facility things
weren't that bad.

As someone who has shipped long distance even international I have dealt with
many many haulers. Some great some a nightmare. Since then I have learned a
few things to validate the shipper (and keep track of your horses - horses have
been stolen in transit).
First if a hauler says I just loaded your horse at originating destination verify with
seller. Not impolite to call and ask just making sure all went well. Had many
buyers do to me and done it frequently as a buyer.
Second if it involves a layover WHERE will they be laying over? Regular haulers
have set farms they frequent except in emergency. Find out about those farms.
Get a number for them. Also see if time line roughly matches up ( i understand a
traffic jam may alter that). Also verify your horse is/was there at time stated. Call
later that night or later the next morning to verify. 
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Third get an estimate from them on time frame. See if it matches their progress.
If they say there isaan accident you CAN verify that !
April 15 at 12:46pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, ONE MORE TIME: These are our reviews and
our experience with him, LEGAL things ARE for the courts! THEY DO NOT
DISCOUNT his negligence, irresponsibility and lies
April 15 at 12:46pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis She rode with him in his truck and knows exactly how he
transacts business. That is why.
April 15 at 12:46pm · Like

Mandiye Wood I know a little more work but I want to keep track of my horse
and what is really going on. Jimmy contract gives an hour for a difficult loader
before charged a hard loading fee. I will be first to say brook Ledge or any other
of the big haulers will not wait like that unless a custom ship. Around here its a
half hour or sorry about your luck. Just how it is. They have a schedule and WILL
do their best to keep to it and if your horse not loading causes 6 others to be on
an extended time or layover because they time out they will say sorry.
April 15 at 12:51pm · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen Suzanne Leupold...let me clarify this for you. My statements
are relivant because me and a driver have documented facts that will be
presented in court...and we will contunue to speak publically because more
peopke are coming forward BECAUSE OF these public post.
April 15 at 12:56pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood And ANY lawyer worth their salt will inform their client to hush.
For same reason that if you have an accident to say nothing and not admit guilt
even if it was your fault. The same concept of innocent until guilty and what you
say can be used against you. So regardless of if you did everything right and he
did everything wrong you say one wrong thing it may invalidate what you say. So
yes regardless of criminal or civil a lawyer will say to both sides keep your mouth
shut and any offers for resolution are communicated through lawyers once filing
has been done. Sorry little girl but you are wrong
April 15 at 12:58pm · Like · 3

Brenda Casteen Also Suzanne Leupold, details of the proof is not going to be
given.out here to feed back to Jimmy. He`ll find out what we have soon enough.
He knows I keep good records.
April 15 at 1:01pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Tiffany it's relevant becA use you say you are doing this for
prevention. If so this helps prevent. Also had you done this you would validate
layovers offloading etc rather than making assumptions
April 15 at 1:02pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Plus there are more where Brenda came from and there are
more where Maria and I came from - in fact we are talking to them now...
April 15 at 1:02pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis He promised me she would be off loaded each night but will not
give me evidence of the farms he paid to have her off loaded.
April 15 at 1:03pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Had you done as I suggested you would know where. Say
she disappeared in transport and was insured they would want to know where
and do a full investigation regarding it. Not cool at all
April 15 at 1:07pm · Like

Jason Stahl Had he done what he said he was going to do, he could provide
proof of it.
April 15 at 1:08pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis What? It makes no sense to me. I should not have to sue or go
to great lengths to find out where my horse was or that he did what he promised
to do. Absurd.
April 15 at 1:08pm · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen And which contract would you be refering to Mandiye
Wood....the one he wanted me to send, tbe one on his site, the one DeAnne sent
out or another one. Gets confusing with so many different versions floating
around.
April 15 at 1:13pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis And I asked Jimmy early on where she was off loaded and he
told me he didn't know and would find out. Then when I asked again (when we
were still talking prior to attorney's) he said his driver couldn't remember because
he was tired or something...
April 15 at 1:14pm · Edited · Like · 1
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Maria BP Mandiye Wood, as for prevention we all hope that people read our
posts and follow the steps ask the right questions and Proof BEFORE giving him
ANY money especially BEFORE hauling. Or simply just get some one who is
honest, reputable and insured AND provides this info as a policy without asking
for "proof"
April 15 at 1:21pm · Edited · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Brenda can you not read. I did not ask you to give me any
information. You have been putting information out all over this site. I suggested
you just wait and let the courts decide. And Tiffany I wouldn't tell you where I
offloaded because there is a chance you would call those people and not wait to
see their testimonies in court. And that could be very upsetting to some people.
JMPO. LOL....
April 15 at 1:49pm · Like · 2

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany the names of those farms will come out in the court
proceedings.
April 15 at 1:49pm · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen Suzanne Leupold, my "personal" suit as you want to call it is
horse related. Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport sells horses too.
http://www.horseclicks.com/.../jimmy-parlier-horse.../94756 Same man, same
business, same kind of behavior.
April 15 at 1:50pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold cant YOU read ? This is a review page. She CAN
post her experience with him right here!
April 15 at 1:52pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold This is not a horse selling review site. . It is a horse
transport review site and is for reviews of horse transport only. Reread the first
post by Gunter so you will have a better grasp of the purpose of this site. You are
mixing apples with oranges ....Selling and transporting are two different
businesses entirely and it is stated very clearly by the site managetr that this is
for horse transport reviews only.
April 15 at 1:54pm · Like · 2

Suzanne Leupold I don't understand what you are saying Maria.....she CAN
Pay on this site....what does that mean. Or did you mean say and just didn't
proof read before posting. I can understand that I do it all the time. and you guys
never miss a chance to rib me for it. LOL
April 15 at 1:55pm · Edited · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany you make it sound like Jimmy was the driver for
your horse. He wasn't Another driver who worked for him was. And I understand
that driver was let go.
April 15 at 2:00pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis I have stated that Jimmy was not the driver many times. Jimmy
Parlier Transport was the one hired to haul Mylla. He was also the one I paid and
the one that I had contact with. He was also present 1.5 hour into the trip (he
admitted this to me after drop off) when there was some kind of problem in the
trailer with Mylla. He admitted to even me at that time that he did not call me
because he did not want to "worry" me.
April 15 at 2:06pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Welll this is the first time I have seen this posted but with
well over 400 posts from you guys it is hard to sort through all of them. And your
posts always make it sound like Jimmy was the driver. Now the sun is out and I
am off to brush horses. I actually live on a working farm and even though I have
help I still do a lot of the work myself .....My horses are incredibly shaggy after a
very cold winter and it is time for some serious grooming for all of them. Starting
with the seniors Once again it has been a interesting experience chatting on this
site.
April 15 at 2:14pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Those "farms" will be deposed and be required to tell the truth
under oath. That though is incidental - he should have called and told me that
Mylla was injured which both of them admit to knowing the day she left, the next
day AND the day she was delivered.
April 15 at 2:19pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Yeah Yeah Yeah Yeah Yeah...../now I really am off to
groom horsss....
April 15 at 3:20pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Glad you agree 
April 15 at 3:21pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold It is called irony Tiffany. ....the Yeahs......heard it all before
and I am sure will hear it all again. it is like a CD on repeat. again and again and
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again. LOl
April 15 at 3:24pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Well still glad we agree 
April 15 at 3:24pm · Like

Maria BP that was a cell phone auto edit: "post" And, Suzanne, He takes the
money, He books the trip, he pays his drivers, he communicates with them, his
business.. HE IS RESPONSIBLE! He didn't disclose that some one else was a
driver until the last minute, And we do have to repeat this for you over and over
AGAIN, as you keep making same statements and asking same questions. So
here we go another circle
April 15 at 3:25pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis This is during the surgery that Mylla went through...to remove
the dead necrotic lung tissue.

April 23 at 4:41pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Hmmm. Drivers get swapped at companies all the time. I may
be told Sam is my driver for my local trip and Bob show up. Sam may be delayed
or timed out but I don't find out til they show up. You ALWAYS had a right to
refuse. Ultimately like it or not YOU put her on that trailer despite thinking
inadequate and trashy and a different driver.
April 23 at 4:49pm · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen Too bad you are not told that your driver just learned to load
a horse yesterday Mandiye Wood
April 23 at 4:53pm · Like

Brenda Casteen And that they still can't pick up the feet out of fear of
horses...
April 23 at 4:53pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Your telling me the trailer that Jimmy Parlier Transport used to
transport Alisha's and I's horses is in good working order?? It has HUGE holes in
the side of it...with HAY sticking out of it.
April 23 at 5:02pm · Like

Maria BP ALL reputable transporters refund the fees as "stuff" happens and
sometimes deal fall through, horse can't be transported etc. Actually, THEY DO
NOT CHARGE DEPOSIT for those reason, talk to them... I asked
April 23 at 5:09pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood Most charge deposit or payment in full prior to hauling if not
an established client. I know. Frequently book trips for clients for the big boys.
Brenda you don't know shit (excuse me). Did you know half the big company
drivers including brook ledge have never dealt with horses or even know how to
recognize subtle signs of colic? All needed is a class A CDL
April 23 at 5:15pm · Like · 4

Mandiye Wood And no booking fees aren't refunded usually. Just like
breeding fees. You usually eat them if not used because you took someone
else's spot. And Tiffany if my horse was that valuable and I paid that much and
trailer was so bad regardless of booking fee I'm not putting my horse in the trailer
period. Some refund out of kindness but most don't. I've ate full bill I paid in
advance cause trailer was crappy
April 23 at 5:18pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Mandiye Wood... they are NOT even CHARGED upfront. You said
you talked to Brookledge? Talk to them again, b/c I know for fact just like other
DUTTA, Horseflight, etc
April 23 at 5:30pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Your not listening or you dont pay attention to what has been
said time and time again. I was NOT on the end that put her on that trailer. Her
old owner loaded her onto that trailer. He does not know me...he only knew that I
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had hired him to pick her up. She was not his horse anymore...so he felt
compelled to load her and send her on her way. That is WHY he took
pictures...to document the event. As far as I knew...Jimmy Parlier Transport
provided the trailer he showed me on his website...not the trailer that arrived.
April 23 at 5:37pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Trust me - her old owner and I have cried together. He is a
wonderful and caring man and I know his heart was in the right place to do what
he thought was right when he loaded her on that trailer. No one could ever have
predicted what happened to her.
April 23 at 5:39pm · Edited · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold You are right Tiffany....no one knows how a horse is going
to respond to being transported. That is why responsible people personally
insure their very valuable horses before they are transported ...so the orig. owner
puts the horse on a trailer that you are now stating was visibly unsafe. I would
think he would bear some of the responsibility of what happened to her.
April 23 at 6:47pm · Edited · Like · 4

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, AGAIN, What he has on pictures, what he
promises and what he delivers are totally different things in our experiences. and
IT DOESN'T MATTER if your horse is insured! as it WILL NOT COVER if the
shipper lied to you about HIS insurance. Can you read, or it will be another go
around?
April 23 at 6:55pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I hired Jimmy Parlier Transport and that trailer is what his
company showed up in. Suzanne Leupold - the horse was no longer his at that
point. He had no choice but to put her on the trailer. You just want to blame
everyone but Jimmy Parlier and his driver who are the ones I contracted with
and entrusted her care too.
April 23 at 7:01pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, doesn't matter HE IS LIABLE FOR HIS
NEGLIGENCE! and I will see it to the end, trust me
April 23 at 7:04pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Mylla had been transported many many times and when I
hauled her, I had no problems whatsoever. She was just fine and I hauled her
alone. She was also hauled by the place she resides currently and no problems
there either.
April 23 at 7:14pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany....so you are saying that if the previous owner called
you and said he would not put Mylla on that trailer because it is unsafe you
would have been upset...so the previous owner put a very very valuable horse
into an unsafe situation without trying to contact you and that is okay with you
.....and you aren't suing the owner too. I think the problem starts with him putting
the horse on a trailer you say that when you saw it you knew it was totally
unsafe. It that trailer is as bad as you say it is the previous owner certainly didn;t
care about this horse. Just the money you gave him for it.
April 24 at 11:03am · Edited · Like · 4

Suzanne Leupold Well Maria BP we are all waiting to see what happens in
court. I would like to see this tried before a judge and not here in a public forum...
April 24 at 11:06am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis lol...no Suzanne Leupold. He told me this AFTER she arrived.
You have a good way of spinning things into something that were never said. I
saw a picture of the trailer AFTER the fact with the huge hole in the side of it.
Funny thing: JIMMY PARLIER TRANSPORT sent TIMMY and THAT TRAILER to
pick up my mare after I hired him and he showed me this trailer as the level of
equipment he used...

April 24 at 11:12am · Edited · Like · 2
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Maria BP AGAIN, public court actually is quite nice. We would have less abusers
and molesters walking around. PLUS he deserves reviews he has gotten
April 24 at 11:13am · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold you like twist things don't you? but we already
know that... New people can read your posts. they will have some entertainment
for the day. When I get a chance I may just put it all together for others to follow
your twisted logic
April 24 at 11:15am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Instead this is the trailer that arrived:

April 24 at 11:20am · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Maria you just do that...But I am so sorry to hear that you
have nothing better to do with your life than cut and paste what people say on
facebook but oh I forgot you are a mental health speciaiist or are you psychic ....I
forget ....you keep telling me that you can tell I am a victim of abuse by what I
write....now if that isn't twisted I don't know what is ...LOl Now I run a horse
rescue and a horse farm....My horses live on my property and live lives that
include acres of space to run and exercise ....The fellow who works for me just
arrived and we have work to do .
April 24 at 11:23am · Like

Maria BP well, Tiffany Lewis, we established that he lies, I think Suzanne just
has difficulty either reading or comprehending as she keeps "talking" in circles
April 24 at 11:23am · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, that would be for your own good so you could at
least see it altogether.. but chances are.. you still wouldn't, so you are right would
be a waste of my time
April 24 at 11:25am · Like

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany I am confused....you said that is the trailer that
arrived....Do you mean a different trailer picked her up than delivered her and so
the original owner didn't see the trailer she arrived in. and she changed trailers
sometime during the two days I thought the picture of her loading was of the
horrible trailer she traveled in and I am just surprised that he let her load into that
without contacting you about the awful condition you say it was in. Just curious.
April 24 at 11:27am · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis I saw the trailer obviously when she was dropped off but I at the
time it was completely incidental as Mylla was in such critical condition when she
arrvied everything else was a blur. I called the old owner after she arrived in such
horrible condition but he thought I knew who and what I had hired. I had spoken
highly of Jimmy Parlier Transport to the old owner because this is what I was told
by several others. He complied 100% with my wishes and at that point no longer
owned the horse.
April 24 at 11:27am · Edited · Like

Maria BP Hey, confusion is nothing new to SL...
April 24 at 11:31am · Like

Tiffany Lewis I have told you this ALL BEFORE but since you are in a
perpetual state of confusion here it is again: I have no idea if it was the same
trailer that dropped her off...I did not go inside it as Mylla was already off the
trailer and in the hands of the vets...they could have switched trailers. I know the
trailer I posted as "something I would not haul my trash in" was the same trailer
she was loaded in - you can see specific wear marks and patterns. We have
already established this. The trailer that she walked off of is completely incidental
anyway...no one recalls really because of the amount of blood and trauma to
Mylla once Timmy handed her over to the barn owner(a prominent local
attorney). You don't realize how critical she was upon arrival. It was a race at the
time to get her stabilized. There was another horse on the trailer (we assume the
gypsy stallion) that was later delivered on the east coast...
April 24 at 11:42am · Edited · Like
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Jason Stahl The problem, Suzanne Leupold, starts with a transporter that
was dishonest to customers and has unethical, negligent, and deceptive
business practices. This is all coupled with a rather lengthy history of utilizing
disingenuous methods when asked to resolve issues caused by the above
practices. And rather hilarious attempts to force people to be quiet about them.

In other words, the problem wasn't the seller or the customer, the problem is the
alleged lying scoundrel that bamboozled the involved parties into thinking they
were getting something entirely different than what he actually provided.
April 24 at 11:47am · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis hahahahahahaha - omg seriously? roflmao

April 24 at 11:48am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Your right - it is graphic violence...THANK YOU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
April 24 at 11:48am · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany so just to be exact....the Trailer you posted the
picture of her loading is the trailer you said you wouldn't haul trash in? So if that
is the case why did the former owner let her load into that without contacting you
about the condition of the trailer. That is my question. And why don't you also
hold him partially responsible for letting her load into such an unsafe trailer
without contacting you to see if you understood what a terrible unsafe rig it was. i
know the people I purchase horses from would contact me immediately and not
load the horse if they thought the trailer was unsafe....and I wouldn't care if I lost
the deposit. JMPO.
April 24 at 11:50am · Edited · Like · 3

Mandiye Wood Hmmm I've dealt with that same "horrible" trailer myself
several times. I alert sellers or shippers if trailer is not decent or a problem
contact me. Yes it isn't the brand new trailer he has on his site but that one is
hardly inappropriate. Yes two across would be a little nicer than three and most
can be converted to a 1.5 stall. Had she not fit comfortably I told the prior owner
please let me know and we would arrange semi transport for my big girl. She is a
nearly 18 hand 1400lb mare. Not little at all. She fit comfy. A good fit for an
average trailer. She called me and said trailer was safe in good working order
and comfortable size for her. Indeed it was. I inspected it after they arrived and
Indeed it did. It DID NOT have holes in it or broken lights etc. If the previous
owner found it si bad WHY DID HE PUT HER ON? Maria if your horse was so
big like mine you should have known potential for few trailers to fit her
comfortably. WHY DID YOU PUT HER ON? I asked height width even length of
trailer (as can be a tight turn to get into my farm with larger trailer). Jimmy said
would see specific trailer would use and call me back. He did and gave me info.
It was a little more work. But knew my horse was safe. I would say you would
have been wise to do more info but ultimately it is YOUR DECISION LIKE IT OR
NOT. Shit happened. Maybe mistakes were made. But deal with the bills. Jimmy
doesn't owe foraala
April 24 at 11:52am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Because it is personal opinion? I never said it was not safe. I
called into question the disparity between the equipment Jimmy Parlier SOLD
me on vs. what he provided. If he showed the trailer that arrived to pick up Mylla
on his website...Most people would like look elsewhere...THAT is the issue. Bait
and switch...which is called FRAUD.
April 24 at 11:52am · Edited · Like

Jason Stahl Where is the violence in the photo? I see a graphic injury (this pic
is not even that graphic). Am I supposed to imagine an injured horse reffing a
bumfight or something? Whoever reported that either did it by mistake or has
some really deep seated issues.
April 24 at 11:52am · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Sorry Maria that you are so offended by someone who tries
to get the facts straight. If you don't like that you are going to hate being cross
examined in court. JMPO
April 24 at 11:55am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis The old owner had an opinion...the trailer looked like a
pos...so? I had raved about how great these guys were and how highly
recommended they had come to me. The issue was not with the actual trailer in
the end...it was with the care she received on the trailer. Stay on topic ladies...I
know it is hard to do but just try.
April 24 at 11:56am · Edited · Like · 1
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Tiffany Lewis blah blah blah blah blah Mandiye Wood. I still do not read your walls
of text.
April 24 at 11:59am · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Had I of been standing there when Timmy with Jimmy Parlier
Transport arrived to pick up my horse...I would have sent him packing. I was
1600 miles away in Kansas City. Some people have higher standards..Mandiye
Wood apparently thinks that trailer is just fine which proves my point...it is all a
matter of opinion. My trailer is old but I TAKE CARE of it. It has a camera inside it
and I do continual maintenance on it...
April 24 at 12:01pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am also not going to spend another day on this arguing with
you. I have work to get done. If you need answers to your questions....go
through the various threads and find them.
April 24 at 12:06pm · Like

Jason Stahl Basically, Parlier presented a menu with pictures of steaks. Some
people ordered the $30 ribeye. He brought them a pack of hotdogs instead. So
basically Mandiye Wood, what you are saying is that you'd be just fine with the
$30 dollar hotdogs and don't understand why anyone would ever complain about
getting something different than what they ordered?
April 24 at 12:07pm · Like

Mandiye Wood I certainly would not have put an expensive approved German
imported oldenburg mare in a trailer not fit to haul trash. God forbid you see my
new 4 star 3 horse slant. Guess it is a piece of trash as well. That is an older
(likely merhow) trailer. Those hold up great even with a good bit of age. Used to
have one myself. Loved it sold for what I paid for it 10 years ago. New floor and
replaced a light all needed. I know "nicer" brands not that nice
April 24 at 12:11pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis WAIT WAIT WAIT!!! but dont you have first hand experience
with that trailer? You feel like its appropriate?
April 24 at 12:12pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood People have fleets. Some are newer and fancier some older.
Bob Hubbard a large shipper had older rigs that looked about like that safe and
some brand new aluminum same with Sallee brook Ledge etc. You see the shiny
stainless steel and one older one shows up safe in working order and I'm not
complaining about the packaging
April 24 at 12:14pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis I have an older 4 star trailer...This is my trailer and its OLD.
Well...they failed on all levels didn't they? So again...you are admitting it is
personal preference and the trailer Jimmy Parlier Transport showed up with to
put Mylla on is one you put your horses on?

April 24 at 12:19pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am entitled to my opinion and the trailer he hauled Mylla in...I
would not ever use but you apparenly think it is perfectly fine. So...whatever
floats your boat.
April 24 at 12:22pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany you are very confused here....Mandlye isn't saying
that is what she thinks of the trailer.....she is saying exactly what I am saying...if
the previous owner thought the trailer was so bad why did he let Mylla get in that
trailer without contacting you ahout the poor condition you and he seem to be
saying the trailer was in.
April 24 at 12:28pm · Like · 3

Nancy Newkirk Tiffany Lewis is this going to court? i have kinda lost track,
and your horse is better? Is the shipper still refusing to acknowledge his fault?
April 24 at 12:28pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis Hi Nancy...Perhaps...Yes and a large resounding YES.
April 24 at 12:30pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Suzanne speak for yourself that is NOT what she is saying.
lol...you all need to get on the same page first apparently before staging your
next attack....tsk tsk tsk
April 24 at 12:31pm · Edited · Like

Nancy Newkirk wow...after all this time...well i am glad your mare is well, and
i wish you the best in getting satisfaction financially and emotionally...i get the
impression this will be a long process
April 24 at 12:32pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold By the way ....I had first hand experience with that
trailer.....Four draft crossbreds were transported from PA to N. Car. in it and then
from NC to Cheney WA in it. and they arrived in excellent condtion and that is a
much longer trip than two days. It was not the newest trailer I have ever seen but
the horses were safely transported in it. And they are big girls and had much less
rjoom than a delicate arabian mare. There were no sores from leaning on them
and they literally just bounced off the trailer in excellent condition. All the horses
still had water and Timmy emptied the water containers and refilled them from
my well and all the horses had hay. All in all a very very long trip and a very very
successful one.
April 24 at 12:34pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis A civil lawsuit is much different than filing a small claims lawsuit
unfortunately.
April 24 at 12:34pm · Like · 1

Nancy Newkirk i hear ya...in the long run it will be worth it
April 24 at 12:35pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Who cares? That is not what happened with my mare.
April 24 at 12:35pm · Like · 1

Michelle Tibbles If a horse is injured in a trailer, of a professional hauler,
wouldn't the haulers "care and control " insurance cover liability during the time
that the Professional hauler had control of the horse? I mean...that should be it.
Problems happen...that is why a professional "business man" has Liability
insurance.. Doesn't this hauler have care and control nsurance?
April 24 at 12:40pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Not to my knowledge and if he does...he will not tell me or the
others that have injured horses who it's through...his correspondence through his
attorney said that his insurance only covered the horse if it (she) died...
April 24 at 12:41pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold I may be confused but at least I know the difference
between a horse transport company and a country transport company for the
handicapped.
April 24 at 12:56pm · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Tiffany Lewis someone reported the photo because it keeps
it from showing up on some searches. If you tag someone in that photo, JP for
instance, when you search his name in Images, your photo is one that shows up.
April 24 at 1:08pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Hi Brenda: I did not know that actually...
April 24 at 1:35pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Lol Suzanne Leupold agreed. An Arabian WOULD have had
a Ton of room. I don't get it. Any hurt horse for any reason sucks but yeah
evidently these girls want Full payment for their horses and vets. My oldenburg
mare has a big scar on her shoulder from an accident as a yearling that she
caused. It was a barn her old owner recommended. Shit happened. Do I hate
she has it ? You bet. Did I try to sue the barn owner no. She also was chased by
a studish gelding and sustained a suspensory injury requiring surgery. Crap
happened. They didn't know. Would you think the same if your horse hauled
badly and destroyed his trailer and he sued you? I bet you wouldn't. Especially if
you signed a contract. He could say she should have sedated her pulled her
back shoes etc. All of that is excuses he could use but knows sometime things
get damaged and why he has insurance. Is to protect if shit happens. Do you
insure your horse trailer or is it whatever happens since you seem to have
endless funds to buy expensive horse match to expensive stallion AND have
money left over to pay an enormous vet bill. We are successful very much so but
certainly can't afford that. Thus insurance
April 24 at 1:41pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis blah blah weee hooo bleee blah blah
April 24 at 1:42pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis My finances are none of your business. Speaking of finances...work
calls. Ta Ta
April 24 at 1:44pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood Probably work for a ponzi scheme
April 24 at 2:22pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Must be yourself
April 24 at 2:49pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Point being?
April 24 at 4:11pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis No point  Stop harassing me.
April 24 at 4:13pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Because you see some of my horses or former horses? And
newly acquired. Wooptedoo
April 24 at 4:24pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It has public contact info...now I am working and wont be
responding to anymore of your nonsense today.
April 24 at 4:26pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood Thank you and I'm sure she does as well for the
advertisement. Thank you again for the increased traffic to her page and
assisting potentially in the sales and additional stallion viewings. Wow thanks so
much. Nothing better than free advertisement
April 24 at 4:37pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It's fine...we will find the correct contact information  Not to
worry.
April 24 at 4:38pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Oh and me harassing you? Simply because we state that you
were ultimately responsible and should have had insurance on something so
valuable?
April 24 at 4:38pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You are continuing...you have now implied I work for a ponzi
scheme and all other kinds of comments. If you do not think those arent libel
then you better contact an attorney. Now back to work for me.
April 24 at 4:40pm · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen Probably work for a ponzi scheme were the exact words
Tiffany Lewis
April 24 at 4:40pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I have so many other comments her and Suzanne Leupold
have made about me that are completely false, it is insane. I am going to
continue to stand my ground on this matter and let the rest of this fodder be
handled legally.
April 24 at 4:43pm · Like

Mandiye Wood What all other kinds of comments you and your clan say I'm
responsible for? And it was not a specific statement YOU do. I stated probably.
People don't make that much money legit on internet. And if your horses story is
so important why is it not all over your page and her pictures all available for all
to see this horror. Anyone can be who they want on the net
April 24 at 4:46pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Mandiye Wood why do you care so much exactly?? You and
Suzanne Leupold?
April 24 at 4:47pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Blocked...I am just having a ball blocking people today. 
April 24 at 4:49pm · Like · 1

Michelle Tibbles I always thought that prof. haulers were required to carry
Care and control insurance...just like Boarding Facilities?
April 24 at 4:49pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis k anyone want to make it 3 for 3?
April 24 at 4:49pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You would think that Michelle Tibbles but it is not the case.
They tell you they have insurance in case something happens but that too is not
true. It is up to each driver to carry cargo insurance.
April 24 at 5:00pm · Like
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Clint Coulter Prof haulers cannot purchase custody care control insurance. It is for
barn owners and trainers only. If a shipper tells you he i's covered by custody care
control he/she is either misinformed or lying
April 24 at 5:42pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Clint it is cargo insurance correct?
April 24 at 5:43pm · Edited · Like

Clint Coulter Yes
April 24 at 5:43pm · Like

Clint Coulter If someone knows of custody care and control that would cover
shippers I would happily buy it
April 24 at 5:45pm · Like · 5

Paul Howell Why the argument Mandiye Wood the shipper by offering to pay
Tiffany Lewis and others is admitting guilt From what I understand none of the
real evidence against shipper has or will be posted untill it is in front of a judge it
will be judge and juries decision to decide not any of us
April 24 at 7:03pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I should have blocked them months ago, I will say though - they
have made me examine each aspect of the case and prepare accordingly. I have
done a ton more research and obtained more evidence as a result so all was not
in vain.
April 24 at 7:15pm · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP She likes to stir the pot, Paul. She even picked my old post on
OTTB Connect from MANY months ago...
April 24 at 7:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis We have started a new group that will not only allow reviews
but allow information about hauling and other updates. We plan on still
continuing here as well as Gernot has been a good host to us and we hope all of
you decide to stay here as well as join us:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/horsetransportreviews/

Horse Transporter Reviews
horses, horse transporters, horse transport, equine horse
transporters, equine t...
See More

April 26 at 12:26pm · Like · 3

Like · Share

Christine Miller
April 19 · Chico, CA · Edited

Where can I find out what the health requirements are to ship a horse to
Mexico? Admn please remove if this is not ok for this group.

Suzanne Leupold likes this.

View 12 more comments
Mandiye Wood Yep when I went to the great white north I had to quarantine a
week here and there. I was fortunate enough to have both departing and arriving
farms be approved facilities
April 22 at 11:23pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold very interesting Mandlye ...Thanks for sharing.
April 24 at 7:43pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Most welcome. Now that was in march post 9/11 so may have
factored in
April 24 at 9:00pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood
April 22

My wonderful retired jumper mare soon to be broodmare delivered safely
by Jimmy Parlier. Excellent job and caring transport. Arrived post
suspensory surgery in Oct from UNC. Rehabbing great and hopefully bred
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Like · Share

next month for a future career as a mom !

14 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Mandiye Wood It is what drew us to her. That kind look. She is our big girl at
17.3 lol
April 23 at 12:02am · Like

Lori Givens Stevens pretty girl!
April 23 at 2:31pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Thanks ! We love her
April 23 at 4:18pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Alisha McMillan
April 22

Last week we had a new gypsy gelding arrive, transported from California
to Washington by JNS Equine Transport. They did a fabulous job, great
communication every step of the process, nice equipment/trailers, friendly
people! Highly recommend them! AND they are DOT Authorized For Hire!

17 people like this.

View 4 more comments
Alisha McMillan Yes, I'm glad I was able to find a GOOD hauler after my last
terrible hauling experience. There are good ones out there, you just gotta know
what to look for! Thanks again!
April 23 at 12:56am · Like · 1

Linda Ellison Terrell I'm looking for someone to haul horse from Jamesport to
Indiana how do I get a quote
April 23 at 5:11am · Like

Alisha McMillan Linda Ellison Terrell, I would recommended sending them a
message to their business page.
April 23 at 12:53pm · Like

Ashley Elizabeth
February 20
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Like · Share

Have updates regarding my experience with Jimmy Parlier.. I was going to
cancel last week with the horrible posts I saw.. Well I spoke to Jimmy
regarding my issues and concerns and I was told another side. I decided to
use him and now my horse is SAFE and HAPPY in North Carolina! I'm
happy I stuck with him and gave him the chance! The driver called me and
answered every time I called to get updates!

45 people like this.

Dina Gardoqui Zinn Thanks for the info, beautiful horse!
February 20 at 6:55pm · Like · 1

Celeste Huston if you have any question at to this man's integrity and
decency, I would appreciate a word with you as I know you seem to understand
what quality he is..Those who speakth with forked tongue have over shot their
target now and sound as though they just want to type and have nothing else in
their lives to do but bash and banter..sad...
February 20 at 8:02pm · Like · 6

Ashley Elizabeth Thanks Alisha and I did, "if" he is illegal and I had a GREAT
experience.. And I guess so did the owners of the 2 other horses in the trailer
February 20 at 8:05pm · Edited · Like · 2

Celeste Huston I blocked Bilyl~Mc Gee and Magaw and what a relief..kindly
visit our site and you will see the main stallions we stand here~Jimmy has
hauled these stallions to me but for one and hauled them for me to a trainer in
Texas and thereabouts..Kindly take a peek at my site and you will see that all of
us who care about our stock entrust them with a good person through and
through.. www.cielocelestefarm.com
February 20 at 8:10pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard lol...Tiffany we don't have to prove anything...you are the one
pointing fingers..you need to just stop enough Jimmy is a good guy and you are
not telling everyone the full story. I am sorry for you but nothing good will come
of it and its not helping your horse..
February 20 at 8:12pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am telling the whole truth...I have nothing to hide...it is all of
you with the ludacris comments...lol
February 20 at 8:12pm · Edited · Like

Ashley Elizabeth What proof would you like? Email? A picture of a payment
through paypal?
February 20 at 8:13pm · Like

Celeste Huston Please Do not respond to any of their queries..it is none of
their business. good grief..
February 20 at 8:13pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard nope your not and the other threads proved it..your
ORIGIANL posts are not the same story as now
February 20 at 8:13pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis They all say the same thing Danene.
February 20 at 8:14pm · Like

Celeste Huston the more attention they get, the more they get off on it..what
messes..adios, amigos!!
February 20 at 8:14pm · Like · 1

Celeste Huston Om El Arab time
February 20 at 8:14pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Yes..you can post it here Ashley. I want proof Jimmy Parlier
hauled your horse...
February 20 at 8:17pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Please read many other comments by others here about his
service: http://www.chronofhorse.com/forum/showthread.php...
February 20 at 8:31pm · Like

Ashley Elizabeth I'm not going to post a copy of paypal because I'm sure that
will in some way be used against him. You can chose not to believe me but find
another driver names Josie that came through southern Illinois and dropped an
OTTB in NC last night.
February 20 at 8:51pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis If he has nothing to hide then why would you even say that?
That is the issue here - WHY are you protecting someone that you don't know?
That is what doesnt make sense here. You all have your own motives...none of
us have motives - we just want to protect our horses and others.
February 20 at 8:53pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Speak what you know Danene Howard...I have medical reports
from Licensed professionals that say different...
February 20 at 10:03pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Here is another statement from Kstate: "When asked to
speculate on the pathogenesis (development) of disease that lead to Mylla's
current condition it is evident that her condition is a result of complications from
long distance transport. 1) Mylla had a health certificate completed within 24
hours of leaving California, which means that a licensed veterinarian determined
that she was healthy and fit for transport. In contrast, when Mylla arrived in KC
her health status was poor which required immediate veterinary attention. 2) Her
injuries resulted from complications from the trailer ride resulting in pressure or
blunt trauma to the wing of her ileum (left side). Her distal limb injuries appear to
have resulted from getting her right hind foot caught under a partition with
secondary trauma to her left hind hoof wall and her left front foot. 3) Although
one of the leading risk factors for the development of pleuropneumonia is long
distance transport and this is likely why she developed severe pneumonia, a
contributing factor is left sided trauma. It is unusual to have such severe disease
in a unilateral condition in particular when considering the fact that she has
evidence of severe trauma on the left side it is highly likely that in addition to
have prolonged head elevation which resulted in pneumonia she also suffered
compression or contusion injury to her left hemithorax.
February 20 at 10:05pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Vet's aren't going to make an assumption in a report and put
their name/license on the line Danene.
February 20 at 10:05pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I dont have to prove anything to you. If and when I feel like
posting her vet bills I will.
February 20 at 10:08pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Danene Howard, last time I checked you were the one
calling people 'welfare mommas' and 'dumass' (you cant even spell) ... and your
the one saying someone is a "child" .. wow! You're something else!
February 20 at 10:08pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan What lies have you caught yet Danene? Can't check any old
posts, for some reason you ladies keep deleting your comments and/or blocking
people.
February 20 at 10:10pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Yes I am lying - why dont you call up Jimmy and ask him - he
has copies of all of her bills up until about 5 months ago after she transitioned
home from the vet clinic
February 20 at 10:10pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan And I want you to tell me who's been feeding you all your
"FACTS" as you call them... you've not once answered that.
February 20 at 10:11pm · Like · 1
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Alisha McMillan This would be Celeste's robot asking you for information. lol.
February 20 at 10:12pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I wish it was a lie  Between all the after care - it is probably
much more...
February 20 at 10:12pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You know right? just like you know so much...there is a total - I
gave it to you.
February 20 at 10:13pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Ill prove that in a court of law. I am not going to post a 50 page
document on facebook. Ask Jimmy though - he does have it.
February 20 at 10:14pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Your not a party to the lawsuit. Your just harassing people at
this point.
February 20 at 10:14pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Tell me Danene Howard ... what do you have to gain from all
this?? Your swearing and endless ranting of our "supposed" lies? Some
motive...?? hmmm....
February 20 at 10:15pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis its been everything all night long - thank god for screenies!!
February 20 at 10:15pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Yes, Danene Howard, your attacking and swearing. Do you
see anyone else using foul language like you are?
February 20 at 10:16pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis The amount is arbitrary - he almost killed her lol. Ask Jimmy
why he offered me 10k?
February 20 at 10:16pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Ask Jimmy why he offered me 10k Danene Howard. You live
down the road apparently...GO ASK HIM and ask him to see the vet bill.
February 20 at 10:17pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis lol
February 20 at 10:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You go ask him then get back to me.
February 20 at 10:18pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Time will tell 
February 20 at 10:19pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis  Mylla!
February 20 at 10:20pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Here is your proof of the 10k offer: It was all done through email
between attorney's...I am only posting it because I am digging it up for something
else. I have erased my attorney's information.

February 20 at 10:55pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Hmmm... guess he was just offering you 10K Tiffany
because he felt bad you are on welfare! Had nothing to do with your horses'
injuries.
February 20 at 10:58pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Who knows what they will come up with next...
February 20 at 11:07pm · Like

Vicki Rooney Wells http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?searchtype=ANY...
March 1 at 12:16pm · Like

Kim Jenkins maybe celeste needs to let him haul some mares tied up next to
stallions for 9 days. just saying
March 8 at 10:11pm · Like · 2
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Jennifer Rose Kim a YEARLING colt is NOT considered a stallion. just sayin...
March 9 at 12:41am · Like

Maribeth Scott Well Kim Jenkins We haul our stallion next to mares as well
as Team him with them ! Maybe that "Stallion" should be Gelded ! AND YES a
Yearling Colt IS NOT a Stallion ! Jimmy is the Best and would not do anything to
jeopardize ANY horse in his care ! 
March 9 at 10:23am · Like

Danene Howard he was a yearling and there was an open stall between
them..after she coliced and tim gave her banamine they moved her to the
back...he should not have offered you anything your just one of them that whats
something for nothing your horse did this damage to herself so the responsibility
is yours.
March 9 at 10:39am · Like · 1

Danene Howard I just saw this trailer yesterday it is not new and shiney but is
very well built alittle older but very well maintained and safe...you are full of it
March 9 at 10:40am · Like

Tiffany Lewis You dont know what your talking about Danene. Look at the
picture.
March 9 at 10:40am · Like

Danene Howard yes as a matter of fact I do Jimmy picked up a horse here
yesterday he is also legal which you are leading peple to believe he isn't you
need to crawl back in the hole you came out of...
March 9 at 10:42am · Like

Danene Howard no actually she isn't there are 3 standing stalls there and that
middle one is empy
March 9 at 10:42am · Like

Danene Howard you can tell by that pic because you can see the wall clearly
if he was in that stall he would be against that wall..
March 9 at 10:43am · Like

Maribeth Scott I'm Sure Tiffany is just having a Bad Life and wants to blame
someone else for her chronic Colicer....and yes I have used Jimmy and have
been very pleased ! Tiffany and Maria need to go back to the rock they crawled
out from under (or Trailer) LOL 
March 9 at 10:44am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thank you for confirming he is still using this trailer.  That
really helps.
March 9 at 10:45am · Edited · Like

Danene Howard whatever..you are a joke and karma is going to come back
on you
March 9 at 10:46am · Like

Vicki Rooney Wells Danene Howard did you see my new mare? Jimmy was
picking her up from Indiana yesterday too.
March 9 at 10:46am · Like

Danene Howard no I only saw a donkey they put my yearling nest to her but
the trailer is very well built and in exc condition and it is older but nice!
March 9 at 10:47am · Like

Danene Howard everyone in there was munching on hay and quiet and
looked great!
March 9 at 10:47am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Mylla's life is what was affected here. That is the point. I am just
thankful I had the ability to save my mare. Most people would not have had the
ability to save their horses.
March 9 at 10:48am · Like

Vicki Rooney Wells Jimmy has hauled for me a couple of times, I love him!
March 9 at 10:48am · Like

Danene Howard you are a joke
March 9 at 10:48am · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am sorry you are so misguided Danene Howard.
March 9 at 10:50am · Like

Danene Howard Tiffany is was sad your horse got hurt..she did it to herself
and you trying to blame it on Jimmy and Tim is a joke ..you need to take
responsibilty for your own horse and her problems.
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March 9 at 10:53am · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose Danene I have said all those things to Tiffany and its like
talking to a brick wall. Best bet is not to argue with sue happy people 
March 9 at 10:59am · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Even if she did do it to herself, he had a responsbility to take
her to a vet once the injuries started. You do not realize...a pressure necrosis like
the one on her hip...happens over a SIGNFICANT amount of time. I was not told
one time during the trip that she was in trouble. ONLY 45 minutes before her
delivery did we hear this colic story. There was no proof she ever colic'd...she
had not one injury on her head. Jimmy admitted after I confronted him that Mylla
was in distress 1 hour into the trip and at that time she had a "fifty cent piece"
sore on her hip. They ignored the warning signs of her being in significant trouble
and left her to fend for herself. In addition...I asked for proof where she was
taken off the trailer and I was NEVER given these details. Jimmy Parlier
Transport did this to Mylla and if I could have proved that the injuries happened
in Platte County, Missouri....criminal charges would have been a real reality.
March 9 at 11:02am · Like · 1

Danene Howard I know where he unloads and he calls every day or i call
him...
March 9 at 12:34pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I called him and Tim every single day and was told she was fine
and happy. Only 45 minutes prior to her arrival did he confess and even that took
prodding. If they were so innocent...again...why would Jimmy offer us 10k?
March 9 at 12:41pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You clearly WANT to see the situation your own way despite
the overwhelming facts. I will continue to bring awareness to Mylla's situation to
educate others of the dangers of using unauthorized haulers and fight for
criminal penalties for those found guilty.
March 9 at 12:44pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard he is authorized and that has been proven
March 9 at 12:52pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis He had not been since 2008 until a few weeks ago.
Again...thank you Maria!!!!
March 9 at 12:56pm · Like

Vicki Rooney Wells Jimmy just called and said he picked up my mare from
Indiana...We are so excited. He's going to take an iphone photo of her for me
once he gets in an area where he gets reception. He said he will call me
tomorrow and told me to call him any time. I love knowing that JImmy is taking
care of our special mare.
March 9 at 1:39pm · Like · 2

Maribeth Scott If the Horse is SO valuable Why then was it not
insured....Guess she just didn't want to spend the money on Insurance....Maybe
a case of the pot calling the kettle black...???
March 9 at 3:22pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Insurance will not pay on a uninsured carrier. Although I have
found out recently that your normal liability insurance will generally pay. This is
great news since it is the haulers insurance required by law for their cars...
March 9 at 3:34pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I think I have answered your same questions on 4 different
boards. The answers are the same. Would it help you if I wrote it down double
spaced in capital letters with a sharpie?
March 9 at 3:37pm · Edited · Like

Maribeth Scott Then just admit it...the horse was not Valuable enough to YOU
to have it insured.....MY insurance covers it ...Should I Do the same for
you....ALL CAPS....Naw, that probably wouldn't help !
March 9 at 3:38pm · Edited · Like

Jason Stahl He just got authorized what, 2 weeks ago? After years of illegal
transportation practices. Funny thing is, he can't even claim ignorance because
he was DOT registered until 2008, when he was then striped of it for failing to get
in compliance. That's just the documented items that are publicly available from
the government. Danene Howard, I don't know how else to say this but you and
your Parlier buddies need to learn to use your heads before you defend people
that have been proven to be doing the wrong thing and not just once but for
years. And Maribeth Scott, if Jimmy was so wonderful and would never do
anything to jeopardize your horse, why are there so many complaints against his
company for animals that have been injured? I have never seen so many
simultaneous complaints against one livestock transportation company in any
line of hauling, unless they were truly doing something wrong. If Parlier was
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doing the right thing from the beginning (since he's such a stand-up guy), he
probably wouldn't be in the situation he is in now.
March 9 at 3:39pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Each policy is different. You have already been told this on
other pages. I have posted all the proof...I think you all continuing this is just
awesome. You are keeping it alive and fresh - please continue by all means! We
all need more awareness!!!
March 9 at 3:43pm · Like

Maribeth Scott Well then Pay more and get good insurance......Period !
March 9 at 3:44pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Good insurance does NO good if the hauler is not in
compliance and carrying the proper insurance which he wasn't.
March 9 at 3:45pm · Like

Danene Howard Jason you are wrong he explained it to me yesterday and
you should call him and ask him before you make yourself liable for slander
March 9 at 3:51pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Who explained it to you? Jimmy Parlier?
March 9 at 3:54pm · Like

Jason Stahl Why should I ask someone something that is already
documented by the government? There's nothing here that I have posted that is
slander. He had a DOT, they took it away in 2008, he's been operating until
recently without an authorized DOT registration. Those are facts and undeniable
since the document the government maintains on all DOT haulers is made a
public article. Do your research before you accuse someone of slander. Maybe
he shouldn't be lying to gullible individuals like yourself?
March 9 at 3:54pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Why do I keep picturing a bunch of lemmings running off a cliff?
March 9 at 3:56pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Jason, if it is logic or truth...it equates to slander apparently
when it comes to Jimmy Parlier.
March 9 at 4:01pm · Like

Jason Stahl lol, All I keep picturing is Parlier Group-On, "40% off next haul
and a smile with proof of ignorant defenses on behalf of Parlier transport".
Honestly though, it's kinda sad because some of these same individuals will
learn a hard lesson at their animals' expense at some point or come to have a
friend who has learned that lesson for them.
March 9 at 4:02pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard Really ???? You should ask him before you slander him
because it's obvious you don't know the truth but honestly if you did you would
have to recant everything you said and that might make you look stupid right? So
whatever it's obvious you are not really interested in the truth.
March 9 at 4:06pm · Like

Jason Stahl What you are suggesting is heresay. What I have presented is a
public article maintained by a governing body. So yes, really Danene Howard.
I'm sorry but the government documents are the truth. They aren't going to make
up the fact that they revoked his DOT. They aren't going to lie about him not
doing it voluntarily. He has a proven track record of hauling for hire since 2008
when his DOT was revoked. He only recently, as of the end of February, got his
DOT reinstated. That is a documented fact. You should research what 'slander'
is, then you might recant every time you've ever accused someone of it. And
hey, if anyone wants to come after me for allegedly slandering Parlier, please be
my guest, I'd be more than happy to win a case I wouldn't even have to show up
for. lol
March 9 at 4:12pm · Like

Danene Howard Just call him he will tell you what's going on there. But you
don't want too do you? It's easier to sit in front of a computer then it is to
investigate the truth right? You haven't even given him the benefit of the doubt
not very neighborly is it? You don't want to find out you might be wrong because
what kind of person does that make you? It's by no means an unreasonable
request to let the man your slandering tell his side? I think everyone would
agree.
March 9 at 4:29pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl What's he going to tell me, the government is wrong they just
haven't gotten around to making the corrections in the past 6 years so the
government is slandering him?
March 9 at 4:31pm · Like · 1
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Alisha McMillan Neighborly Danene? You've been that, haven't you? You go ahead
and believe that all of us are lying... we have a lot to gain by that! None of you have yet
to respond to Tiffany's questions about why he offered her $10K if he had no assumed
responsibility for her mares injuries.
March 9 at 4:33pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Did Jimmy Parlier bother to tell you he is under federal
investigation by the Department of Transportation?
March 9 at 4:34pm · Like

Danene Howard I am pretty sure he only offered because tim didn't call her
he cannot undo what ahs been done but the mare hauling badly and
unfortunately got hurt done to herself..she coliced while they were 150 miles
away from a vet or town gave her banamine an she seemed to come out of it. He
offered her that money because Tim didn't call her like he was suppose too..thats
why. Also anyone that is a professional in the horse buisness knows how quickly
a bad hauler can get hurt done to them selves..he is a good guy and offered that
to help but she got greedy now she wont get anything VERY stupid decision. I
wouldn't have gave her anything.
March 9 at 4:38pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard This is no longer about the horse its about money plain and
simple and how much you think you can sue for...iand with all the slandering
going on she won't get anything ...really really dumb.
March 9 at 4:40pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Its actually kind of funny you guys really think you can hurt
his buisness..he hauls for a lot of professional horse people its the dumass
backyarders who are the problem.
March 9 at 4:41pm · Like

Danene Howard as far as me being neighborly ..if you are going to put it out
there for everyone to see then you better be able to take the heat.
March 9 at 4:43pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, why don't you call Tiffany, she'll tell you what's
going on here. You see, what you have just said is in fact slander, and very good
example of it.
March 9 at 4:43pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Jason Stahl why don't you call Jimmy Parlier?
March 9 at 4:43pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It is fine - that is what screenshots are for. All in due time.
March 9 at 4:43pm · Like

Jason Stahl So he can lie to me? Why do I need to verify something that I
already have tangible proof of and is public, legal record? lol
March 9 at 4:44pm · Edited · Like · 2

Danene Howard ditto
March 9 at 4:44pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb How can you say her horse isn't valuable? Who makes
you the authority on horse values? I know alot of people with horses in the 6
figures that aren't insured. If this guy was any type of horseman he would have
got this horse to a vet immediatly regardless of how it was done.You can say all
you want he is licensed to transport horses. But at the time he hauled this horse
he wasn't .And for your information that is 2 standing stalls and aisle.
March 9 at 4:45pm · Like

Danene Howard LOL...yes why would you need to verify with the peerson you
are sllandering ..the facts...hmmmmm?
March 9 at 4:46pm · Like

Jason Stahl I have the facts regarding his DOT record, they are public record.
March 9 at 4:46pm · Like

Danene Howard I never said her horse wasn't valuble..dont know where that
came from...the horse did not haul well its simple as that ..thats not Jimmys
fault?
March 9 at 4:47pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis The horse didnt haul well????????>?>
March 9 at 4:47pm · Like

Danene Howard Jason you need to quit you talk crap about a man you hve
never spoke to and you dont know anything about him
March 9 at 4:48pm · Like · 1
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Jason Stahl Guess she was sitting back there with your horse.
March 9 at 4:48pm · Like

Danene Howard Tiffany did your horse colic in the trailer?
March 9 at 4:48pm · Like

Jason Stahl Why would I be talking crap about someone whose public
hauling record shows a revokation in 2008? Guess the DOT is talking crap too.
March 9 at 4:48pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I was told she did but the vet said there were NO clinical signs
she had colic'd. I have hauled her myself 5-6 times for 4 hours+ at a time SINCE
and she had NO issues...
March 9 at 4:49pm · Like

Danene Howard stacey have YOU spoke to Jimmy?
March 9 at 4:50pm · Like · 1

Stacey Moritz-Erb Lets just say the horse was a bad shipper .A real shipper
would have put the horse in a box stall.
March 9 at 4:50pm · Like · 1

Stacey Moritz-Erb No Danene never . I don't deal with bootleggers.
March 9 at 4:50pm · Like

Danene Howard there was an empty stall between them....
March 9 at 4:50pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis LOOK at the picture.
March 9 at 4:51pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Danene you are out of your mind .look at the picture
March 9 at 4:51pm · Like

Danene Howard ok stacey its easier to believe someone on facebook then to
mke the effort and call isn't it? you would be surprised and embarrased if you
talked to him
March 9 at 4:51pm · Like

Danene Howard i did and if the colt was next too her you wouldn't have seen
the wall i was in that trailer yesterday so I know EXACTLY what I am talking
about.
March 9 at 4:52pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Trust me wouldn't . I have no respect for anyone who
hauls horses illegally.
March 9 at 4:53pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard he is not covering anything up he answered all my questions
honestly and I have used his services for years never a problem...hmmmmm
March 9 at 4:54pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis A picture does not lie. That trailer is a piece of garbage. It is all
rusted out on the sides and I wouldn't haul my trash in it. Far cry from what he
advertises the horses ride in. FILTH and disgusting Ask him where he took her
off at? They would never provide me where she was actually allowed to rest
either.
March 9 at 4:54pm · Like · 1

Stacey Moritz-Erb He wanted you haul. He's gonna tell your anything you
want to hear
March 9 at 4:54pm · Edited · Like · 2

Danene Howard stacey you don't know him so your aopinion really has no
base you won't even talk to him..sooo your opinion is just that an opinion not
based on any fact
March 9 at 4:55pm · Like

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, I don't need to know the man to see his illegal
business practices from 2008 through the end of February 2014. That's a fact,
not opinion, and knowing him personally means nothing, he either hauls legally
and has good business practices or he hauls illegally and has bad business
practices. pretty clear cut in most peoples' books. And you talked to him over the
phone and he provided an answer to all of your questions? So he was honest
because of that, that's all you have to go on, really? lol
March 9 at 4:56pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Like i said don't deal with bootleggers.
March 9 at 4:56pm · Like
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Danene Howard lolol
March 9 at 4:56pm · Like

Nikkole Alexandra With thousands of haulers in the US i personally would
never choose a hauler who had a horse come off a trailer looking like that sorry
its not worth my horses life
March 9 at 4:57pm · Like · 4

Danene Howard clarification...SHE HURT HERSELF...
March 9 at 4:58pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis If she hurt herself, it was trying to escape a situation that she
percieved as dangerous and then on top of it, she was NEGLECTED and
DENIED vet care.
March 9 at 4:59pm · Edited · Like

Nikkole Alexandra I understand that but she didn't do that the second before
she was unloaded i don't understand why she wasn't taken to a vet when it
happened ?
March 9 at 5:00pm · Like

Danene Howard From my understanding when she started colicing they were
crossing death valley and there was not a vet close..He gave her banamine and
by the time they got within an area were they could have gotten a vet she had
stopped colicing. I agree at that point she should have been called and tim
should have dropped the mare at a vets and went on that was abad decision on
his part. He made that call not Jimmy.
March 9 at 5:02pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis And why doesn't JIMMY come here on this board and tell us
what REALLY happened? He still has not even answered that...
March 9 at 5:03pm · Like

Danene Howard Not all people are on facebook..
March 9 at 5:03pm · Like

Nikkole Alexandra Im getting my yearling shipped to jersey from wisconsin so
Tiffany Lewis i appreciate being informed about what happened to your horse
March 9 at 5:03pm · Like · 5

Tiffany Lewis Then how can you sit here and defend him?
March 9 at 5:03pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis BS - he has a facebook page.
March 9 at 5:03pm · Like

Danene Howard I haven't heard any lies except possibly the ridiculous vet
bills she has shown no proof of
March 9 at 5:04pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Timmy or Jimmy - what difference does it make Danene?
Are you saying that because these were "Timmy's" actions that Jimmy shouldn't
have been made responsible/liable?
March 9 at 5:04pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Thank you Nikkole  I wish you the best.
March 9 at 5:04pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis This is AWESOME though - I am finally hearing the story.
March 9 at 5:05pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis So Death Valley is one hour outside of LA?
March 9 at 5:05pm · Like

Danene Howard It makes a HUGE difference jimmy didn't make that call..and
tim is a good guy also it was a bad call for sure and it sucks but it is an isolated
instance and this rampage is ridiculous and not truthful
March 9 at 5:05pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You just ADMITTED it is ALL truthful!!!!!!! You just want to
protect him. Thank you Danene. I at least have many more answers than I did
yesterday.
March 9 at 5:06pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard tiffany I am sure if you called him and quit attacking him he
would be more then happy to talk to any of you.
March 9 at 5:08pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb So she started colicing in Death Valley? There are vets
located within 1 hour of there.And he chose to keep going?Real professional!
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March 9 at 5:09pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard I am done arguing but really ladies you should talk to him
and hear both side before you go on a rampage..you would expect the
same..see yah
March 9 at 5:10pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I have sent Jimmy emails and he has ignored every attempt to
speak with him about the situation. If he wants to settle this and do what he
SHOULD have done in the beginning and own up to it and BE A MAN then I will
be HAPPY to speak with him.
March 9 at 5:10pm · Like

Alisha McMillan We all know accidents happen - Period. Legitimate and
GOOD haulers will be there when accidents happen. Timmy seems to be the
common denominator here Danene.. if you knew the stories of all of us then you
would know that. Enough said.
March 9 at 5:11pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You told his side...they neglected her and it ultimately almost
cost her life.
March 9 at 5:11pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am going to call Jimmy Parlier right now and see what he has
to say...
March 9 at 5:12pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis What do you know...I got his voicemail. You can have him call
me 913-568-1189 or you can call me when he is standing there. You want the
real truth - do that and see what happens.
March 9 at 5:14pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I just texted Jimmy Parlier: "Danene Howard told me you spoke
with her and you would speak with me. Please call me ASAP." I will see and
follow up with what happens.
March 9 at 5:29pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Btw: He is on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/parlierequinetransport
March 9 at 5:32pm · Like

Maribeth Scott His attorney has probably advised him not to speak with
you....Most do.
March 9 at 5:48pm · Like · 1

Maribeth Scott Facts about What...??? Do Tell !
March 9 at 5:58pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thats what I thought Maribeth...bye bye now.
March 9 at 6:05pm · Like

Danene Howard http://www.facebook.com/l.php...
March 9 at 6:09pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis It is a very interesting case and that link doesn't work.
March 9 at 6:10pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb So What does this have to do with a illegal hauler?
March 9 at 6:13pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan ^^ That's what I was going to say Stacey Moritz-Erb.
March 9 at 6:14pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis That is what these women do...Let them try and dig up
whatever they want. They will find we sued the State of Missouri, fought the
good fight and ultimately appealed it to the United States Supreme Court by filing
Cert. We had 2 judges at the Missouri Supreme Court level that agreed with
us...but anytime you take on the State....wowza - goodluck. We also worked with
lobbyists to change the legislation. All to no avail. I WILL go the distance...that is
what they should take away from the KCPA vs. MREC case.
March 9 at 6:19pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Jimmy Parlier is not an illegal hauler. He is licensed and
registered. What more does anyone need to know. Go to A 1 Transport site and
read all the remarks from people who have used Jimmy Parlier and really
appreciate the care he gives to the horses he transports. So I believe there are
two sides to this story and I am surprised that there is not a law suit pending
against Mr. Parlier at this time if he caused the injury to her horse that she now
claims happened while in his care.
March 9 at 7:16pm · Edited · Like
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Suzanne Leupold So if you are interested in transporting a horse I would highly
recommend Jimmy Parlier. He has transported my horses rescues and registered
gypsy cobs many times and on all occasions he provided excellent care and the
horses have always arrived in great condition.
March 9 at 6:58pm · Like

Jason Stahl Suzanne Leupold, Jimmy just got registered, so you are right, in
which case means he is NO LONGER an illegal hauler, for however long that
may last and it only took 6 years and a visit from the DOT to force his hand and
re-establish it. Fact is, he has at least 3-4 complaints against him for poor
transport. Who wants to be dumb enough to use an untrustworthy hauler?
March 9 at 7:01pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl And what good is A-1 Transport, if they supported a hauler who
was hauling illegally to begin with? lol
March 9 at 7:02pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Suzanne has me blocked... boo! She's even more 'confused'
than the rest of them!
March 9 at 7:09pm · Like

Rodney Moritz Danene do you know where death Valley is ?? I sure as hell
hope he wasn't going thru Death Valley with a "load"of horses on, what was he
doing there ? Sight seeing ?
March 9 at 7:12pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold So heres how I see it. He has transported hundreds of
horses. He is legal now so anyone who wants to use him can rest assured that
all is A okay. A 1 Transport is just posting reviews. Because there are so many
positive reviews about Jimmy has nothing to do with whether or not it is a
legitimate site. And Jason use someone else. That is your prerogative. You are
never going to find someone who agrees with you 100 per cent. Those of us who
have used Jimmy and trusted him with some very very valuable horses are very
happy with the care he provides. And accidents do happen ....that is why you
insure your horse before having it transported .....I am really happy with Jimmy
and will continue to recommend him and use him for my personal horses. He will
be transporting three drafts and 2 mini donkeys for me in late April early May
from Michigan to WA.
March 9 at 7:12pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Stupid question....I live in California and have never been
to Death valley.I don't think there is many horses over there. Why in the world
would anyone be there with horses? It's not by any major highway.
March 9 at 7:12pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Suzanne Leupold - You are a liar. I never posted my horse was
run into a fence. She was in critical condition and bleeding profusely the instant
she was walked off the trailer. Again...you are telling lies. I NEVER said my horse
arrived safe and well - I was on the phone with Jimmy WHILE the vets were
trying to save her life. GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT.
March 9 at 7:12pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Oh wait - you mean the PRO Jimmy site that was started? Prior
to him being "authorized?"....WHAT A JOKE. Anyone that believes that BS, I
have some land in China where the tree's grow 100.00 bills for sale for $100.00.
March 9 at 7:18pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You repost it. Your making the claim. You have me confused
with Alisha McMillan and your making false claims against my horse and I. You
best correct it in short order.
March 9 at 7:20pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold I apologized above if I was wrong. So again if I am wrong
and have you confused with someone else then I am sorry. But in the end this is
the deal. You and Jason don't ever have to use Jimmy ....those of us who like
him and respect him will continue to use him and recommend him. Read the post
that started all these comments. She is very happy with Jimmy ...
March 9 at 7:27pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Now I would like to apologize for what I said about Tiffany
and her posts when she fidrst received her horse ...I had her confused with some
else. So I take back the statements I made about inconsistencies in her posts.
March 9 at 7:28pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany...Is there anything else you would like me to say. I
will be happy to say it so long as you don't ask me to retract my positive
statements about Jimmy Parlier.
March 9 at 7:30pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis No, your opinion is your opinion and I respect that. Please do not tell
anymore misguided facts about me. That is all I ask.
March 9 at 7:31pm · Like

Kim Jenkins what you hear is just that HEARSAY
March 9 at 7:32pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Btw - Maria didnt loose the case...the case was refiled in
District court and the local court was apparently not notified.
March 9 at 7:32pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, no one is asking to retract your statements, but
our experiences with him/them are real and we still dealing with their negligence.
BTW, anyone who said that Jimmy "won" in court. The case was in local court
and I didn't go to the hearing. The bills are keep piling up and the local court is
limited to 8K. It has been refiled in DISTRICT court. As far as my personal
experience with Jimmy is that the man lacks honor and responsibility (at
minimum). Again, is those were your horses, then you all would be signing
different tunes. "Bad call"? I am sorry, but Timmy communicates With Parlier and
both are aware of what takes place. So looks like they BOTH made BAD CALL
or CALLS??? Not the first time and will not be the last one either. 4 horses in one
year???
March 9 at 7:43pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Tiffany it would be wonderful if you would post these
supposed enormous vet bills it would only back your claim up?
March 9 at 7:49pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Bottom line. You do not like Jimmy.....I love Jimmy. two
different people with two different opinions . Now I will continue to recommend
him and you will obviously continue to slam him. You aren't going to change my
mind and I won't change yours. Done.
March 9 at 7:49pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Danene I have proven every other thing you nasty women have
said as lies - I dont feel like spending hours scanning and posting the bills so you
can ind something else to waste my time on.
March 9 at 7:50pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard You are right Suzanne
March 9 at 7:50pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard NONE OF YOUR BUSINESS!!! Those are court
documents and at this point NOT a public knowledge. So, let it go
March 9 at 7:51pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You wouldnt love someone that tried to kill your horse either
Suzanne Leupold. I am not slamming him - I am telling the truth.
March 9 at 7:51pm · Like

Danene Howard She made it our business lol she can't prove it can she?
March 9 at 7:52pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, this should more than enough for your curiosity.
if you've been around horses long enough, you will know just from those pictures
that what Tiffany has gone through has been expensive to say the least.

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/...
March 9 at 7:52pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, you are right, you are entitled to your opinion, but
I hope one day you will learn for yourself. Unfortunately if this takes place, not
only you will suffer but innocent animal. AGAIN, this is for ANYONE who would
like to MAKE A CHOICE, NOT Take a CHANCE
March 9 at 7:52pm · Like

Danene Howard Bills are not court documents lol she cannot prove anything
and she will lose
March 9 at 7:53pm · Like

Maria BP No, Danene Howard, the court documents are NOT your business,
but the story maybe if you chose to
March 9 at 7:53pm · Like

Danene Howard Nope not enough I want to see bills
March 9 at 7:54pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Ask Jimmy Danene Howard. You seem to be so chummy with
him...he has copies.
March 9 at 7:54pm · Like · 1
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Jason Stahl Bills are none of your business, nor anyone else's here, you don't need
a bill to see the damage done, lol
March 9 at 7:54pm · Like

Danene Howard She claims publicly enormous bills I am asking for proof
March 9 at 7:55pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, first of all you are not either her or my attorney, so,
we do not have to show you absolutely anything.
March 9 at 7:55pm · Like

Danene Howard Nope Tiffany needs to back up her claims and if she doesn't
and anyone just takes her word for it iOS not very smart
March 9 at 7:56pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis J-I-M-M-Y P-A-R-L-I-E-R H-A-S C-O-P-I-E-S.
March 9 at 7:56pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold "chummy with him"....that is ridiculous ....what does that
have to do with the service Jimmy provides. That is the problem with these
arguments ...they become personal and don't stick to the facts. What does
Danene Howard being "chummy" with Jimmy have to do with the care Jimmy
Parlier provides during transport.
March 9 at 7:57pm · Like

Maria BP Danene, no one owns you ANYTHING, I feel like I am talking to a 3
yo repeating the same thing...
March 9 at 7:57pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Then you are ignorant Danene Howard and have no business
being in the horse world if you cannot look at a horse's injuries and roughly
ascertain what it would cost to get a horse patched up and well again.
March 9 at 7:57pm · Like

Danene Howard Your right you don't have too show me anything but why
wouldn't she want to back up her own story? Maybe because she is really after
money that's what it's all about that why age is doing all this ,,,,get a job
March 9 at 7:58pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis She wants copies of bills - she can go ask Jimmy. She was in
his rust bucket trailer yesterday. She is just starting trouble and has an obvious
need to garner attention for herself.
March 9 at 7:58pm · Like

Maria BP No, they are factual, Suzanne Leupold. And if you have not counted
yet there are had been 4 horses involved and one of them is DEAD
March 9 at 7:59pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Also what are the "four horses in a year". I would like to
know more than a general statement before I decide if there was some kind of
neglect or abuse.
March 9 at 7:59pm · Like

Rodney Moritz Danene 0 Maria 20
March 9 at 7:59pm · Like

Danene Howard She claims 40000 really!? How stupid do you think we are?
March 9 at 7:59pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl And what does it matter what the bills are to you, the injuries are
there, the proof is in the pics and various PROFESSIONAL statements. That's
really all you or anyone else needs to know outside of Jimmy himself.
March 9 at 8:00pm · Like

Danene Howard That's a lie Maria and jimmy has already proved it ,,, did you
get involved for a cut?
March 9 at 8:00pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, btw, she can count the hours she spent taking
care of her too... it can add up really quick. AND depending on the sate, the
winning party's attorney fees will be compensated too
March 9 at 8:00pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis He proved what???
March 9 at 8:01pm · Like

Danene Howard Nope I am not that is what you stated and that's ridiculous
March 9 at 8:01pm · Like

Danene Howard Lol
March 9 at 8:01pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis that is just HARD bills from Kstate, 3 different vets and
subsequent care.  I added for NONE of my time in that figure.
March 9 at 8:02pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I know of two claims.....Tiffany's and the woman in
PA....what other two horses in a year were also supposedly harmed by Jimmy's
transport service and are there outstanding legal cases for these horses. Just
asking for clarification.
March 9 at 8:05pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard But of course and how much an hr for that lol!
March 9 at 8:03pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Can you read Danene Howard? I said 0. My costs are HARD
costs i paid on my AMEX or by check.
March 9 at 8:04pm · Like

Maria BP Danene, all Jimmy has proved so far that he: 1. lied, 2. doesn't
inform owners when things go wrong, 3. doesn't take care of the animals when
something does go wrong, 4. tried to avoid fed fees by hauling illegally, 5. and
even most disgusting to me is shifting the blame on his partner to safe his ... and
let Timmy (James T.) be investigated too. REALLY? DO YOU CALL THIS MAN
OF HONOR AND INTEGRITY????
March 9 at 8:04pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Lady's get a life and earn your money like everyone else
March 9 at 8:06pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I obviously earn money or I wouldnt have 30k to save my horse.
lol...wait maybe I am a hooker...or I burned down my house...or or or...rofl
March 9 at 8:07pm · Edited · Like · 1

Danene Howard Yet no bills to back iit up hmmmm
March 9 at 8:07pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Is that the only educated thing you have to say Danene?
LOL! Thats's great! I don't think were the ones that need to "get a life!"
March 9 at 8:07pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Ya Danene, ask Jimmy.
March 9 at 8:08pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, our 3 yo child, could you please, learm again: this
info is not for you. If you want to get it, then you can do just like you claimed you
did before "got it from Jimmy", RIGHT?
March 9 at 8:09pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Maria BP....I went back and read what you wrote about
hoping that my horses get injured being transported by Jimmy Parlier. That is a
really sick and mean thing to say. That you would wish harm to someones
beloved horses. Bad Karma girl and guaranteed it will come back and bite you
right where you sit down. I feel sorry for both of you ...so filled with hate and
animosity. I am a retired counselor and I think you guys should try to get some
help to alleviate the horrible feelings you are experiencing. They can be so
destructive both emotionally and physically. Maria that was a really sick and hate
filled comment. I can't imagine someone wishing harm on helpless animals. Very
sad indeed.
March 9 at 8:13pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Are you a vet or work for a vet facility Danene Howard, I think
not. Have you ever had an animal of your own that has had such egregious
injuries as the ones on Tiffany's horse? Likely not, so then I ask you, who are
you to think you know the costs associated? 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 100? What does
it really matter at the end of the day? A neglectful hauler allowed these injuries to
happen and continue to the point you saw in those pictures. How much do think
an animal's suffering is worth Danene? Imagine if your favorite horse had injuries
like that off of a hauler's trailer, what's that animals pain worth to you? 

There are people that would go for millions over a $100 nag and honestly, if that
was my animal and I went through some of the same crap Tiffany is going
through, well let's just say Jimmy is lucky it wasn't me. He'd be living in a box on
the street by the time I got done. Obviously a different matter entirely if he would
have made a genuine effort to make things right. Which he obviously didn't do in
this case.
March 9 at 8:13pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold This is a quote from Marie BP wishing harm to my horses
and emotional suffering to me. "I hope that you will learn for yourself.
Unfortunately if this takes place, not only will you suffer but innocent animal. " I
could care less about me but to wish harm to horses that supposedly all of us
love and care for is sick. And shows how far this hatred of Jimmy has gone. This
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is crazy indeed.
March 9 at 8:17pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Suzanne, I do not wish Anyone to get injured, this is why we have
been posting. You seem to insist on goodness. And to be honest with you I did
too and even pleaded here on the facebook, text messages, email BEFORE
filing. I had learned other wise and seeing more horses injured (dead) breaks my
heart. As an owner, I hope you make better decision, b/c one day they will cost
you. And this is what I was saying.
March 9 at 8:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Dont feel sorry for me Suzanne Leupold. Feel sorry for our
horses who suffered at the hands of your beloved. Now leave me out of your
diatribes. Your entitled to your opinion as far as I am concerned Jimmy Parlier
Transport is fueled by pure evil.
March 9 at 8:18pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Yeah, you are right, Suzanne Leupold, It should rephrase it. Not "I
Hope", but "I think"... thank you for pointing that out
March 9 at 8:20pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Well I printed it out.
March 9 at 8:22pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis People like her and the rest of them will take anything you say
and twist it into something clearly is not meant to be.
March 9 at 8:23pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Print out Mylla's picture and next time you need a hauler...look
at it.
March 9 at 8:25pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=1468418616720002&set=a.1468401600055037.1073741832.14667262802
22569&type=1&theater
March 9 at 8:26pm · Like

Danene Howard If you are going to publicly claim that your animal was
severly hurt and vet bills over 30000 or 40000..which changes...then you are
right to assume people would want proof.I have seen the pictures and have over
25yr as a professional in the horse business and none of those injuries or
conditions warrant such a bill. And Jason I really could care less what you think
you just jumped in here completely based on what they say??? You don't even
have the decency to find out the whole story??You talk really big behind a
computer. I only ask for her to back up her statements and she is not willing to
do that. So be it people know what its all about good luck.
March 9 at 8:28pm · Like

Maria BP and??? I have nothing to hide behind. Your choices will lead to
consequences, and I hope that lesson will not be too costly for you and
especially for your animal. You can use whomever you want.
March 9 at 8:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Show me where I posted 40k? You can't. Again...you can get
the information you are requesting from Jimmy Parlier. He STILL has not called
me...hmmmmm
March 9 at 8:29pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard Suzanne you hit the nail on the head!
March 9 at 8:29pm · Like

Jason Stahl Then you have obviously never been through something like this
Danene Howard, or you're fibbing or you're a weekender.
March 9 at 8:30pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl And you don't know my story either, nor is it any of your
business.
March 9 at 8:31pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard LOL..Jason I have been raising training and breeding horses
longer then you have probably been alive..I am assuming your young ...and your
story ..could care less your the big man behind the computer
March 9 at 8:32pm · Like

Maria BP Then your costs are much less then in our areas...
March 9 at 8:33pm · Like

Danene Howard I have seen and rescued horses my entire life I have
managed SEVERAL quarantine facilities from siezed and neglected equines I
am also an animal cruelty investigator..
March 9 at 8:33pm · Like · 1
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Jason Stahl If you really have been raising and breeding horses for so long, then
you'd know you're not BS-ing anyone here with your nonsense opinion on vet costs
when it comes to what is essentially trauma.
March 9 at 8:34pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis If your an animal cruelty invesigator - I am going to loose ALL
faith in our legal system.
March 9 at 8:34pm · Like

Danene Howard really? Jason have you ever had a horse have any kind of
major surgury? I have had dozend in my care from colic surgury to broken bones
..etc..I have a pretty good idea what costs can be.
March 9 at 8:35pm · Like

Maria BP Colic Surgery? easy 10 k over here
March 9 at 8:36pm · Like

Rodney Moritz Danene Howard is just having a bad day I think, can't find
somebody to clean her stalls, and can't pay either, willing to trade for keeping
horse there. LOL
March 9 at 8:36pm · Like

Danene Howard she didn't have colic surgury correct?
March 9 at 8:36pm · Like

Jason Stahl I find it interesting how you never put these credentials out
before, you'd think you'd throw that out there in defense of Parlier. Animal cruelty
investigator for which jurisdiction?
March 9 at 8:36pm · Like

Danene Howard lol Rodney Moritz welcome!
March 9 at 8:37pm · Like

Danene Howard lol...deflect..still just words no proof
March 9 at 8:37pm · Like

Maria BP It is over $100/ day for just observation in my neck of the woods
March 9 at 8:38pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Ask Jimmy Parlier.
March 9 at 8:38pm · Like

Rodney Moritz What the heck is a animal cruelty inspector ?
March 9 at 8:39pm · Like

Danene Howard this is not about me this is about Tiffanys claims of over
30000 dollars in vet bills resulting from supposed neglect and she has gone on a
rampage to slander him I am not the one who has to prove anything.
March 9 at 8:39pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Jimmy has the bills for the 12456837465th time. Ask him since
you hang out in his trailer.
March 9 at 8:39pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl and suddenly "this isn't about me" lol
March 9 at 8:40pm · Like · 1

Maria BP And the bills are none of your business, Danene.
March 9 at 8:40pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, could you please, learn again: this info is not for
you. If you want to get it, then you can do just like you claimed you did before
"got it from Jimmy", RIGHT? (just had to re post it again) sorry
March 9 at 8:41pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Exactly...no proof
March 9 at 8:41pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard , could you please, learm again: this info is not for
you. If you want to get it, then you can do just like you claimed you did before
"got it from Jimmy", RIGHT?
March 9 at 8:41pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis what was it last week? He didnt offer a settlement...I posted a
picture of the settlement offer...that shut her up. I am not going to post 30 pages
worth of bills when she can ask Jimmy Parlier himself for the proof.
March 9 at 8:41pm · Like

Danene Howard of course not ..I never expected to see the bills lol
March 9 at 8:42pm · Like
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Maria BP Danene Howard, our 3 yo child, could you please, learm again: this info is
not for you. If you want to get it, then you can do just like you claimed you did before
"got it from Jimmy", RIGHT?
March 9 at 8:42pm · Like

Danene Howard I got it Maria we are NOT going to see any VET BILLS that
Tiffany SUPPOSEDLY has accrued over the course of treatment for her mare...I
PROMISE I got it! lol
March 9 at 8:44pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Plus once we actually file the lawsuit - it will become public
record and you can see them there if you do not get them from Jimmy Parlier
first.
March 9 at 8:44pm · Like

Danene Howard Can't wait!
March 9 at 8:44pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard,child, could you please, learm again: this info is not
for you.
March 9 at 8:45pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Perfect!
March 9 at 8:45pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis lol...ugh I have a headache.
March 9 at 8:45pm · Like

Danene Howard I swear I got it that info is un-available!
March 9 at 8:47pm · Like · 1

Maria BP This info not for you, me, or anyone else on FB. This info is for
Tiffany, her attorney and parties involved.
March 9 at 8:48pm · Like

Danene Howard lol
March 9 at 8:48pm · Like · 1

Maria BP it is available, but ONLY to those who need it on a FIRST TO KNOW
basis. We are not them
March 9 at 8:49pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis She could easily ask Jimmy Parlier but she obviously needs
attention.
March 9 at 8:49pm · Like

Jason Stahl And we neglected poor Rodney Moritz's question folks! An
animal cruelty inspector, what is it? And I want to know what jurisdiction.
Inquiring minds want to know!!
March 9 at 8:49pm · Like

Maria BP And what qualifications one would need to become one
March 9 at 8:50pm · Like

Danene Howard really it was a typo it is investigator..and you can google that
info...IT IS AVAILABLE
March 9 at 8:51pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Your jurisdiction is available via Google?
March 9 at 8:52pm · Like · 1

Maria BP do they also post the requirements? then what county and state? I
am sure they are all different
March 9 at 8:52pm · Like

Danene Howard what does that have to do with this thread
March 9 at 8:53pm · Like · 1

Maria BP well, for starters you started to wave your credentials as to solidify
your statements, so....
March 9 at 8:53pm · Like

Jason Stahl Because I'm not sure why you wouldn't want to have that on
things like your facebook page. I would be proud of being someone in that
position. Just seems odd you'd rather wave your PAP flag.
March 9 at 8:54pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Whats a PAP flag?
March 9 at 8:54pm · Like
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Danene Howard if you are interesting in animal cruelty investigation i would suggest
you start with your local animal control they can direct you to the proper training
requirements
March 9 at 8:54pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis You are a current investigator?
March 9 at 8:55pm · Like

Danene Howard PAP is prescription assistance prgram for people in need
and i am very proud of what i do for my community
March 9 at 8:56pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Tiffany....Maria meant exactly what she said ....it was't an
accident ...when I called her on it she changed it. She absolutely meant it when
she said she wished harm on my horses at Jimmy's hands. And I have seen all
the pictures. I am sorry about what happened to your horse but you know the old
saying "a horse gets born and then spends the rest of its life trying to kill itself."
Horses can really get themselves in a mess....I know ....just had a transport
problem with a good friend (not Jimmy) moving a horse from PA to Michigan. It
was a young Percheron draft and he managed to make a mess of himself and
the trailer trying to get himself into the manger while they were in transport. He
ended up staying at a farm for drafts on the border and three weeks later made
the rest of the trip. Shit happens. He could have killed himself. Instead he took
out the stall next to him....went down and kicked partially out the side door.....and
never stopped eating. We call him Dumb Ass now.
March 9 at 8:56pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You are currently an Animal Cruelty Investigator?
March 9 at 8:56pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold BTW...my friend has moved hundreds of horses.....
March 9 at 8:57pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold This is the first time she had a problem.
March 9 at 8:57pm · Like

Maria BP No, I wasn't interested in investigation per say.. just your statements
March 9 at 8:59pm · Like

Jason Stahl So you're not proud of being an animal cruelty investigator?
March 9 at 9:00pm · Like

Danene Howard proud no ..it can be heartbreaking..
March 9 at 9:01pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, once you can speak more then one language
then I will applaud you. On a mean time, I hasn't changed my original statement,
but corrected myself and thanked you for pointing this out. Though my English is
quite good it still not perfect. You are free to read (and print) follow up statements
March 9 at 9:01pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis What county are you a cruelty investigator for...
March 9 at 9:01pm · Like

Maria BP Yes, Danene Howard, I do agree with you on that one..
heartbreaking.
March 9 at 9:01pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl I would be proud of it, it would mean I am potentially saving
animals that are being treated cruelly and giving them a second chance. Maybe
that's just me.
March 9 at 9:03pm · Like

Danene Howard and Maria BP it seems to be getting worse since the
economy tanked
March 9 at 9:03pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Hmm, i do know that.
March 9 at 9:04pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I speak two languages well read two languages and
iunderstand spoken two languages....German is still very difficult for me to speak
but I have read it for over 50 years.
March 9 at 9:05pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard I feel great when they can be successfully rehabbed but
unfortunately they dont all make by the time law enforcement gets involved the
animals are in terrible shape..so no pride in that but the good endings keep me
going
March 9 at 9:05pm · Like · 1
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Maria BP And Suzanne Leupold, just read your post what happened in your
friend's transport. but looks like she took the right actions and did what was right.
Yes, shit happens, but that's why DOT requires insurance for protection of both:
the driver and the cargo.
March 9 at 9:06pm · Like

Maria BP What we were sharing is that unlike your friend, J. Parlier didn't do
what was right in more then one case and didn't have even proper insurance that
would have helped him, the owners and the animals. At last he got one, but what
will he do to make it right for the times he failed to make right calls and didn't
have the coverage? So far... Nothing...
March 9 at 9:08pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis If you are a Animal Cruelty Investigator...I dont know...I
seriously feel sick. The thought of that turns my stomach knowing what you have
said here and how you have dismissed the horrific injuries my horse has
suffered.
March 9 at 9:11pm · Like

Maria BP Danene, I do have to agree with Tiffany on this one...
March 9 at 9:12pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I am on the Board of Avalon Mist Equine Rescue and work
closely with vets at Washington State Veterinary Hospital. Daily board there is
$39. a day and then any meds or tx are added on to that. So $100 a day is high
but is possible. I have 38 horses more than half are pasture ornament rescues.
Just took in a Haflinge with cancer in his one eye. Surgery and a week at the vet
was $1800, plus he had tx after the surgery. and tests. To spay a mare at WSU is
about $1600 and it is done endoscopically and a gelding for cryptorchid is about
!^00. So I am pretty familiar with vet costs.
March 9 at 9:13pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis All I can say is I hope you are lying. Those poor animals
deserve an impartial advocate which you clearly are not.
March 9 at 9:14pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne, wow, that is low! But also rescues get special rates too
March 9 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold I paid to have one of my gypsy mares spayed. It was
$1600. she was my personal horse not a rescue ....She had a seizure disorder.
March 9 at 9:16pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard I have been impartial..lol..I asked for proof..not opinions
facts..I hope your mare will be ok and wish you all a good night!
March 9 at 9:17pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold We are working with WSU to get mares spayed for cost
that are rescues. To get them spayed before they are rehomed.
March 9 at 9:18pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis She was in the ICU section of Kstate. She had someone
literally standing at her stall. It was incredibly expensive - okay but just 100 a day
for board BEFORE procedures is 3000.00 a month for board alone. That does
not include all of the IV's - the daily lavages - the chest tubes so she could breath
- the thousands I spent on medications - the surgery...it goes on and on. Hell my
first bill for the first week she was here was 1700ish.
March 9 at 9:18pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I just paid another 400.00 last month above and beyond her
care to deal with residual health issues from the transport conducted by Jimmy
Parlier transport. Do you think I wanted 30k in bills? HECK NO! I did what I
needed to do to save her...a majestic, innocent, extremely valuable and loving
mare that did nothing but trust her human counterparts to do right by her. She
was reduced to a shell of herself clinging to life the fist time I ever met her. How
any of you can be so cruel and mean is really beyond me...
March 9 at 9:22pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis This is my beautiful girl 
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March 9 at 9:23pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis This is her in the hospital. She was transported and injured
during her trip from California to Kansas City. She was hauled by Jimmy Parlier
Transport who was un-authorized at the time to haul any for hire horses.

March 9 at 9:28pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose omg leave for the day to go riding at the beach...and 300
comments later...LOL
March 10 at 2:00am · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake Still haven't seen the pictures proving what condition she
was in *when she came off the trailer.*
March 10 at 4:21pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake And still no findings from a court of law as to whether she
injured herself due to her propensity for behaving like a horse, or because the
transporter was criminally negligent.
March 10 at 4:24pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis They are on the website posted above. They are noted in the
captions.
March 10 at 4:25pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake I've reviewed the website. There are no pictures nor
videos of her coming off the trailer with date and time stamp. There are no court
findings either.
March 10 at 4:26pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Legal proceedings are pending. The pictures I noted are of her
as the vets were working on her. The vet I called was waiting for her at the barn
when Jimmy Parlier Transport arrived. We also have witnesses (one is the barn
owner who is a local attorney) who took the lead from Timmy and walked her off
the trailer in her critical state. She was bleeding profusely, at the time we were
unsure where from. I arrived approximately 5 minutes after she got off the trailer.
When I arrived, the vet was working frantically to get the bleeding stopped.
March 10 at 4:34pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Lawsuits also do not happen overnight - they take time. We
gave Jimmy Parlier Transport more than enough time to make things right. We,
only recently have truly understood the enormity of her injuries and the
management and continuous care she is going to require due to his companies
negligence. They have their own supporters admitting that they did not call me
nor did they take her to a vet. That in and of itself is enough to clarify any
questions of responsibility you might have.
March 10 at 4:39pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake So there are no videos or pictures with date and time
stamp to prove what condition she was in when she came off the trailer. And no
findings yet from the court whether or not she injured herself behaving like a
horse, or the transporter injured her through criminal negligence. And your
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attorneys have not advised you to cease and desist plastering this across the
court of public opinion online to keep from doing damage to your case in a court
of law. And if you lose - you're going to face the possibility of tortious
interference, defamation, libel and slander.
March 10 at 4:39pm · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake The court, only the court and the court alone will clarify
questions of responsibility.
March 10 at 4:40pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am slandering no one. I am telling her story and have not told
a lie or untruth. You might go visit a law dictionary and understand what those
big terms your throwing around actually mean. With regards to video or pictures,
I have witnesses including an attorney and vet and pictures that do have a time
stamp on them from my iphone (although the stamp is on the actual file).
Actually, now that we have his insurance information - both his insurance and a
civil court in Missouri will determine the damages he caused.
March 10 at 4:44pm · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake If the transporter is not found guilty, you may possibly be
found guilty of slander, libel, defamation and tortious interference. I've consulted
many legal dictionaries as well as many other legal tomes in 17 years as a high
dollar litigation paralegal.
March 10 at 4:45pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake If he has the industry standard minimum insurance
required by state and federal law, it isn't going to cover illness, injury, physical
harm or death unless he's criminally negligent as proven in a court of law.
March 10 at 4:47pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake I'm not offering legal advice. In my professional
experience, the best counsel money can by would have told you not to mount an
online attack prior to proceedings.
March 10 at 4:49pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It is not an attack. I am telling her story and fending off the
attacks of his devotee's.
March 10 at 4:50pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake Best of luck to Mylla. I hope she heals as quickly and as
fully as possible. Whether or not you are right or wrong, or the transporter is right
or wrong, court proceedings and public attacks are not going to help her heal
any quicker or any more fully.
March 10 at 4:52pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis At the time this happened...he was unauthorized to haul horses
for anyone...what he was doing was illegal did you consider this?
March 10 at 4:53pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Nope...all I can do is try and educate others and tell her story
and I will continue to do so.
March 10 at 4:55pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake I am not affiliated or associated with Parlier in any way.
March 10 at 6:30pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Being friends with his friends or supporters is association in my
opinion.
March 10 at 6:33pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Andrea 'Skye' Drake Stephan you are absolutely in no position to
provide legal advice or threat in any way. Your statements a presumptuous and
accusatory. If you know legal dictionary this well the You can look them up.
March 10 at 7:07pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Andrea 'Skye' Drake Stephan. Tiffany doesn't need to provide you
with evidence. That is for the court and I do not believe you represent either
party or do you??? This is a review and feed back just as others part theirs. This
allows people to know both sides and MAKE A CHOICE or TAKE A CHANCE.
Then they should be either ready to protect themselves, learn by their own
experience or from experience of others.
March 10 at 7:13pm · Like

Maria BP As far as"horse injuring herself" wouldn't work in this incident. Even
an average person would have a common sense not to put mare next to a
stallion. This would absolutely be expected from someone who claims hauling
horses for over 30 years. That is negligence
March 10 at 7:20pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis In addition - he was not even authorized to take "For Hire"
hauls legally. He obtained the business from me by LYING to me and telling me
that he was properly insured and licensed.
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March 10 at 7:32pm · Edited · Like

Jennifer Rose I have worked for a vet for the last 10yrs... Never have I seen a
vet bill over $20k when no major surgery was performed.... If there was then that
vet raped you
March 10 at 7:36pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose And Maria that was a flipping yearling not a stallion! I put my 9
yr old gypsy stallion next mares when hauling they have great temperaments for
the most part but really do not know they are a stud at a year old or crying out
loud.
March 10 at 7:38pm · Like · 2

Andrea Skye Drake I observe that they throw wall eyed fits when people
hijack their own negative reviews with positive comments, but they seem to feel
that it's quite all right to hijack the positive reviews of others with their negative
comments. It also is apparently perfectly all right to be rude to a perfect stranger
who wishes one's beloved horse speedy recovery.
March 10 at 7:48pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis You posted this in the wrong forum--Just as I suspected you are
exactly whom I thought...nice try.
March 10 at 7:51pm · Like

Maria BP BTW Jennifer Rose, even as a breed arabians probably the most
sensitive out of all, I would imagine you should know that as you work with
horses, right? I have NEVER seen a stallion put next to a mare at any show
grounds. Any stable official will tell you that. What you do with your own horses it
is your personal deal, you are not claiming to be professional and haul for money
are you?
March 10 at 8:02pm · Like

Maria BP Andrea 'Skye' Drake Stephan, sorry, but your "geniality" of well
wishes contradicts with you other statements of credibility of those injuries and
you dis-valuing them. Just comes across two faced
March 10 at 8:05pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Let them squeak and squawk. It was not their horse, it was not
5 months of their life lost, it was not them crying every night wondering if she
would die, it plain and simple - wasn't them.
March 10 at 8:06pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis They just keep arguing the same retarded points over and over.
It is actually hilarious. It is like watching dogs chase their tails in circles. Makes
you dizzy after awhile.
March 10 at 8:08pm · Like

Andrea Skye Drake Ordinary negligence and Criminal negligence are two
different things. Mare next to yearling studcolt may or may not be ordinary
negligence, but it isn't inherently criminal negligence. And I quote, "Look it up."
March 10 at 8:16pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Gross Negligence. Once the petition is filed, you can read it
then.
March 10 at 8:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Missouri Animal Cruelty Laws:
(1) "Adequate care", normal and prudent attention to the needs of an animal,
including wholesome food, clean water, shelter and health care as necessary to
maintain good health in a specific species of animal;

(2) "Adequate control", to reasonably restrain or govern an animal so that the
animal does not injure itself, any person, any other animal, or property.
March 10 at 8:19pm · Edited · Like

Andrea Skye Drake I have wasted far too many keystrokes and my own
invaluable time and expertise on this already. Can't Fix Stupid. Go ahead and
have the Last Word since you all want it so very badly. It's important to you and
immaterial to me. Have a nice day.
March 10 at 8:19pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis 578.009. Animal neglect--penalties--costs and expenses
1. A person is guilty of animal neglect when he has custody or ownership or both
of an animal and fails to provide adequate care or adequate control, which
results in substantial harm to the animal.
March 10 at 8:20pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold You have an agenda Tiffany. And a very nasty mouth to
boot. Just because a lot of people have had really super positive experiences
with Jimmy is no reason to be nasty mouthed and snotty. It is like talking to a
fourteen year old mean girl talking to you. Jimmy has provided excellent services
to many many many people in the horse world. I have to say the Vet has ripped
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you off. Laughing at $100 boarding with no services. S ounds like a scam to me.
LOL> Like I said standard board for a horse at WSU veterinary college is $39.00
a night. That includes 24 hour staff checking on the horses. That is not a
discount rate for rescues. Meds, etc are extra but that vet bill is ridiculous. But
we will see what the court says won't we. Now I will continue to support James
Parlier and the care and attention he gives to horses. A nine month old colt is
barely old enough to be gelded. he certainly is not a fully mature stallion who is
going to try to breed everything in sight.. This discussion is going nowhere....but
if you keep blasting Jimmy I have every right to support him and the wonderful
care he has given my horses. We have a difference of opinion . You should be
respectful to people period even when they don't agree with you. You are
sounding increasingly hysterical on this subject.
March 11 at 4:01pm · Edited · Like · 5

Jason Stahl Suzanne Leupold, the horse in that picture is not a 9 month old
colt lol. As for veterinary care costs, I can vouch for prices being that high at
quality institutions. OSU veterinary center is probably among the best in the
country and you'd be looking at anywhere from 83 to 102 per day just for board
under the same circumstances, as of today (I called). So no, 100 per day is not
out of the question for a better facility and not uncommon. Just putting it out
there for the naysayers.
March 11 at 4:45pm · Edited · Like

Jennifer Rose For ICU maybe yes...but usually they are not in ICU for more
than 7 days...I had a mare last year and her foal in ICU for 5 days...not sure why
you are even in this conversation Jason, unless your friends with the 3 ladies
who are full of it about Jimmy and his business. I just booked 2 horses to be
shipped with him from CA to TN and TN to CA. honestly do not know how
anyone can hate the man so much. Just boggles my mind. Sad part...he can't
even defend himself as he has NEVER been on facebook before!
March 11 at 5:35pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Your opinion means absolutely zero to me Suzanne Leupold.
Next!
March 11 at 6:02pm · Like

Tina Hoey This might only fuel this conversation, but I don't care. I think pics
say a thousand words. Unlike friends or clients trying to argue or debate every
statement for this hauler. I 10 years ago had a 13K vet bill in less than a week. I
would have given all if we could have saved him, so I do understand vet bills add
up quickly. I hope the ones contesting the bills truly understand what length a
person will go to help a horse/animal. Hospital Pilchuck location Snohomish, WA.
March 11 at 6:19pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis I just spoke with Lynette at WSU and the starting board rate is
37.00 actually. The ICU rate starts at 100.00 and goes to 175.00 per night. I
explained the procedures that had been done and the time she spent at Kstate
and she said the bill did not sound unreasonable at all.
March 11 at 6:48pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thank you Tina Hoey for your comments explaining your
situation. There are very few people who understand even spending that much
money. When I spoke with Lynette from WSU she said there had only been one
other horse bills that reached that amount - but it was an orthopedic case. I DID
what had to be done and I would do it again.
March 11 at 6:51pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl It's amazing how you guys back-peddle for each other when you
get called out on your BS with fact. Jennifer Rose, it doesn't really matter why I'm
in this conversation, does it? I don't need to be friends with anyone to read for
myself, to observe intelligently, and to use my common sense. I have done the
research and yes, I made a call or two to make sure I was informed with fact not
"Parlier Magic Hearsay". Does it bother you so much to the point that all you can
come up with is "Why are you in the conversation?" You ladies that are on the
Parlier bandwagon sure don't like it when the facts are laid out in front of you.
You love to throw out all kinds of misleading information (i.e. "there is no way it
was 100 a day, show me bills, rawr!") and make statements about being animal
cruelty case workers and try to glorify 17 years of legal paper-pushing, etc, etc,
like any of that really means anything or holds any weight in this discussion. You
notice I never tout my credentials, I don't really tell you anything about myself?
Why? Because I don't need to, this isn't about me. This about a dishonest man
and his poorly operated business not doing the right things. The facts speak
volumes all by themselves and I'm sure even more facts that you Parlier
supporters don't like, will come to light in the near future.
March 11 at 7:31pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Well said Jason Stahl!
March 11 at 7:33pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis I cant see her post...can you copy and paste it please Jason Stahl?
March 11 at 7:34pm · Like

Jennifer Rose I know the facts...that's why I stand where I do!
March 11 at 7:36pm · Like

Jason Stahl Also Jennifer Rose, Parlier Transport has a facebook page, so
please stop the bleeding-heart bs over him 'not being able to defend himself'. He
can come here at any time he wishes, it's not hard. So easy that a formerly-
illegal hauler can do it in just 15 minutes or your money back. You obviously and
purposefully don't know the facts, nor do you care about fact. You know opinion
and you denied the facts when they were presented to you. You stand where you
do out of willful ignorance.
March 11 at 7:41pm · Like · 3

Jennifer Rose Jimmy did NOT make the FB page himself he has no idea how
to make one, his secretary did it for him who makes his website. I know a lot of
older people who have no clue how facebook works, I help them out a lot with
computer stuff and it's amazing how easy facebook is to us yes,,...but to some of
the older generation they just don't get it. I am NOT ignorant about this...I know
the straight facts...you are the one who is too chicken shit to even call the man
up to talk to him...you can't get all your facts from the internet! LMAO!
March 11 at 7:44pm · Like

Jennifer Rose If you knew any better you would know that about the
generation gap and older folks...most not all...hell I had to train my mom how to
use facebook! LOL wow...just wow...
March 11 at 7:44pm · Like

Jason Stahl Also, if you're going to oppose what someone is saying, you
might want to unblock them so they can actually see what you are saying and be
able to respond.
March 11 at 7:45pm · Like

Jason Stahl Well I'm pretty sure that Jimmy is smart enough to ask his
secretary how to sign in. If you all are talking to him then I am sure he knows. I
know quite a few 'older folks' who use Facebook just fine. Are you trying to say
'Older folks' are too old to figure out how to use Facebook? If I made your
statement, I'd be saying 'wow' too!
March 11 at 7:47pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis He has a facebook page. How can anyone say he cant defend
himself? Plus, I am still waiting for that phone call...that magic phone call.
March 11 at 7:49pm · Like

Jason Stahl And hell, if he has a secretary, I'm sure he could tell her to make
a statement in his name as well, it's not hard. Again, he knows about all of this if
you all really actually talk to the man like you say you do. Which I am sure you
do not. There's nothing stopping him from 'defending' himself on here if he
chooses to. So what you are actually presenting on his behalf is a gutless
excuse. If i was Parlier, how do I defend myself against facts without lying about
it? I know, I'll just do the smart thing and not involve myself in the online
discussions. Besides, all I gotta do is throw your horses in my trailer, flash you a
smile, speak kindly and you'd believe anything I told you.
March 11 at 7:53pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Well you didn't say ICU....And I am very good friends with
Lynette so if she said that is a reasonable bill I will believe her. But I will ask her
myself. What I don't understand yet. is what was actually wrong with the horse./
She appears to have some wounds from rubbing? is that right. and did she
actually colic and need colic surgery. All I have seen is some wounds that I
would imagine needed draining and antibiotics and perhaps surgery to drain and
clean. Or were they puncture wounds....And the bills so far are just hearsay. No
one but you and your lawyer seems to have seen them. But if the court finds that
there was not negligence by legal terms then the battering of Jimmy Parlier if it
results in harm to his business will be considered slander. I am surprised you
lawyer says it is okay to ranting and raving on line about this. I am a retired
social worker/ counselor and spent a couple days a week in court with child
molestation cases and so have a little knowledge about slander and abuse and
how courts are run. Often lawyers who don't think they have a good case will let
their clients try the defendent in the court of public opinion but after working with
many many lawyers I am surprised your lawyer isn't objecting to you trying
Jimmy Parlier in the public forum. Normally they want the cases kept quiet and
let the courts first make a legal finding and then if it is in the favor of their client
they dont object so much to the public rants. Just surprising to me that your
lawyer thinks it is okay for you to be doing this. But as long as you are happy
with him/her that is all that matters. But again I am surprised you haven't been
warned about the public comments.
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March 11 at 8:08pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl And chicken shit? Really Jennifer Rose? You get your 'facts' from
an obvious liar. I get my facts from the department of transportation who's job it
is to make sure haulers are doing what they are supposed to be doing. Come on,
lol. I don't need to call someone when the documented facts are all over the
place, lol. And you're right, I don't need to just get my facts from regulated,
controlled and monitored websites on the internet, I can call the DOT as well, I
can call reputable equine vet facilities, I can call insurance companies, I can
even call other transport companies and ask them for an opinion on a 'situation'
and ask them how they'd handle it. You want to see what chicken shit is? Let's
do a hypothetical, get me on the phone with Jimmy and then let me conference
call you, a couple of your other women supporters. We can all ask Jimmy
questions and let him set the DOT record straight. Then we'll conference in a
DOT agent and ask Jimmy to repeat hist story for the agent. Guess who is going
to hang up first? Why not make it interesting, we can have a couple DOT
certified and proven haulers on the call as well. I think we all know would hang
up first and it certainly wouldn't be me. You have no right to call me chicken shit
when you accept hearsay as fact that has no backing, no substance and can't
even hold up under it's own weight nor the ignorant weight of supporters like
yourself.
March 11 at 8:08pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Suzanne Leupold, I know that is a possibility, I was merely
responding to an ignorant comment that was made.
March 11 at 8:11pm · Like

Jason Stahl Yes indeed, he definitely has a 'record' of sorts.
March 11 at 8:13pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Well a diversity of opinion is what makes the world
interesting. LOL And in the end each of us will make our own decisions and will
be responsible for those decisions.
March 11 at 8:15pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You guys want to try and scare people into obscurity. Slander or
Libel is telling an UNTRUTH about someone. Everything I am saying is fact. Go
READ the report I have posted that MANY people have read. It has the
information there. Jimmy was transporting horses illegally and obtained my
business through lies. In addition...I have posted 100% truths and I stand behind
every single statement I have made and will continue to make. I stayed quiet for
nearly a year giving him the benefit of the doubt...I decided to tell her story after
hearing several other horses had been injured and allegedly another one killed
last October.
March 11 at 8:15pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose I was just on the phone with him today!!! Lmao booking
transport for my colt and discussing this slander bs
March 11 at 8:16pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Jimmy was transporting ILLEGALLY since 2008 and became
licensed thanks to ALL of the pressure and the ONGOING federal investigation
by the DOT. This whole thing is just starting and I would like to see what you all
have to say in a few weeks.
March 11 at 8:19pm · Like

Jason Stahl The obviously gullible was discussing slander with a liar and
neither one really even know what it means, sweet!
March 11 at 8:20pm · Like

Jason Stahl I did not say nor imply it was not quality. And yes, if I don't know
what something is, i do tend to look it up, thank you for the obvious advice.

Assumptions still aren't allowed as fact in the legal profession, are they?
March 11 at 8:25pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, you are still bringing up rescue rates and college
rates. They are all discounted and I guess where you live the gas is still a $1/gal.
Jennifer Rose, if Jimmy did the right thing in a first place and took care of things
once they happened not after the investigation and litigation(s) then he would
have nothing to defend. And that what makes one a stand up person. You can
book whomever you want at least now your horses are protected. But one day
you will learn....
March 11 at 8:42pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard 24/7 lol
March 11 at 8:46pm · Like

Maria BP Oh, Suzanne, I think you would prefer a student do surgery on you
or your loved ones... Go ahead, personally I trust only seasoned specialists and
the ones I have seen the results of...
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March 11 at 8:46pm · Like

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, what is there to talk to Parlier about? lol What is
he going to say about his DOT record? Everything I have been told regarding
what? You still haven't told me what makes his word more reputable than his
documented history. Please clarify.
March 11 at 8:50pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, the one who has nothing seems to be you. Let me
repeat this again especially for you: "This information is NOT for you, me, others.
At this point IT IS for the legal advisers of involved parties." Can you remember
this? Or should I cut and paste it for you over and over again? I hope you do not
imply that his driver and him do not communicate during hauling? Well that
would be outright UNPROFESSIONAL
March 11 at 8:50pm · Like

Maria BP Jason, you hit the nail on a head!
March 11 at 8:51pm · Like

Danene Howard My point was you have only heard one side...I will say it
slower for you gotta be tired all that facebook policing and
all.....you..only...know...one....side...did you get it?
March 11 at 8:51pm · Like

Danene Howard Policing Facebook for all us professional horse owner
idiots...why thank you...
March 11 at 8:53pm · Like

Maria BP so... what is your point? was illegal, didn't hold his part of the
contract, irresponsible towards animals in his care, should I continue? That on
itself is plenty
March 11 at 8:53pm · Like

Jason Stahl So someone get's convicted of murder, you hear the sentencing.
Do you believe the court document that he did it or do you call him up and say 'Is
it true?"
March 11 at 8:53pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard I definately want to here his side and dam sure don't have
that kind of faith in our legal system...innocent until ...wait for it.....PROVEN
GUILTY!
March 11 at 8:54pm · Like

Maria BP Jason, to be honest with you that doesn't even matter: 1. they
should have taken horses to the vet, 2. they should have called the owners, 3.
provided safe and secure environment for the animals in their care, 4. holding
legal practices, not hauling illegally
March 11 at 8:56pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard sigh...it was done to her by her...sucks for sure..
March 11 at 8:56pm · Like

Maria BP Danene, call DOT, I think at least that part seems on its way. Next
stop Attorney General
March 11 at 8:57pm · Like

Danene Howard don't need too I saw his proof
March 11 at 8:57pm · Like

Jason Stahl You might want to read what I wrote Danene Howard. At any
rate, you're one of those types of people that rest of us with common sense end
up reading about the morning paper then. Good for you.
March 11 at 8:57pm · Like

Danene Howard lol..hope it was good news Jason...notice I am only on at
night...I have alife
March 11 at 8:58pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis What proof did you see Danene Howard?
March 11 at 8:58pm · Like

Jason Stahl His 'proof' doesn't mean anything when it's not any kind of proof
at all. The DOT records are proof.
March 11 at 8:58pm · Like

Danene Howard I have reeeeeaaaaadddd your postd ..your personal
attacks...etc..wow
March 11 at 8:58pm · Like

Maria BP I should repeat for you and especially for you, Danene, "No one in a
right mind especially "professionals" would put a mare next to a stallion
March 11 at 8:59pm · Like
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Jason Stahl Apparently you need a course in comprehension then and don't speak
to me of 'personal attacks' lol.

Oh, almost forgot...and 'wooow'
March 11 at 8:59pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis yes a life is being a worker drone 9-5. I work from home and
run an online business that is succesful. I choose a flexible lifestyle so I can raise
my beautiful son who is my world.
March 11 at 8:59pm · Like

Danene Howard Tiffany that is up to Jimmy to share not my place ..even
though YOU are trying to make this case with the court of public opinion..he will
have his day in a Court OF LAW.
March 11 at 8:59pm · Like · 1

Nikkole Alexandra At the very least she should have been taken to the vet
asap that was not for the driver to choose, if it was my horse i would be beyond
hurt and pissed. At the end of the day the horse is the one that had to suffer…
for the people defending him imagine ur horse hurt and you not being informed
bet you would see it differently.
March 11 at 9:01pm · Like · 3

Maria BP Haha, Danene, seems like you have shared plenty 
March 11 at 9:01pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It was a stallion - I have a written statement from the actual
owner.
March 11 at 9:01pm · Like

Jason Stahl That was not a 9 month old colt, you need some glasses Danene
Howard or did you even look at the pictures? lol
March 11 at 9:02pm · Like

Danene Howard Yeah he has his jewels but it will be proven he was a
BABY...WEANLING to be exact..do you know what a weanling is? I will be glad
to explain...
March 11 at 9:02pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard Jason have you ever see a Gypsy or friesian for that matter
in person? I have weanling bigger then adult QH's
March 11 at 9:03pm · Like

Jason Stahl LOL
March 11 at 9:03pm · Like

Nikkole Alexandra If thats a gypsy vanner my friend raises them and thats no
weanling
March 11 at 9:03pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, get your stories straight because it is not me but
you who isn't shining here. I am sure if you use top professionals your fees are
way higher or you just amend to mention that?
March 11 at 9:04pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis You dont call a weanling a stallion...
March 11 at 9:04pm · Like

Danene Howard uh yeah you do...
March 11 at 9:05pm · Like

Danene Howard stallion mare gelding colt filly all relevant terms depending on
conversation
March 11 at 9:05pm · Like

Danene Howard weanling long yearling...rising 2 year all kinds of ways to say
things
March 11 at 9:06pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene, horses can sense far better then either you or I. I said
before that arabians are much more sensitive then most other breeds. I do not
care how old, it is irrelevant. He was a stallion! Should have never be put next to
a mare
March 11 at 9:06pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Yes my 5 year old mare that had a foal last year is a filly....ugh
March 11 at 9:06pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard maybe you do..some don't
March 11 at 9:06pm · Like
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Jennifer Rose Maria you do know that a YEARLING is NOT a stallion right??
LMAO!
March 11 at 9:06pm · Like · 1

Maria BP As long as he wasn't fixed it doesn't matter!
March 11 at 9:07pm · Like

Maria BP It is not how HE may react there is another horse involved too, who
should have NEVER be in that place
March 11 at 9:08pm · Like

Danene Howard sigh he was not it is a proven fact he was a baby not
breeding age ..which by the way in all breeds is 2yrs and over...and there was an
empty stall between them and yes I saw the picture and yes I saw the trailer and
yes there was an empty stall...sound like your SENSITIVE..COLICY mare needs
to be hauled by herself..would cost you less in the long run
March 11 at 9:08pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Sorry but you can't fix stupid. This conversation is literally
retarded.
March 11 at 9:08pm · Like

Danene Howard Tiffany from what I saw it didn't show age?
March 11 at 9:09pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, again, apparently there was a problem. If they
couldn't provide a safe environment for all horses involved they should have call
the owner and arrange the options
March 11 at 9:09pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I think that statement is from his attorney and I cannot post
those letters.
March 11 at 9:10pm · Like

Danene Howard no tiffany he wasn't I know it for a fact because of your
picture and having seen the trailer
March 11 at 9:10pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Yes - LOOK AT THE PICTURE.
March 11 at 9:10pm · Like

Jennifer Rose Maria BP here ya go sweety some education for you on colts,
yearlings, stallions...."Colt (horse)
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

A colt is a male horse, usually below the age of four[1] or not more than four
years of age.[2]

The term "colt" only describes young male horses and is not to be confused with
foal, which is a horse of either sex less than one year of age. Similarly, a yearling
is a horse of either sex between the ages of one and two. A young female horse
is called a filly, and a mare once she is an adult animal. In horse racing,
particularly for Thoroughbreds in the United Kingdom, a colt is defined as an
uncastrated male from the age of two up to and including the age of four.[3]

An adult male horse if left intact is called either a "stallion" or a "horse"
(sometimes full horse); if castrated, it is called a gelding. In some cases,
particularly informal nomenclature, a gelding under four years is still called a colt.
A rig or ridgling is a male equine with a retained testicle or one which has been
incompletely castrated.[4]"
March 11 at 9:10pm · Like

Danene Howard I diiiiiiiiiddddddd you are not telling the truth!
March 11 at 9:10pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, again, apparently there was a problem. If they
couldn't provide a safe environment for all horses involved they should have call
the owner and arrange the options. That what PROFESSIONALS should do
March 11 at 9:11pm · Like

Maria BP Jennifer Rose, LET ME REPEAT THIS FOR YOU TOO...again,
apparently there was a problem. If they couldn't provide a safe environment for
all horses involved they should have call the owner and arrange the options
March 11 at 9:11pm · Like

Jason Stahl Wait, I'm confused, you can tell a horse by the trailer it's in?
March 11 at 9:12pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis He is next to her. Even the previous owner of Mylla stated she
was put next to the "gelding" - they thought it was a gelding originally.
March 11 at 9:12pm · Edited · Like
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Danene Howard yes tiffany its open or you wouldnt be ablet to see the wall its
clear as day the are standing stalls maybe 4 ft wide..and thats a guesshe is in
the 3rd stall over I wish someone had a pick of the back of his trailer then
everyone would know you are lieing...maybe I will see if I can get a pic.
March 11 at 9:12pm · Like

Danene Howard I am not sure that mare can be put in a safe enviorment..I
bet she is a nervous wreck and needs to be hauled by herself
March 11 at 9:13pm · Like · 2

Danene Howard yes tiffany you are ..I would have almost believed you if I
hadn't seen the trailer myself
March 11 at 9:14pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose I'll be seeing JImmy next month..I know what you are saying
Danene if I can i'll get a picture to show the open stall between the
'stallion/yearling' lol...and the sensitive arab mare 
March 11 at 9:14pm · Like

Danene Howard GREAT Jennifer Rose!
March 11 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose I don't remember what the trailer looked like from 2011...wasn't
one of my check lists things..it was in good working condition and I didn't have
any need to LOOK at it lol
March 11 at 9:15pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis She is a perfectly well behaved mare at home and I have
hauled her many times without issue. Regardless...the issue is - she was injured
and they did not address her wounds.
March 11 at 9:15pm · Like

Jason Stahl So are you trying the say the trailer is 11 ft wide?
March 11 at 9:15pm · Like

Danene Howard well of course she is...you dam sure wouldn't tell US any
different!
March 11 at 9:15pm · Like

Maria BP Tiffany, do not try to justify yourself. Let them learn on their own...
Let the dice roll... and just watch..
March 11 at 9:16pm · Like

Danene Howard Jason js-ason jason...I really trying with you here...sigh..I
said I did not measure it was a gues..3 standing stalls in a head to head trailer
March 11 at 9:17pm · Like

Danene Howard yes please let the dice roll and we will watch 
March 11 at 9:17pm · Like

Maria BP Again, what we are posting is for people to know THE OTHER SIDE
and either TAKE A CHANCE or MAKE A CHOICE.
March 11 at 9:17pm · Like

Danene Howard so ARE WE
March 11 at 9:17pm · Like

Maria BP you called it.... yours now!
March 11 at 9:18pm · Like

Jason Stahl Let's put it this way Danene Howard, legal width of a trailer is 8.5
ft. 3 standing stalls would have to be about 2 ft wide max. Those stalls in that pic
are not 2 ft wide.
March 11 at 9:19pm · Like

Danene Howard there are 3 standing stall in back 3 in front head to head with
a ramp in the middle..so stalls are fairly snug so if he was in the middle next to
the mare he would be against the wall..you would not be able to see it like you
can't with the mare
March 11 at 9:19pm · Like

Danene Howard Jason Jason Jason...were do you get your info....sigh
March 11 at 9:20pm · Like

Jason Stahl What info? How wide do you think road lanes are? lol
March 11 at 9:21pm · Edited · Like · 1

Danene Howard Well I just got confirmation from the seller it was under a
year old....so sad that you guys are spreading this ..karma is gonna bite you
March 11 at 9:22pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It doesnt even matter. Mylla was almost killed in their care and
Jimmy Parlier nor Timmy Ashworth has ever actually provided what exactly
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happened. All we have is what the attorney for Parlier Transport confirmed.
March 11 at 9:23pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis That is not what we were told...plus he will have to be deposed
anyway so he will be under oath.
March 11 at 9:24pm · Like

Maria BP Again, what we are posting is for people to know THE OTHER SIDE
and either TAKE A CHANCE or MAKE A CHOICE.
March 11 at 9:24pm · Like

Danene Howard then tell the TRUTH
March 11 at 9:24pm · Like

Maria BP .again, apparently there was a problem. If they couldn't provide a
safe environment for all horses involved they should have call the owner and
arrange the options and THEY DIDN'T Ignorance? Negligence?
March 11 at 9:24pm · Like

Danene Howard you are purposely misleading people on alot of the
facts...just tell the truth
March 11 at 9:25pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I am telling 100% the truth as I know it.
March 11 at 9:25pm · Like

Jason Stahl Suzanne Leupold, if you look at the picture we are talking about,
you might be able to provide more value to conversation regarding the trailer
discussion. I am well aware trailers can have multiple stalls, there are some
damn nice western hauler rigs out there. That's not what we are talking about.
March 11 at 9:25pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb So if your horse is not perfect at loading or hauling Parlier
walks away? I'm guessing he's not the professional horseman you are trying to
make him out to be.
March 11 at 9:26pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Why dont you get your facts straight...
March 11 at 9:26pm · Like

Danene Howard as you know it...you claim to have all the FACTS...you have
been on about it for days.... as you know it..that is the truth
March 11 at 9:26pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis What is wrong with these people? I am really beginning to
wonder if your being paid to do this?
March 11 at 9:26pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, let me repeat this again for you: "The details are
NOT for you, me, or others, they are for the directly involved parties". you are
free to do whatever YOU want, let others make their choices. Tiffany's horse
wasn't the only one involved. There are 3 others to the best of my knowledge
March 11 at 9:27pm · Edited · Like

Jason Stahl I'm telling you, it's the GroupOn thing! lol
March 11 at 9:27pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard dam straight he is I wouldn't have hauled it either tear up my
trailer then have to deal with people like you..hell to the no!
March 11 at 9:27pm · Like · 1

Maria BP YOU can deal with him, we are not trying to stop you, help yourself!
March 11 at 9:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Amen Maria 
March 11 at 9:28pm · Like

Danene Howard ok FINNALLY an HONEST ANSWER
March 11 at 9:28pm · Like

Jennifer Rose omg....
March 11 at 9:28pm · Like

Danene Howard Not a problem 
March 11 at 9:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis He left before I could go inside the trailer without being paid lol
March 11 at 9:29pm · Like

Jason Stahl Just let them go lol *shakes head* Only fools think they
accomplished something by hearing a reworded truth. Witnesses, professional
opinions by accredited folks and such apparently mean nothing. Fact is Parlier is
still a dishonest business with no regard for animals hauled under his authority,
regardless of whether he's in the driver seat or has someone else in the seat for
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him. *shrug*
March 11 at 9:34pm · Like · 1

Nikkole Alexandra I do have to agree tho those two arent next to each other
look at the arch in the ceiling its still going up its def a three wide stall trailer
March 11 at 9:36pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard nope sorry Jason no FACTS were are proven its all
hearsay..and Jimmy you don't know him so your opinion of him is just
SPECULATION derived from the MISLEADING post of these ladies.
March 11 at 9:38pm · Like

Jason Stahl It's not speculation, he was illegally conducting business for
years, that is dishonorable and dishonest enough by itself. He probably put a lot
of people's animals at risk over the years, and who knows who went through the
same things these other people are going through, that have just been silenced..
March 11 at 9:39pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard LOL I just read my post me -bad...INNOCENT UNTIL
PROVEN GUILTY!! Sorry trying to watch one of my shows!
March 11 at 9:41pm · Like

Jason Stahl It is proven by government documents and his hauling of animals
for hire during the time his DOT was revoked. Are you seriously that wacky?
March 11 at 9:41pm · Like

Danene Howard nope nope nope....not proven..not in trouble...still hauling
horses...not proven.
March 11 at 9:42pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It doesnt matter where the Stallion was in the trailer, a stallion
should NEVER been hauled in the same trailer with a mare unless he is
ISOLATED. There is also no head divider. The fact that she arrived here in
critical condition and I was not notified and she was never taken to a vet is the
overall issue. No one can substantiate what happened in the trailer except for
Mylla, the stallion in question and Jimmy and Timmy.
March 11 at 9:42pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard you need to take a breath...chill alittle...NOTHING has been
proven.....
March 11 at 9:42pm · Like

Jason Stahl It is proven, go to the DOT website, and how long have all of you
been using him? You really only need one person to prove he was hauling
illegally.
March 11 at 9:43pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard ...really ok...so he was reported..NOT SHUT DOWN...makes
you wonder why??? And if YOU Jason had any decency an were not in this for
attention..you may would investigate THAT!
March 11 at 9:44pm · Like

Jason Stahl He wasn't reported, his DOT has been revoked since 2008. Only
recently has he made himself legal with an authorized DOT. lol
March 11 at 9:45pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl The DOT obviously investigated it and shut him down, it's
documented. Actually, they didn't shut him down, they told him he could no
longer operate for hire legally. So he chose to continue to do it without DOT
authorization, which means it is illegal. Duh?
March 11 at 9:45pm · Edited · Like · 1

Danene Howard LOLOL...you cannot SEE the obvious..again I will say it slow
ok...He WAS INVESTIGATED OR REPORTED ..HE HS NOT BEEN SHUT
DOWN...HE IS HAULING HORSES AS WE SPEAK..and that is FACT
March 11 at 9:47pm · Like

Jason Stahl Really, you want me to get you a screenshot of the 2008
revocation and post it? You going to quit acting mentally deficient if I do that?
March 11 at 9:48pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose For those having a hard time understanding how the horses
were NOT stalled next to each other in a 3 stall side by side...the arab was on
the far left, the gypsy on the far right, empty middle stall
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March 11 at 9:49pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard 2008...uh when was this mare hauled? and no silly I don't
need a screen shot I know his buisness is up an running! LEGALLY!
March 11 at 9:49pm · Like

Jason Stahl It was only recently reinstated, so yeah, he was not authorized
from 2008 - the end of February this year.
March 11 at 9:50pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis She was hauled when he was revoked last year. She would
have been on his transport tonight one year ago - I can think of no better tribute
to her than to be defending her.  Mylla
March 11 at 9:50pm · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP Actually guys, I am absolutely not worried about J. Parlier (or his
allies). I AM MORE CONCERNED ABOUT INNOCENT HORSE OWNERS THAT
DO NOT KNOW ALL THE SIDES. As far as J. Parlier.. There are forces much
stronger then him and I am absolutely certain that it is catching up to him as we
speak... but that pay is much worse then what can be bestow upon him by any
court...
March 11 at 9:51pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Go talk to Lynette. She was very nice and will confirm what I
said.
March 11 at 9:52pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Here is a photo of the fabulous trailer!

March 11 at 9:52pm · Like

Alisha McMillan And another of the fabulous trailer/conditions!

March 11 at 9:53pm · Like

Danene Howard It looks fine...if you wanted something fancier I am sure you
could have found it..it is good and solid and well kept just older
March 11 at 9:53pm · Like

Danene Howard have you shipped many horses before?
March 11 at 9:53pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, like I said also probably in your area the price on
gas is still a $1/gal. I will get actual prices just for you tomorrow from our local
clinic
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March 11 at 9:53pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I was shown the trailers that were on his website. I wouldnt
choose to haul a horse as valuable as Mylla in a trailer that looked like that  I
was so duped...
March 11 at 9:54pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose Danene I don't think these ladies have owned horses for very
long. lol. otherwise COMMON sense would say 1)arabs are known to be hot
blooded and TB's also and they are more prone to be sensitive....2)horses get
hurt end of story. Jimmy did NOT abuse the horses nor did Tim, they did what
they could while in transport.
March 11 at 9:55pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, Jennifer Rose, Suzanne Leupold, IF HE
HANDLED THE CASE PROFESSIONALLY WITH HONESTY AND
RESPONSIBILITY NONE OF THIS WOULD EVER BE POSTED
March 11 at 9:55pm · Like

Danene Howard oookkk...you think that trailer is trash huh?
March 11 at 9:55pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis That looks well kept? With the Hay coming out the sides from
the rust? 
March 11 at 9:55pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose lol yeah ok...
March 11 at 9:55pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Some "air-ride" trailer eh?? Well kept Danene?? Wow! That's
some serious standards.. and a professional hauler!
March 11 at 9:56pm · Like

Jennifer Rose I have a 1988 4h trailer...Jimmy's is much nicer than mine! but
it works!
March 11 at 9:56pm · Like

Maria BP btw, NEGLECT IS ABUSE
March 11 at 9:57pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard The trailer I saw was older and well kept and maintained and
not everyone has the new shiney trailers..doesn't mean the aren't perfectly
functional...Functional is important not shiney
March 11 at 9:58pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis This is my trailer and it is nothing fancy.

March 11 at 9:58pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard that is a nice trailer you should have picked your own mare
up
March 11 at 9:59pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Yes I should of...she wouldn't have arrived in critical condition -
thats for damn sure.
March 11 at 9:59pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard maybe ...maybe not
March 11 at 10:00pm · Like

Danene Howard horses are accidents waiting to happen
March 11 at 10:00pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Thats WHY you hire a pro right?
March 11 at 10:00pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis To make the long trip? You even admitted he never called me
and didnt take my mare to the vet - wtf is your problem?
March 11 at 10:01pm · Like
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Alisha McMillan Yes, as we've all said all along ... ACCIDENTS HAPPEN, we
all realize that. Its what you do WHEN accidents happen. In Parlier's case that
doesn't mean you do nothing.
March 11 at 10:01pm · Like · 3

Danene Howard yes I agree and my problem is THE WAY you are TELLING
your side you are not being clear and truthfull..you have mislead people from the
beginning..just keep to the facts
March 11 at 10:02pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis My trailer isnt fancy - its a 2001 - I just TAKE care of my things,
my animals and my own.
March 11 at 10:03pm · Like

Danene Howard not OPINIONS
March 11 at 10:03pm · Like

Jason Stahl I'm sorry but that trailer is what I would expect of someone just
trying to get started in the hauling business. You don't use equipment like that
when you've been in the business for 30 years and actually care about what you
do.
March 11 at 10:04pm · Like · 6

Maria BP Danene Howard, let me repeat again. The one who wasn't truthful
WAS J. Parlier
March 11 at 10:04pm · Like · 2

Alisha McMillan Don't worry Tiffany Lewis ... I'm lying and Maria BP is too ..
Were all lying about our experiences with Parlier Transport... whatever Danene.
March 11 at 10:06pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Who cares about your bill? I dont understand the point. If you
dispute what I have said, call Lynette and ask her. She was very kind and
listened to what I had to say. You can also call Kstate and ask them what their
fee's are. You dont even know what the fee's are at WSU...Mylla was in ICU at
Kstate for a prolonged period of time...what your case with something non-critical
has to do with my situation is completely beyond me.
March 11 at 10:14pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Here is another question - Why don't these haulers ALL have
camera's in their trailers? I have had one installed in mine and its cheap - like
300.00...
March 11 at 10:17pm · Like · 1

Maria BP So??? house call here is starting from $42 and up depending on the
vet and it doesn't include ANYTHING else. looks like your whole day charge is
less then one way trip. BUT IT IS IRRELEVANT! This is NOT about the rates etc,
THIS IS ABOUT NEGLIGENCE
March 11 at 10:17pm · Like

Danene Howard And you would know wouldn't you Jason lol how is that? Are
you a professional hauler?
March 11 at 10:30pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl I could be, you never know, isn't that right? It's true of any
profession you take upon yourself to be self-employed in. If you're a mechanic,
you use quality tools and don't ding a customers car, if you are a business
consultant then your dress nicely and professionally in your customer's
presence. If you are a plumbing contracting business, you have nice trucks or
vans with your company logo painted on the side. If you've been in a business
for 30 years that you actually care about, you should have the equipment
befitting a 30 year veteran business that provides a quality service. Nobody is
saying it has to be a 2014 Featherlite, but it sure as hell shouldn't be looking like
that, not if you're a professional.
March 11 at 10:36pm · Like · 2

Jennifer Rose How much nicer of a rig do you think one needs Jason?? This
is the one that JImmy shipped my boy in...wish I had this nice of one!!

March 11 at 10:39pm · Like · 3
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Jason Stahl That might be fine if that's what is always used, but the pictures
above are not of that equipment. If what you have pictured is full of rust and beat
to hell and back, then yeah, that's unprofessional.
March 11 at 10:40pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis ewww Featherlite...4Star all the way!
March 11 at 10:45pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Your telling me Danene Howard that you would want your
horses on a trailer that had rusted out sides? Can you imagine what the under
carriage of that trailer looks like? In addition...its completely bait and switch. You
sell me on your pretty taken care of trailer and arrive to pick up my horse in that
heap of ****. How am I to know except when they arrive?
March 11 at 10:48pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis We are obviously very different people and treat our horses
differently. When I bought my trailer...I went through it with a fine tooth comb...I
had every single system checked out on it and ended up replacing the axles and
having all new hubs put on. I had a inside camera installed and made sure all of
my inside and outside deck lights worked in case I needed them.
March 12 at 12:05am · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl You don't have the custom hay mini-pockets with the factory-
aged patina paint job for gerbils in your trailer?
March 12 at 12:20am · Like

Mandiye Wood Well as far as trailer. That is the one my mare arrived in. Yes it
was not the one shown on the website but I wasn't disappointed with it. It was
older yes but clean and safe. It is 3 stalls across. On both sides. Ironically n pic
is head on to show the space. All convenient block where mare was without
showing the space between. Just give illusion she was directly next to.
Professional don't ship mare and colts together? Sallee,brook Ledge, Bob
Hubbard, drexler, and Johnson do. I know. I have shipped with all. Only time
don't is slant which they don't have. In my barn I have a stallion next to a mare
no issues. He hauls with them and is 7 and bred several mares. Sorry you had
this experience but 4 months at the clinic? That is a bit extreme for what you
describe. I have seen Horses go several months at rood and riddle (where in use
) but not for what you describe. These were comics septic and laminitis. Even
Rachel Alexandra who almost died twice didn't stay that long. My dystocia
dummy foal with broken ribs and jaw didn't stay that long or have that much a
bill. At what most people consider the best in the world
March 12 at 8:45pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis You more than welcome to call Kstate and ask how long Mylla
Lewis was there.
March 12 at 8:54pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood If she was there that long other issues going on besides that.
Also as Daneen pointed out. If he was in the adjoining stall you would not see a
complete wall. And the trailer is not bad by any means. It is not brand new but
safe no less. And in addition your mare having one colicked two on a long
transport and things there is a question about when what things occurred. Then
you say notified of incident 45 min prior. Are we certain of when injuries
occurred? I believe an error in judgement with the not immediate notification of
colic. I will give that but did he say oh I drove on with her bleeding profusely for
hours? Either she was injured about 45 min out and continued on to that vet OR
she was not bleeding to that extent. If she was she would have been dead on
arrival. Hate tossay it but most likely. Also you ultimately signed his transport
contract which states he doesn't carry insurance on the horse. If requested you
must provide it. There are companies that offer just offer transport insurance
which we obtained for our mare. When home we initiated the regular. How often
did you check in with them while hauling? I was given both Jimmy and the
drivers number. Spoke with them every few hours. 
Also hauling a horse 4 hours by themselves or stablemate is a totally different
arrangement from across the country and unfamiliar horses. A leaner on a
shorter jaunt no problem but a long distance this is a concern and can cause
pressure sores. That expensive of a mare and if that sensitive I would not entrust
care to people I could not control the surrounding issues. Why I drove to Canada
and stabled over myself on a young horse I had...lessons learned. I am happy
with my experience you unhappy with yours. We don't keep blasting his praises
but you have reposted the same thing over and over. I spoke at length with three
people following your original post where I stated my positive experience. They
all also were happy with safe trips.
March 12 at 9:11pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis It doesnt even matter where the stallion was - he was in the
trailer and not isolated. He could have gotten loose or any number of things. If
you READ the report - it spells out her entire stay. I am not going to spell it out
for you since your too lazy to read the report.
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March 12 at 9:13pm · Like

Mandiye Wood As could your mare...I think a horse that big could not get
loose running rampant around the trailer and someone not be aware. Issues like
hers develop over time. There is no way to verify the mare didn't develop the
pleuro in the trailer. And for someone who swears the horse was right there next
to her you changed tune quick. Who cares this Could have happened ? Long
distance transport with elevated head increases the risk of development.
Leaning long term in a trailer could cause the issue. All verified correct by
longterm pressure (like leaning) and an elevated head long distance. I don't say
all right but as someone who spent 2 years working in r and r icu I havea pretty
decent idea.
March 12 at 9:24pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis and your missing the major wounds to her feet which were
caused her pushing her weight away from something. I dont change my tune - it
doesnt matter--she should have gotten vet care LONG before she did.
March 12 at 9:26pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, it said that YOU NEED MORE EDUCATION and
NOT twist truth and take things out of context 
March 12 at 10:17pm · Like

Maria BP She already had an OPEN wound when she arrived
March 12 at 10:20pm · Like

Maria BP AGAIN, Suzanne Leupold, let me rephrase for you all over: It
DOESN'T MATTER. HE SHOULD HAVE NEVER BEEN NEXT TO A MARE.
March 12 at 10:22pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis A deep pressure sore is going to be different in timing on a
horse than it is going to be on a human due to sheer size. Mylla weighs about
1000 pounds normally and a human on average 150? so - you do the math. The
hip wound was down to the bone - you could look inside her hip and see the
bone.
March 12 at 10:23pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis The stallion has already been discussed - read and stop
expecting people to repeat themselves because you are too lazy to scroll.
March 12 at 10:24pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Both of Mylla's feet were injured and the right hoof bleeding
profusely...she had blue kote everywhere and wounds everywhere. The hip
wound being the large glaring albatross. It was not open at the time she arrived -
you can see the picture and FOLLOW THE TIMELINE I clearly explained.
March 12 at 10:26pm · Like

Kim Jenkins she is mad because her horse did not get proper care for DAYS
while she was hurt. I am sure it was in the contract that if the horse got sick or
hurt a vet would be contacted; no one gives a damn about the trailer. someone
should have seen to her horse. there had to have been plenty of noise in the
trailer and alot of bouncing around and no one stopped to see what was going
on.
March 12 at 10:26pm · Like · 6

Tiffany Lewis exactly - she was left there to SUFFER. I cant even think about
it...it breaks my heart any animal should ever suffer like she had too. Danene
said she spoke with them and they ADMITTED they should have called the vet
and they should have called me and they did not. That is the problem.
March 12 at 10:30pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Yes the contract stipulates that I would be contacted
IMMEDIATELY if anything happened. They claim she colic'd 1-1.5 hours into the
trip - why was I never told this? Why was she not taken to a vet? Why? Why?
Why?
March 12 at 10:35pm · Like

Rodney Moritz I don't understand why Mr. Parlier doesn't engage in this
conversation.
March 12 at 11:01pm · Like · 2

Andrea Skye Drake He is wisely following his attorneys' orders in this matter.
March 12 at 11:03pm · Like · 1

Rodney Moritz LOL ok
March 12 at 11:04pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I thought he wasnt on facebook? I thought Danene Howard
said she talked to him and he would talk to me and to anyone that called? He
has never returned my phone call. Any of you want the REAL truth - my phone
number is posted on one of these threads and if you need it again, Ill be happy
to post it...if ANY of you want to do a three way call and ask him some
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questions...Ill be happy to oblige.
March 12 at 11:09pm · Edited · Like · 3

Rodney Moritz Other bootleggers ?
March 12 at 11:08pm · Like · 3

Jason Stahl Hey Rodney Moritz, as DOT authorized hauler that does things
by the book (thank you for doing it right!), what would you think of a hauler that
claims NOT to be for hire, but in the same space says they accept specific forms
of payment and non-refundable reservation fees for hauling horses?
March 12 at 11:38pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Stacey Moritz-Erb are you around?
March 12 at 11:38pm · Like

Tina Hoey I think it was explained prior in a deleted post. Some people don't
get it they just want to save money.
March 12 at 11:42pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Can one of you regulated haulers make sense of this to me?
http://www.aphis.usda.gov/anima.../downloads/aw/awlicreg.pdf
March 12 at 11:43pm · Like

Rodney Moritz Honestly Jason, I've been "transporting" NOT hauling them
over 40 years and I've never ever heard of a deposit being put up,
March 12 at 11:44pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Understood, I'll have to be more careful how I classify around you
professionals!  I thought it was kinda weird to see that too, my first thought
was a poor method of trying to avoid DOT regs.
March 12 at 11:50pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis WHAT do you know! USDA, APHIS, AC
920 Main Campus Drive, 
Suite 200, Unit 3040
Raleigh, NC 27606
Telephone: (919) 855-7100
Fax: (919) 855-7123
March 12 at 11:51pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Jason , A person who are "Not Authorized" and receives
payments. Is no better than a bootlegger.
March 12 at 11:52pm · Edited · Like · 4

Jason Stahl That's kinda what I thought, just wanted to get it out there for the
potential stray bootlegger to see before they decide to engage these threads
again. 
March 13 at 12:00am · Like

Tina Hoey So, I just called him. He is advised by an attorney not to say
anything. First thing I asked did you hurt that horse? He said no "unha".
March 13 at 12:33am · Like

Tina Hoey Everyone said to call him and he'd explain. Well I did and he didn't.
March 13 at 12:38am · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis ^^^
March 13 at 12:39am · Like

Tina Hoey I'm here to tell ya/you if I'm paying you I want an Air Ride. Not a
half ride trailer.
March 13 at 1:33am · Like · 4

Tina Hoey I've had International Health Certs.
March 13 at 1:37am · Like

Mandiye Wood Agreed if found guilty a different story but alleged is another
story. If she loses he will have plenty of documentation for counter suit. I'm sorry
it happened regardless of cause. Hate to see any horse hurting but as you stated
a responsible person would be advised stay silent for now pending outcome. If
found guilty THEN by all means you have a reason to comment negatively. But if
you do have a lawyer I'm sure they didn't suggest public insults at this time. Let
the court decide and if your documentation is a strong as you state no problem
with them finding in your favor. But repeated mouthing off not even just bumping
same discussion is ignorant on your part
March 17 at 7:33am · Like · 3

Jason Stahl Silent or not, who cares? Silence is why situations like this
continue to happen. If people want to speak their minds about a situation, then
they can, that's the value of a free country my friends. It's not a matter of being
responsible. Why would being silent be a responsible thing to do? Not saying
anything at all, allows more animals to potentially be put in danger by a
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misinformed public until court does happen. That's where this country and
society are so backwards. Free to speak but don't talk about that! I also fail to
see any value in the simply regurgitating what someone else already posted.
Putting this out in the open is a good thing, people can still think for themselves.
Funny to see Parlier supporters offering advice to 'be quiet' lol
March 17 at 9:16am · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood No it is simply a matter of if he is found innocent you ARE
committing slander. Period end of story. There is that responsibility. If a person is
guilty they are but at this point it is simply an accusation ! ! And per your
statement simply regurgitating previous comments. You are doing the same
yourself
March 17 at 10:09am · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood And as to his legality or not that is between him and the dot. If
he is legal now per their requirements, that is his and the government's dispute
to settle. There are many illegal transporters out there that do an excellent job.
The small guys. If in fact I chose a unlicensed professional over a licensed one I
don't regret my choice. Bottom line I am happy you are not. For that I'm sorry but
for the sake of professionalism I agree to disagree. I view it the same as a
licensed farrier. I have had some 'master farriers' that were awful some good but
some not. And experienced who has been taught is what I have now and he is
fabulous. Wouldn't trade him for anything. And I did chose over so I have no
complaints.
March 17 at 10:21am · Like · 3

Mandiye Wood No but if not found in your favor that is essentially innocent.
You may be in for a rude surprise and he will be eligible for a counter suit so be
prepared little girl
March 17 at 10:24am · Like · 3

Mandiye Wood And anyone can sue for anything. Inmates sue for fluffy
pillows and crunchy peanut butter. Heck a woman sued for spilling coffee in her
lap and getting a burn. Of course it is hot. Perhaps offers were made simply
because a horse was in his care and he felt bad. It is tough and most any person
regardless of whether their fault or not want to help. I've had horses hurt in my
care from not my fault but crap happened. Those injuries could well happen from
a poor hauler or one that was a wall climber. Which is what I would suspect. It is
obvious there are three standing stalls and they were NOT right next to each
other so he would not have been able to harass her....Issues
March 17 at 10:33am · Like · 4

Mandiye Wood I'm well aware of things and have spoken with an attorney in
regards. You are the one speaking ignorantly
March 17 at 10:35am · Like · 2

Maria BP Amen Tiffany ! Btw people's court is the best one. I hate seeing child
molesters go free bc they didn't find DNA evidence. And sadly but that's true. As
many criminals should be either be disposef of or pay back to the society and yet
they get to enjoy free services.
March 17 at 10:38am · Like

Jason Stahl Mandiye Wood, if you would like to point out what I regurgitated
in my response to your comment, by all means, please do. As to your claims of
speaking to an attorney, I doubt it, and it certainly wouldn't be about this situation
in any specific or official regard. If you did, you and your attorney could only
speak in hypotheticals and I'm sure it wasn't for long. No attorney is going to
grant you their most valuable commodity, time, for free unless it's going to gain
them something. So far, all I see is another rabid, ill-informed coattail rider. Let
me guess, if you talked to Parlier and he told you it wasn't true, you'd take it as
gospel, wouldn't ya?
March 17 at 1:09pm · Like · 4

Mandiye Wood No there are 2 sides then the truth. Any valid person realizes
that. He has a side you have a side and then the truth. Wrongs may have been
done but all we hear is your side. We don't know her condition when she shipped
or What. We have no response on what I asked....There is something being left
out...that court will finalize. Let the court decide. As for me I have heard and yes I
do investigate my shippers thoroughly and I have made my choices as have
others. You wish to present the negative but as I said 2 sides. We represent the
responsible hauls and positive response. People have a right to hear both and
decide for themselves
March 17 at 1:29pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Yes, Mandiye, that would be fine to state both sides of the story, but
you are NOT just stating yours YOU ARE TRYING TO DISCREDIT the OTHER
side which is still holds truth DESPITE of what you have to say. Let me repeat
this for you AGAIN: IF J. PARLIER TOOK CARE OF THINGS THE WAY THEY
SHOULD HAVE BEEN TAKEN CARE OF NONE OF THIS WOULD BE ON FB,
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COURTS, AND UNDER INVESTIGATION. That was his choice to run after the
mighty dollar and be "self insured" instead of adhering to legal practices AND
having proper protection for himself and entrusted cargo. Isn't how it goes: "pay
it now OR pay it later"????
March 17 at 2:01pm · Like · 3

Suzanne Leupold Everyone has their own reality Tiffany...it is formed by their
personal experiences. My reality with Jimmy Parlier is that he is an excellent
transporter, takes excellent care of the horses and I will continue to use him. I
have used him numerous times in the past. Your reality is different. It doesn't
make either reality the only true reality or nor a reality. Again reality is formed by
ones personal experiences.
March 24 at 9:28pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl What you mean to say Suzanne Leupold, is that the reality of
some others is different in that they had animals severely injured while in the
care of Parlier Transport.
March 24 at 9:55pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood funny the person posting this and I had a discussion over the
safety of Jimmy Parlier and is a happy customer ! Congrats Jimmy.
March 25 at 8:24pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl Yep, one of the very lucky ones having not had their horses
injured while in the care of Parlier's transport company unlike those who were
unlucky enough to be fleeced.
March 25 at 8:26pm · Edited · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan There are more people than just us (myself, Maria and
Tiffany) that had a bad experience - in fact I know someone personally who had
a very bad experience as well but has never spoken publicly about it. Not
everyone who has had a bad experience has or will step forward for various
reasons. I'm so tired of everyone who is supporting him acting like those of us
who had a bad experience are just making all of this up... or better yet, that my
profile is fake and I'm just one of the many profiles set up JUST to post
negatively about my experience with Jimmy Parlier. Fortunately for me, a lot of
his supporters who are in the Gypsy Horse community, like myself, have blocked
me so I no longer have to see their ridiculous comments.
March 25 at 9:10pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Used Jimmy many many times And will use him many
times again. My horses have always arrived in excellent condition and I have
always been able to contact him and get an answer back quickly when I
contacted him in route. This is my experience with Jimmy Parlier. So I will
continue to use him to transport my horses.
March 26 at 10:30am · Like · 2

Jason Stahl The following comment has been edited due to group admin
request and is no longer an uncensored opinion.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
He has quite a few bad reports, way too many for any reputable transporter to
have. And I've never seen a transporter garner so much drama.
March 26 at 10:33am · Edited · Like · 4

Suzanne Leupold My horses have always arrived in one piece and no
injuries.
March 26 at 5:25pm · Like · 2

Gayle C Clemens I am not allowed to comment in any way on this page
regarding my experiences and opinion of a certain hauler and I find that very
curious in light that this page is supposed to a venue for giving a review of a
service rendered. I will post this and not return: do your homework, understand
your legal rights and responsibilities, check references and ratings, use the Safer
site to see how your hauler really measures up.
March 28 at 1:32am · Like · 2

Jamila Tackett Yeah!! For someone sticking up!! I stopped following a few
threads because I believe these people need to move on! I heard he is a
phenomenal shipper.
April 22 at 2:57pm · Like · 5

Jason Stahl I guess that's the difference Jamila Tackett, the people posting
here, including the negative experiences with Parlier, have actual experiences
and aren't posting what they 'heard'.
April 22 at 3:26pm · Like · 4

Mandiye Wood Jamila waiting on his crew now to deliver a broodmare and
they will be returning one no problem I'm sure. Will post a pic when she shows
up. Trust him greatly with my girls !
April 22 at 3:58pm · Like · 2
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Danene Howard He just brought one of my friesian mares home she was in
excellent condition and he is picking up a rescue for me next week ....trust him
completely!
April 22 at 4:02pm · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, be happy about that. Now he's insured and
it helps you rest easy. You should thank Maria BP, Tiffany Lewis and Marilyn for
creating enough heat that he HAD to become compliant with DOT.
April 22 at 4:21pm · Like · 1

Danene Howard what ever Brenda I trusted him then and now,,,your agenda
has nothing to do with his hauling
April 22 at 4:25pm · Like

Brenda Casteen That is a "non-answer"....my comment holds strong!
April 22 at 4:27pm · Like

Danene Howard lol...I never sweated it Brenda so your statement rest easier
does NOT apply to me..
April 22 at 4:28pm · Like

Brenda Casteen I'm not sure it applies here at all then. Why are you posting
here then?
April 22 at 4:29pm · Like

Jamila Tackett I am having a horse shipped, it's risky however I going to
make sure I do my part and insurance that way if something happens it will be
covered. Yes I know only if the shipper is dot and they are. I'm sorry your horses
had a terrible time however. I a... See More
April 22 at 4:45pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I did my part. I am continuing to do my part. Again...block me if
you dont like it.
April 22 at 4:47pm · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood My mare just arrived safely. Another successful trip
April 22 at 6:42pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Megan Wessels
April 18 · Painesville, OH

Does anyone have information about
K&K? His name is Kyle Knobs.

Jason Stahl If him or his transport company aren't listed on Safer, thus not
registered with the DOT, then this generally means the transport company is not
legal to haul for hire. You can check for it here, or if you call and ask for it, he
should be able to giv... See More
April 18 at 3:05pm · Edited · Like · 1

Kyle Knops Thanks Jason! Yes we are Dot approved! Number is 2478808
and MC is 857671 we also are fully insured!
April 19 at 5:48pm · Like · 1

Clint Coulter Kyle you may want to get in touch with the dot because they
have your status as not authorized and no mc#
April 19 at 8:34pm · Like · 3

Su Schmerheim
March 5, 2013

C & W Horse Transportation was established in 1981, making us the most
experienced and Michigan's largest commercial horse transporter. We
make weekly runs to Lexington, KY and seasonal weekly runs to Florida.
We haul East of the Mississippi River.
Our tractor trailer vans are air ride suspension, giving the smoothest, jolt
resistant ride available. You may be surprised how affordable & stress free
C & W can make transporting.
Our business is based on professional, honest and... See More
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Like · Share

12 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Su Schmerheim Call me after 2:00 pm 248-420-2615
April 13 at 12:04pm · Like

Tina Aguirre C & W Transport is a legitimate hauler, DOT registered and
insured. They provide excellent care during transport and are very professional.
The owner has years of experience as a horse person and a driver is very
knowledgeable.
April 14 at 9:12am · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood I like them just trying to get arrangement made. Great
shippers
April 14 at 9:26am · Like

Like · Share

Tina Aguirre shared Erin Fisher's photo.
April 12

So Just wanted to post an experience on here by someone we found on here on a FB
page... My partner and I purchased a horse out of Laurel Park and we found a ri...

See More

View 16 more comments
Erin Fisher Furthermore the horse WAS abandoned at a farm because she
was supposed to arrive earlier this week but never showed. Found out she was
sitting at this farm for 6 days and no one knew. The ONLY reason the farm was
able to get us was because the made had... See More
April 12 at 7:41pm · Like · 2
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Erin Fisher Then when I blasted Pat the other day she showed up with a FAKE bill
of sale and tried to claim the horse as hers but luckily the farm owner had already
spoken to my partner.
April 12 at 7:43pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Erin Fisher, I am so sorry for your situation and I know exactly
how you feel. We need stricter legislation on haulers and harsher penalties for
those that violate them. I wish your mare a speedy recovery and if I can do
anything to help you in anyway - please feel free to contact me.
April 12 at 11:16pm · Like · 6

Like · Share

Maria BP
September 7, 2013 · Edited

WARNING TO ALL TRYING TO FIND A HAULER! As many of buyers and
seller have to use transport services to ship your horses, I wanted to share
a BAD horse transport experience... JAMES/JIMMIE Parlier aka PARLIER
TRANSPORT AND CARRIAGES, PARLIER TRUCKING (and also hauls for
EQUESTRIAN EXPRESS LLC) were hired to haul my horse. She was
shipped in a trailer not appropriate for her size. I was never told until they
had arrived that she had ANY injuries or ANYTHING happened on that
trailer. On arrival she had a head injury with 2 holes that were infected, had
skin ripped on her left cheek 2inx3in,Left front cannon bone injury and the
worst of them was and still is right hind tendon injury. Later I had learned
that there are at least 2 other horses badly injured and one dead from
impaction colic.
1. at the time of all those transports he was NOT AUTHORISED for Hauling
or Insured yet stated otherwise. 
2. He says he would take them to the vet and he didn't (horse that died they
kept on driving just like in all other cases) 
3. The owners were NEVER notified that anything happened so they were
left out without and option to help their horses
4. They DO NOT stop and offload horses for the night (yet he promises
people otherwise)
5. He DOES NOT provide a box stall (or warmblood size).

For some of the injured horses it has been a year and he still didn’t make
things right. After DOT investigation he has obtained DOT authorization to
haul on Feb 26, 2014, but so far he has proven to be negligent, dishonest
and IRRESPONSIBLE

Attachment Unavailable
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have
permission to share it with you.

7 people like this.

Maria BP Oh, Things I have learned: ask for references (didn't work in my
case though), the more questions you ask BEFORE booking the better. If they
can provide dated pictures of your horse during transport, ask about insurance
DOT certification, license to haul horses. Make sure you have this information
before booking
September 7, 2013 at 11:00pm · Like · 3

Maria BP Ok, In regard to Jimmy Parlier transport (aka Parlier Equine
transport and Carriages) he is operating without US DOT number. To file a formal
complaint, please follow this link:
September 10, 2013 at 3:57pm · Like · 2

Maria BP https://nccdb.fmcsa.dot.gov/AddComplaint.asp?public=open

Submit a Household Goods Complaint
nccdb.fmcsa.dot.gov
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September 10, 2013 at 3:57pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Maria, its interesting how many don't realize that as a private
owner of a personnel horse, the horse is considered private property and
therefore for a transporter to be DOT Compliant to accept money for transport for
YOUR horse, a DOT Compliant company must be registered as "FOR HIRE"
private property. If listed any other way and crossing state lines then they are not
AUTHORIZED and therefore if you insure your horse, the insurance company
can deny compensation since the transport company was not properly
compliant.
September 22, 2013 at 5:07pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Sheri L. Garrott, may I share this info on other posts? I think many
do not realize it... I was one of them
September 22, 2013 at 5:13pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Absolutely
September 22, 2013 at 6:23pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott There is a difference, there are many Authorized
transporters, but not authorized For Hire. That seems to be the big look hope
that many dont realize that transporters are trying to get by with. Different
catagories that some are using to try to skirt the law. Bottom line is, if this is
YOUR horse, your personnel horse, personnel show horse, personnel breeding
horse, it is considered private property. There are large training, breeding a
racing trainers that transport for there ranch/facility, those are authorized as
"EXEMPT FOR HIRE" meaning they transport for that business or facility as an
employee of that ranch or facility. They are not properly insured with the 750,000
liability required by DOT to be "For Hire".
September 22, 2013 at 6:31pm · Like

Sara Kellogg Sheri, never knew and very informative.
September 23, 2013 at 6:51am · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Sara Kellogg, most are not aware. We asked every question
we could think of, did tons of research to make sure we are properly DOT
Authorized. DOT will not authorized you "For Hire" without the proper insurance
which for us with clean driving records cost us $3400.00 every 6 months. This
does not cover the cargo onboard. But her is another little know piece of
information. Cargo insurance is equally as expensive, and most companies only
ins for $2000.00 per horse, so this does not cover anything major or death but
increases transport rates significantly. An owner can get Transport and mortality
insurance for a small fraction of what a transport company would be charged. So
if a company is Legal with the $750,000.00 required Liability, then the owner
purchases there own travel insurance, he/she will save $$$ and be covered
entirely.
September 23, 2013 at 12:00pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Sheri, it is such a valuable information!
September 23, 2013 at 1:29pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott It can get tricky Maria, there is a transporter that list
100,000.00 and has policy posted. If it not posted on DOT FSMCA sight then its
not the right ins. This particular policy was interesting to read and quite comical
as at the very bottom in small writing it say's "This applies to policy holders
personnel animals only". The coverage is interesting as well, collapsed bridges,
floods, explosions and the list goes on. So not only is the insurance not for
privately owned cargo that does not belong to the person carrying the policy but
the coverage is far fetched at best. I hope all do there research to keep their
horses covered properly if desired.
September 23, 2013 at 2:35pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott I guess look up the big companies and you will see how the
proper insurance is listed as well as their operating authority. Very easy to check.
As simple as typing in "DOT search and their DOT number into search bar" a
safer web snap shot will come up, open that up and you will have all the
information right in front of you.
September 23, 2013 at 2:38pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott I guess look up the big companies and you will see how the
proper insurance is listed as well as their operating authority. Very easy to check.
As simple as typing in "DOT search and their DOT number into search bar" a
safer web snap shot will come up, open that up and you will have all the
information right in front of you.
September 23, 2013 at 2:38pm · Like · 1

Maria BP I just called uship and he is still submitting quotes through them.
September 23, 2013 at 2:45pm · Edited · Like
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Sheri L. Garrott Uship does not require anyone to be authorized. You can
submit proof to them and they do check which puts u on an verified safer watch
authorized status.
September 23, 2013 at 3:15pm · Like · 2

Pamela Zarem Can you check to see if he has a Class A CDL, that is required
to haul for hire.
September 23, 2013 at 3:19pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Pamela, not required unless over 26000 lbs. We have a lot of
new restrictions though.
September 23, 2013 at 3:24pm · Like

Pamela Zarem What I was told by Iowa DOT when I was stopped, if you haul
for any compensation it is required, regardless of weight. I got a $300 ticket and I
was under 26001lbs
September 23, 2013 at 3:34pm · Like

Pamela Zarem The Govt wants their hand in everything.
September 23, 2013 at 3:34pm · Like

Pamela Zarem When I contacted Fl DOT about it they said each state may
have their own laws. So I had to pay the ticket.
September 23, 2013 at 3:35pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Yes, each state may require it, but not as an out of state
transporter passing through. Your are only authorized for FL? That's is where
that would come into play. I know of many authorized to transport in there home
state only.
September 23, 2013 at 4:28pm · Like · 1

Pamela Zarem I bit the bullet, borrowed a larger trailer and got the Class A. 

September 23, 2013 at 4:37pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott 
September 23, 2013 at 4:38pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Oh and another piece of usefull information, no such thing as
your company, truck trailer under 26000 lbs don't require all the operating
authority a semi transporter does. Even if under 26000 lbs which pretty much
maxes out at a 6 horse 1 ton truck if your lucky, they are required to have the
same ins of 750,000 liability to be FOR HIRE. Can't think of how many stories we
have heard from customers. If they ask we will absolutely educate as much as
we can. There are tons of good transporters out there, not all are legal. Its up to
the owner to ask and choose wisely for there own needs.
September 23, 2013 at 5:12pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I am in process of setting up a review website for horse haulers
and give free helpful advice and support to the horse community about finding a
good hauler. If anything good can come out of this - it will be Mylla's horrific story
to hopefully save someone elses horse from her fate or even worse. I pride
myself on being informed and after this happened, I realized how misinformed I
actually was. It seems transparent "Hire a good hauler that comes highly
recommended and carries insurance"...it is so much more complicated than that.
September 23, 2013 at 8:23pm · Like · 5

Tiffany Lewis P.S. No one will be able to pay to be listed. It will be free all the
way around - dedicated to Mylla and saving other horses. Most people would
have had no choice but to euthanize their horse. If I can save that from
happening to ONE other horse then I have honored her and everything she has
survived.
September 23, 2013 at 8:31pm · Edited · Like · 3

Sheri L. Garrott Tiffany, there are at least 3 of those sights on FB
September 23, 2013 at 8:36pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I think this is the only good one?
September 23, 2013 at 8:37pm · Like

Maria BP Sheri, I wish I knew then what I know now! and I thought I asked all
the important questions! BUT THEY STILL LIED!
September 23, 2013 at 8:37pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis one of the others said "no bad reviews"....what good is a site
that posts only positive reviews?
September 23, 2013 at 8:37pm · Edited · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Maria, unfortunately many will pray on the unknowing. It is
always best to verify, its so easy and yet many don't. Unfortunately there is not
nearly the honesty and/or accountability now days.
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September 23, 2013 at 8:42pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Tiffany, to answer your question, its a worthless one.
September 23, 2013 at 8:44pm · Like · 1

Pamela Zarem Every shipper with good reviews can have a horrific problem
with a horse, it is how they handle it that defines them as far as I'm concerned. It
happened to me. While loading the other 3 horses, this tiny yearling got his head
stuck between the gate and gate post. It was horrifying. We got him out, put his
butt on the trailer and were at the vet in 30 min and called the owner while
enroute.
September 23, 2013 at 8:45pm · Like · 3

Maria BP I think Susan Royal must have removed the group after all my posts
or I am just blocked..
September 23, 2013 at 8:46pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Pamela, I agree 100%!!! For the horses NOT to get medical
attention when they need it is not just a neglect, it is a cruelty
September 23, 2013 at 8:46pm · Like · 2

Pamela Zarem That poor horse, how she must have suffered. It is
inexcusable.
September 23, 2013 at 8:50pm · Like · 2

Sheri L. Garrott Also Tiffany if you read thru this entire post, a legal
transporter Id not required by DOT to carry Cargo ins. To be honest with you, it is
considerably more expensive for a transport company to carry cargo ins which in
turn would drastically raise the rates, than it is for an owner to get transport and
mortality ins on their own horse. There is a lot more to the picture than most are
aware of. If you start your page make sure you do your homework 
September 23, 2013 at 8:50pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Sheri, I wish all this information was "what to know before you ship"
and for companies to advise their clients about this. To me there is no shame in
that but when you are honest at least customer can make a choice to either go
with insured shipper or provide their own as well as on all other arrangements.
September 23, 2013 at 8:53pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Exactly Maria, like I said there are many non legal but
extremely good transporters. It should be the owners advised choice and not
someone elses
September 23, 2013 at 9:05pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Yeah, I got a message from FB "Susan Royal changed the privacy
of the group Horse Transportation Recommendations and Reviews from Open to
Secret"
September 23, 2013 at 9:07pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Exactly Pamela - no one ever called me to tell me there was an
issue. I had to pry it out of him when he called to tell me he would be delivering
Mylla in 45 minutes. He was evasive when I asked if she was doing well and that
tipped me off to start prying for more answers. He kept saying "Ill just talk to you
when I get there" and I panic'd and insisted he told me immediately what was
wrong. Then he told me the colic story which apparently happened the day
before but when I called Jimmy Parlier later AFTER her delivery to demand
answwers, he said it happened an hour after she got on the trailer in CA. So,
assuming Jimmy Parlier's story is the right one - WHY was a vet not called, WHY
was she not taken back to the farm, WHY was I not notified....WHY? You can
draw your own conclusions.
September 23, 2013 at 9:14pm · Edited · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis Why did he leave Mylla without even talking to the vet or getting
paid for the transport?
September 23, 2013 at 9:17pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis It might be best he left without a word - I might be in jail right
now if not.
September 23, 2013 at 9:19pm · Like · 3

Sheri L. Garrott Maria sounds like a single minded group.
September 23, 2013 at 10:03pm · Like · 1

Felicia Wilson The horse transportation reccomemdations and reviews group
is no longer on my list any more either...
September 24, 2013 at 2:39pm · Like

Maria BP .. or she knows him and was protecting
September 24, 2013 at 2:41pm · Like
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Shelli Boehlke Ramos The Horse Transportation Recommendations & Review
group is no longer showing up on my list, either.
September 24, 2013 at 2:50pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott So sorry Maria, that is very sad.
February 14 at 8:49pm · Like

Maria BP s many may have wondered what happened and the updates on our
circumstances. He is denying that he ever hauled my horse. As for my poor
mare she is still stall bound (Since August) and her leg is still swollen. She will
not be able to do the job she was purchased for as a show jumper. And at the
moment we do not know if she would be sound for any events.My respect goes
out to all of you haulers who are trying to do it the right way!
February 15 at 8:23pm · Edited · Like · 3

Andrea Harvey Maria BP sent you a PM it went to your other folder
February 17 at 1:54pm · Like

Alisha McMillan Maria... I thought you'd find it interesting that its being
reported your mare is completely fine and you posted pictures of her jumping the
day after you got her off the trailer. interesting huh?
February 17 at 2:03pm · Like

Andrea Harvey Was this reported to Traveling horse? Does anyone know?
February 17 at 2:21pm · Like

Maria BP Indeed. Message date 9/22/13 WITH attached pictures: Hi, Jeannie,
I have received a message on a facebook following my post in regard to injuries
inflicted by negligence that Jimmy Parlier (aka Parlier equine transport and
Carriages) as he continuous to submit quotes and practice without authorization.
Here is info from nccdb.fmcsa.dot.gov:

James Lee Parlier Jr, DBA: Parlier Trucking Co 5668 King Wilkinson Rd Denver,
NC 28037 Ph # 704-477-6061 MC# 316590 US-DOT # 613581 According to
FMCSA he does not have any insurance on file so his authority has been
revoked and he should not be hauling for hire. And his US-DOT number is
showing NOT AUTHORIZED So he is running illegally while hauling horses for
payment.
He IS NOT a professional hauler and shouldn't be using your website for
advertising. This may get you in legal trouble too.

My horse has been severely injured as well as 2 other owners that I came
across... She had arrived with 2 holes in her head, skin tore on her face and 2
tendon injuries to her legs which were not protected during shipping 7 days
across the states (CA to PA). All along I was told "she was fine". Now she may
not be usable for show jumping...

Maria
February 17 at 2:26pm · Like

Maria BP He was also reported to uship.com and now both of them will have
to report to bigger guns then me for allowing him to advertise as legal hauler
February 17 at 2:31pm · Edited · Like · 3

Sheri L. Garrott Maria BP I believe that is Traveling Horse?
February 17 at 2:33pm · Like

Maria BP Yes, that was email to them
February 17 at 2:33pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott This would be paid sight that REQUIRES DOT/MC to list
their company.
February 17 at 2:34pm · Like

Maria BP like I said... they had been warned... I wash my hands
February 17 at 2:35pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Vicki - getting a horse from A to B isn't the hard part. It is HOW
the hauler handles AN INCIDENT after the fact. I can guarantee you would not
be singing anyone's praises that delivered your horse in my horses condition. I
also want to warn you that Jimmy Parlier Transport IS NOT authorized to drive
ANY horses for hire. We are in touch with the investigator and if you would like to
confirm this, then I would be happy to give you his information. I am sure he
would love to hear how Jimmy Parlier has been hauling horses for you when he
is not authorized to do so by the DOT.
February 20 at 3:01pm · Like · 3

Maria BP For the honest and responsible person it shouldn't take this long and
have litigations and investigation started to make things right
March 5 at 3:59pm · Like
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Maria BP Jason Stahl, how many times his DOT authorization was revoked?
March 5 at 4:00pm · Like

Jason Stahl It was involuntarily revoked in 2008. The report format made it
look like it was revoked in 1997 as well. Further inspection reveals his first
acceptance for DOT operating authority was in 1997, and then involuntary
revocation happened in 2008. He had two serve dates within 30 days prior to the
revocation.
March 5 at 4:09pm · Like

Maria BP What are 'serve dates'?
March 5 at 4:15pm · Like

Maria BP Hold on. . He starts that he was in business for 32 years. ...so I
guess that isn't true either unless it was illegal business.
March 5 at 4:17pm · Like

Jason Stahl Well there's a First served and a Second served. Generally the
1st served in a revocation is the warning and request to the company that they
get back into compliance within a certain timeframe. I think they get 30 days or
less to provide proof of compliance. Failure to do so results in the 2nd serving
which is ultimately a notice of revocation. 

I don't think DOT regs have been around at this level for that long, so it's
possible he was in business for 30 years without a need for any sort of
registration during his early years.
March 5 at 4:23pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Why not?
March 5 at 7:00pm · Like

Stephanie Porter Sieradzki Maria, because the settings on the post you
shared are not set to Public. You would need to go to the original post and
change the privacy settings.
March 5 at 7:36pm · Like

Maria BP Funny is that J. Parlier supporters block us from commenting on
their "praises" to him. We can't see their post(s) so they could continue "push"
him onto other clients. On the other hand we don't block them and allow them to
make comments on our posts...That should speak volumes
March 6 at 1:39pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis I think we are all blocked lol. I smell a mutiny afoot.
March 6 at 6:43pm · Like · 1

Jennifer Rose this attachment is unavailable...if you want it to be seen make
it public so everyone can see it not just your friends. most of jimmy's FRIENDS
not supporters...only blocked cause the lies get tiresome. just sayin. I hardly ever
block anyone unless the negativity just doesn't stop...then I'm just tired of seeing
the bs. over and over and over again.
March 7 at 1:38am · Like · 1

Maria BP Actually the attachment isn't available to no one. And looks like BS
is the praises to the man who seems to have no integrity. Anyone that pushes
liability onto his/her friend and subjects him/her to investigation is absolutely no
hero in my book. And, again, if you were walking in our shoes you would be
singing a different tune.
March 7 at 2:52pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold I have used Jimmy numerous times and really like him.
And will be using him again in April. He has treated all my horses well....and in
one case took 4 rescue horses to his property to get them into condition to
transport to me all the way across country. I had purchased the horses at New
Holland Auction in PA ....I live in WA state.
March 9 at 9:21pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, I am glad your experience was good so far, and
now at least there is some protection if stuff happens. But personally, if he would
be a stand up man he would have taken different actions. And to me even if any
of my friends lead their friend into trouble to save themselves, I can't even call
them friends anymore, more over do business with. To me this is just a personal
integrity.... I loose all the respect for them and to me that is big
March 9 at 9:33pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP I can tell you who my FRIENDS (not acquaintances) are... or what
they are. I can call them in the middle of the night and they will listen, I can tell
then that i have a FRIEND coming to their area and needs a place to stay, there
will be no questions asked and they will treat my friend like their own family and
they wouldn't know them from Adam...
March 9 at 9:39pm · Like · 1
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Maria BP .. they will tell you to your face what they don't like and what they love
about you or your actions, but that will never damage the friendship. they will say when
they are wrong and admit it without hiding. They are all straight arrows and never back
stubbing. They do hold the integrity high and call others to the same standards yet
accepting people the way they are but making friends with only few chosen ones... In
Russia there is an old saying: "Tell me who your FRIEND is and I will tell you WHO
YOU ARE"
March 9 at 9:44pm · Like · 1

Maria BP This is my experience with Jimmy Parlier aka Parlier Horse
transport and Carriages.
March 26 at 8:40pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold My experience with Jimmy Parlier has been excellent. He
has transported many different horses of mine, some completely across the US
and all have arrived in excellent condition. I will continue to use him.
March 26 at 9:00pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Are you seriously going to start this again Suzanne?
March 26 at 9:01pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Gunter is it not clear who the problem is here?
March 26 at 9:02pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Funny how I get entire comments censored for my 'opinion' but
the above provocation continues...
March 26 at 9:08pm · Like · 4

Tiffany Lewis This what my darling Mylla looked like in the hospital after
Jimmy Parlier Transport hauled her. This is the real truth. This Tranport company
changed the lives of my entire family and certainly Mylla. She will likely never be
ridden again and she will never be shown again.

March 26 at 9:15pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, I didn't ask for YOUR experience but I wanted
people to know MINE. Her right hind will NEVER heal. She cont to have
Thickening of the tendon. And I had lost my top jumper mount for good. Do you
know what she actually looks like? Ben Mehr's Diva II who just last week won a
Grand Prix In Wellington and those were the hopes for my mare. And BTW she
is a VERY kind and loving mare and I do not know what happened on that
transport but she was freaked out from ANYONE to come even touch her. Her
handler told me how sweet she was and now I see that as she started to heal
mentally too from that trauma.... took almost 9 mo

March 26 at 9:22pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold I thought we could openly comment on this page as long
as it had to do with actual transportation of horses. I was just posting that my
experiences with Jimmy Parlier Transport have been multiple and very very
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different from yours and Tiffany's. One of Jimmy's drivers was driving the truck
Mylla was on and he has been let go. But even so my experiences have been
wonderful. Even with that particular driver very different from yours. I am sorry for
what happened to your horse.
March 26 at 9:28pm · Like · 1

Maria BP I thought you already did...separately and in more then one post...
March 26 at 9:29pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Here is another picture of the hip wound that occured during
her transport with Jimmy Parlier Transport.

March 26 at 9:29pm · Like

Maria BP and Suzanne, seriously, He knows what happened, he knows that it
is heart wrenching for a rider to get the horse injured that you could never use as
intended, especially in high profile... Would one hope that at least he could be
fair about it? I had tried reach out to him to resolve this just between us. I didn't
want to post on FB, file with DOT or attorney ( and trust me I know of few more
venues that I can proceed with but at the moment chose not to) ... I guess part of
me deeply still hopes for some humanity in that man and fairness
March 26 at 9:32pm · Edited · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold So he did offer you $10,000 . Don't you usually have to pay
the value of the horse....Did you pay more than $10,000 for her. And I am not
trying to argue. I am just curious what you paid for her....what was considered
her worth at the time of purchase.
March 26 at 9:38pm · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP No, Suzanne, actually what she paid for her and the VALUE of the
horse are two different things. you can always get a "good deal" even buying a
car. it doesn't mean that it is the VALUE
March 26 at 9:39pm · Like · 1

Maria BP plus vet bills
March 26 at 9:40pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Well when you insure a horse you can't insure it for more
than you paid for it. ...unless you specify that you are insuring for medical and
there is always a set limit on the medical and you pay extra for that. I always
insure my horses that I consider to be of any substantial monetary value. That is
just one of the things I do know about transporting ....that awful things can
happen, So far I have been really lucky and my horses havn't managed to maim
or injure themselves in route but I always insure my investment. Horses can
really get themselves into some pretty serious situations. They can get spooked
over the damnedest things. And I would recommend to anyone who is having a
valuable horse transported to be sure and insure it.
March 26 at 9:52pm · Edited · Like · 3

Maria BP Well that is lovely, so should the hauler.. unless they do want to lose
the livelihood.. as does the doctor or any practitioner that has inherit risk
March 26 at 9:48pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I didnt have her insured before the transport. It had nothing to
do with her price. I thought the paperwork had been handled and it wasn't. By
the time I called Jarvis, they would not insure her during transport. For the
litigaton, I have had several appraisals done, but that can all be handled through
the courts. Let's just say I am not at all worried about what I paid for her vs. what
we spent to save her and I would spend it all over again. She has been a very
successful broodmare as well as regional winning hunter. She is now a
broodmare and can never be shown halter or hunter. She has severe scaring on
her legs, side and hip from the transport conducted by Jimmy Parlier Transport.
March 26 at 9:54pm · Edited · Like · 3

Maria BP Did I mention a new car?. You could buy an antique from you cousin
or uncle at the min price, it doesn't mean that that is the car value. Just try to
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read it correctly
March 26 at 9:50pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne, you are getting stuck in semantics again. We are sharing
OUR experience. HE (The HAULER) had his own responsibilities and they were
NOT fulfilled irregardless of the other side
March 26 at 9:53pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Responsible people do responsible things and act in full fairness..
and for the longest time I personally had been hoping for that and so far I didn't
see it. There was a glimpse about a week or two ago, but looks like it all down
the drain.
March 26 at 9:55pm · Like

Jason Stahl So basically what you are saying Suzanne Leupold is that Parlier
transport and its owner are excused from any moral and ethical responsibilities
to their customers when they transport people's horses? 

"We got your horse here, the condition of the animal doesn't matter and is your
problem, we just drive." Doesn't that just sound silly? So are you buying your
doctor's malpractice insurance every time you have to go in for a check up too? I
mean, if you croak on the table from being given the wrong medication, that's
your problem, not the doctor's, right?
March 26 at 9:55pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis The hoof injuries during her transport with Parlier Transport.
Notice the flesh sticking OUT of her hooves.

March 26 at 9:59pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold Jason I was just making a suggestion to people to look into
insurance if you are having a valuable horse transported. I think most people
who have really valuable horses transported do buy insurance prior to transport.
If the horse isn't already insured.
March 26 at 10:02pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Actually reputable haulers WILL check with your insurance co to
make sure the horse IS insured prior to transport and Insurance checks that
hauler is legit and licensed. And they communicate on the day horse departs and
suppose to arrive. there is actually a separate "shipping" charge. and it is all
mute if he tells you that he is legit and insured and then turns out he isn't (or "self
insured")
March 26 at 10:07pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Jimmy Parlier had been running illegal since 2008 when he
hauled Mylla. Even when I asked him if he had insurance...he said yes and I still
do not have the information.
March 26 at 10:14pm · Like

Tina Hoey Most valuable horse/s are of course insured, but if the hauler isn't
that's null and void. Can you see the forest or do you just see a tree Suzanne???
March 27 at 2:05am · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold I just offered a suggestion about insuring your horse for
transportation. I wasn't talking about any hauler in particular . It was just a
general statement and I thought relatively good advice. FYI Jimmy Parlier is no
longer running "illegal" as you call it. That has been taken care of . And Tiffany I
am sure all the questions you have will be answered in the court case. Your
lawyer can certainly on your behalf contact Mr. Parliers atty and ask that that
information be part of the discovery process of the court case.
March 27 at 10:27am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I dont need or want your legal advice. Jimmy Parlier Transport
is legal as of a month ago? And why did he finally get legal? BECAUSE he was
investigated by the DOT. Once the report is ready from the DOT investigator...we
will all know the real story and the consequences.
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March 27 at 10:34am · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis "Please be advised that normal processing time for FOIA
requests is approx. 20 business days. Requests are selected on a first in first out
bases and we do currently have a slight backlog. You will receive an
acknowledgement letter in the mail within 3 business days.

FMCSA, FOIa"
March 27 at 10:43am · Edited · Like · 2

Stacey Moritz-Erb I can't believe you posted this Suzanne Leupold. "FYI
Jimmy Parlier is no longer running "illegal" as you call it. That has been taken
care of " That is the point he was transporting horses illegal at the time these
horses were injured. I dont understand why you keep this going.
March 27 at 11:26am · Like · 7

Suzanne Leupold I didn't call it illegal ....Tiffany and Maria did. All i have done
is post comments regarding my experiences. And I was trying to be helpful to
Tiffany when she was so distressed over Jimmy Parlier not directly contacting
her. He can't at this point because she refused his offer of a settlement and so it
will go into the court system and all the questions she has can be asked by her
lawyer. There is no way Jimmy Parlier can talk directly to her now. She is
threatening litigation and has hired an attorney to contact him...Tiffany seems to
be having some diffuiculties understanding the legal ramifications of her actions
on his ability to have direct contact with her. That is all.
March 27 at 3:58pm · Like · 1

Stacey Moritz-Erb Seriously it is none of your business to say anything about
a settlement or anything else. It is not gonna change what happen. So why keep
this thread going?\
March 27 at 4:01pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis I am not distressed about him contacting me lol. My lawyer is
handling it. Danene Howard came here stating that he would talk with me and
blah blah...I could care less if I ever talk to him again. More lies.
March 27 at 4:02pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood The comment regarding insurance is correct. They will only
for first year pay actual cost of horse. There have been people who changed
worth of horse and then discovered when something happened to it all they got
is what they paid. Also many Insurers even if they allow an increased value do
not just pay stated value. They pay AGREED value which most times is lower.
After the first year you can increase based on training or stud fee. Some will
allow mid year increase for broodmare But then is a portion of stud fee actually
paid. Discovered that one myself when I got a significantly reduced stud fee to a
much more expensive stallion. We understand you feel wronged but at this point
is only accusations and your redundancy is getting old
March 28 at 6:23am · Like

Maria BP Mandiye Wood, BTW Brookledge will check on the boots and wraps.
Have you ever heard of the medical tape that polo players use to secure their
wraps when they play? For insurance the value does increase with training and
shows too. It will also includes shipping fees just and FYI, but all is mute if the
shipper is not insured. At least that goes for my co
March 28 at 8:03am · Like

Mandiye Wood Brook Ledge does NOT. I have several friends who work for
them and also shipped with them several times. They do NOT offload even on
cross country trips as some do not load well and they do not want that
responsibility. Wraps and horses are really only checked when stopped or have
paid for an attendant. Also on large trips you can have everything on the trip
from a breeding stallion to a broodmare to a yearling to a rescue horse. Doesn't
make them a bad company but why I only use them for local or short hauls. I
much prefer the personalized attention my horse received with shippers like
Jimmy. I have used others with varying degrees of satisfaction. I used Jimmy on
that particular ship due to location and he was one of a few that would go to
where she was. I also like CW transport, Creech and drexler. Johnson is my
favorite and they haul for some of the biggest farms most expensive horses.
They recommended Mr parlier and I have no regrets
March 28 at 8:23am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Commenting on someone else's practices without first hand
account is hearsay and means nothing.
March 28 at 9:20am · Like

Maria BP Also, they have designated farms where they lay over horses for
rest
March 28 at 9:24am · Like

Mandiye Wood When you have used the shipper your comments are valid.
Like I stated before my good experience does not mean yours is invalid. But as
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with other shippers people posted both good and bad and people are left to
decide for themselves. I understand a single post. By all means if bad
experience share. People have a right to be informed but attacking those with
positive does nothing
March 28 at 9:24am · Like · 3

Maria BP It is NOT only about of experience DURING shipping it is also about
how J. Parlier (Parlier transport and carriages) handle the matters WHEN they
happen. He has proven to be irresponsible, unaccountable and lied. And that's
the bottom line
March 28 at 9:26am · Edited · Like

Maria BP Mandiye Wood all you have been trying to do is to discredit our
experiences. So post your own separately. I would care less if it is there. Even all
that speech about trailing, insurance is absolutely irrelevant: He failed to provide
safe environment for our horses and breached his contract in few areas
March 28 at 9:28am · Like

Tiffany Lewis I was told he had insurance (to cover the horses) when I
booked my trip: I still do not have this GL information...
I was told he was DOT compliant: That was a complete lie...
I was told Mylla would be off loaded every night to rest: He will not provide
evidence of where this occurred...
I was told that in the case of illness or injury, I would be advised: This did not
happen and she was left to suffer for days on that trailer without vet care...
I can go on and on about the breeches in the contract and just HUMANITY that
Mylla suffered. Maybe when your INNOCENT horse is standing before you
clinging to life and the "hauler = Jimmy Parlier Transport" leaves BEFORE the
vet or even I could ask any questions about what happened to her...the silence
speaks for itself.
March 28 at 9:35am · Edited · Like

Maria BP same here...
March 28 at 9:32am · Like

Mandiye Wood I do believe Ashley Elizabeth positive thread was hijacked to
turn it to your drama as with others good experience. Save It for Dr phil we are
tired of your complaints. Put your big girl panties on and buck up and pay your
bills or settle it in court and quit rambling ignorantly here. Cause as scarlett o
hare would say "frankly my dear I don't give a dam"
March 28 at 9:38am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis It's only all of you supporters that don't give a damn...notice the
correct spelling of damn. I have had many many people reach out to me and
thank us for the education and the sharing of our experiences. I will share it and
keep talking about it as long as there is an audience to listen. This "issue" is
much bigger than Jimmy Parlier will ever be. He is just the catalyst.
March 28 at 9:45am · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Oh and another correction...it's Scarlett O'Hara. Not Scarlett o
hare...I doubt her name referenced a fast-running, long-eared mammal that
resembles a large rabbit.
March 28 at 9:47am · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP Haha, Tiffany that IS FUNNY!!!! thank you for English 101. Looks
like Mandiye Wood can benefit from a refresher
March 28 at 9:48am · Like

Mandiye Wood Talking about safety check for haulers and education great. I
encourage it. But going on ad nauseum about your horse is a bit obscene. I have
already expressed I am sorry she was injured for whatever reason. I don't know
what you want more than that. I will not speak negative of Jimmy as I did not
have that experience with him. In mine I found him very kind and responsible. 

As for spelling I try to show some respect for the board as not insult it with true
profanity but still make my point
March 28 at 9:51am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Mylla does not need your pity nor that of anyone who has
commented about her state or lack thereof when she arrived at my door. Save it
for someone that "gives a damn"...
March 28 at 9:54am · Like

Mandiye Wood Both of you are simply ignorant trouble making children who
don't want to acknowledge their own decisions. I will not continue to engage in
childish behavior. When you grow up and join the real world let us know. I'd hate
to think about the ignorance you have in breeding. If something happens to the
foal or mare which can even if all goes well I would hate to be your vet. I
certainly wouldn't accept you as a client. You ar looking for lawsuits
March 28 at 9:55am · Like · 1
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Tiffany Lewis What decision was I given Mandiye? The decision to use him? I was
given FALSE information about her condition the ENTIRE trip here....so tell me - WHAT
DECISION DID I MAKE?
March 28 at 9:57am · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Jimmy Parlier Transport made ALL the decisions and never
once alerted me that Mylla was in trouble...NOT ONCE until 45 minutes before
when he had to finally admit it. Then he left WITHOUT payment before anyone
could ask him any questions...REALLY? WTF is wrong with you people?
March 28 at 10:04am · Like

Maria BP Mandiye Wood, you had no "respect for the board" (or yourself) in
your other comments which makes you a hypocrite.
March 28 at 10:05am · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis You can read ALL about my program Mandiye Wood at
Fairytale Arabians. My horses are very well cared for and the stallions I choose
for them carefully selected. I have been studying bloodlines since I was an actual
child some 30 years ago. Right now I have two lovely mares (Mylla is one *thank
god for miracles*) and Psyerrah is the other.
March 28 at 10:51am · Like

Suzanne Leupold Mandiye Wood....I agree with you....this forum is being
used to mount a smear campaign against one transporter. and those of us who
have had many positive transports with Jimmy Parlier are being subjected to a
similar campaign.. You wouldn't believe the private mssg. I am receiving from
one of these women. She is making up all kinds of accusations against me
including that I am a victim of abuse and that is why I am supporting Jimmy
Parlier. My lawyer all but fell out of her chair laughting when I read them to her.
March 28 at 12:11pm · Like · 1

Maria BP C'mon, Tiffany, how can they know that if they can't read and
interpret research articles, even less spell the words correctly while accusing
others of misspelling?
March 28 at 12:12pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, actually that would be me and I do believe that
you have had a history of abuse. which btw has nothing to do with you
supporting J. Parlier.
March 28 at 12:14pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold And you would know that how. You have never met me.
You don't live anywhere near me. You know nothing about my family This is so
curious to me that you can diagnose someone as being a victim of abuse with
never having met them or interviewed them, know their family.... Are you psychic.
March 28 at 12:21pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP OK. Lets summarize it: 1. At the time of all that transport he was
NOT AUTHORISED for Hauling yet he stated otherwise. 
2. He was suppose to be properly insured and he wasn't. 
3. I was told the horses would be offloaded for the night and my horse wasn't. 
4. He NEVER got any of the injured horses to the vet, NEVER notified owners
and left them unable to help their animals. (In one year we know about 3 injured
horses and one dead all while in his care)
5. For some of the injured horses and owners it has been a year and he still
didn’t make things right. So, this proceeded to legal actions and litigation. 
6. He only signed with DOT After the investigation and citation by DOT, the
report should be available in about 2 weeks 

7. He will try to avoid to sign the contract by telling you that he isn’t computer
literate
8. He will require deposit in advance, so in case you change your mind you can’t
back out. (Normally you pay after the horses are delivered)
9. He will not tell you until the last minute that someone else would haul your
horse. Those people turned out to be not insured themselves and some are not
even qualified to haul horses. 
Or he may even "swap" with another driver in a middle of the haul to make it look
like he was delivering all the way.
March 28 at 4:01pm · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood Hmmm doesn't sound like my situation at all. I asked about a
deposit and he said no just pay on delivery unless paying with credit card then
pay on pick up or just before. He informed me that one of his other drivers was
going to transport as he was on another and I had a shortened schedule to ship.
At no time did he say he was computer illiterate. He signed it faxed to me which I
signed and he sent a copy back promptly. And a deposit is not that unusual.
Many require it or full payment BEFORE transport
March 28 at 4:40pm · Like · 1
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Maria BP Thank you Mandiye Wood good to know
March 28 at 4:43pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Mandiye Wood my experiences with arranging transports
with Jimmy Parlier are exactly like yours. I always pay in cash to any hauler at
delivery so didn't send a down ....He let me know if he wasn't transporting my
horses and if someone else was. And I had daily contact with the hauler whether
Jimmy or one of his drivers. On a couple trips they had to stop overnight
someplace other than where they had originally planned due to weather and if in
cell phone range always called me. Many times farms along the route where
drivers may stop are not in cell phone range particularly in Montana and eastern
WA. That is not peculiar to Pallier Transport and has happened with other
transporters I have used over the years.
March 28 at 11:18pm · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP Oh, guys, I can't tell you how much I appreciate this information!!!
THANK YOU!
March 29 at 9:18am · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold I have many friends and acquaintances who use Jimmy
Parlier and many allow him to transport their very valuable horses many horses
whose worth exceeds $40,000. They are very happy with his service and
continue to use. him. I think Tiffany's experience is not the norm and was a tragic
accident and it will be resolved in the courts.
March 29 at 11:08am · Like · 1

Maria BP Suzanne Leupoldthis is NOT just Tiffany's experience. It is mine,
Alisha's and the girl who's horse died from impacted colic...AND why does it
even HAVE TO GET TO courts IF he is an honest, responsible person?
March 29 at 8:20pm · Edited · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood I didn't know a house could die lol
March 29 at 9:07pm · Like

Maria BP Not from colic though 
March 29 at 9:23pm · Like

Maria BP useful info:
https://www.protectyourmove.gov/.../glossary/glossary.htm...

Protect Your Move - Glossary of Terms - Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration
www.protectyourmove.gov
Feedback | Privacy Policy | USA.gov | Freedom of Information
Act (FOIA) | Access... See More

March 30 at 1:33pm · Like

Maria BP Today's update: the vet was out and it is definite that her injuries
would prevent her from becoming a show jumper... 9 mo later she still swells up
and there is hardening of the tendon. CAN'T TELL YOU HOW MUCH I DESPISE
PARLIER TRANPORT (Jimmy/James Lee Prlier, who is also hauling for
EQUESTRIAN EXPRESS LLC) for ruining my horse!!!
March 31 at 7:51pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Complaints have been filed for falsifying information on
Coggins test on the part of Jimmy Parlier (James Parlier Jr). There is
documentation, pictures of the horse, as well as statements from other vets. He
never tried to right the wrong in other business dealings I had with him…he still
owes me for 3 horses. If anyone has similar claims, please send me a private
message. FYI….I will not respond to negative comments made by those who are
not directly familiar with the details of these incidents. The investigation will
prove the accuracy of claims made.
April 4 at 4:57pm · Edited · Like · 3

Mandiye Wood I am just curious how big your horse is. The reason I ask is
my almost 18 hand 1309 lb oldenburg mare fit in that exact trailer comfortably.
You had an Arab which are more slight and even if 17 hands would have fit
easily. And my mare is built extremely uphill and upright. I'd be more than happy
to post a picture of her next to a stick to verify her size
April 4 at 6:59pm · Like

Mandiye Wood No one point you make is not an appropriate sized trailer. Fine
if you are unhappy with being hauled with a stallion. Fair. An injured horse. Fair.
But you DID state an inappropriate sized trailer in your original postings
April 4 at 7:17pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Read your original post . "A trailer inappropriate for her size"
April 4 at 7:20pm · Like
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Maria BP Mandiye Wood (or is it not?) That was MY horse, just try to keep stories
straight
April 4 at 7:27pm · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood My correction and I am not above correcting myself if
incorrect. It is Maria BP
April 4 at 10:10pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Tiffany Lewis , where is the "value add" in Mandiye Wood's
comments? Either she knows for a fact about the issues pertaining to our cases
or she doesn't.
April 4 at 10:24pm · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood I think any person with decency admits when they are wrong
and I have no problem doing so
April 4 at 10:38pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Here is just an example of how serious the USDA takes the
falsification of EIA (Coggins) reports. http://www.thehorse.com/.../horse-dealer-
fined-10-000-for... .... http://www.horsetradertricks.com/im-a-victim--help.html ...
http://www.horsetradertricks.com/recent-news-on-htt.html I've already had
several people contact me with similar cases around the same area in North
Carolina. You must have documentation to prove your complaint. Please contact
me if you have had a similar incident.
April 5 at 2:03pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Brenda - how does one use someone elses coggins? Can you
help me and others understand what purpose it serves?
April 6 at 1:05am · Like

Brenda Casteen Horse traders meet any and everywhere to pickup/trade a
load of horses, my point being, these horses usually are not purchased at
auction and ran through a sale where a coggins test would have been needed.
They don't always have coggins on each (or any) of the horses they are carrying.
Keeping a stack of coggins on hand for horses having very similar markings
would come in handy in a case like that.
April 6 at 7:18am · Like

Brenda Casteen Also Tiffany Lewis, i`ve been camping and trail riding when
some in tbe group didnt have a current coggins or didnt have it with them. A
coggins was offered in the event it was needed from the stack in the console of
the truck. It will all be brought out.
April 6 at 9:24am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thank you for explaining Brenda - I had no idea people did that!
April 6 at 9:58am · Like

Mandiye Wood No excuse for falsifying Coggins. Now at least In KY and
many other states you must have one of the original copies in hand or faxed
directly from vet if needed at shows etc. Xerox copies are no longer accepted at
many shows. People need to check Coggins close to make sure looks similar.
Also needs to be in horses registered or show name. If you change the name
after sale need to have a current drawn with name of choice on it. People have
no way of ensuring that is the horse. When I hauled with them one of the
originals was required (white pink or goldenrod).
April 6 at 10:40am · Like · 1

Felicia Wilson Tiffany, people simply sometimes just don't want to spend the
money on Coggins and HC either!
April 6 at 11:28am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Then why would they ever want to buy a horse? they cost cost
cost cost...
April 6 at 11:29am · Like · 1

Sara Kellogg Good grief. A coggins here is 25.00 and I assume people see
their vet once a year or at least I would hope so.
April 6 at 11:29am · Like

Felicia Wilson They think it's just a silly piece of paper that isn't needed.
April 6 at 11:31am · Like

Mandiye Wood I imagine there will be harder crackdowns on it soon. My
neighbor is an equine inspector for the state vet and told me with the 6 positive
test in western TN it is about to crackdown here in KY.
April 6 at 11:34am · Like

Brenda Casteen I assume they will crack down on it once more people begin
filing claims, speak up and stop letting people take advantage and assume
they`ll just go away. I would like to hear from some vets on the subject. It looks
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like the vet would want to be certain that the form bearing his signature would
agree with their inspection of the horse.
April 6 at 12:25pm · Edited · Like

Suzanne Leupold I can't imagine shipping a horse across state lines without
a coggins.....And in WA they are good for six months. My horses always have a
coggins and a health certificate when being transported.
April 6 at 12:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Brenda what does Jimmy Parlier have to do with the coggins?
April 6 at 12:30pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Maria BP Thanks for reposting your statement of Setp
2013.....Love it. Made a hard copy of it. And off to the lawyers it goes.
April 6 at 12:55pm · Like

Brenda Casteen My claim is on falsifying information on coggins.
April 6 at 1:04pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis That Jimmy Parlier was falsifying coggins?
April 6 at 1:06pm · Like

Brenda Casteen I`ve witnessed his practices and will be testifying on the
evidence I have.
April 6 at 1:07pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Information was falsified in the coggins of a horse I bought
from Jimmy Parlier. I have all the paperwork on any horse I ever bought from
him.
April 6 at 1:11pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Yes Tiffany Lewis, it was Jimmy Parlier.
April 6 at 1:20pm · Like

Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, be my guest, this is the same info that went to
DOT, my attorney and now being addressed with Attorney General (just got the
papers on Friday) and will be filed with PETA in upcoming days. You can pass
this on too. Do not forget to cc: Dee (though trip in October there was a different
Girl-friend) And Celeste Huston as you have done in a past.
April 6 at 1:25pm · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP I just got email from DOT. Brenda, the falsification of coggins should
be filed with Dept of Agriculture as this presents potential danger for other
horses that ARE coggins neg and healthy.
April 6 at 1:21pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Celeste Huston I think is her name.
April 6 at 1:22pm · Like

Julie Lamb As per Coggins: I just got this years' copy for my guy last week. I
was pleased to see that the testing body here in Western KY is no longer simply
writing "Neg" on them, but the word and the testing numbers are actually
punched out of the paper in little holes. A vast improvement, IMO. Last year I
used the digital Coggins and HC . . . was fairly meh about that.

Honestly, the falsifying of Coggins is such an epidemic it's scary. Anybody who
has been in horses even a short amount of time and has been to any event (trail,
camp, show, etc) has known/seen/witnessed somebody who fakes a Coggins or
health papers. It's scary, super scary. And a local auction only requires that a
Coggins be drawn the night you bring your horse in . . . not that a current
negative Coggins be onhand. EIA is nothing to mess with 
April 6 at 2:57pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis That is super scary, I agree Julie. It just amazes me that people
would do such a thing.
April 6 at 2:59pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Brenda How do you falisify a coggins.....Doesn't the
veterinarian fill it out and a hose is either pos. or neg. It would be pretty damn
difficult to falsify one and change it from pos to neg.
April 6 at 3:11pm · Like

Julie Lamb It's not changing it from pos to neg. It's using a neg. coggins for a
horse that's not been tested. One of the easiest ways is making copies of one for
a plain bay (for example) and then using those for multiple plain bays. There are
many MANY more ways but I don't want to say more in an open forum and give
anybody an idea that maybe they haven't thought of yet 
April 6 at 3:44pm · Edited · Like · 3

Danene Howard I am not sure how he would be able to do this ..coggins now
have the horses picture on it?
April 6 at 5:16pm · Like
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Julie Lamb Digital coggins (and the printouts) have the pics. The regular paper
ones still rely on a vet to draw in the markings.
April 6 at 5:18pm · Like

Mandiye Wood It is done as I discovered from a border prior to the stamp
being utilized and copies accepted. The date drawn and results changed for
horse previously tested. Now with the punch and original or faxed from vet copy
much much harder
April 6 at 5:22pm · Like · 1

Julie Lamb I had someone try to steal my gelding's copy several years ago
because they had no current coggins on any of their 17 horses . . . they were
going to make copies and alter them for the horses they needed to haul. I've
never heard of anyone changing Pos to Neg . . . but I'm glad the punch/stamped
out holes include the date of testing . That'll stop a lot of it. My vet had to fax
me a copy (had some trouble with the lab) for me to provide to the farm we
traveled to last weekend . . . they were gracious enough to accept it while I was
waiting on the paper copy . . . and the image of the stamped holes came through
on the faxed copy as well 
April 6 at 5:28pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Exactly Julie Lamb. Some areas of the Coggins Jimmy gave
me for my horse do not match my horse. No further details will be given out
Suzanne Leupold, pending investigation.
April 6 at 5:45pm · Like

Brenda Casteen If anyone has similar complaints or has witnessed similar
business practices pertaining Coggins, please message me or email me at
bcasteen@ymail.com. And thanks Maria BP, I was given an additional
department yesterday that will be interested. Keep you posted!
April 6 at 5:50pm · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Maria BP, Tiffany Lewis....just found out about another case.
This thing is so much bigger than Jimmy can even imagine.
April 6 at 8:41pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Moral of the story is....you can only do people wrong for so
long. They will fight back for what is right!
April 6 at 8:42pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis *cry* this is horrible...
April 6 at 8:44pm · Like

Brenda Casteen I have gone onto his website for the first time. The first page
is a false advertising. He personally told me that he was a long distance truck
driver for years until he got into hauling horses sometime after 2000. He told me
the whole story of how he started out hauling horses. He has not been serving
the horse industry for 32 years. LOL
April 7 at 4:46am · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP Yes, Brenda, I was teary eyed when I had learned about Tiffany's
story, but Merylin's will make you throw up. How callous one have to be to let
horse suffer and die?.. and then call himself "horse lover"? and he had a student
with him?
April 6 at 10:16pm · Like

Mandiye Wood I have not heard her story directly from her. Is there a group
she frequents? I am interested in hearing the story firsthand
April 6 at 10:20pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Brenda you need to read all the posts on here. It has been
posted several times he was transporting horses before 2008. Jay didn't you
post that he had a problem with his DOT registration in 2008. And other people
have said that they know he has been transporting horses for about 15 years but
not 34 ......So starting in 2011 just doesn't sound right.
April 6 at 10:20pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Honestly, I am not sure she could emotionally withstand your
barage of attacks. Her horse passed not so long ago. I will not speak for her but
her situation is tragic to say the least.
April 6 at 10:23pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Suzanne Leupold, you talking to me?
April 6 at 10:28pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Yes Jason and I am sorry I got your name wrong. You have
been very nice to me and I didn't mean to offend you. the fellow who transports
for me locally is Jay. Sorry I got the names confused.
April 6 at 10:30pm · Like
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Maria BP Mandiye Wood, I did and she is still in shock, she knows about this
thread and has a chance to read it. I will try to help her as much as I can. She is
not alone and hopefully now will be able to get some desperately needed
support. This is all I can say, but trust me it will make you noxious (and angry). I
feel guilty for not keep posting after I had learned what I know now and despise
the ones who gave such good one-sided reviews on him (one of you directly
pm'd me) or my horse would be fine and her horse would still be alive.
April 6 at 10:30pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Tiffany Lewis, I know but we can't fix the past, that's is why I am
doing what I have done so far... I just do not want any other horse owner live
through those nightmares... It is like loosing your child and it WAS her baby that
she brought up all alone.
April 6 at 10:35pm · Like

Jason Stahl It's alright Suzanne Leupold, easy thing to do. I think my parents
are the only people I've ever heard call me the short version, lol. Back to the
situation at hand, yes, you are correct, his DOT record shows he was
involuntarily revoked in 2008 and not reinstated again until 2014. I believe
several classifications can be changed over the life of a DOT record so it's hard
to tell what he was doing prior to 2008 without paying for an in depth DOT report.
April 6 at 10:42pm · Like

Maria BP No, not in all states/vets. I had one with and my recent one isn't
depending on the vet
April 6 at 11:02pm · Like

Brenda Casteen I just corrected a typo in an earlier post. Jimmy Parlier began
hauling horse sometime around 2000 (not 2011) Sorry about that.
April 7 at 4:49am · Like

Danene Howard Brenda aren,t you an EX girlfriend of Jimmy's? And from
what I understand it was a nasty breakup too..so I think your reasons are
personal and you have not provided any proof.
April 7 at 8:06am · Like · 1

Maria BP Brenda ignore this comment. You only have to provide proof to the
court and agencies. NOT here. And it doesn't matter who she was. Truth is truth
no matter who submits it.

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy S®4
April 7 at 8:10am · Edited · Like

Danene Howard Actually it does Maria..she has a personal agenda here and
you know it...if it was reversed you would be all over it! I believe she is a scorned
woman...
April 7 at 8:12am · Like

Maria BP ... so would be anyone that was beaten and cheated on. But that is
beyond the point that evidence IS FOR THE COURT, not you. Almost like me
previous replies to you isn't it? OR SHOULD I REPEAT AGAIN?
April 7 at 8:14am · Edited · Like

Maria BP And what is worse YOU who actualloy KNOW WHAT HAPPENED
and still either his current GF(s) or other kind of friends and YOU PROTECT HIM
after what he did!!!! THAT IS DISGUSTING!
April 7 at 8:17am · Like

Danene Howard you don't even know her personnally ...she just suits your
current purpose I think that is sad that you would post a statement like that..now
you are going to accuse him of beating women up??? this is sooo totally out of
control and it is extremely sad.
April 7 at 8:17am · Like · 1

Maria BP How do you know that I do not know Brenda?
April 7 at 8:18am · Like

Danene Howard If you want to talk about the hauling etc...that is one thing
..but to take some woman you dont even know statement because she has a
personal agenda that is entirely something else. I heard you beat your horses
and your facility is trash too thats how your horse got hurt...
April 7 at 8:20am · Like

Maria BP .. and so should you, Danene Howard, YOU ARE THE ONE who
started to bring personal agenda into this
April 7 at 8:21am · Like

Maria BP ... and thank you for that statement as it has been recorded...
April 7 at 8:21am · Like

Danene Howard ok...your comment doesn't make sense...and she has a
personal agenda I am just letting everyone know ...people can write what they
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want that doesn't make it fact
April 7 at 8:23am · Like

Danene Howard Maria BP
April 7 at 8:23am · Like

Danene Howard ok That is fine...but don't call someone a woman beater
when YOU do not have proof
April 7 at 8:24am · Like

Danene Howard I will wait to read them
April 7 at 8:25am · Like

Maria BP THE FACTS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO THE COURT AND
AGENCIES.
April 7 at 8:25am · Like

Danene Howard my statement above proves my point anyone can write
anything...doesn't make it true though...
April 7 at 8:26am · Like

Maria BP This is Brenda's life and I will not discuss it with you, but I do believe
her. Not everyone lies. Especially while trying to protect someone who IS
DISHONEST and IRRESPONSIBLE
April 7 at 8:27am · Edited · Like

Danene Howard ok so you know for a FACT he is a cheater? do you have
names? did you see him? or is it just her word? really Maria I don't think you
even care because she is on board with your agenda.
April 7 at 8:28am · Like

Maria BP Again, YOU ARE THE ONE that brought the personal agenda up on
this thread.
April 7 at 8:29am · Like

Danene Howard Really???? You know as well as I that that it is scorn and
spite...how very sad for you ....I brought it up because ..SHE HAS A PERSONAL
AGENDA WITH HIM THAT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH YOUR AND
TIFFANY'S CASE.
April 7 at 8:30am · Like

Maria BP SHE HAS FACTS and THEY WILL BE SUBMITTED TO THE
RIGHT AGENCIES. It doesn't matter how she inquired them. Truth is still truth no
matter who has it. I am glad she shared!
April 7 at 8:32am · Like · 1

Maria BP do you mean that my horse might have been endangered by also
being transported with a horse that had not been tested for Coggins?
April 7 at 8:33am · Edited · Like · 1

Danene Howard She has a persoanl agenda and we will all know it if/when
she provides proof..have a good day!!
April 7 at 8:37am · Like

Jason Stahl Danene Howard, your personal agenda/'ex' nonsense is hearsay
and doesn't belong here. She has stated multiple times that she has presented
what's needed to an attorney. Even if there were a personal agenda, it wouldn't
matter as long as Jimmy Parlier was doing the right thing to begin with, right?
And if he was doing the wrong thing, which he obviously does all too well, then I
guess he should be sweating it, when you and your fellow comrades aren't
sweating it for him. If you think about it, I think a lot of people here have a
'personal agenda' with him at this point. Parlier Transport's mistreatment of their
animals makes it personal.
April 7 at 10:02am · Edited · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, reading your comment "if you want to talk
about the hauling then that's one thing"....that is all that I have done here. Jimmy
owes me money on a BUSINESS DEAL he and I had. Nothing personal has
been said here though...since you brought it up I have pictures and doctor report
... getting back to what is being discussed here (horses)...let's keep personal
stuff out of it.
April 7 at 10:35am · Like · 2

Maria BP Brenda Casteen, I applaud you for your strength!!!!
April 7 at 10:37am · Like · 2

Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, bringing up some personal things about
"us" would bring more heat on Jimmy that he needs right now don't you think?
My atty. has encouraged me to bring assault charges...I'm still thinking it
over.....you sure you want to bring this kind of light on your friend because I'm
ready for it.
April 7 at 10:38am · Like · 2
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Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, I can get very personal on all this but I
have chosen not to and I will not. If you were to post on here with just facts as
you know them, you would have little to post about especially on this topic. Not
wise girl.
April 7 at 10:40am · Like

Danene Howard it all boils down to what "she said"
April 7 at 10:41am · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, let me repeat for you AGAIN:" THIS INFO WILL
BE PRESENTED AT THE TRIAL(s)" NOT HERE ON FB.
April 7 at 10:43am · Like

Danene Howard well of course not...and I see no proof of supposed facts and
until I do your word is just that "what she said" and thats all it is words no proof.
April 7 at 10:43am · Like

Danene Howard if you charged him that would be public...were is that proof?
April 7 at 10:44am · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, let me repeat for you AGAIN:" THIS INFO WILL
BE PRESENTED AT THE TRIAL(s)" NOT HERE ON FB.
April 7 at 10:45am · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, let me repeat for you AGAIN:" THIS INFO WILL
BE PRESENTED AT THE TRIAL(s)" NOT HERE ON FB.
April 7 at 10:45am · Like · 1

Danene Howard Yeah lol I will.....
April 7 at 10:50am · Like

Maria BP BTW. He HAS BEEN CHARGED. Should be posted here soonL
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/newsroom/news

News | Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
www.fmcsa.dot.gov
Search the latest FMCSA news items, speeches and
testimony. NewsTestimonySpeeche... See More

April 7 at 10:51am · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, one more thing. I believe you need to
consult Jimmy before saying too much more about this. Atty's are considering tg
testimony of someone else on this issue here (DC) that would surely bring an
additional law suit Jimmy's way from DC. Again, you better have Jimmy's
permission on this. He'll know what I'm talking about.
April 7 at 3:54pm · Edited · Like

Danene Howard what EXACTLY has he been OFFICIALLY CHARGED with?
April 7 at 10:52am · Like

Danene Howard I haven't TALKED about anything except asking for proof of
accusations...take that to your attorney lol!
April 7 at 10:53am · Like

Maria BP see above, it will be posted:
http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/newsroom/news

News | Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration
www.fmcsa.dot.gov
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION Federal Motor
Carrier Safety Administration

April 7 at 10:53am · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, again, like a with a 3 yo: let me repeat for you
AGAIN:" THIS INFO WILL BE PRESENTED AT THE TRIAL(s)" NOT HERE ON
FB
April 7 at 10:54am · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Brenda Casteen, ignore Danene, she trolls this board and
doesn't even understand the concept of 'proof'. Once she's presented with it,
she'll act like a child and refuse to accept it. Don't waste your time and energy.
April 7 at 10:54am · Like · 2

Danene Howard lol..that doesn't say anything about assault...
April 7 at 10:55am · Like

Maria BP Brenda, ignore her... Danene Howard, YOU BROUGHT IT UP!!
Keep personal stuff out off this thread
April 7 at 10:55am · Like
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Danene Howard really because all that YOU have posted is personal allegations
with no proof...and you are Jimmys EX do you deny that?
April 7 at 10:56am · Like

Brenda Casteen Danene Howard, pay attention now....The case referred to
by Maria is Maria's. My possible case is separate.
April 7 at 10:56am · Edited · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, are you seriously ..???? LET ME REPEAT TO
YOU AGAIN: OUR FACTS ARE FOR THE COURT!!!!
April 7 at 10:56am · Like · 1

Danene Howard yeah now you don't want personal stuff brought up ...its ok
when its in your agenda isn't it lol
April 7 at 10:56am · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, you can start your own personal thread on YOUR
PAGE,
April 7 at 10:57am · Like · 1

Danene Howard Brenda your comments...how shall we say this...are
tainted..a woman scorned...
April 7 at 10:58am · Like

Maria BP FACTS ARE FACTS and TRUTH is TRUTH, no matter who brings
it. and AGAIN for 100th time. Danene Howard, THIS INFO FOR OUR
Attorney(s) NOT YOU!
April 7 at 10:59am · Like

Danene Howard truth is only truth with facts proving it
April 7 at 10:59am · Like

Maria BP and what is of YOUR BUSINESS, Danene Howard? AGAIN: The
FACTS WILL BE SUBMITTED TO PROPER Agencies AND ATTY Involved NOT
YOU! Should I rephrase it again?
April 7 at 11:00am · Like

Danene Howard of course it ..you just keep on with you statements because
they are not actually truth because they have not been proven with facts
April 7 at 11:00am · Like

Danene Howard you made it everyone's business p[posting on a public page
April 7 at 11:01am · Like

Maria BP ONE MORE TIME (or 100 more?) For Danene Howard
SPECIFICALLY: THE FACTS ARE PROVIDED TO AGENCIES AND PARTIES
INVOLVED, NOT YOU!
April 7 at 11:01am · Like

Maria BP No, SHE DIDN't YOU DID, read back
April 7 at 11:02am · Like

Danene Howard of course...so we just keep repeating accusations...not truths
because truths have to be proven by facts
April 7 at 11:02am · Like

Maria BP ONE MORE TIME (or 100 more?) For Danene Howard
SPECIFICALLY: THE FACTS ARE PROVIDED TO AGENCIES AND PARTIES
INVOLVED, NOT YOU!
April 7 at 11:03am · Like · 1

Maria BP Danene Howard, should I repeat for you AGAIN?
April 7 at 11:03am · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood From what date ? Perhaps I am not going back far enough.
Anyone can have errant practice s be disciplined for it and still go on to have a
successful life. MANY doctors and paramedics have. I know several pharmacist
that lost license to drug use now have back and practicing. For other reasons for
others. Being I medical field I see it frequently. People are human. They make
mistakes. I am not saying Jimmy did or didn't. Only he knows that. Unless you
were on that particular trip none have a place to comment on what he did or
didn't do. 
As for personal life that has nothing to do with his hauling ability and two
separate deals. Just so people are aware there have been cases of women
causing injuries to themselves in attempt to destroy character. Same as with
child abuse charges in a divorce proceeding. May declared innocent but once
out there always a question. Again I don't know if this is or is not the case but I
will not render an accusation either way. If it did it is unexusable. If not then may
the accuser be held responsible. 
On the flip side I know someone that is quite the womanizer, made some bad
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mistakes, served prison time for them, and now has his life straight and works for
a company even highly recommended by you all. BrinBringing personal into it is
not beneficial. The trial if any for Assault will be entirely separate from the civil as
they have nothing to do with each other. So info will not cross and be overruled if
attempted to join in the other. Sorry just how it is. And any attorney will
encourage someone who is accused assault to press charges. The state is the
victim in most places with injuries and those attorney are elected so looking
tough on domestic violence looks good for them. Just a side note. As stated I will
be following to see how it pans out for both sides. No minor involved so will be
public record.
April 7 at 11:26am · Like

Maria BP Hmmm, I am not sure what you are referring to? Maybe OTTB
Connect?
April 7 at 11:27am · Like

Suzanne Leupold Maria BP I think the frustration is that you and Tiffany state
that you will not stop the assault and so people who have had very positive
experiences with Jimmy Parlier over the years feel a need to restate their
positive experiences. Tiffany has stated that she will never stop telling Mylla's
story, which is a very sad story indeed and you keep accusing him of
permanently damaging your horse .....and now Brenda gets on and says she
knows he never hauled horses before 2011 and that he falsified Coggins".and he
beat her and cheated on her What the last two accusations have to do with
transporting horses I can't figure out. ...This whole page is looking like a hot
mess. This entire matter is going to the courts and will be settled there. But right
now it is all speculation as to what the courts will decide ......Why can't we just
agree to disagree and move on and let this entire issue work its way through the
legal system. JMPO
April 7 at 11:45am · Edited · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Um mm no. The accusations of bad business dealings, not
offloading horses, liability for injuries, beating women accusations. I'll admit the
accusations sure are flying on both sides and I think it best this locked and
further reposts unless new experiences with new people on either side good or
bad posting should be eliminated. At this point it has become a rhetorical pissing
match that is making all look childish. But hijacking posts of either variety for the
desired agenda is poor taste
April 7 at 11:37am · Like

Brenda Casteen Would everyone please go back and read who brought up
personal relationships. FOR THE RECORD, I never said anything that had
anything to do with personal relationship. It is because of my relationship that I
witnessed things. Had he handled BUSINESS DEALS between he and I fairly I
WOULDN'T BE HERE STANDING UP IN DEFENSE OF THE WRONGS DONE
TO THESE OTHERS. I want the horses I paid for or payment for them. Who of
you out there would want to PAY someone money for 4 horses (not 3 as I stated
incorrectly before ... sorry for my error) and then not get the horses or the money
you paid. That angers me, yes it does. It's not ethical, It's greedy of him. From
what I understand, had he taken responsibility for the injuries while horses were
in his or his drivers care (because as stated things happen), from what I
understand from all, things would be very different here. The case made is, had
he been legal and insured, injures would be taken care of I suppose and all
would be handled in a professional way. He isn't (or wasn't) and so ... here we
are. I will not bicker anymore with any of you about motives and personal stuff.
Stick to the facts and how about comment only on what you know about.
April 9 at 7:11am · Edited · Like

Danene Howard just to clear one thing up...here is the statement:...Maria BP
... so would be anyone that was beaten and cheated on. But that is beyond the
point that evidence IS FOR THE COURT, not you. Almost like me previous
replies to you isn't it? OR SHOULD I REPEAT AGAIN?
8 hrs · Edited · Like
April 7 at 4:41pm · Like

Brenda Casteen As for you Mandiye Wood, you say "Just so people are
aware there have been cases of women causing injuries to themselves in
attempt to destroy character. Same as with child abuse charges in a divorce
proceeding.". I have no words for you. You will see no replies from you on your
post.
April 7 at 4:41pm · Like

Maria BP Danene Howard, again STICK WITH TRANSPORT and HORSE
HANDLING issues. not personal
April 7 at 4:57pm · Edited · Like

Mandiye Wood Brenda Casteen I simply state just because someone says it
doesn't make it so. There are three sides. Yours his and the truth. It is the courts
job to determine that. If you read entire post I said if that is the case then he
should be held accountable. This is the court of public opinion and we cannot
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release him of responsibility or put him in jail for accused actions. It is the courts
job to determine that and dole out responsibility or criminal punishment. At this
point all is accusation.
April 7 at 6:47pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Mandiye Wood, this is a REVIEW page NOT Court orders. This is
OUR REALITY and EXPERIENCE dealing with that man. take it or leave it
April 7 at 7:26pm · Like · 1

Maria BP AGAIN, THIS IS FOR PEOPLE TO READ and either TAKE A
CHANCE or MAKE A CHOICE
April 7 at 7:26pm · Like · 1

Tina Hoey As one will call it I'm stupid for not checking my other mail on FB.
Do you really think this is how a horse should be transported?? If so good grief.
April 8 at 4:55pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Tina can you clarify?
April 10 at 9:52pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis shared Fairytale Arabians's post.
March 12 · Kansas City, MO

Jimmy Parlier Transport changed Mylla and I's lives forever 1 year ago
today. Mylla was delivered by Parlier Equine Transport to me in critical
condition. She was beautiful even though she was covered in wounds,
shivering like a leaf from shock and bleeding profusely from her feet which
had stained her beautiful white coat. I hugged her and promised her with
my whole heart I would do everything I could to save her. I  you my sweet
girl and I am blessed you are still with us 
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?
set=a.1468401600055037.1073741832.1466726280222569&type=1

This Mylla's story of survival. You will find documents, graphic pictures and vet
reports. It is imperative that you check out your haulers and ensure that they carry
proper licensing and DOT credentials. Mylla was hauled by a company that was un-
authorized to drive by the DOT. This is Mylla's horrific story.

9 people like this.
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Alisha McMillan Thank you for sharing your story. I'm sorry our paths had to
cross for this purpose. Glad your mare is doing well a year later and I hope you
find justice.
March 12 at 4:28pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis  Thank you Alisha. How is your mare doing? Is her leg any
better?
March 12 at 4:31pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan She is doing fabulous! I'm grateful her injuries were not as
serious as Mylla's and Maria BP horse. A few more days and I wouldn't have
been so lucky.
March 12 at 4:38pm · Like

Marthe Reynolds unbelievable. So sad.
March 12 at 6:17pm · Like

Mandiye Wood The whole story is not here. They have pulled this game
elsewhere and we're seen through. I had excellent experience with a very
valuable mare shipped long distance with an injury
March 12 at 6:25pm · Like · 2

Kristen Chase Ricker Mandiye Wood, can you fill us all in the rest of the
story? I have followed tiffany's post and I believe every word she has said. Just
because other people may have got lucky, doesn't mean she's lying. The proof is
in the pictures of the horses on the trailer. The proof is in that mare's wounds.
Still beside my self as to why this man isn't behind bars yet.
March 12 at 6:43pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Please Mandiye Wood, if you have information pertaining to my
case, I would really love to hear it. I say this with sincerity.
March 12 at 6:46pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Colts are transported routinely with mares. Had a mare of
mine ship with Sallee the biggest in the business with a colt. Many of the others
do the same. The initial claim was it was a slant load now showing a straight.
Prolonged period getting care. This is basically a stud set up. I wouldn't question
putting my mare in there. Read the coth forum on it. Story has changed
significant.
March 12 at 6:50pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood And I have a very very hard time believing with the care they
showed my mare they would unload a mare in that condition with no contact with
the owner or anything.
March 12 at 6:53pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis It doesn't matter what horse and what this and that. They had a
RESPONSIBILITY to Mylla to care for her and take her to a vet at the first sign of
illness or trouble. They also NEVER once contacted me and told me she was in
trouble. I called him and had to pry it out of him 45 minutes before she arrived at
the barn...
March 12 at 6:54pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Read Danene Howard's comments. I have them
screenshotted...she admitted they did not contact me, she admitted they did not
stop at a vet like they should have...
March 12 at 6:54pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis I have to move to a different computer to post those
screenshots.
March 12 at 6:55pm · Like

Kristen Chase Ricker Are they claiming they picked the mare up in that
condition??? If so bad call in their part!!
March 12 at 6:56pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis What is the more to the story? TELL ME...or are you just
spewing lies? Of course he isn't...he is trying to get AWAY with this horrendous
situation. You are ALL being used...I wish you could see it. I really do.
March 12 at 7:00pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Here is the post that was referenced on Chrono of the Horse:
http://www.chronofhorse.com/forum/showthread.php...

Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport- Feedback?
www.chronofhorse.com
Has anyone ever used Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport before? I asked for quotes
on... See More

March 12 at 7:05pm · Like
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Pam McMillan Walters Really Tiffany..come on...enough is enough...we get it...you
do not have to keep blasting this everyday..sorry your horse is hurt and the pain you
are going through girl but enough....just give yourself some time and the court will
settle everything...
March 12 at 7:26pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Please feel free not to read Pam if you have no interest.
March 12 at 7:29pm · Like

Pam McMillan Walters Kinda hard not to... your name comes up every day
girl on the same subject..different pages..dont you have a life to live..come one
girl...let it go..you will have your day in court..
March 12 at 8:07pm · Like · 4

Maria BP Pam McMillan Walters, we had stopped posting for a while but then
had learned that one more horse fell victim to his negligence... I guess we
shouldn't have stopped.... How would you feel if you had gotten great one sided
reviews and then learned that your horse died from negligence? Wouldn't you
wish that you have seen some other feed-backs before booking the same
hauler?
March 12 at 8:49pm · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis You really dont get it...I am in this for the LONG HAUL. I am
never going to let anyone forget what happened. I am going to continue to
educate and share her story. I am currently speaking with several online and
printed publications about the story. Like I said...this is just the beginning.
March 12 at 8:51pm · Like · 4

Kim Jenkins Tiffany do you know how old the stallion was next to your mare
in the trailer?
March 12 at 9:03pm · Like

Maria BP Kim, it is irrelevant. What is important that he should NEVER be
there in a first place.
March 12 at 9:04pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Most compaines never haul mares and stallions in the same
trailer without the stallion being completely isolated. I have a stud divider in my
trailer and it goes floor to ceiling and the stallion could not even see a mare. I
have not personally talked to the owner of the stallion - he sent a written
statement in support of Parlier stating it was a stallion. I heard he was 2 but I do
not have a DOB or anything.
March 12 at 9:05pm · Edited · Like

Kim Jenkins well i know that but some smarty pants emailed me the other
night and told me it was a colt under one year and i was just curious.
March 12 at 9:06pm · Like

Kim Jenkins whether they can see her or not they smell her
March 12 at 9:06pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Amen Kim and so goes the other way too
March 12 at 9:07pm · Like

Kim Jenkins i am not a horse person but even i would never put a stallion in a
trailer with mares and ride for 9 days.
March 12 at 9:08pm · Like

Kim Jenkins common sense people is all it takes.
March 12 at 9:09pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Well thats the biggest under 1 year old I have ever seen. She
was on the trailer from Mon at 9am until approximately Wed at 9am. They also
would not tell me where they took her off each night...so it is likely she stood in
that trailer overnight with that bar against her chest and could never put her head
down...it is just awful to think about.
March 12 at 9:10pm · Like · 2

Kim Jenkins thats why i was asking . i was looking at the picture and thinking
the same thing
March 12 at 9:11pm · Like

Pam McMillan Walters I get it that you are getting your message out but if
people are gonna look here for information they will find it here..but to post day
after day on the same topic..well enough...people will read what they want to
read..
March 12 at 9:16pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Btw - Mylla was in perfect condition the day she left. I have
pictures of her getting on the trailer...she certainly didnt have wounds covering
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her body and a massive hip injury, penetraing wounds in her hooves and pleural
pneumonia...
March 12 at 9:23pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Amen pam. Once and done
March 12 at 9:26pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Mandiye Wood, this information is specifically for you. How much
time does it take to get a pressure ulcer? Integrated evidence from human,
animal, and in vitro studies.
Gefen A.
Author information
Abstract

Severe pressure ulcers and deep tissue injury are associated with higher
mortality rates, longer hospital stays, and costly treatment. Time is a critical
factor in commonly employed measures (eg, pressure redistribution for
wheelchair users and patient turning schedules) to prevent pressure ulcers and
deep tissue injury. Surprisingly, information regarding the timeframe for pressure
ulcer onset, particularly for deep tissue injury onset, is scant. To create a
timeframe for the development of pressure ulcers and deep tissue injury,
available evidence from the following study types was obtained and reviewed: 1)
studies involving patients who underwent surgeries of known duration and
subsequently developed a serious pressure ulcer with subcutaneous tissue
damage or deep tissue injury; 2) animal studies in which loads were applied on
soft tissues of anesthetized animals and tissue viability monitored in real time or
using histology post-euthanasia; and 3) in vitro models in cell cultures and
tissue-engineered constructs. Findings from the three models indicate that
pressure ulcers in subdermal tissues under bony prominences very likely occur
between the first hour and 4 to 6 hours after sustained loading. However,
research examining these timeframes in sitting patients is not available. Further
fundamental research, employing animal and cell culture models, is required to
narrow this range further and to correlate the time factor to the extent of tissue
damage." 3 days are more then plenty to get those wounds. Did they teach you
this in ICU?
March 12 at 9:38pm · Edited · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Why do you think during surgery such care is taken to pad
areas that may develop sores and reason foals are placed on tempurpedic beds
and rotated frequently? Doesnt take much or long
March 12 at 10:37pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Tina Hoey and Tiffany Lewis could you please re-post what you
stated in the other "review" on this one. So we can have all the facts in one place
March 13 at 9:51am · Like

Mandiye Wood Suzanne Leupold I had a freshly vetted horse prepped to
leave for a year to compete international vet perfectly. The next morning while
grazing was stung by a bee. Dropped where he stood he had a reaction so
quickly. Stung on his tongue. Swelled within minutes he was gone. By time we
saw him go from standing grazing to down and to his side less than 3 minutes I
would say. He was gone. Know another not mine but a top riders well cared for
horse that was fit as could be. Ran up to gate at dinner time and fell over dead
from a heart attack. A broodmare of a friend had an aneurysm an was walking in
fine, got halfway in the stall and dropped dead. None showed any signs until it
happened. Bottom line crap happens. I know my horse was checked more
frequently in her trip than by say brook Ledge who gives your horse a quick look
while loading or unloading another horse. Won't take off sheets if overheated
check bandages to ensure haven't slipped unless you pay for an escort. Jimmy
did and mare arrived in perfect shape. I still am curious why you didn't ask for
status updates throughout trip. I got calls every time they stopped about 3 hrs.
Like I said mare arrived comfortable and relaxed when she had every reason to
stress. I have had experienced haulers not arrive in as good shape from
Louisville a 2 hr ride ! From brand name shippers. I read contract thoroughly and
made very clear if ANY adverse issues (even being a pain hauling) I wanted to
know. Thankfully she was quiet and confirmed by how she arrived. I could tell
they took a personal interest in her and ensuring she arrived safe. If you had
problems I am sorry. As stated earlier I arrived sorry this happened to your lovely
horse regardless of who's fault or how it happened. Hate to hear of any horse
being injured. And if you truly believe it is his fault I don't blame you for stating
your story on here and pursuing through courts. However, repeatedly posting
same thing not even bumping prior post is ridiculous. You are currently still in
court system si i would suggest fora more positive outcome for you to be
cautious about slander. The man is not proven guilty and at this point all is
alleged so he very well could and likely may counter suit for damages. And if you
lose understand you may be facing not only large vet bills but also high court
costs. Stating potentially injured in transport is one thing but slander prior to
conviction is another. I can almost guarantee his lawyer has advised silence on
his part as standard procedure for such cases. Either you have a ignorant
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attorney or disregard their advice because it is not putting you in a positive light.
And with many content with his service you and the handful of others who feel
wronged would be best to correspond privately rather than trying to build a case
on the net. That is what court is for. If found guilty then post as if guilty but until
then it is he said she said.
March 17 at 7:19am · Like · 2

Maria BP No to the best of my knowledge he doesn't take horses off the trailer
even to walk and you can't do it at the truck stops
March 17 at 10:42am · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood And just an FYI note alot of people and vets are
recommending against the unloading of horses provided that they have rest
periods of 30 or so minutes to allow horses to relax. They are stating a higher
danger of unloading during transport. I know from years of hauling most will not
unload and there are few places to do so. If unloaded and the horse got loose
and injured we would be having a different discussion. Ask all the big haulers or
even the smaller haulers how many unload. You will find many actually dont.
March 17 at 10:51am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I was GUARANTEED that she would be unloaded each night
and given at least 8 hours of rest...
March 17 at 10:52am · Edited · Like · 4

Maria BP Mandy we are talking over night. Not taking of the trailer for 4 to 7
days? That is an abuse
March 17 at 10:54am · Edited · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis We are obviously getting conflcting reports, perhaps Chris
Baehnman would like to post a copy of the horses papers here so we can all see
how old he was. Then we can also check with the breeder and make sure that it
is accurate and indeed the same horse in question. Liability wise...it does not
matter...Jimmy Parlier transport had custody of the mare during his illegal
transport for hire of her. He had the responsibility to care for her by state law (
and even per his own contract) to care for her while she was in his companies
care. This all could have been avoided had he of done what his contract
stipulated and what he verbally promised me.
March 17 at 11:06am · Edited · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold And Tiffany once again ....this is heading to court and the
court will decide .....
March 17 at 11:11am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis It's breeding season and I am looking for a new mare - there
are so many beautiful girls to choose from...I don't know how anyone ever
chooses! I have 4 mares I like alot - One deal is done for sure...I am partnering
on a GORGEOUS Petrus Carol daughter  So excited about her...but I still
have one spot for a special girl to join my sorority of GLAM...  How do you
ever choose?
March 17 at 3:22pm · Like

Mandiye Wood I choose for soundness temperament then ability. Looks are
least of my worry with exception of conformation. If they aren't sound enough to
ride don't have sense to be trained and some ability that sets them apart then
they can be prettiest thing ever but worthless. Too many pretty worthless halter
only horses. Need to be able to perform too.
March 17 at 4:33pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Thats a given Mandiye Wood. I can have it all - brains, beauty
and performance.  Mylla!
March 17 at 6:36pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Then best wishes for your breeding season.
March 17 at 6:42pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thank you  I hope I make the right decision on my choice of
mares and the boyfriends I pick for them.
March 17 at 6:44pm · Like

Tina Hoey To the person that advise not to unload horses look into how
Budweiser does it. I've been to a clinic with their leading vet, you might want to
attend one of these clinics. How to haul horses!!!!!!
March 17 at 10:27pm · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP I hope they have a video or smth
March 17 at 10:31pm · Like · 1

Tina Hoey This clinic was at one of the AGM's for FHANA.
March 17 at 11:45pm · Like
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Maria BP Suzanne Leupold, I can simplify it for you: J. Parlier has been hauling
HORSES for only about 15 years (not 32 years as he claims); He has been hauling
ILLEGALLY for hire when he injured 4 horses (one of them is dead) in just last year
2013. He DID NOT take them off the trailer at night or to the vet when they got
injured/sick, He lied about horses conditions while they were in his care. He has
proven to be irresponsible and unaccountable AND stuck his driver to DOT investigator
to protect himself. (How low can you go)? SO, would this summary work for you?
March 19 at 1:49pm · Like · 2

Alexandra Schultz I've read a lot, not all the comments. The pictures show
proof. Negligence of the hauler. Horses are in your care while hauling. What
happens to them is and should be on you. I am sickened that their are drivers
out there that do this to people's horses. A mare should never be placed next to
stud and drivers should be honest. And too a horse DOES NOT purposely
decide to hurt themselves. Just my opinion.
March 19 at 2:49pm · Edited · Like · 4

Maria BP but I think the biggest win was when he finally got DOT and
hopefully caries proper insurance. That is not just to protect horses and their
owner, but to even protect yourself.
March 22 at 9:45am · Like · 2

Billie Wolff Tiffany Lewis I read the story on your horse and I must say how
sad. I hope you had he insured before you shipped her so you didn't get hit with
a huge bill. No seasoned horse person would have ever done this with any
horse. I have hauled myself and even had some problems, that I avoided
because my standard practice is to check them every couple of hours and then
offload after 4.
March 22 at 6:46pm · Like · 3

Maria BP Billie Wolff, that would be a very good practice and not to haul all the
way across the country in the trailer never offloading... But one may get DOT
license and still be an irresponsible hauler. Unfortunately you can't fix that.
March 24 at 7:46pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl The following comment has been edited due to group admin
request and is no longer an uncensored opinion.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Parlier transport is an unprofessional business that has more than a couple
complaints for delivering injured and potentially dead animals on-site while
accepting zero responsibility for their practices.
March 26 at 10:37am · Edited · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis Billie, I never addressed your post...mainly because it was
buried by all the pure bs. Thank you for your support and kind words. We hope
we are on a uphill swing now...
March 26 at 9:07pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis In case you didnt see it - I was able to go and see Mylla last
weekend and she is healing. I am thankful everyday that she is still alive despite
her ordeal with Jimmy Parlier Transport.
April 6 at 1:01pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Well that is good news....
April 6 at 1:02pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold Maria BP. Jimmy's dad transported horses for years at
least that is my understanding and that was before DOT
April 6 at 1:04pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold "Buried by pure BS" again Tiffany an example of you
putting down people when they just post their personal experiences.
April 6 at 1:14pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I dont care about your personal experience. It is you bashing
me for mine. I dont post on your posts that you continue to post over and over.
Gernot will eventually get tired of you posting the same thing over and over and
hopefully ban you for abusing the board.
April 6 at 1:16pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold And hopefully he will ban you for being verbally abusive to
people who disagree with you. And You keep posting the same thing over and
over and over again too.
April 6 at 3:19pm · Like · 1

Suzanne Leupold Now I am done.
April 6 at 3:19pm · Like
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Tiffany Lewis You just like to sling mud and don't expect anyone to refute what your
saying. You cannot come here and pillage my post and say things to discredit me and
my situation and not expect me to respond. I lived the horribleness that Jimmy Parlier
Transport delivered to my door, not you. I have every right to post and share her and
my experiences anywhere, everywhere and however many times I like within the same
thread. You keep posting new ones thinking your helping his case? You just keep
fueling the fire by acting like your his spokesman or something.
April 6 at 3:24pm · Like · 1

Maria BP ... and what does his dad has to do with anything?
April 6 at 3:28pm · Like

Pam McMillan Walters Gernot Günther enough already
April 6 at 4:43pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Maria BP Like I have said, I have ridden with Jimmy Parlier
on many, many trips. Part of his standard quote to clients is that horses are off
loaded every night. They are NOT off loaded every night and NOT EVEN every
other night. Like I have said, I have proof from another driver... I have my own
hard copy proof that I will be presenting. (She can take that to her atty too....lol)
April 6 at 5:22pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis This makes me want to cry...
April 6 at 5:24pm · Like

Jason Stahl Since the admin decided to remove my entire post, I'll put it up
without the portion of the post that seems to be a problem to him.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Suzanne Leupold, the only person posting the same thing over and over is you .
It's the same review over and over. I believe your review is now on this board at
least twice not counting every time you delete it and repost it. 

Why would you want to support a company that is under DOT investigation and
now is allegedly involved in falsifying Coggins documents on top of all the
complaints regarding his business causing injuries to customers' horses? It
seems Parlier Transport has got a whole lot of legal problems and half of those
are about to be serious Federal issues. Nobody in their right mind would want
someone in this much trouble, hauling their animals, at least I would hope not. 

Most of the Parlier supporters are long gone either from themselves blocking
people because they can't handle the truth or they are people that stopped
supporting Parlier because they had sense enough to read the writing on the
wall, so to speak. Parlier Transport's got 99 problems and having proper
business morals and ethics obviously isn't one. I'll never understand why some
people prefer to bury their heads in the sand instead of opening their eyes and
using their brains.
April 6 at 10:22pm · Edited · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood At this point it is all accusations and for the courts to
determine. What they are there for. Like It or not they ARE accusations. Just like
with any other potential crime. Why always stated alleged whatever. Innocent
until proven guilty in court of law not public opinion. This or vevery similar posting
has gone on and on in the same forum. Frankly I'm suprised mod has not limited
it to one discussion. But there are at least 4 almost identical. It sucks no doubt
and we happy with our experience or not all hate to see one hurt regardless of
who responsibility. As with everything some experience is good some bad. There
are three sides to all stories. Two depending on the person affected by the
incident and person accused perception then the truth which is the job of the
court to sort out. If liable for injuries will be held responsible and compensate. If
proven illegal actions that will be addressed as well. If guilty agree it should be
addressed and held responsible and face whatever the penalty. If not the man
should be left be. I'm sure as a hauler he has had negative experiences but
chooses not to post publicly. Including his response to your accusations. Guilty
liable or both
April 6 at 10:41pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I got the confirmation in the mail for the request through FOIA 
 Should have the official report soon!

April 6 at 10:52pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Then I will be looking to follow the judgement as it will be
public record
April 6 at 10:55pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Am I the only one that requested the DOT offical decision and
fines?
April 6 at 10:56pm · Like
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Maria BP no, not the only one 
April 6 at 11:03pm · Like

Like · Share

Jamie Wilson
February 18

I have to say how happy i am with Cox Equine. They brought me my
Shetland pony that i rescued. Couldn't have been more satisfied with it
getting there on time and the drivers calling me.. Just a pic of the horse
when he came off with my son and mom:)

11 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Jamie Wilson I was honest about them picking up my horse.. I may not have
been charged bc the new owner is my step dad but he isn't the one that picked
up my horse. The driver did and he did a amazing job. If he would have done
bad I would have went off.. a company is about the drivers and how they take
care of your horse. The owner is just the one doing paper work in a office.n
March 29 at 11:16am · Like · 1

Kim Jenkins too cute and i am glad they did a great job for you.
April 6 at 10:49pm · Like

Mandiye Wood Well stated Jamie. I have some friends who work for certain
companies that have told me don't use that company and I appreciate the truth
!!!
April 6 at 10:52pm · Like

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
March 31 · Chino, CA

I have noticed a pattern on this page.Correct me if i'm wrong.On most of the
reviews posted (Good or Bad) are on unlicesed haulers. I was wondering if
it might be a good idea to have DOT numbers posted with reviews would be
more helpful?And a link to safersys.org?

13 people like this.
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3 of 107View previous comments
Nancy Phillips I guess you're required to let everyone know what you do in
your life and what your residence is and if you're married or going through a
divorce. this is the most outrageous page I've ever seen and its all because of
some competition. it is very sad t... See More
April 5 at 5:30pm · Like · 3

Stacey Moritz-Erb You are right. But if you are a commercial horse
transporter for hire. You have to have your info on your equipment.What is wrong
with that?
April 5 at 5:32pm · Edited · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis I dont agree with those statements. The government doesnt
care what your marital status is. If you continue to operate under one business
name and then claim your a different business and operate under a different
name yet again - it is going to raise ... See More
April 5 at 5:45pm · Edited · Like · 3

Like · Share

Donel Santos
March 1

D and D horse Transport, Angel Marie Farris, is the only way to go. Great
service door to door. Have been more than happy everytime !!

12 people like this.

2 shares

View 2 more comments
Donel Santos I have been around a long time and Angel is with out a doubt
the best !!!
March 5 at 12:44am · Like · 1

Angel Marie Farris Thank you again
March 5 at 12:46am · Like

Jason Stahl What is the DOT listing for this transporter?
April 4 at 3:33pm · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis shared Stillwater Equine Veterinary Clinic's status
update.
March 19

Stillwater Equine Veterinary Clinic

************ATTENTION*****************

On March 7, 2014 two barrel horses located North of Stillwater were tested
positive for EHV1. One horse was euthanized.

...

See More

David Vierra likes this.

Like · Share

Niki Larkin Oliver
March 25 · Cedar Grove, NC

I just want to share that we have used many shippers in the past-- some not
so good, and a handful of really good ones.. we have recently added a new
shipper to the list of good ones, Pure Pleasure Horse Transport-- they were
quick and easy to communicate with and kept me informed/updated, and
my horse arrived happy and healthy out of his box stall. 
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18 people like this.

Like · Share

Edwin Lamarca AcuÑa
April 2

Looking for a trust worthy hauler?!? K&K Transport LLC is the hauler to
call!! They picked up my colt in MT to TX and kept me updated the whole
way! Colt arrived in great condition!! Awesome people! Will use again!
Thanks guys! 

9 people like this.

Jason Stahl What's the DOT number for this company?
April 2 at 11:21pm · Like

Like · Share

Betsey Utting
March 3

THIS IS A COMPLAINT AND WARNING TO OTHERS.
I paid 1K through paypal, to RUSTIC HILLS RANCH, to truck my Welsh
mare from OR to PA, that was scheduled for the first week in December. 
RUSTIC HILLS RANCH, located in OR, picked up the mare almost 3 weeks
later than scheduled. But instead of trucking her east, Crystal Melton, put
my mare up in a strange barn for 11 days, where she lost over 50 lbs.
without my consent or prior knowledge. 
I then decided to have Crystal, bring the m... See More

8 people like this.

3 of 53View previous comments
Chrystal L McHenry I changed the post honestly...I was sick but it was no
mere cold , I did everything I could for her and got shit on. Fact being she got her
full refund and I would like to get on with my life. I'm a good honest big hearted
person I don't deserve this.
March 31 at 3:40pm · Edited · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake wind to your wings and happy trails to you Chrystal. May
we meet in peace some day to break bread and drink adult libation together
somewhere down the road.
March 31 at 3:44pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Just file a DOT complaint against her and let her show the
investigator her paradigm passion based illegal horse transporting business and
see how bright her candle burns then.
March 31 at 7:17pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Jody Doroski
March 31

I HIGHLY recommend Winterhawk Farm they picked up my yearling filly in
Wisconsin and delivered to new York and she arrived perfect. Lots of
Contact while on the road and excellent customer service!

7 people like this.

Marjean McIntyre Jason Stahl aren't you going to ask for their DOT # ?
March 31 at 2:57pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl Absolutely, they should be posting their DOT#. Considering most
regulars on this group page have read the importance of DOT registration for
legal transporting for hire, I'm not the only one that needs to ask. I definitely
appreciate you participating and pointing it out!
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March 31 at 3:09pm · Edited · Like · 1

Like · Share

Amanda Hall
March 31 · Edited

Any first timers out there please listen when these shippers state what is
required to legally haul. I wish I had found this page before I had my horse
hauled. I had no idea and went with someone I thought would be perfect
and convenient. It ended up being quite the ordeal. Poor communication,
they took him all over the place without letting me know beforehand. They
were late picking him up by several days. He was supposed to be picked up
in southern Oregon and then truck... See More

12 people like this.

Erin Mitchell I agree pages like this help; and finding legal transporters is
likely a good thing; but it sure isn't a guarantee. We have used legal well known
companies and still had problems
March 31 at 1:12pm · Like · 2

Amanda Hall Nothing is ever guaranteed but it sure helps. Especially if
something major were to happen.
March 31 at 1:14pm · Like · 5

Like · Share

Andrea Skye Drake
July 9, 2013 · Rockdale, TX

I have a question. How will we transporters know that there is a negative
review filed against us, when the person filing the review has us blocked,
and we can't see it?

4 people like this.

View 24 more comments
Sheri L. Garrott Large farms and training facilties do transport there stock,
breeding stock and yes show horses in training but they also are required to
have DOT under the "Exempt For Hire " status.
March 28 at 4:48pm · Edited · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood Thank you
March 28 at 4:54pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis That is not what Andrea 'Skye' Drake Stephan's ad said. That is
clearly transporting for hire.
March 28 at 5:02pm · Like

Like · Share

Billie Wolff
March 19

I would suggest that if a person has a serious problem with a hauler that
they contact legal council and not argue the points on a public forum.
Please be careful what you say in print, it can be considered slander or
libel. Just a tip:)

18 people like this.

View 13 more comments
Tiffany Lewis I think it is OBVIOUS that people should ALWAYS tell the truth
and keep it factual. And AGAIN...A civil COURT does not determine TRUTH...a
civil court determines liability. Truth, if in question, is flushed out in the discovery
process. This is civil court, not criminal court. If everyone followed the logic
above...this page wouldn't exist.
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March 22 at 12:40pm · Edited · Like · 2

Billie Wolff Gernot Günther thank you for your excellent input.
March 22 at 6:42pm · Like · 1

Mandiye Wood Again pure facts are wise but any lawyer worth their salt is
going to advise waiting until after completion of things to prevent possible
negative effects to you for slander or libel (slander verbal libel written). And a
wise note for both sides those... See More
March 28 at 6:30am · Like · 5

Like · Share

Korki Havens
March 27

I joined this group in hopes of finding a reputable hauler for my new horse
and I've been able to do just that. I just want to say that in my search I
found positive recommendations much more helpful than negative posts. I
find tips, questions to ask and red flags to watch out for to be much more
educational and helpful than repetitive negative posts. I'm thrilled to have
found Sheri & Joseph with JNS Equine Transport, I just know they will do a
great job transporting my gypsy boy.

15 people like this.

View 3 more comments
Korki Havens I wear out google search 
March 28 at 12:51am · Like

Kelsee Knight Hurley Best people in the business in my opinion!
March 28 at 1:11am · Like · 1

Andrea Skye Drake Welcome to being proudly owned by Gypsies  Proudly
owned by Lion Queen (Lion King x Babydoll) and Fortune Teller (by Billy Boy by
the Lob) myself.
March 28 at 3:25am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Heather Lucas
March 24 · Edited

Any one know anything about circle s transport

Jason Stahl Where are they located out of and have you made sure they are
legit by researching here: https://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/? If they don't have a DOT#
and they are charging to transport, steer clear of them and look for a DOT
authorized transporter.
March 25 at 10:31am · Edited · Like · 4

Sara Kellogg Woops, I thought you meant Circle L. Don't know anything
about Circle S so I removed my post.
March 26 at 2:17pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott
March 25

When someone advertises legal DOT/MC legal and insured here is the link
to verify. http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp>
you can type there DOT # into the search and it will show you authority and
what they are authorized for.
we just had a NY customer contact us with quotes from 2 companies 1
showed "Not Authorized" Show's DOT and MC but no insurance filed which
is why no Authority and 2nd one company authorized for wood, logs pallets.
... See More
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SAFER WEB - Missing Parameter
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SAFER.FMCSA.DOT.GOV

7 people like this.

Like · Share

Clint Coulter
March 20

Just a heads up to horse owners and shippers. If you have custody, care
and control insurance it will only cover a horse if it's training while being
shipped. Saying that your training the horse to ship will not work for
coverage. Lawyers and insurance companies are smart enough to figure
out away to omit you from compensation if you try to circumvent the
parameters of the coverage.

12 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Billie Wolff Thanks Clint for the tip! I made sure my horse was fully insured for
mortality and medical because this is not what shippers have. They have liability
ins.
March 20 at 3:17pm · Like · 2

Clint Coulter And cargo
March 20 at 3:20pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Cargo insurance does protect the horses. In addition, you might
want to check your mortality policy, some insurance companies will deny
coverage if the hauler is not properly insured.
March 22 at 3:34pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Danene Howard
March 20

JIMMY PARLIER ...PARLIER HORSE TRANSPORT delivered a yearling
friesian cross filly from NC to California..Owner stated filly was in
EXCELLENT condition. Jimmy called or texted me every day to let me
know how she was doing!!!!

16 people like this.

Amber Marie
February 7 · Chepachet, RI

Joker Wild Racing
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Transport available to any state east of the Mississippi River and select
mid-west states. Weekly trips to Florida. Day shipping to horse shows
available. We are based out of Warren, RI and Florence, MA. Offering large
single stalls and large box stalls. Email d2dfarm@comcast.net or call/text
413-923-1099 or 781-706-6629 for a quote

Jody Doroski Price for trip Cumberland wi to oneonta ny ? One large yearling
filly
March 18 at 4:25pm · Like

Like · Share

Libi Malone Susag
March 15 · Scobey, MT

I want to warn others who may consider Tony from War Horse Transports.
My buyer paid in advance over a month ago for him to pick up horse she
bought. She paid on Feb 19th. He was scheduled to pick up the horse on
March 2nd. No show, no communication. After repeatedly trying to reach
him. He told her the morning of the 5th he would be to my place that
afternoon. Nope... She did managed to contact him and was told he would
arrive Friday morning the 7th. NOPE... Next was to be ... See More

11 people like this.

View 32 more comments
Clint Coulter You are required to show both your dot # and mc# on the side of
your vehicle by law. I don't know if their is an exemption for that if your are
licensed below 26000. Maybe Rory knows the answer to that one.
March 16 at 7:34pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Page 22 of the regs list exempt horses as ranch and riding
horses EXCEPT if used for show, breeding, race, rodeo and other special uses.
Page 23 list all the horses consider as commodity as show, breeding, race, rode
and horses of special use. To legally transport non - exempt horses horses that
are considered as a commodity you are required to have an MC#. Would be
happy to forward the regs to you.
March 16 at 7:40pm · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis Thank you Clint and Sheri for the clarification.
March 16 at 8:17pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Vicki Henderson
March 5

Was asked to put out a warning for future haulers. I was hired to move a
horse for a girl, Rachael Mayers when I Run my North and South Dakota
route. As we all know, We would not haul if there was something wrong with
our equipment, to risk any injuries to a clients horse. My trailer was hit by a
woman in Georgia at Christmas time, in which she messed up my truck and
trailer. The trailer had to be put in the shop after finding the axle was
messed up from lady hitting me. ... See More

9 people like this.

View 22 more comments
Sheri L. Garrott Insurance should have inspected trailer with the truck since it
sounds like it was part of the accident. The bent axle would have been caught.
So far past the accident the insurance may not compensate.
March 6 at 5:11pm · Like · 2

Vicki Henderson My trailer is an outstanding trailer and didn't look like much
damage, even with the hit. I will say the Insurance was outstanding and has
taken care of the trailer in full. So yes it was totalled. But putting in the shop and
delay the route was for ... See More
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March 14 at 11:36pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan Good for you for refunding her monies. PS. My mechanic
took 4 months to fix my transmission, there are not SET guidelines for repair.. not
something you can really control.
March 15 at 9:55pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Danene Howard
March 12

I am appealing to the Administrator of this group Gernot Günther..the posts
on Jimmy Parlier have become combative and harrassing at what point are
you going to stop it? Anytime anyone posts anything Positive about Parlier
Horse Transport they are pounced on by a select 4 or 3 if you believe they
are all real and not fake profiles....is this not a page for positive AND
negative comments?? Or is this page becoming LETS BASH JIMMY
PARLIER??? I think the concept for this page is awesome but am truly
disappointed that you have allowed this to keep going on anyone agree?

8 people like this.

3 of 58View previous comments
Tiffany Lewis Do you know what you type? You started that whole bit calling
into question the charges saying I had been screwed...stop wasting my time and
go answer your own questions with these retardedly long threads of BS.
March 12 at 10:32pm · Like · 3

Suzanne Leupold I was shocked at the charges ...I had a mare at WSU with
seizures she had multiple tests and was spayed and was there a long time and it
never even crossed into five digits so I was amazed at that bill. If Lynette said it
was fair then I would go with Lynette. I have total faith in her.
March 12 at 10:59pm · Like

Suzanne Leupold ;by the way retarded is considered a really mean and nasty
and inappropriate term ....and to use it shows a real lack of understanding of
current cultural norms to call someone retarded. . educationally challenged
would be better. LOL
March 12 at 11:03pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Chuck Erb
November 20, 2013

A group for people who want LICENSED HORSE TRANSPORTATION
https://www.facebook.com/groups/550412314977702/

Closed Group
455 Members

Join GroupJoin Group

Choosing the Right Horse Transportation

9 people like this.

Kim Jenkins thanks chuch for your page for the right horse transportation
March 8 at 10:05pm · Like

Kim Jenkins i meant chuck
March 8 at 10:06pm · Like · 1

Cate Harrison
March 5 · Tampa, FL
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This is not exactly a review but what I learned during my first commercial
shipping experience. 1. Ask if they will provide hay/hay net during transport.
2. Ask how often hay is replenished (exactly how many hours). 3. Ask if
water is hung in the trailer, if not how often do they stop to offer water. 4.
Ask if your horse will be removed from the trailer at any of the stops along
the way. 5. Ask if they will provide you with phone or text updates during the
transport, and how often. 6. Ask their emergency plan, IE: injury/colic/etc
during the haul or weather/breakdown. I hope this helps someone else
have a smoother hauling experience than I did. ALWAYS ASK never
assume anything, even if they are professionals.

12 people like this.

View 10 more comments
Pamela Zarem I am glad to hear your horse is home and well. I also found I
passed your test of questions. Lol. I completely understand and know first hand
the importance of being DOT compliant and safe, however it doesn't mean that
the person diving your horse cros... See More
March 6 at 6:54am · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood I have access to all the big boys lol and a t on of smaller. I
paid quite a bit more than the cheapest rate to ship our new huge mare from NC
to KY. She had a box stall and was comfortable the whole time Which for any
horse is a long trip. One with 2 significant injuries is another. She came off the
trailer fresh as you please. 2 thumbs up for their service
March 6 at 7:48am · Like · 2

Mandiye Wood Plus I felt my horse was treated equal or better than his own
which says alot. Will Def use again
March 6 at 7:49am · Like · 2

Like · Share

Hope Hewitt
February 26 · Bloomfield, IA

This is a warning for anyone considering using War Horse Transportation.
We contracted with them to haul a horse from Bloomfield, IA. to Canon City,
CO. Their communication was HORRIBLE. The original pickup date was to
be early in February. The fact that the pick up date changed didn't bother
me-that is fairly normal-the fact that they weren't returning emails or phone
calls and we didn't know it had been delayed almost 2 weeks until days
AFTER the original date DID bother me... See More

2 people like this.

View 10 more comments
Sara Kellogg Thank you for posting your personal experiences. I for one
appreciate it.
February 28 at 10:23am · Like · 3

Adam Roettele i have used them before.... and i have been VERY satisfied
with their service.... i give them TWO thumbs up or 5 stars for a rating
February 28 at 12:22pm · Like · 3

Tiffany Lewis This is for people to leave reviews - Thank you Hope for your
review 
March 1 at 12:07pm · Like · 1

Melissa Wilkie
March 4

Has anyone used Wings Horse Transport based out of CA or US Horse
Transport? Looking for feedback on either of them. I'm trying to bring my
rescued horse home and I've never shipped a horse before. These 2 have
offered transport in my price range. Thanks!
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View 1 more comment
Margo Lister-Siggins Look at there uship reviews or call my friend. (Her
horse was left behind)
March 4 at 2:54pm · Like

Melissa Wilkie Margo who left her horse behind, US Horse Transport or
Wings Horse Transport?
March 4 at 3:05pm · Like

Margo Lister-Siggins Wings
March 4 at 3:16pm · Like

Like · Share

Kim Miller
July 15, 2013

Is there anyway that you can search for a DOT number?

Brandi Schneider likes this.

View 5 more comments
Stacey Moritz-Erb safersys.org
July 15, 2013 at 4:43pm · Like · 2

Sheri L. Garrott http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/CompanySnapshot.aspx
March 3 at 5:45pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Kim Miller, the link above allows you to search a DOT
provided as well as by name, or company name.
March 4 at 11:43am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Shelbe Rae Fritz
February 26

GREAT haulers, somewhat new but really are in the business to please
people, they're great with horses and both very knowledgable and
reasonable.

2 people like this.

Whitney Zoeller Lol... The pic on the card probably isn't the best!! Haha
February 26 at 11:04pm · Like · 8

Christian Tanner Shipley Thank you for the post jw as looking for reviews on
them!
March 3 at 9:43pm · Like · 2
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Stacey Moritz-Erb
February 14, 2013

Closed Group
455 Members

Join GroupJoin Group

Choosing the Right Horse Transportation

7 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Stacey Moritz-Erb Tiffany ,We don't.Sorry! Have you tried Drexler ,C & E ?
March 2 at 7:41pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis No - just getting some prelim pricing  Can you send me links
to them possibly?
March 2 at 8:28pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Look on the Choosing the right Horse Transportation page.
Thanks
March 2 at 9:11pm · Like

Like · Share

Gayle C Clemens
February 21

dear Gernot Günther this is a great concept but it would be nice if posters
that post reviews would include the DOT # to make checking the validity of
a review easier

13 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Gayle C Clemens ok Vicki Rooney Wells, already responded on the other site
regarding this issue. Look at the date he got it, how many miles he has logged
with that DOT # whoopeee so now he is legal... ah like I said before better late
than never... but really? Ask the women involved with him how this makes THEM
feel? clapping hands for him, you and the rest of the JPT fan club. Bless your
little hearts! xxoo
March 1 at 6:04pm · Like

Marjean McIntyre It says he has had a satisfactory rating since 2005...........
March 1 at 6:43pm · Like

Jason Stahl If you look at the actual report on his DOT#, it shows his
operating authority was revoked in 2008 and was not instated until 02/25/2014.
The 2005 date you see is only regarding a random compliance review and has
nothing to do with his standing. I strongly recommend you become familiar with
the DOT report and what each section means.
March 1 at 7:09pm · Edited · Like · 5

Sheri L. Garrott
February 20

Please, when hiring what you think is legal transport check out everything.
If a company lists cargo ins. Make sure it is under the company name, not
an individuals name. If listed under personnel name it applies to their
personnel animals only. 
"Exempt For Hire" applies to Regular riding horses and Ranch Horses.
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"For Hire" requires an MC# which can transport ALL categories of horses.
Show, Breeding, Race, Rodeo and horses of special use and the general
riding/ranch horses.

12 people like this.

1 share

View 9 more comments
Sheri L. Garrott The key Alisha McMillan is to not only educate but to get
them to verify the DOT. We just saw one that was put "OUT OF SERVICE" by
the department of transport but still advertises legal, compliant and insured.
February 20 at 7:21pm · Like · 3

Alisha McMillan Yes, so true! So many people aren't educated enough to
know that just having a DOT # means nothing.. it has to show that they are
Authorized. I wish I had known when I hired a hauler last time. Wont make that
mistake again.
February 20 at 7:22pm · Like · 3

Patti Graper I see all this information about cargo insurance.... I know most of
the big carriers only have $2,000 per horse. I have a much better policy through
an equine insurance company. With that said, I still can't afford to insure the
horses that are wel... See More
February 26 at 8:23pm · Edited · Like · 4

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
May 23, 2013

Check out this group for tips on Horse Transportation

Attachment Unavailable
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have
permission to share it with you.

2 people like this.

View 2 more comments
Susan Ross Page name is simply Horse Transport Reviews as shown above.
It is an open group.
May 23, 2013 at 11:49am · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/550412314977702/

Choosing the Right Horse Transportation
"If you are looking for HORSE TRANSPORTATION please post a
description of what y...
See More

May 23, 2013 at 11:50am · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott
February 16

This hopefully will encourage those who are serious about providing good
service to become Legal therefore protecting there customers. Periodically
we see horror stories on FB about unfortunate experiences ad oftem from
customers who thought or were told that the company they have chosen is
a legal, compliant company. Compliance does not make a good transporter
and all should do their research, but, it does offer some protection and
recourse.
Please join this campaign: http://chn.ge/1hnKKZo
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Open bodies of free and paid dvertizement: Require all
web and published to require companies to...
Many cutomers in the equine transport have been taken financially as well as
emotionaly by un scrupulous and illegal companies ,any whom...

CHANGE.ORG

9 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Sheri L. Garrott Thank you, when u type an reread you don't always catch the
type O's.
February 17 at 2:18pm · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Ahhh, those corrections were made yesterday Alisha
McMillan, not sure why it does show up but when actually going to the link, the
changes are there. I will certainly look at it again.
February 17 at 2:23pm · Like · 1

Maria BP It doesn't matter as long as we get enough votes
February 17 at 2:44pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Vicki Rooney Wells
February 20 · Paso Robles, CA

I highly recommend Jimmy Parlier horse hauler. He has hauled my horses
and several of my friends horses across country for many years. He is
extremely honesy, reliable, conscience and a really horseman and horse
lover.

9 people like this.

Dina Gardoqui Zinn Vicki are you using him for your new Rocky??? I may
have him haul a gypsy for me if my deal in CA goes through he is GREAT
February 20 at 6:48pm · Like · 2

Jason Stahl http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?searchtype=ANY...
February 20 at 6:49pm · Like · 1

Alisha McMillan Awesome people think illegal haulers are GREAT.
February 20 at 6:53pm · Like · 1

Dina Gardoqui Zinn Yes we are awesome THANK YOU 
February 20 at 6:54pm · Like · 1

Vicki Rooney Wells Dina he is a wonderful hauler..Check with Jane
Gene...She also referred him to me.
February 20 at 6:55pm · Like · 3

Dina Gardoqui Zinn I thought so! Hi Vicki seems the crazies are all over in
the horse world aren't they ?? 
February 20 at 6:56pm · Like · 2

Vicki Rooney Wells Always in the horse world!! One of them had 3 lawsuits
going at one time.
February 20 at 6:56pm · Like · 2
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Dina Gardoqui Zinn ughh just when you think it is safe lol thanks for the tip and
review I will contact him again
February 20 at 6:58pm · Like · 2

Vicki Rooney Wells Michelle Erickson in Wisconsin recommended him and
uses him as well.
February 20 at 6:59pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Dina Gardoqui Zinn, you absolutely can, but be aware that your
horse WILL NOT be properly protected as he is UNLICENSED and
UNINSURED. and look at the link Vicki Rooney Wells furnished us with:
http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?searchtype=ANY...
February 20 at 7:00pm · Edited · Like · 1

Dina Gardoqui Zinn OMG really? this is not grammar 101 people WHO
GIVES
February 20 at 7:00pm · Like

Vicki Rooney Wells Dina Gardoqui Zinn they are nuts here...We need to
clean up the hauler review fb pages and get a legit one going.
February 20 at 7:01pm · Like · 2

Vicki Rooney Wells Adios my friend!!
February 20 at 7:03pm · Like

Alisha McMillan They sure are!
February 20 at 7:08pm · Like

Celeste Huston thank you, dear as I see there is light shining through the
tunnel...lol
February 20 at 8:04pm · Like · 5

Tiffany Lewis http://www.chronofhorse.com/forum/showthread.php...
February 20 at 8:32pm · Like · 4

Colleen Cramblet It doesn't take a rocket scientist to see that these 3 women
and their other fake id's are still trying to carryon their lynching mob against
Jimmy. This is not a review page for transport, it is a group of haters trying to ruin
a decent and honest man because they wanted to find fault with him and get out
of paying what they owed and then wanted him to "settle" with them to keep their
mouth shut. All they are doing is trying to extort money from him by making up
problems that did not occur and he would not back down or buckle under to their
little game. This lynch mob has been going on for months now and they haven't
managed to ruin his business yet because there are too many people who
actually know the truth and they stand by Jimmy because he is honest and
credible and an excellent transporter.
February 20 at 10:55pm · Like · 6

Nicole Waldon DeCrick Honest, Credible and Excellent doesn't exempt from
having DOT and being legal.... Which seems to me he is lacking.
February 20 at 11:16pm · Like · 3

Jason Stahl If he can't get past DOT regulations but continues to haul for hire,
then he isn't all that honest and credible either.
February 20 at 11:26pm · Like · 3

Colleen Cramblet Hmmm seems to me that you may not really know and are
just speculating from what the lynch mob says. So if Jimmy was not DOT
licensed ("and legal" as you say) then he would not be required to maintain all
the required log books and records he has to keep... Duhhhhhhh
February 20 at 11:31pm · Like

Nicole Waldon DeCrick He is not authorized to transport farm animals...
Which a horse is a farm animal.. So, No he doesn't have a DOT to transport farm
animals...see on a DOT they list what is authorized and BINGO HE ISNT
February 20 at 11:37pm · Like · 3

Gayle C Clemens not legal shouldn't haul for hire...
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February 20 at 11:44pm · Like · 3

Nicole Waldon DeCrick Pretty much sums it up Gayle C Clemens.
February 20 at 11:46pm · Like · 4

Colleen Cramblet Bingo????? Now that's a very intelegent grownup
response. Go back and try again. No more drama required 
February 21 at 12:02am · Like · 3

Maribeth Scott I agree Colleen Cramblet !
February 21 at 12:07am · Like · 1

Gayle C Clemens oh Colleen do come out of hiding and share your wisdom
February 21 at 12:10am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis NO Gayle - let it stay hidden...lol
February 21 at 12:19am · Like · 1

Nicole Waldon DeCrick I guess she seen the truth and left...
February 21 at 12:21am · Like

Tiffany Lewis My new puppy is really cute...but I forgot how much work they
are...its like having a baby!
February 21 at 12:22am · Like · 1

Gayle C Clemens everyone is getting puppies!
February 21 at 12:24am · Like

Colleen Cramblet What these people are doing and saying about Jimmy is
fraudulent. I had a long conversation with him a couple nights ago and I have a
lot of screenshots being sent off to his attorney. He is not going to let this
continue and everyone of these idiots are getting to get a big surprise if they
don't stop this libel against him and he will be going for damages as well 
February 21 at 12:25am · Like · 6

Vicki Rooney Wells http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?searchtype=ANY...

SAFER Web - Company Snapshot JAMES LEE PARLIER
JR
safer.fmcsa.dot.gov
SAFER Home|Feedback|Privacy Policy|USA.gov|Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA)|Accessibility|OIG Hotline|Web Policies
and Important Links|Plug-ins

March 1 at 12:15pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Margo Lister-Siggins
February 23 · Kneeland, CA

Lost Coast Horse Haulin is leaving california March 3rd to washington.
Then from washington down to california, arizona, new mexico, texas back
to CA. Room for two horses both ways.

3 people like this.

View 9 more comments
Margo Lister-Siggins Thanks Clint its been fixed 2x now. I'm not sure there
website issue but I'm "for hire"
February 25 at 11:54am · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Many try to hide behind the "some steal DOT's" as a reason
not to post. It separates the compliant fromt the non-compliant and what there
compliance is. As Jason Stahl said the stealing of your DOT # has no effect on
you. The person using it has to have documentation in there vehical that
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authorizes them to use your number or THEY get the fines not the compliant
legal company.
February 25 at 2:28pm · Like · 3

Margo Lister-Siggins Well I'm legal. So yeah
February 25 at 3:39pm · Like

Like · Share

Gernot Günther
November 26, 2012 · Edited

This forum is for reviews only. Do not post ads offering or looking for
transportation.
Reviews should be factual and provide as much detail as possible. Even if
you had a bad experience, stick to the facts. Personal attacks or use of
offensive language are not okay. If you feel that someone's post is offensive
or inappropriate, send me a detailed message and I'll look into the matter.
-----------------... See More

20 people like this.

Like · Share

Bryan Robinson
October 21, 2013 · Garland, TX

I'd like to compliment Winterhawk Farm for doing an outstanding job
bringing my 2 mares from Georgia to Texas.
Communication- great
Truck/Trailer- great
Punctuality- great... See More

13 people like this.

View 9 more comments
Sara Stanoszek I agree...used her multiple times as well and the horses
arrived safe and sound 
February 20 at 4:27pm · Like

Winterhawk Farm thank you Rory Williams and Sara Stanoszek
February 22 at 12:44am · Like

Gayle C Clemens DOT #?
February 22 at 3:16am · Like · 2

Red Storm
February 21 · Tropical Park, FL

ALL YOUR NEEDS PROFESSIONAL TRANSPORTATION:
Hello horse community!!!
If anyone needs any horses moved in state (Florida) call or inbox me for a
quote.
Jessica
772-215-9046
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Lisa Higuchi likes this.

Like · Share

Mary Williams
February 19

I am leaving feed back for April Lynn Kniebuehler, she transported a 2 yr
old gelding for me. He arrived in excellent condition, her compassion for the
animals she hauls goes beyond. She sent us texts with pics every day, kept
in constant communication, and she went through awful weather and the
horses were always first. She takes care of them like they are her own kids.
Thank you April for your loving care of Patrick.

13 people like this.

View 1 more comment
April Lynn Kniebuehler Wow Mary Williams & Renee Ulibarri & Phyllis
Vickerman Starkey Im going to truly miss my daily dose of Patrick
entertainment!!! I think he's going to be a super addition to the herd & most
definately keep you on your toes!! You are all most welcome & t... See More
February 19 at 7:31pm · Like · 3

April Lynn Kniebuehler Angel Farris Thanks for the Kudos what a team
we've become when we strive to offer the best service at a reasonable price!!
February 19 at 7:34pm · Like · 3

Gayle C Clemens DOT # please?
February 21 at 12:33am · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Bielli Smith
February 19 · Hamburg, NY

Any reviews on K n D transport? So far talking to them seems great just
looking for reviews?

View 1 more comment
Tiffany Bielli Smith Thank you!!! 
February 20 at 4:41pm · Like

Gayle C Clemens check on Safer for valid DOT #
February 21 at 12:10am · Like

Tina Hoey If you find a number click on it to make sure it's valid.
February 21 at 12:11am · Like

Heather Fowler
February 19 · Lehi, UT

*JF Horse Transportation* 
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I just wanted to take the time to thank John for hauling my 9 month colt
from Oklahoma to Arizona. John was able to go get him within a week after
I called him and have him arrive safely. He was calm and not stressed when
he arrived. John was wonderful and professional, giving me updates along
the way. I could not ask for a better experience. His rates were reasonable
and he definitely has a return customer in me for my future hauling needs.
Thanks again, Heather Fowler Lehi,UT

8 people like this.

Like · Share

Megan Bratton
February 17

Has anybody had any experience with Smart n Savvy horse transport?

Emilie Schultz Cannot find a USDOT# for them which means they probably
are not licensed & insured to transport for hire.
February 18 at 10:13pm · Like · 3

Like · Share

Kathryn Russell Sweet
January 20

Any information on Worley Horse Hauling?

Karen Taylor-Nunes We have used them a few times and they are great
people. Always keep in touch and are very experienced with animals. They did
have a few truck problems but we made it all work.
January 20 at 6:48pm · Like · 3

Angel Marie Farris I have heard good things.
January 29 at 9:28pm · Edited · Like · 1

Beth Wirht AWESOME folks, I have used them for years.
February 13 at 7:39pm · Like

Like · Share

Amanda Burkett DeLisi
February 3

Just wondering if anyone has had any bad experiences with US horse
transport? And what were they? I had heard pretty good things but I just
had a horrible experience with them

Angel Marie Farris Well I have a customer that has set up for me to drop off a
horse to them.
February 3 at 10:19am · Edited · Like

Like · Share

Becky Grant Rhodes
September 24, 2013

Does anyone have an opinion on Wings Horse Transport, Brook Ledge?, or
Cowboy Express good or bad?

1 share

3 of 50View previous comments
Stacey Moritz-Erb A licensed carrier has all there info listed on the DOT
website.Which must be current and correct.
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November 21, 2013 at 1:22pm · Like · 3

Mary Procopio I've used Brookledge to ship horses from MI to CA and was
very happy. More recently, I used Equine Express to ship my stallion from PA to
the stallion testing in OK, and was even happier!! Their rates are incredibly
reasonable--$700 less than Brookledge's quote--and they did everything
possible to work exactly into the time frame I needed. I will call them first every
time in the future.
November 22, 2013 at 10:34pm · Like · 4

Margo Lister-Siggins I personally had two bad experience with wings
February 2 at 11:15am · Like

Like · Share

Amber Marie
February 2

Joker Wild Racing
We have a truck going to Florida on Feb 7th and back up to New England
with large single stalls and large box stalls available. Email
d2dfarm@comcast.net or call/text 413-923-1099 or 781-706-6629 for a
quote

Like · Share

Susan Ball Kokesh
February 1

Just had a horse brought up to South Dakota from North Carolina by Wright
Horse Hauling owned by Jake Wright. Jake and his driver did a wonderful
job getting my mare to me safe and sound!!! Will be keeping this name and
passing it on to friends!!!! Thanks again!!!

7 people like this.

Like · Share

Shelly Herb Patton
January 31

Julie Grubb and her husband transported my standardbred gelding from
Clio, MI to the Port Huron area. My horse loaded right up, they brought him
home safe and sound. They have a nice size stock trailer, I would
recommend them to anyone. Would use them again.

5 people like this.

Like · Share

Laura Deason
October 19, 2013

Western Horse Transport is awesome! Clay transported my horse from
northern WA and delivered him to me last night in Central Coast, CA after
having him for 3 days. They laid over at their ranch in Grants Pass, Or. and
treated him very well. My horse was difficult to load and I was impressed
with Clay's calm, gentle manner and resourcefulness with getting him
loaded in the kindest way. The communication was outstanding, and both
Brenda and Clay stayed in touch with me through the entire trip, which was
reassuring. They are very professional. I will absolutely use them again
when I need transport and I highly recommend them.

5 people like this.
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Brenda Estes-Worden Thank you 
October 19, 2013 at 4:02pm · Like

Brenda Estes-Worden .
January 30 at 11:51pm · Like

Like · Share

Wayne Hurley
January 14

Hello everyone, Wayne Hurley here with Hurley's Custom Hauling. Come
on over and check out our new page!
www.facebook.com/hurleyscustomhauling

3 people like this.

Like · Share

Julie Lamb
January 12

This may be a pretty unpopular post, but can we please limit this group to
actual reviews? I get notification there are posts, I come here to read, and
it's all mulitple ads for shipping on a daily basis. I have nothing against most
haulers . . . some here are actually my friends . . . but sometimes there's a
review that gets buried unless it becomes a hot topic.

18 people like this.

Sara Kellogg I agree with you. There's so many other transport boards.
January 14 at 8:51am · Like · 7

Like · Share

NathanSusann Wilson
December 23, 2013

DP MacGill Livestock Transporter did such AN AMAZING JOB with hauling
my.mares from Montana to Oklahoma 9 of them I.would definitely us him all
the time he is very knowledgeable and experienced thanks

Karen Taylor-Nunes likes this.

Like · Share

Kristy Sweeny
February 10, 2013

Hi! I checked into circle L transport and have got nothing but praises from
the clients they have used!....I'm not sure about the bad review......not
reviews.... they have gotten....it honestly doesnt make sense to me but they
have been super attentive and very responsive to my needs so thank you
circle L transport for bringing our horse!!

5 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Sara Kellogg I'm booked with Circle L for January. They have gone out of
their way to help me with a difficult move and done everything they can to make
sure my questions were answered. Incredibly helpful.
November 11, 2013 at 7:12am · Like · 1
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Kristen Chase Ricker We just used them to get a mare from mo to maine. Great
job. Mare arrived in one piece and healthym
December 21, 2013 at 9:08am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Stephanie Porter Sieradzki
December 18, 2013

Just wanted to share that I had a picture perfect hauling transaction with
MJK Quarter Horses & Horse Transportation today!! Fantastic from start to
finish.

5 people like this.

Sara Kellogg Always good to know!
December 19, 2013 at 6:54am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Felicia Wilson
December 16, 2013

www.facebook.com/jnsequinetransport

1,993 Likes
114 talking about this Like PageLike Page

JNS Equine Transport
Horses

Like · Share

Diana DiLorenzo
December 16, 2013

DO NOT - UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES - USE "NJ"/SUPERIOR
HORSE TRANSIT for the transport of horses or anything else. This has
been a week and 1/2 of an ongoing nightmare with this outfit - since they
received payment! Non communicative; lies about location; lies about
picking horse up; lies about cash sent to pay horse buyer remainder of
horse purchase; just lies about everything and expects to be paid! After
repeated lies and insults - I FIRED them...Then...he/they insult you - stating
that you are stupid and that stupidity must run in your family"...and so on.
LEARN from my experience! I used American Express to pay this outfit and
have had all of my money returned. I am sure there are others out there
that were not as lucky as me in getting their money back. YOU HAVE BEEN
FOREWARNED!!!

4 people like this.

James Boudrieau Sorry about your experience Diana DiLorenzo
December 16, 2013 at 4:54pm · Like

Diana DiLorenzo OMG - What a nightmare!
December 16, 2013 at 6:37pm · Like

James Boudrieau sounds it, your the second person that has complained
about this shipper
December 16, 2013 at 6:39pm · Like
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Like · Share

Dawn Bowen-Barnes
November 6, 2013

i just have to say i hired rustic ranch hills aka crystal to haul my boy he
never been in a trailor she did a awesome job with him i thank her very
much and i absolutly recommend this lady here for hauling your horses they
will be in safe hands crystal your awesome

Andrea Skye Drake likes this.

View 4 more comments
Dawn Bowen-Barnes 541-450-4706 crystal is her name im not sure what her
schedule is give her a call or find her on here and private message her
December 15, 2013 at 9:13pm · Like · 1

Ramon Castro Thank you
December 15, 2013 at 9:31pm · Like

Dawn Bowen-Barnes np
December 15, 2013 at 10:46pm · Like

Like · Share

Gernot Günther
November 20, 2013

This group is not intended for shippers to advertise their trips, but I allow it
as long as you don't spam and make it harder for folks to find the reviews
they really came here for. If you advertise here, consolidate everything into
one post, and delete your old advertisements before posting a new one,
otherwise I may remove you from the group.

12 people like this.

View 12 more comments
Andrea Skye Drake http://www.safersys.org/
November 23, 2013 at 11:30pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Thanks Andrea! I didn't think you used these sites.I would
also suggest that if a person gives you a DOT number ,check it.And if you are
crossing state lines they must have a MC number as well.
November 24, 2013 at 12:01am · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb This is a very good article page 52-55
http://www.pagegangster.com/p/Afe4T/97/
November 24, 2013 at 12:11am · Like

Like · Share

Alisha McMillan
May 19, 2013

USDOT website reads: Operating Status: NOT AUTHORIZED - can
someone please summarize what exactly this means? I hired this company
to haul my horse across the country. Issues have since arisen.

3 people like this.

1 share

View 8 more comments
Alisha McMillan What are the issues with hiring someone who is not DOT
Authorized?
May 20, 2013 at 4:50pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott No recourse for you. They would not be insured so even if
you insured your horse with travel insurance the insuranance company insome
cases will not pay up if transporter is hired for $$$$ and not DOT Authorized.
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Yoiur best bet would be to call the federal motor carriers or the department of
transportation.
May 20, 2013 at 6:26pm · Like · 6

David Jennifer Deichen not only that, but you take the chance of your horse
being basically impounded like a vehicle would be as the driver would not be
allowed to continue
October 16, 2013 at 8:41am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Kimmark Kimmark
October 23, 2013

I just wanted to give a glowing recommendation for Marlina Dudash of A1
Horse Taxi. She managed to bring me an oversized yearling who had never
been away from home or her mamma and 2 overly bonded rescue horses
who have been thru emotional hell, and made it look easy. She took great
care of them and called me every step of the way. I was extremely grateful
for the extra time and effort she made not only in their welfare and comfort
along the way, but in helping to make the transport happen at all. She
squeezed me in to make what is not a short trip & the cost was very
competitive. . Thank you again, Marlina.

5 people like this.

Marlina Dudash thank you!  It was my pleasure to deliver all 3 your horses
to such a beautiful place where it is obvious will have life long love and great
care!
October 23, 2013 at 9:11am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Robbi Ane
September 13, 2013

Has anyone heard of Barb and Randy Ruhlman from RB Paint Horses? I
need a reference

Angel Marie Farris They are good
September 13, 2013 at 5:23pm · Like

Sara Peterson Theyre very good and dependable!
October 22, 2013 at 10:41pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Keli Christine Romine
October 14, 2013

Beware !!!!!
Is horse transport did not feed hay sent with did not listen to special
instructions a 3 day trip turned into 7 days no shaving loss of tons of weight
fungus on legs lock. Up in hind end in dent in muscle brought in a virus
even though in quarantine for a week still infected the barn I told them
about the problem the shows no respect did not try to make good on any
problems they said it's my problem expected the full payment even after all
this or threatened to put lein on horse there horrible communication no
respect for horse owner not experienced horse people do not trust your
horse with these people vet bills over 600 and still climbing
Horse is still sore and lame in hind end also the hay I paid 22.00 a bale
from to go with horse they didn't even feed they bought cheap crap and
kept my alfalfa

Gayle C Clemens likes this.
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View 15 more comments
Rick Sharp if this virus and fungus was checked out by your vet then their
office should have reported it to the USDA and should have had some feedback
about it
October 17, 2013 at 3:34am · Like · 1

Keli Christine Romine We are still waiting on the blood results back that
where sent out yes it's a virus but which top 5 where not Shure. Yet the fungus is
like pee burn from no shavings and it splashing all over legs
October 17, 2013 at 7:54am · Like

Keli Christine Romine But thank u for your concern Rick we are doing
everything we can to pull the horses threw this so far it takes a week for them to
be completely out of it as far as vets and what not everything is being done but
until blood results come back we can't tell anyone what exactly this virus is just
that it is a viral one
October 17, 2013 at 8:00am · Like

Like · Share

Michelle Aquilino
October 16, 2013

The guys from Hoofprints of the Heart took superb care of my horse,
transporting her from NM all the way to VA. If I didn't know better, I would
have thought she had just traveled 10 minutes down the road. Completely
hydrated, not stiff at all, and relaxed. Hoofprints of the Heart is awesome at
horse transport, and you are helping out a great rescue in your "donation".

3 people like this.

Like · Share

Chelsea Doyle
October 15, 2013 · Flemingsburg, KY

Racking H Stables located in Northern Ky does horse transports, different
size trailers to accommodate your horses needs. A husband and wife team
with over 20 years hauling experience along with over 40 years equine
experience, from breaking, training, boarding, breeding, and foaling. We
have a dependable truck and trailers, plenty of references from Ky, to
Tennessee, Texas, PA, South Carolina, Virginia and in between. Give us a
try, you won't be disappointed!

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Anita Rees
October 2, 2013

I don't normally complain but do want to share a bad experience.
I hired Daniel Dolinger from NC, to pick up a horse I'd rescued from
slaughter.
the horse was at a QT barn in PA, and had been exposed to strangles.
he wasn't showing signs, and had been in QT 3 weeks. Daniel assured me
he'd be the only horse on the trailer since it was his return trip.... See More

View 2 more comments
Anita Rees I got replacement coggins and HC from the vets in PA but it just
really made me mad that he lied.
October 3, 2013 at 9:00am · Like

Anita Rees kinda doubt he did...he didn't seem too concerned
October 12, 2013 at 4:42pm · Like
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Tracy Underwood
October 1, 2013

I have had the pleasure of doing business with Lorna Levord who runs
Tacktavern Twining Transport Service. She has hauled multiple horses for
me. Chip was a 5 m/o colt who was HYPP N/H and symptomatic. He
arrived from Wisconsin on time and looked great. Special feed presented
no problem . DEFINITELY RECOMMEND 989-305-2296
https://www.facebook.com/tacktavern.twining

Boss at Tack Tavern / Slap…
Add FriendAdd Friend

Lorna Revord

5 people like this.

Like · Share

Stephanie Pierce
February 13, 2013

Good Evening All,
Our girls arrived one day early..Circle L did an outstanding job. These two
girls came off the trailer very relaxed. They look absolutely wonderful. I
cannot thank them enough for how they handled these two pregnant mares.
Outstanding! The professionalism, courtesy and care across the board was
phenomenal. I highly recommend CIRCLE L Equine Transport. Byron and
Linda...Thank You!!

8 people like this.

View 2 more comments
Stephanie Pierce Sara Kellogg, They are so good we are using them once
again to transport one of our recently adopted baby to her new forever home.
October 1, 2013 at 6:42am · Edited · Like

Sara Kellogg That's so wonderful to hear.
October 1, 2013 at 6:51am · Like

Tiffany Lewis i love to hear postiive reviews 
October 1, 2013 at 3:00pm · Edited · Like

Like · Share

Sherry Jackson
September 28, 2013

I hired BJ Adkins through facebook to haul a horse and an accident came
up and she was unable to pick up the horse. The telephone number she
provided was not for her, that person didn't know what was going on, her
Mother kept trying to keep me and several others up to date and there were
several stories about why they weren't picking up the horses. She did
refund my deposit through paypal.

View 5 more comments
Sherry Jackson I'm not sure what I learned actually. She has a contract and it
looks appropriate for all of the other contracts I've had for hauling. She's got a
DOT number registered to her (I didn't check on this someone else did that she
was supposed to haul the... See More
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September 30, 2013 at 12:51pm · Like

Rick Sharp Its really a shame that people like her can find a way to exist in
the horseworld if even for a short time but at least you got your money back and
your horses weren't harmed
October 1, 2013 at 1:28am · Like · 1

Becky Grant Rhodes I wouldn't beat yourself up over it Sherry. You tried to do
everything right. Some ppl are just good at working the system. And now you are
warning ppl.
October 1, 2013 at 2:01am · Like

Like · Share

Candace Robinson
September 29, 2013

I have used Pegasus Equine Transporting and all I can say about them is
wonderful things ! I would use them many times over. Jerry was great with
my donkey, who had never been near a trailer in his life, and got him to me
safe and sound! Love them....

4 people like this.

Like · Share

Sherry Jackson
September 28, 2013

I give A+++++ to Z.A. Keith Horse Transport. I hired them to haul a
weanling from Maryland to Minnesota and they provided a box stall for the
little guy for his two day trip. He was safe and sound and I have pictures of
his adventure. I didn't get to see his trailer, but I understand it was very
clean and almost new from the horse seller.
They dropped him off at an overnight stable where we picked him up and
headed home. Yes, would rehire in a heartbeat. They did keep me posted
very well on his travels.

2 people like this.

Emilie Schultz Thank you Sherry Jackson!
September 28, 2013 at 10:33pm · Like

Sherry Jackson You are welcome! You guys did a wonderful job.
September 28, 2013 at 11:02pm · Like

Like · Share

Amanda Wilder
September 28, 2013

Has anyone ever used Hurley's Custom Hauling? Good or bad reviews?
Thanks!

View 4 more comments
Amanda Wilder Thanks so much!
September 28, 2013 at 7:47pm · Like

Pat Lengyel
January 10, 2013

Just had a horse hauled from Nebraska to New York. U.S. Horse Transport,
based in Colorado were the haulers and they did a fantastic job. My mare
arrived even earlier than expected and in terrific shape. I would definitely
use them again.
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5 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Brenda Dewey I contacted US Horse Transport for a client recently and they
didn't even bother to respond back. I really wish that transport companies would
learn to have Customer Service! This one doesn't!
July 15, 2013 at 11:01am · Like

Kristen Chase Ricker i am nice to everyone until they give me a reason not
to be... which you have numerous times.
July 16, 2013 at 4:06pm · Edited · Like

Sherry Jackson They did a great job for me too. They aren't always right on
top of communication as I posted.
September 28, 2013 at 6:41pm · Like

Like · Share

Sherry Jackson
September 28, 2013

I give April Lynn Kniebuehler A++++++++ in hauling my horse. I had
another hauler lined up and in a pinch, April stepped up when I asked for
help and picked up my girl. Tweek was safe and sound when she arrived
and I have to say that April has checked in with me several times making
sure things are going well with the herd. I would use her again in a
heartbeat.

4 people like this.

Sherry Jackson I forgot. April was very easy to contact along the way, told me
where she was frequently and texted pictures of my girl in transit.
September 28, 2013 at 6:33pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Sherry Jackson
September 28, 2013

I give A+++++ to U.S. Horse Transport. When we moved to Colorado from
MN, I hired them to pick up my horses and haul them to Colorado from
Minnesota. The horses arrived safe and sound and they made
arrangements to keep them for several days while we physically moved and
were ready for them to be delivered to the house. They hauled some hay
for us too (way more than she and I thought was loaded). The only issue
was communication. They didn't call me after arriving at the destination. I
called them several hours (I think 6) after they were to arrive and woke
them up.
But, horses were safe and sound and stress free and I have one that has
PSSM that was hauled and which was fine during the almost week only
move and relocation.

Like · Share

Brittany Barnard
September 25, 2013

Opinion on DDP High Desert Equine Transport LLC and any
recommendations for shipping a horse from MD to CA? Thanks!

2 people like this.

View 2 more comments
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Brittany Barnard Just checking! haha
September 25, 2013 at 1:42pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Brandy Arena JNS JNS Equine Transport make that trip
regularly.
September 25, 2013 at 1:59pm · Like

Sara Kellogg Equine Express is wonderful for long hauls.
September 25, 2013 at 3:22pm · Like · 2

Like · Share

Deshawn Lewis
August 21, 2013

When booking a Transport It is Very Important to have the following
1. Contact info for the shipper, Truck phone
2. All PAPERS in ORDER
3. Pictures how the horse was at pick up time ... See More

13 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Sheri L. Garrott I think my favorite Deshawn Lewis is the ones that complain
about not the trailer as they were originally told, trailer was filthy inside, didn't
look safe, AND yet they load the horse anyway. Please people if its not what you
were told, DON'T LOAD YOUR HORSE!
September 24, 2013 at 11:00am · Like · 3

Deshawn Lewis Simple As that! If you feel uncomfortable then dont LOAD
UP!
September 24, 2013 at 11:17am · Like · 3

Rodney Moritz DOT regualated ?
September 24, 2013 at 8:11pm · Like

Like · Share

Janice Voss-Crosby
September 16, 2013

My experience with Rick Eicher was horrible. When I called to cancel my
transport, both he and his wife ended up screaming at me over the phone,
then hanging up. He called back 15 minutes later to apologize because
they must have remembered they still had to come to my place to pick up
two horses for another person. I had used them once before, on the
recommendation of the same person, and there was no bedding - outside
of the rubber mats, on the floor. My mare came in with bumps all over her.
When they picked the two horses up from my place, they had used the hay
sent along for the horses as bedding. There are plenty of good haulers out
there who know how to treat the horses - AND the owners with
professionalism.

2 people like this.

Stacey Emory shared her status update.
September 8, 2013

please read

Stacey Emory

ok all, I have a very unprofessional horse shipper story. said horse was picked
up with 3 others on Tuesday. two hours later I received a call that one horse wa
...

See More
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View 1 more comment
Stacey Emory rusty newton
strhorsetransport.com... See More
September 9, 2013 at 5:38am · Like

Sara Kellogg I used Rusty Newton and had a great experience with him.
Would use him again. I'm sorry you didn't have a good experience and hope your
horse is okay.
September 9, 2013 at 7:28am · Like

Stacey Emory It wasn't the horse getting hurt it was how it was handled
afterwards and horse being traqrd repeatedly with no permission
September 9, 2013 at 7:32am · Like · 3

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
September 3, 2013

http://gohorseshow.com/article.cfm?articleID=34603

UPDATE: You May Need A
Commercial Driver's License -
GoHorseShow.com
ATTENTION ALL HORSE TRAINERS AND
INDIVIDUALS MAKING A LIVING IN THE HORSE
BUSINESS. You need to read this article--there may...
GOHORSESHOW.COM | BY LAURA KATHRYN GILM…

Rodney Moritz likes this.

Like · Share

Pam Gonzales
August 31, 2013

Hello, my name is Pam Gonzales from JDiamondD Equine Express. We
are a small-family owned and operated business out of Montana and Texas.
There isn't a time I remember that we didn't have a horse as part of our
lives. They are living, spirited, and loving individuals and we feel that they
should be treated as such when they are being transported. Customer
Service, to us, means YOUR happiness as well as YOUR HORSE'S. We
believe in communicating with you on all levels of the transport. You can
find our links at https://www.facebook.com/JDDEquineXpress and
jdiamondd.com

192 Likes
11 talking about this Like PageLike Page

J Diamond D Equine Express
Horses

Teresa Chancellor likes this.

Maria BP
August 30, 2013

This is my horse that was shipped from CA to PA... please read the
comments and see pictures. I also have pictures from track and on my cell
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that showed completely healthy horse... Now we have to wonder if she has
a fracture on that right hind and will not know for about 2-3 weeks after the
recommended Tx is over and hopefully she improves...

Attachment Unavailable
This attachment may have been removed or the person who shared it may not have
permission to share it with you.

Barbara Fernandez That pisses me off - go after them with every avenue you
have available !!!!
August 30, 2013 at 5:35pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Sarah Oakley
August 25, 2013

I totally forgot to post this. But we used Belvoir Horse Transportation.
Duane did an awesome job hauling our Hanoverian all the way from
Washington to Ky. I will always use them. Our big guy was well cared for,
looked fantastic when he arrived, and Duane was great to work.

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Sara Kellogg
August 6, 2013

Just used Rusty Newton of STR Horse Transport. He was wonderful. Kept
in touch with me before the pick up and during his travels. Kept me updated
on timing and if he ran into traffic delays, he let me know that as well. He
has a beautiful, big, roomy, clean trailer. Definitely would use him again.
http://strhorsetransport.com/

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Chuck Erb
July 25, 2013 · Chino, CA

https://www.facebook.com/?ref=tn_tnmn#!/pages/Chuck-Erb-Horse-
Transportation/249863692506

1,387 Likes
15 talking about this Like PageLike Page

Chuck Erb Horse Transportation
Local Business

Connie Schwartz
July 17, 2013

If you need a horse hauled call JJ Transports, he hauled my boy to Ga from
Pa. He arrived on schedule, dropped him off on schedule and in the same
shape as he left. he was professional, communicated with me and truly
cares about your horse. Thank you again John, if I ever need a horse
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hauled again, you can bet I will call you!!

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Brenda Dewey
July 15, 2013

I also contacted Triple-Ac-Ranch for transport. They gave me a price, it was
a short notice trip for Friday. I was told they would get "back to me ASAP" to
let me know if they really were going that direction. I followed up a day later
to see if they had any further information as I needed to let the Equine
Center know if the mare was going to be picked up. I saw that the message
was read, got NO answer back. I then waited. The day after they had said
they might be thru the area I recontacted, and got an excuse. Come on
people! I am easy and flexible to work with, my schedule is as busy as
yours...AGAIN Lack of COMMUNICATION!

View 4 more comments
Stacey Moritz-Erb https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/550412314977702/
July 15, 2013 at 2:15pm · Like

Heather Farnsworth TRIPLE A/C RANCH ARE BAD NEWS JUST LOOK
THEM UP,
July 15, 2013 at 11:20pm · Like

Heather Farnsworth please research the company you are sending your
loving horses with
July 15, 2013 at 11:26pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Kim Miller
July 14, 2013

Has anyone ever used Green Ridge Livestock Transportation?

Kelli Frederick
July 10, 2013

I recently adopted a morgan mare from Arabian Rescue Mission, Inc. In NJ
and used US Horse Transport to ship her to IN. They took great care of my
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girl, had very good communication, and even called a few days later just to
make sure she was doing well. I would certainly use them again!

3 people like this.

Like · Share

Caitlin Williams
July 10, 2013

I highly recommend Cavalletti Equine Logistics LLC. I used them last month
to transport a 2.5 yr old filly from north Alabama to Dallas, Tx. They were
very reasonable, provided quality care for my filly, were very professional,
had a flexible schedule to help accommodate me and my shipping needs,
and were actually ON TIME. My horse arrived in very good shape, as the
trip took 3 days. The driver was constantly in touch with me, giving me
updates, and telling me how my horse was. They get a AAA rating from
me!!! I can't say enough good things.

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Julie Lamb
July 9, 2013

I don't have a review, but just something to throw out there. I have signed
up to a lot of these groups because I plan on purchasing a horse in the
future and would like to have options outside of my current area . . . which
means using a shipper. I'm learning a lot about shipping and I feel that I will
be able to make an informed decision when the time comes. That being
said, just a friendly note from an owner: I now have one transport company
who is on my "Do Not Use" list solely because of their behavior towards
other transports on many topics and on many transport pages. It's so nice
to see the shippers who are friendly and professional towards each other,
for many owners that attitude goes a long way towards choosing someone
to trust with our cherished equine partners.

5 people like this.

View 27 more comments
Julie Lamb I guess we'll have to do just that Chuck. There's a huge difference
between defending something and being unprofessional. *shrugs* I guess not
everybody sees it.
July 10, 2013 at 9:37pm · Like

Chuck Erb Well good luck on the shipping.the shipper gonna need it.
July 10, 2013 at 9:38pm · Edited · Like

Julie Lamb LOL, and there you go again.
July 10, 2013 at 9:38pm · Like

Rebecca Strieby
July 10, 2013

I used Triple AC Ranch Transportation to move my mare KC from Kansas
to Wisconsin, and I couldn't be more happier with the service that they
provided. The wonderful ladies that worked the office were extremely
friendly, helpful, and professional; their driver Tony did an amazing job
taking care of my mare during her transport, and she came off the trailer in
great shape. She was eating and drinking within minutes of coming off, and
looks happy, healthy, and sound.
I absolutely recommend this transport company. Their rates are fair, their
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people are wonderful to work with, and we will definitely be using them
again.

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Rhiannon Barreda
July 4, 2013 · Hartwood, VA

I have used Pamela Zarem of Double B Equine Transport several times.
Pamela is a wonderful friend and a very professional hauler! On this last
multi-day trip, my horse (a nervous traveler) arrived at his destination
relaxed and in perfect condition! She was kind enough to take all his
"luggage" along too without complaint and updated me frequently with
pictures throughout the trip. Absolutely perfect, as usual! My horse hopped
right in her big beautiful trailer and had a great trip!

8 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Rhiannon Barreda She has hauled for me a few times and I have been
remiss in posting my review on this page!!
July 4, 2013 at 8:24pm · Like · 1

Pamela Zarem Wow girls! Thank you both so very much! We do our best to
keep everyone safe happy and healthy. I love what I do and hopefully that
shows.
July 6, 2013 at 8:09am · Like · 1

Kate Carr yes it does show
July 6, 2013 at 11:36am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Karen Heflin-Edens
July 1, 2013

For anyone shipping a rescue horse check out Rescue Rangers

5 people like this.

Like · Share

Kori Page
July 1, 2013 · Johnson City, TN

Had a great experience with Wilfong Equine Services Horse Transportation!
They brought my mare from Oregon to Vermont, a trip that took almost a
week. She arrived relaxed and looking great and they were really nice!
They also updated me every night as to where they were. I would definitely
recommend them!

4 people like this.

Stacey Moritz-Erb
June 30, 2013

https://www.facebook.com/#!/pages/Chuck-Erb-Horse-
Transportation/249863692506

Chuck Erb Horse Transportation
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1,387 Likes
15 talking about this Like PageLike Page

Chuck Erb Horse Transportation
Local Business

3 people like this.

Like · Share

Stacey Blevins Campbell
June 29, 2013

JJ Transport did a wonderful job hauling my mare from Kentucky to Texas. I
would use him again and will recommend to all my friends.

3 people like this.

Kari Corbin
May 28, 2013

So I used Ravenwood Arabians for shipping my horse from Kentucky to GA
and I will say NEVER use them. One because of my experiance and others
on the same trip, and also because in the state of VA they arent supposed
to have or transport horses until 2014. The trip from KY to GA was only
supposed to take 6 hours and they had him for SIX days. They took him
completely in the opposite direction to kansas. I found out afterwards that
when they told me their truck broke down they had actually gotten in an
accident. they also didnt have good communication throughout the trip.
Here are some pics of my horse after the trip with them. Had scrapes all
over his face, one on his neck, one on his hind leg and the other all the way
down his spine.
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4 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Kari Corbin no the authorities didnt want to do anything so we are trying to
press charges
June 20, 2013 at 11:02pm · Like

Brandy Arena Did you try the state's highway authority? Seems like DOT
would care! You may have enough evidence for a civil suit
June 20, 2013 at 11:13pm · Like

Kari Corbin I didnt think of them. I guess I could try! The lawyer seems to
think we do he just says we need to try to get statements from the others who
dealt with them and I havent gotten those yet
June 20, 2013 at 11:17pm · Like

Like · Share

Kristy Sweeny
March 2, 2013

Just finishing my review of circle L transport..... They took amazing care of
my gelding that came from Texas to Ohio....the trailer was clean and the
horses were happy! I would recommend them to anyone! Thank u so much
to Byron and Linda for bringing my boy home to me safe, sound, feed, and
happy!

6 people like this.

Byron Leggett Thank you. it was our pleasure. Enjoy him and keep us
updated! 
March 2, 2013 at 8:01pm · Like · 1

Kristy Sweeny Will do!
March 2, 2013 at 8:02pm · Like

Like · Share

Jade Foss
October 29, 2012

Good morning, Could I get some references from anyone for Premier Horse
Transportation. I am thinking of having them transport my horse from WY to
ME. Their price was good..... So just want to cover all my bases. Thank you
all for your time. Please pm me.

Jamie Wilson likes this.

View 1 more comment
Reba Stewart They hauled for me from ME to MD. Communication was pretty
good, though the trip took a little longer than expected (due to a hold up with
another horse) and they kept my guy for a few days at no charge. Price was right
and would use them again (although tried to reach them for another haul recently
and they never got back to me). Their loss.
December 6, 2012 at 11:09pm · Like

Nicole E Hampton Absolutely the best people out there hauling. Took great
care if my mate and went above and beyond the call of duty! Won't hesitate to
use them again!
December 7, 2012 at 6:04am · Like

Jeff Kissinger Jennifer is wonderful and recommend highly.
January 22, 2013 at 10:54pm · Like
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Whitney Zoeller
January 20, 2013

Looking to ship my mare from Whitesboro, TX to central ND.
What questions should I ask?
Pictures should I get?
Paperwork should I have?... See More

Jamie Wilson likes this.

Felicia Wilson Coggins and health certificate required. Some states require
brand inspection. We carry insurance but only covers limited amount per head
so we always recommend owner get additional insurance if value of animal over
what our ins covers. Find out what route your horse would be traveling,
estimated time on trailer, box stall or standard trailer stall, rest breaks and
overnights etc
January 20, 2013 at 10:47pm · Like

Chuck Erb See
article....http://chuckerbhorsetransportation.webs.com/horseexpo2012...
January 20, 2013 at 11:17pm · Like

Like · Share

Rodney Moritz
November 25, 2012

WOW,,had a friend just call me from FL., I guess DOT's working HARD at
agriculture checkpoints,,,, he got shook down pretty hard, and he's legit !!!!!!

3 people like this.

View 4 more comments
Pamela Zarem The rules apply to all, be sure you stop. On 95 it is about a
mile from the state line and on 75 about 10 miles in. Don't think you can take a
side road to get around them, NOPE, they are on all the little rinky dink roads
too. I passed one empty, it ... See More
December 6, 2012 at 9:06pm · Like

Ellen Jost i just came out of fl. had no problems no DOT number and had 3
horses with 3 different people on coggins and health had no problem they have
been checking horses and coggins on trailer more also was went through with
the 6 horse this month and also had no trouble just have your health papers and
coggins in order and they where great
January 18, 2013 at 6:48am · Like · 1

Kaile Gardner Rizzo i just hauled into FL and didn't even have to stop, the
checkpoint was closed.
January 18, 2013 at 11:09am · Like

Like · Share

Niki Larkin Oliver
January 4, 2013

I recently used Green Country Express, booked with a guy named Justin
but the shipper was a man named Kasey I believe, and his wife Tara. The
only negative was communication was not good, after 24 hours of thinking
my horse was on the way-- I found out from the seller, that they had a
broken truck and horse was not picked up yet...due to it being Christmas
we had to wait a few days for their truck to get fixed... once they picked our
horse up he was delivered within a couple days (KS to NC).. our horse
arrived healthy and they were very nice... they said they didnt have good
cell service where they were so thats why they couldnt call or text me.
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Kali Kiger
December 18, 2012

Looking for info on Randy Entler and Outlaw transport out of Bend.

Angela Clark likes this.

Angela Clark He isn't in Bend anymore. He is in Eagle Point. He has hauled
for me several times. Broodmare in foal, and a weanling from TX. Did an
awesome job!
December 18, 2012 at 11:13pm · Like · 1

Shannan Pozzi Randy is great has hauled for me before also.
December 31, 2012 at 2:23am · Like

Like · Share

Nicole Norton
November 30, 2012

Company: Rygar Horse Transport
Owners: Jeanne & Angel 
Review: Excellent
I wanted to post a review for Rygar Horse Transport. Jeanne and Angel
went a bit out of there way to get my gelding "Baby" home after another
shipper proved to be a bad choice. They didn't think twice about going to
get my boy and bring him home. He arrived quickly and in excellent shape!
Their trailer was huge, clean, and safe and very well maintained. They
brought me his papers and made sure I got them right away and they
where also very easy to get a hold of when I wanted to know how my boy
was doing. If you are looking for someone to haul your horses safely and
for a reasonable price I highly recommend Rygar Horse Transport! They
have a facebook page with all their information.

Brandy Arena likes this.

View 9 more comments
Nicole Norton Think whatever you want Pat. Rygar is an awesome company
and I am far from the only one who thinks that! Have a nice day.
December 1, 2012 at 2:07pm · Like

Gernot Günther Nicole, I'm happy for you that you've had a good experience
with Rygar, but that doesn't change anything about the bad experience that other
people have had. Feel free to provide as much detail as you like about the
service you've received, what you particularly liked, or what in particular they did
that deserves adjectives such as awesome and so on, but please refrain from
discounting other people's experience.
December 2, 2012 at 8:32pm · Like · 8

Tyler Rafeld Hasn't this company changed names a couple times or am I
thinking of someone else?
December 6, 2012 at 10:52pm · Like · 1

Lennez Hitzemann shared her status update.
December 6, 2012

Here is the whole story. I have been hearing more and more from people
that had bad dealings with him. Please share.

Lennez Hitzemann

DON'T use RAWHIDE TRANSPORT - Addendum!
Look at this Ripoff Report entry on RAWHIDE TRANSPORT (JOE GOODRICH)
from a few days ago that a customer posted about an...
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See More

Melissa Sipperley A good place to post this also is dreamhorse forum and
pleasurehorse forum
December 6, 2012 at 10:48pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Lennez Hitzemann
December 5, 2012 · Molalla, OR

Please stay away from Rawhide Transports. They lie, they steal, they hide,
and then they extort.

Amber Dawn Diehl likes this.

View 15 more comments
Melissa Sipperley I love BHW. And a rawhide thread was started yesterday in
the transport forum. And rawhide themselves replied to the post
December 6, 2012 at 2:38pm · Like · 1

Felicia Wilson Apparently Rawhide works under the name of A1 transport as
well.
December 6, 2012 at 10:14pm · Like

Melissa Sipperley I saw that part too...
December 6, 2012 at 10:32pm · Like

Like · Share

Kathleen Hains
September 24, 2012

I hired Horse Carriage Transport LLC out of Ocola Florida to deliver a
weanling to Bangor Maine. They left sept 18 and arrived Sept 20 with stops
in Lexington Kentucy and NY at JKF. My foal was in fit condition had his
import certificate into Canada and when we meet at 815 pm on the 20th my
little man couldnot walk. He is seen by 2 vets on the way home given some
meds for tie up. I got him home and he was burried here 12 hrs later. My
little man never got off the trailer after the first night and they drove him to
his death. I hold them 100% responsible for his death, they told me in an
email today they suspected rotococcus tues evening and said nothing .

2 people like this.

1 share

2 of 134View previous comments
Denise Parker That's a load. Even the biggest haulers require a deposit. And
if you really had insurance your horse would have been covered. But you never
got an actual cause of death so you're SOL and grasping at every straw to CYA.
You sound more like a clueless novice with every post. You dropped the ball as
did your seller and the colt was at the mercy of only your decisions.
November 30, 2012 at 10:40am · Like · 2

Nicole Norton HCT Hauled for me once they brought my mini mare to me
from DE and she arrived in PERFECT health happy and spunky went out in the
pature and played. Keene was very nice and Brooke was excellent to deal with
on the phone. Sorry but these people would NOT put a horse in danger.
November 30, 2012 at 12:11pm · Like

Lennez Hitzemann
November 28, 2012 · Molalla, OR

Could I make a suggestion? I would love to see a couple of files. Some to
avoid and some that were great to transport. It would be helpful and we
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could check it from time to time.

4 people like this.

View 6 more comments
Bunny Sterling Where are actually going to North Carolina this week with slot
open leaving the state vt
November 28, 2012 at 2:15pm · Like

Bunny Sterling We run a 4 horse head to head with driver side and
passenger side delivery doors and you can check my references are on our
Facebook page under our notes section Sterling estate equine transport
November 28, 2012 at 2:17pm · Like

Darlene Peterson It would be fall 2013 del dates on Sept 28 or Oct. 5 to
Inman, SC 29349, from Clymer, NY 14724. 3 horses, 1 nervous mare, 1 gelding
& 1 other younger mare.
November 28, 2012 at 4:29pm · Like

Like · Share

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 26, 2012

I am very sorry for the craziness that this has turned into. My only intention
in my posts was to defend our company from the untruths which were being
told. This is a transporter review forum, and as such people have the right
to their opinions. The transporter, however, also has the right to defend
themselves from slander. Kathleen said I never informed her that Scamper
was not feeling well, not true (see below). She also sent a message telling
me she had made it home ... See More

3 people like this.

Kathleen Hains I didnot feel as I'm making my way home that life needed to
be broadcasted on fb I kept the breeder up to speed at each vet stop and the
outcome no one saw death coming after dealing with all the events as they
unfolded I spoke with you. I asked for a ... See More
November 26, 2012 at 5:44am · Like

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

The entire trip is documented on our FB page for anyone to see...Sept 18-
20.
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View 1 more comment
Brooke Bullard Thomas Apparently...
November 25, 2012 at 6:15pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb Great ..you shipped a horse safely ... but do we really
need to see all this?
November 25, 2012 at 6:16pm · Like

Amy Smith WR no Stacey you don't obviously know what is being said about
this transport and you you don't want take the time to know why she is defending
herself or want to see this and or know someone claims against this transport
then don't read them..
November 26, 2012 at 12:32am · Like

Like · Share

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 26, 2012

Scamper made it home, no mention of 2 vets seen on the way home.
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Beverly McGowan
November 26, 2012 · Terrell, TX

OK, I see problems on both sides..All I can say is get Legal Shield or
Prepaid Legal it runs about 30.00 a month for unlimited legal advice from
Licensed Attorneys in your State, I have had it for years helps when I'm
hauling and helps when someone else is hauling my horses. Get a Signed
Contract People, and yes it protects and spells out what everyone is
responsible for, and here's another thing make sure your Hauler has
Insurance if they do not get some to cover your horse ... See More

7 people like this.

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
November 25, 2012

Posting again..........This is part of a speech i did for the Horse Expo
http://chuckerbhorsetransportation.webs.com/horseexpo2012.htm

Horse Expo 2012
HORSE TRANSPORTATION

CHUCKERBHORSETRANSPORTATION.WEBS.COM

Kathleen Hains likes this.

Keene Kessler
November 25, 2012 · Belleview, FL

Horse Carriage Transport is fully licensed and legal hauler
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2 people like this.

View 2 more comments
Kathleen Hains Lawn management please check out the owner carrie kessler
moving lawn equipment is not mc of horses
November 25, 2012 at 6:47pm · Like

Kathleen Hains Anyone can go to the state of florida and yes keen kessler n
brooke are listed as a llc company of horse carriage transport and keene is also
listed as an owner of kessler lawn management with a carrie kessler I have done
my homework since that a public site check them out. Call the usda in florida
they are not lic for hire tHey are not lic period to haul horses or weren't when I
filed a complaint on sept 25
November 25, 2012 at 6:50pm · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb still not
November 25, 2012 at 6:51pm · Like

Like · Share

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

Scamper was delivered on Sept 20, no mention from Kathleen Brogan-
Hains about him not being able to stand, or being "near death"...

Kathleen Hains Is this when you delivered him and took off in such a hurry
that you forgot all his paperwork a vet attended the holiday inn have all my
paperwork
November 25, 2012 at 6:15pm · Like · 1

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL
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Scamper at the layover barn

Kathleen Hains Where are the other layovers Brooke he never rested off the
trailer after lexington post whatever you want you don't tie foals up like a horse
he's a baby and why don't you post a snap shot of your DOT
November 25, 2012 at 6:12pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

Paperwork was brought back to her hotel 40 minutes later. We obviously
did not deliver a "half dead" foal, and he was picked up on Sept 18 and
delivered on Sept 20...clearly not 72 hours.

Rissa Sly likes this.
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Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

Still no mention of Scamper...

Like · Share

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

Still no mention of Scamper...

Brooke Bullard Thomas
November 25, 2012 · Lake City, FL

Scamper at pick up Sept 18 — with Kathleen Hains.
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Gernot Günther
March 8, 2012

I'm going to start if off the group with my own bad experience with AVG
Horse-Transport when they shipped our horse Rosie from NY to TX last
month.
Names: AVG Horse-Transport, AVG Trucking LLC
Web sites: http://www.facebook.com/AVGHorseTransport,
http://www.facebook.com/pages/AVG-Horse-Transport/127993930609341
Contacts: Jeanne Ryan @ (845) 294-6254 and Angel or Angle Garcia @
(845) 270-8196....
Continue Reading

3 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Gernot Günther Hello Pat, thanks for your post. Please share as much of
your experience as can. Any information you provide might help others in
choosing the right shipper, asking the right questions ahead of time, and
preparing for the transport as much as possible to avoid a similar bad
experience, not just with Rygar but in general. Thanks!
September 24, 2012 at 4:58pm · Like

Nicole Norton Gernot I am sorry you are not happy with AVG but they have
done wonderful by me hauling and will continue to use them.
November 25, 2012 at 3:41pm · Like

Pat Lengyel Thats you're decision to make, but knowing AVG (now Rygar)
has shown to others that they are NOT reliable, should send up a WARNING flag
to others to stay away. I don't wish to relive the entire story about our experience
with them, but hauling a hors... See More
November 25, 2012 at 4:07pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Susan Ross
November 11, 2012

Horse rescuers&owners, please consider adding your success stories &
woes to the Horse Transport Review page.
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Shannan Pozzi
March 25, 2012

If your looking for a great horse transport call D & D Horse transport or
check out their FB https://www.facebook.com/pages/D-D-Horse-
Transport/172399322784506 page. I have had them haul my show horses
several times when buying and selling and my horses are all treated like
their family. They provide personal care and my horses have always arrived
looking like they never traveled.

D & D Horse Transport
We haul horses from coast to coast. We provide the best care for your horses. Our
motto is "SHIP WITH CONFIDENCE" "Service is our Business - Your Satisfaction is
our Goal" About Us: We would like to tell you a little bit about ourselves and our
business. D & D Horse Transport was originally founded by Duke Vierra. In the
1970's, Duke’s son, David Vierra, joined his father in the horse transporting
business. It was at this point that the name “D & D Horse Transport” was
established. Duke and David shared a love of horses, having owned and shown
horses their whole lives. When Duke passed away in 2007, David kept the company

Like PageLike Page

3 people like this.

Keri Copp I too highly recommend them!! They have hauled a few horses for
me this year and are great people, always in contact with you and treat your
horse like their own!!!
October 29, 2012 at 1:33pm · Like · 1

Angel Marie Farris Thank you!!
October 29, 2012 at 1:34pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
August 23, 2012

.This is private messages that has been cleaned up from a tag team from
that other group..They have been blocked and reported .But please people
be very careful dealing with them.Deleting isn’t the answer they start calling
you.
Why do you think it is not a good idea to get deposits? We have been on
the road so many times and have not gotten a deposit and have been hung
out to dry and had to eat all the costs for a haul. So we ask for a deposit to
insure that we are not loosi... See More

Angela Clark likes this.

View 1 more comment
Angela Clark Sounds familiar. 
August 23, 2012 at 5:43pm · Like

Gigi Camarena Always, check your carrier...make sure there licenced..make
sure they have a good record and are professional in and at what they do. I have
seen in the past people have the fly by night carriers unlicenced, wanting to
make a quick buck.. well guess wh... See More
August 23, 2012 at 11:40pm · Like · 3

Amy Smith WR another quick not.. make sure their DOT# is still valid.. i know
one carrier out there that runs all over that is no longer vaild and will still give you
her DOT#.
October 29, 2012 at 10:50am · Like · 1
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Amanda Afriat Parish
March 20, 2012 · Tulsa, OK

John Floyd is the best hauler I have ever come in contact with. After the
most horrible few weeks of trying to find a home from a rushed military
move my hauler bailed on me the day my horse Redd was suppose to
leave. John was professional and helped me with a haul from Danny Gilder.
Both men took WONDERFUL care of my gelding like he was their own.
Redd's barn situation fell through so John kept him there until I was able to
find a suitable barn. I am so grateful to him and everything he's done for
me!! Out of this whole mess of a move, he's the one who's never lied, fell
through or took advantage of us. I can't express enough how wonderful of a
person he is!

6 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Niki Larkin Oliver Way to go John!! You rock!!! 
March 22, 2012 at 9:48pm · Like · 2

John Floyd I just saw this so sweet thanks Amanda hope redd is well and
your family is settled well! Thanks Mary & niki 
August 27, 2012 at 2:18am · Like · 1

Amanda Afriat Parish We are doing ok! Redd is doing well too, he's at a new
barn!
August 27, 2012 at 6:47pm · Like

Like · Share

Stacey Moritz-Erb
August 26, 2012

Here is a site that you can check to see if the person you choose is
Licensed and also see how they run their operation.

SMS - Safety Measurement System
Feedback | Privacy Policy | USA.gov | Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) | Accessibility | OIG Hotline |
We...

AI.FMCSA.DOT.GOV

3 people like this.

Like · Share

Angela Clark
August 23, 2012 · Lebanon, OR

Well, I booked a haul to get a weanling shipped. Due to uncontrollable
circumstances, the offered a refund. I agreed. The individual said they were
returning my $150 deposit on Sunday, Aug 12. Still no refund. As of today,
he said I wasn't going to get my refund. What do I do??? Also, when paying
over the phone with a CC, is it legal for the merchant to sign your name??

View 28 more comments
Angel Marie Farris Depending on the contract you filled out with the company
is what will determine if they will refund it. All you have to do is call the Credit
card company and reject charges.
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August 23, 2012 at 8:33pm · Like

Angel Marie Farris They can not sign your name for sure!!!
August 23, 2012 at 8:34pm · Like

Angela Clark No contract was EVER signed. And I have the receipt with my
last name signed.
August 23, 2012 at 8:59pm · Like

Like · Share

Lynn Schaeffer
March 23, 2012

I just received my mares from Florida. Pamela Zarem brought them to me.
She was so wonderful this move has been going on for a couple of weeks
and there was a few roadblocks, but she waited patiently until everything
cleared up and she transported them on Monday. She got here unloaded
walk the horses around the fence to make sure they knew where it was.
She was just so fantastic, if I ever need to have transport again I would not
hesitate to call her.

Like · Share

Janice Voss-Crosby
March 17, 2012

I contracted with Brian Featheringill to haul my mare (and four others) from
NJ to MN. My mare was a real challenge - scared of being hauled - actually
scared of most everything. My mare arrived in wonderful shape, safe, and a
much better traveler for the time and patience Brian gave her to help her
learn to not fear being hauled. Brian is wonderful with the horses, keeps in
close contact with the owners, and puts the welfare of the horses first.
Brian's communication is exceptional, prior, during, and after the transport.
He really cares about the horses that he hauls, and their owners, too. I am
so happy to have met Brian, and will call him anytime I have to transport
another horse..

4 people like this.

Brian Featheringill Thank you janice for the review.
March 18, 2012 at 7:56pm · Like

Like · Share

Kathleen Zweber
March 16, 2012

Recently, someone wrote that there is no such thing as a "perfect hauler".
That is because there is no such thing as a perfect haul. So many things
can go astray... or completely haywire... so it is important to choose the
right person behind the wheel! Having worked for a show business
company, I have been on long distance hauls before but had never needed
to hire anyone until I needed to have a horse shipped from PA with 4 others,
including those owned by Jen Wold (post ... See More

7 people like this.

Brian Featheringill Thank you Kathy for the review this run was great all but
the weather
March 16, 2012 at 9:12pm · Like

Jnl Pocono Stables
March 16, 2012
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I can vouch for this Cowboy!!! Love ya Brian Featheringill. He has hauled
many horses to and from me, I get updates constantly even tho they are not
my horses ( I do QT for auction horses). I also get a call after they are
delivered. We have had our challenges loading difficult horses and have
never seen him lose his cool. He is patient and kind and the horses know it.

2 people like this.

Brian Featheringill Thank you Jan for the review luv ya
March 16, 2012 at 9:08pm · Like

Like · Share

Jen Wold
March 16, 2012

I run a rescue out of Minnesota, and have used different shippers on 3
separate occasions to get auction horses from the NJ/PA area. We used the
services of Brian Featheringill last month to move 5 horses and after that
experience, he will be my first choice now on for transport! Getting 5 horses
22 hours across the county is a huge undertaking for us. Knowing we had
one mare that would be extremely nervous and could be a problem, I knew
I had to find someone I truly trusted ... See More

5 people like this.

Brian Featheringill Thank you Jen for the review and thank you for the kind
words
March 16, 2012 at 3:08pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Su Schmerheim
March 15, 2012

C & W Horse Transportation is Michigan's only Commercial Transportation
Company. Put their 30+ years to work for you.... Please see their website
for customer testimonials... http://www.candwhorsetrans.com = Home Page
> About Us > Testimonials.... If you have any questions or would like more
information, please message me or email me at:
info@candwhorsetrans.com

C and W Horse Transportation
Horse transportation company with 30 years
experience providing horse transportation service,
weekly trips to Kentucky and Florida call for pricing.
Horse shipping from Michigan with weekly routes on
large air ride vans. Experienced horsemen /
horsewomen providing quality horse transportation
servic...CANDWHORSETRANS.COM

Su Schmerheim more customer comments can also be seen on our
Facebook page!
March 15, 2012 at 1:28pm · Like

Carolyn Sanders I as a professional trainer and horse rescue owner have
used CW for 15 years here and there when I needed horses moved longer
distances to FL, etc and to some horse shows. They are great and have
wonderful drivers who KNOW all types of horses etc. they... See More
March 15, 2012 at 7:18pm · Like · 1

Claudeane Killfoil
March 15, 2012
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I have used Kay and LJ multiple times over the years. They can be hard to
catch at times to get a quote, but are very prompt, courteous, and reliable. I
use them for long hauls due to the Air Ride. They go by full loads so its
pretty much from point A to point B with your horse(s). Last haul from
Kansas with late term broodmare to N. Nevada was three days and our
mare stepped off the trailer looking like she spent the night in a stall. They
made sure to email and call on progress and how the mare was doing.
They dont do night pick up or drop offs, and handle the horses with love.
They arent the cheapest, nor the most expensive. But are honest, legal and
will provide a reliable service.

McLemore's Horse Transport

MCLEMORESHORSETRANSPORT.COM

Like · Share

Claudeane Killfoil
March 13, 2012

Having hauled for myself I have had very good relations with those I used.
HOWEVER... being the seller of said horse(s) and dealing with the
hauler(s) ppl hire is just as annoying. Between hauler(s) flaking on dates, or
not even coming and forgetting to pick up said horse and if I could haul the
horse to a near by city to be picked up. No consideration. Then the buyers
wanting you to be understanding, when its been a MONTH since the horse
was to be hauled, thinking it should be no big deal. PLEASE think of the ppl
who you are picking up from as well. I wont name haulers who have done
these ordeal(s), but prehaps some could post this view of hauling as well. I
am currently being the bad guy due to this. Thanks.

3 people like this.

View 4 more comments
Su Schmerheim Claudeane sounds like you have done your research! Too
bad the purchasers won't listen to you & to hire someone you would use.... I
can't imagine going thru what you've gone thru, I agree, that is rude to you... they
should be able to find a ride for t... See More
March 15, 2012 at 1:07pm · Like

Claudeane Killfoil Thank you Sue. Amen, cause it is a business and should
be treated as such. Thou the one who wanted us to haul the mare to Sac., CA. -
same ones who "forgot" to pick her up- is a professional hauler. Im not saying ppl
have to use a Air Ride; thou it is a very good idea for a long haul; but know who
you are dealing with.
March 15, 2012 at 2:10pm · Like

Su Schmerheim Exaxtly! Not all commercial carriers are professional, as I
have heard horror stories as well.
March 15, 2012 at 3:00pm · Like · 1

Nicole E Hampton
March 15, 2012

I wanted to post my experiences with 2 haulers listed in Hitch Your Horse a
Ride. The first was AVG. Communication was gd at the beginning.
Confirmed pricing. Sent deposit and waited. And waited and waited.
Numerous fb messages to confirm a date from the very first day were sent
and never got any firm date of pick up. It cost me 3 weeks extra board.
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Several messages to receive my deposit back after I cancelled. I will say I
did finally get it back. 
My hauler that I used was amazing. Hands down the best I have used.
They arranged a date within 1 day. Confirmed pickup and was on time with
what they communicated. Their pricing was great and they handled
everything with the utmost professionalism!! Premier Horse Transport and
their team were the best. Will use them again in the future for sure.

2 people like this.

Like · Share

Cheryl Hague
March 13, 2012

I want second what Deborah has written. Brian has transported 6 horses for
me over the past 15 months, and there is no one better. He knows horses,
he loves horses, and he takes exceptional care of them. Brian is honest,
reliable, accommodating and has outstanding communication skills. He is
simply the best. I cannot imagine a better hauler anywhere. I highly
recommend Brian to anyone who needs a horse moved! 
Cheryl Hague, Crown Point, IN.

2 people like this.

Brian Featheringill Thank you Cheryl for the review
March 13, 2012 at 1:30pm · Like

Cheryl Hague You're most welcome, Brian. You deserve every word of praise
and a whole lot more.
March 13, 2012 at 1:34pm · Like

Like · Share

Deborah Barker
March 13, 2012 · Charleston, WV

Just wanted to post and tell all that I used brian last year to transport a
hackney pony from camelot nj to chesapeake oh! I had never used any
horse transport prior to rescuing this pony and had no idea what to expect! I
called around 10 people that were listed on camelots hauling list and brian
called me back within 15 minutes! I left messages on several other haulers
voicemail, and not a single one gave the coutesy of returing my call! But I
am glad they didnt because Bria... See More

5 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Brian Featheringill Thank you for the review Deborah
March 13, 2012 at 12:44pm · Like

Deborah Barker Thanks brian for filling that blank for me!! Lol I have been out
of sorts these past couple of days with excitment for my sons basic training
graduation this friday! Havent seen him for 8 weeks and I am so excited!!
March 13, 2012 at 1:05pm · Like

Brian Featheringill Your very welcome
March 13, 2012 at 1:17pm · Like

Carolyn Sanders
March 11, 2012 · Pontiac, MI

Just wanted to mention that Brian Featheringill has been a transporter for
me for over a year. I an a professional on the A hunter jumper circuit along
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with running a horse rescue. He has shipped horses of all ages, conditions
etc, to me with prompt timing, excellent care and communication on EVERY
occasion. He has also shipped for friends of mine who in addition were
extremely pleased. I would suggest Brian to anyone for any shipping
situation. Not only is he a good driver h... See More

3 people like this.

Carolyn Sanders also want to add that I am out of MI and C&W who is new to
facebook is also excellent, I have used them for many years for hauls to FL, etc.
they have air ride trucks and their staff are great too, they do not so much East
Coast more MI to FL routes, look them up for those needs!
March 11, 2012 at 8:31pm · Like · 1

Brian Featheringill Thank you for the review Carolyn
March 13, 2012 at 12:45pm · Like

Like · Share

Wendy Stekervetz Jordan
March 10, 2012

I recently used a Brian Featheringill to transport a horse to me. I have dealt
with quite a few transport companies, some good, and overall no
nightmares. But Brian stood heads above the rest in terms of customer
service and reasonable rates! I have pulled my hair out in the past over last
minute calls from transporters who were way off schedule, arriving earlier or
later than expected! I do understand how this can happen. If your tired, you
need to rest, if a horse doesn'... See More

7 people like this.

View 1 more comment
Wendy Stekervetz Jordan Unfortunately I don't remember any names. There
was a lady who bred and showed Paint Horses out west and had a shipping
business. She had a great manner with the horses,and a topnotch rig.
March 10, 2012 at 2:36pm · Like

Jnl Pocono Stables Love Brian Featheringill!!!!!!
March 11, 2012 at 2:32pm · Like

Brian Featheringill Thank you Wendy for the review
March 13, 2012 at 12:42pm · Like

Like · Share

Niki Larkin Oliver
March 12, 2012

Last month I had 2 shippers cancel at the last minute, then Pine Valley
Acres Transport-- legal, DOT, insured, and horse people-- came to our
rescue and was able to pick our horse up and bring him here.. they were
very easy to deal with, quick responses, and kept me in the loop... I have
used them now 3 times in 1 month and everytime they have been
wonderful. John Floyd is also quick to respond-- he was trying to figure a
way to help me also... several years ago I had many shippers not show up
to pick up my hose in OK and the trainer I bought him from said he had to
go that month as he had no more room.. it was a nightmare--- so choose
wisely and check refrences-- your sanity as well as your horses safety and
well being count on it.

3 people like this.

Gernot Günther Thanks for your post, Niki. Feel free to post about the
shippers that canceled as well.
March 12, 2012 at 1:06am · Like
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Brian Featheringill
March 9, 2012

Thank you for adding me

View 3 more comments
Brian Featheringill Yes I can get some of them to do that
March 9, 2012 at 1:19am · Like

Brian Featheringill And I meant to say can't I miss spelled it
March 9, 2012 at 1:29am · Like

Jnl Pocono Stables I can vouch for this Cowboy!!! Love ya Brian
Featheringill. He has hauled many horses to and from me, I get updates
constantly even tho they are not my horses ( I do QT for auction horses). I also
get a call after they are delivered.
March 11, 2012 at 2:40pm · Like

Like · Share

Melinda Lawson Barela
March 10, 2012

We just shipped our first filly, last week and couldn't have had a better
experience with the whole situation. I can't believe everyone is having such
a hard time. If you are in need a someone who will take great care of your
horses, and be reasonable with cost contact Crystal Keenan on facebook.
They went above and beyond with taking care of our little filly she was a
rescue and Tom was amazing with her we really can't thank him enough.

3 people like this.

Sharon Ford Tom and Crystal are GREAT!!
March 10, 2012 at 10:51pm · Like · 1

Jnl Pocono Stables Rockin Tom is great!!!
March 11, 2012 at 2:33pm · Like

Like · Share

Chuck Erb
March 10, 2012

during transportation. There have been times when I have had to use other
carriers because my truck was busy, so I understand what you are going
through, and appreciate your concerns. I believe that the better informed
you are about the process of choosing a carrier; the better you will feel
about your horse’s safety during the journey.
Here are some of the basics you should become familiar with:
1. Licensed carriers are regulated by the Department of Transportation. The
D.O.... See More

7 people like this.

Chuck Erb This is part of a speech my wife gave at Horse expo Pomona
March 10, 2012 at 10:08pm · Like · 3

Like · Share

Ginger Brown McGovern
March 10, 2012

Would someone make a list of all known DOT etc shippers and not the boot
leggers? Is this possible?
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Ginger Brown McGovern That's true! Well just a thought since some ppl
don't use shippers very often .. me being one of them. A list for more reputable
shippers may be well worth the extra $ it may cost to get a horse from one spot
to the next. Just a idea! I've had a long day and tired so pardon my blondeness
lol
March 10, 2012 at 8:57pm · Like

Chuck Erb Ask any company you are thinking about their D.O.T. Then go to
safersys.org.Click on company snapshot and enter D.O.T. number.Here is mine
if you just want to try it. 696482.Mary totally understand what you are saying
but.Anytime you receive money from anyone you are cosidered for hire. But i do
understand hauling your own horse.
March 10, 2012 at 9:47pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Pat Lengyel
March 9, 2012

Ok every time I try to put something down here, I loose it 'from facebook not
responding'. So I'll just type a little at a time.
I would definitely NOT recommend AVG trucking/ horse transport because
they are NOT honest people. It was unfortunate that their truck broke down
twice before they picked up our mare, but we stayed with them and waited
for a new pick-up date. It's what happened after the pick-up that shows just
what kind of people they really are. The mare was pick-up in Des Moines,
Iowa and going to NY. We live about 2 hours WEST OF AVG's home in
Goshen, NY (so we're on their way home so to speak).

Pat Lengyel After the mare being on the trailer for almost 3 days, I received a
call from Jeanne that said Angel was going to lay over and give the horses a
rest. She said that our mare would be delivered first thing in the morning. I asked
her 'where' he was la... See More
March 9, 2012 at 2:19pm · Like

Pat Lengyel So now she says that because our mare wouldn't load, she will
be delivered LAST. So I guess to punish the mare, instead of him taking her to
us ONLY 2 HOURS AWAY, he headed north up through MA and New England
and delivered her to us that night just pa... See More
March 9, 2012 at 2:25pm · Like

Pat Lengyel I have used plenty of different haulers over the last 25 years and
have had our horses hauled whenever we moved. They once went from WA
state all the way to FL (which took 6 days). One of the haulers we used in the
past is no longer in business. The... See More
March 9, 2012 at 2:39pm · Like

Like · Share

Pat Lengyel
March 8, 2012

I feel bad that you, also had a lousy experience with AVG Trucking. I, too,
posted my experience on that Hitch your horse a ride and got nothing but
ridicule from them (and their friends). I was booted off the page. I HATE
LIARS. I can take alot, but lying is the limit.

Gernot Günther likes this.

View 2 more comments
Gernot Günther Well, it would be nice to get good reviews as well. I'm sure
every single horse shipper has at least one or two customers who weren't happy,
just like it is apparent that there are others who had good experiences with AVG.
Hopefully this group will all... See More
March 8, 2012 at 9:07pm · Like · 1

Pat Lengyel I will....as soon as I get a couple minutes to sit down here.
Seems like hitch your horse a ride has deleted your comment also, Gernot...
March 9, 2012 at 6:52am · Like
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Maria BP and 1,631 other people are in this group.

Like · Share

Gernot Günther
March 9, 2012

Here's another group with a similar purpose as this one, for all to enjoy:
http://www.facebook.com/groups/229540163808705/

Open Group
1,327 Members

Join GroupJoin Group

Equine Shippers and Shipping Experiences

Carlee Marie Lewis likes this.

Like

Gernot Günther created the group.
March 8, 2012

See All Members
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Add FriendTo see what she shares with friends, send her a friend request.

Tiffany Lewis

DO YOU KNOW TIFFANY?

Tiffany Lewis shared Kate Wasilewski's photo.
May 14

I must try...

I am posting this again by request...So many people enjoy drinking these
instead of soda etc...and they are so much better for us!!

SPRING CLEANSE ~ YOUR BODY ~ Yes another post about water lol.

But if you really want to cleanse then DRIN... See More — with Danielle
Williams and 2 others.

ABOUT

Lives in Kansas City, Missouri

From Eugene, Oregon

 · FRIENDS 845

Recent

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

Born

Add Friend Message

Timeline About Photos Friends More

Show Older

Yvette Miranian Pruett
likes Tara Munster Girch's
status.

CJ Poirier Foote likes
Jolene Hallauer's link.

Shelley Weeks LeVan
commented on Kristin
Renea White's status.

Heather Wilson O'Connor
scored a triple letter in
Words With Friends.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
likes Michael Dugan's
photo.

Melinda Walker likes Jack
Rogers.

Jil Roberts Manuel likes
Lisa Fogarassy Kadis's
photo.

Jen Faubel-Baker Silly day
at school!

Derek Mäts Pätrikk
Yerardi likes Danielle
Rouleau Fahey's link.

Robin Joy Schrader
shared Health Digest's
photo.

LaraLara HomeHome 20+20+Tiffany Lewis
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1Share

Trish Faber You should, it's delicious! It's all I drink now, except for regular water,
coffee and tea!
May 14 at 10:03am

Tiffany Lewis shared Josh Altman - The Altman Brothers's photo.
May 14

this is so amazing...

Now that's a crazy master bedroom #thealtmanbrothers #TABRE #mdlla
@bravotv — with Tammy Anderson Parker and 6 others.

Mary Kate
Cotton Raymond Mazzei Kelly Clark

Abby Strawder Montana Henke Nancy G Pierce

Judy Perry David Roland Jason Stahl

Saint Joseph, Missouri
about 9 months ago

Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites Owatonna —
with Heather Downing.
about 2 months ago

QuikTrip
about 2 months ago

Iowa State Line
about 2 months ago

PLACES

 · SPORTS 2
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Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP scary
May 14 at 9:54am

Laurie MacDuffie amazingly horrible! I'd never sleep because I'd be waiting for it
to fall off!
May 14 at 10:54am

Kathy Polcsan Now that's a room with a view !
May 14 at 3:03pm

Laurelle Anderson never!
May 15 at 2:14pm

Aswan ox
(Raafat)

Wh Justice -
The Champ...

 · MUSIC 12

Tchaikovsky Rob Zombie AC/DC

Madonna The Sixteen The Crystal
Method

 · LIKES 182

Sunshine Acres
Arabian...

Jezebel Blue Beads and
Rocks Virgin...
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Tiffany Lewis shared 93.3 KOB-FM's photo.
May 11

I want to go camping in this!

I love real down and dirty camping but I have to admit this is pretty cool. -
Brittany

Share

11 people like this.

Paul Lammont wheres the loo
May 11 at 8:10pm

Jackie Smith Malena Lol This the only way I could see you camping lol
May 11 at 8:52pm · 1

Tiffany Lewis I think the loo is in the bushes  lol Jackie - no faith in my
outdoor camping skills? pfft
May 11 at 9:02pm · 1

Montana
Arabians

Tengstedt -
Arabians

Horses in the
Morning

 · 

Equine Transport For Hire
295 members
PLEASE TRY TO KEEP THIS GROUP
DRAMA...

Equine color genetics
6,502 members

EquineRepro
2,566 members
Discuss various equine reproduction...

The Gainey Ferzon Azraff Legacy
438 members
Post your horses for all to enjoy,...

GROUPS 44

 · 

West Lawn Farm

Penny is wonderful and her knowledge of
horse midwifery and husbandry is second
to none. Her breeding program is one to
envy and is evidence that one horse can
"have it all". Penny has brought a lot to my
program which I almost abandoned early
on because of some bad trainers. I cannot
say enough about her and her vision and
my appreciation for all the time she invests
in not only the horses but her clients.
Thank you.

Tommy Bahama Island Grille

The Halibut Ceviche was to die for! =)
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Jessie Hayes I always say "people in glass houses shouldn't throw stones....or take
showers."
May 11 at 10:30pm

Tiffany Lewis shared Within Reason's photo.
April 27

This is horrible...(horribly funny)! — with Barb Lance and 8 others.

Share

2 people like this.

More Recent Activity

Tiffany is now friends with De Andrade
Claudio and 9 other people.

Tiffany likes Jezebel Blue.
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Tim Trikes Cute
May 8 at 4:31pm

Tiffany Lewis shared Bart Bogaert's video.
April 25

I know I shouldnt laugh but the second part of that video reduced me to
tears...omg...I needed a good laugh...

Nothing beats a nice cruise holiday... LOL

Share

3 people like this.

Danielle Taylor Lol
April 25 at 2:12pm · 1

Danielle Taylor I'm glad I don't do the love boat trips !! Count me out ..
April 25 at 2:13pm
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Tiffany Lewis shared Green Renaissance's photo.
April 25

Paradise - sometimes I wonder why I live in Missouri...

Beautiful natural swimming pool on the Island of Thassos in Northern Greece.
I would love to swim there. — with Norma Bachem and 47 others.

Share

2 people like this.

Tiffany Lewis
April 24 near Kansas City, MO

We have started a new Horse Transport Review website to keep our horses
safe during transport. Come and learn and share and be happy!!!
https://www.facebook.com/groups/horsetransportreviews/

Horse Transporter Reviews

horses, horse transporters, horse transport, equine horse transporters, equine
transporters, horse reviews, transport reviews, horse transport reviews, horse
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transporter reviews, equine transporer rev...

180 members · Join Group

1Share

2 people like this.

Peggy Stahl Berger Tiffany, Hoping your Horse Transport Review website is
doing well. It will be a valuable service to all. Good Luck!
May 16 at 8:35pm

Tiffany Lewis shared PreventDisease.com's video.
April 24

You HAVE to watch this...so adorable and funny....

Honey Badgers - The Houdini of the Animal World
A must watch. ABSOLUTELY fascinating. I had no idea Honey Badgers were
this intelligent. Love it...an animal that outwits its zoo keeper every time.

Share

5 people like this.
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Colleen Harbison Amazing!
April 24 at 9:35pm

Azabat Arabians Great Movie! Clever animals
April 25 at 2:51am

Tiffany Lewis shared Obvious Magazine's photo.
April 24

OMG!!!!! Is this real? I am packing my stuff right now - hope they dont mind
company!

Update: A fan stated this is photoshopped and from an island in Thailand and
a piece of a castle in Germany.
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Share

7 people like this.

James O'hare i don't like it... no obvious place to park car
April 24 at 6:23pm

Tiffany Lewis haha - maybe there is a man cave on the shore complete with a 5
car...
April 24 at 6:24pm

James O'hare hmm maybe ....i'd also hate to be the postman
April 24 at 6:25pm

Jennifer Prawel Tirone Looks like enough room for their long lost relatives!
April 24 at 6:30pm
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Tiffany Lewis shared B103.9's photo.
April 24

True! #B1039 — with Joy Perrie and 10 others.

Share

5 people like this.

Michael Forester IF you have seen how some of theses kids turn out .... well lets
just say the odds are only better
April 25 at 5:09pm

Tiffany Lewis shared a link.
April 23

Right-brained? Left-brained? Take the brain test!
brain-test.net

MobileJaime Humphrie…

MobileDebbi Dunwell F…

WebMark Koerner

MobileMatthew Lyman

WebCaroline Phoenix

MobileSusan Davis Styll

MobileChris Bailey

Ashley Ishman

10mMelissa Rouse

Katy Mack

7hMalorie Ishman
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1Share

Jackie Smith Malena likes this.

Jackie Smith Malena I am highly left brained according to this.
April 23 at 3:53pm

Tiffany Lewis shared flowmagazine.gr's photo.
April 18

I wanna go...

Καλό απόγευμα... Polignano, Ιταλία!!! — with Δημητρης Μοσχος.
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2Share

Tiffany Lewis shared Mark Daniel Miller's video.
April 18

roflmao - omg I could so see Cohen doing something like this.

keep an eye on your little ones...
no sound...but gave me a laugh :)

4 1Share

Tiffany Lewis shared VR-Zone's photo.
April 10

WOW! I would be ruuuuuuning!

Scary waterspout touching down in Florida
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Tiffany Lewis shared 102.1 the Edge's photo.
April 10

Lana: Perhaps it's the caffeine that hasn't kicked in yet... but I almost fell off
my chair...
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Share

Tiffany Lewis shared 95.7 KJR's photo.
April 5

♥♥♥ this

Describe this car and trailer with only one word
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Tiffany Lewis shared Animania Galleria's photo.
April 3

With Adriana Clark and 17 others.

2Share

Tiffany Lewis shared a link.
April 2

hmmmmm...
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What animal are you?
www.quizony.com

Share

Tiffany Lewis shared a link.
April 2

Haha - soooooo true.

The Difference Between Men And Women. This Is Genius.
www.tickld.com

3Share

Tiffany Lewis shared IVan Budimir's video.
April 2

OMG no way!

Insane Himalayas Bus Ride - not for the faint hearted
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Tiffany Lewis shared Wh Justice - The Champion Maker (official)'s
photo.
April 1

Sire of Mylla's baby due in 2 months!! I am so excited!

The WH JUSTICE progeny at the World Championship won:
- 2 Silver Medals
- 1 Bronze Medal
- 3 Top Ten Elite
And also the WH JUSTICE's second generation won:
- 1 Gold Medal... See More
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Tiffany Lewis shared Australian Marine Conservation Society's
photo.
April 1

!!!! This is amazing  Such wonderful news.

BREAKING NEWS: Whales 1, Whalers 0. The whales win!

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) has ruled that Japan’s so called
‘scientific whaling’ program breaks international law and must stop.
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Over the last 25 years, more than 10,000 ... See More — with MaryAnn
Urbaitis and 18 others.

Share

Tiffany Lewis shared Soul Blazer Lisa Haisha's photo.
March 30

One person's "crazy" is another's wild ride on a unicorn! Keep dreaming!
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Tiffany Lewis shared a link.
March 30

I got Burkina Faso - What country should you live in?
www.quizony.com

Share

Tiffany Lewis shared a link via Stacey Newville.
March 29
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*Raffles - The Little Giant
crabbet.com

2 2 76Share

Tiffany Lewis
March 29

It's not what you think!! — with Heather Downing at Holiday Inn Hotel & Suites
Owatonna.

4 1Share

Tiffany Lewis was with Heather Downing.
March 29

2Share

Tiffany Lewis shared I fucking love science's photo.
March 28

During this experiment, spiders were exposed to a variety of drugs to help
determine their effect on the brain. 

Spiders who had been given marijuana started out well enough, but were
unable to maintain focus. 
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Benzedrine (speed) produced... See More

1Share

Tiffany Lewis
March 28

Corn nuts and water break! — at QuikTrip.
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Tiffany Lewis was at Iowa State Line.
March 28

2 2Share

Tiffany Lewis shared of Verona's photo.
March 21

Wow!

Rare Aurora Borealis, 

Finland. — with Ray Ana and 2 others.
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Follow Maria to get her public posts in your news feed.

Maria BP (Maria B)

DO YOU KNOW MARIA?

Maria BP shared Guff's photo.
May 18

Follow Message

Timeline About Photos Friends More
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Like · Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP shared David Schneider's video.
May 18

1. Film bats hanging upside down.
2. Flip footage.
3. Add music.

Result - DANCING BATS VIDEO!
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(via https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ce_v8l4ie0Y&app=desktop)

Like · Share

Maria BP added 16 photos to the album Jack Wabbit (JC SEARCH)
6 yo Gelding.
May 13
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Like · Share

14 people like this.

Colleen Murphy Kononov He looks awesome!!!
August 9, 2013 at 5:57pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Thank you, he does! Will post a picture of him and my poor girl in a
moment. He looks like peanut compared to her! And he likes my big girl, I wish she
would be healthy again  I HATE Perlier transportation!
February 17 at 3:03pm · Like · 1

Emmah Claire Spradling Trade?
February 17 at 8:59pm · Like

Maria BP Sorry, Emma but no, No, I have a line up to see him as soon as the
weather gets better and even more after I start to show him, but they are OK with
higher price as long as I bring him up 
February 17 at 9:07pm · Edited · Like

Sara Stanoszek You did a great job feeding him up. He looks great!!
February 17 at 9:39pm · Like · 1

Maria BP He is such an awesome horse! I can't thank you enough. I love his
mind, but I look like a Don Quixote on him. I had a girl coming out to see him, but
we couldn't ride  she plans to come out later. NICE rider! great hands and very
natural.
February 17 at 9:45pm · Like

Paul Lammont he is looking super wish you were closer or I was closer. if done
right he should be a superstar
March 2 at 1:12pm · Like · 1

Maria BP I think so too. Looks like I will be finishing him myself
March 2 at 1:16pm · Like

Paul Lammont I thought we had settled this your keeping him!!!
May 13 at 9:17pm · Like

Maria BP no, can't keep all of them! Selling 2
May 13 at 9:48pm · Like

Maria BP
May 12 · Edited
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"Dishonest people may have values but their values may contradict the
fundamental principles of honesty and integrity..."

Like · Share

5 people like this.

Jennifer Gebhart Forsythe Not sure if this is a good post
May 12 at 6:02pm · Like

Maria BP Borrowed it from Aspen Declaration while studying .. Thought it was a
very deep philosophy and very true
May 12 at 8:41pm · Edited · Like · 1

Maria BP
May 12

Spooks Riding

Spooks Riding North America www.spooksriding.com Riding and casual
wear from Germany! Fashionable, flattering and feminine! Free shipping
North America!!!!! 1-855-4-SPOOKS
Clothing: 17,682 like this

Like · Share

Maria BP shared Brook Ledge Horse Transportation's photo.
May 11

Nothing can compare to the love of a mother. Happy Mother's Day to all you
moms out there!!!
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Like · Share

7 people like this.

Maria BP shared Last Chance Corral's photo.
May 10

TEN more foals just arrived, filling our barn to capacity. If we get a call for
foals at this point we may have to turn them down, so please share with
anyone that may have space in their barn and hearts for a "little" or two. If you
are interested in adopting, please read our entire homepage at
www.lastchancecorral.org and if you qualify, give us a call! Spread the word,
save a life!
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Like · Share

Petar Nikolov likes this.

Maria BP shared MiNDFOOD's photo.
May 9

Celebrities are taking to social media to raise awareness for the more than
200 Nigerian schoolgirls abducted over a fortnight ago:
http://www.mindfood.com/video/protests-for-abducted-nigerian-schoolgirls/
#RealMenDontBuyGirls #BringBackOurGirls Sean Penn Justin Timberlake
Bradley Cooper Ashton Kutcher
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Like · Share

3 people like this.

Maria BP
May 8

Roo flat (9 photos)
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Like · Share

5 people like this.

View 1 more comment

Maria BP sorry for the fence, my hubby decided to use it as a hammock and
that's what happened.
May 8 at 8:39pm · Like

Paul Lammont thought I was drunk when I saw yer fence I feel ok now
May 8 at 10:13pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Carol Dean-Porter
May 13 at 10:56pm · Like

Carol Dean-Porter He's a beautiful mover! Reaches forward freely with his
shoulder and steps up underneath himself from behind. Kind expression
May 14 at 4:06pm · Like · 1

Maria BP
May 8

Roo's jumping session. "Those 3ft jumps are for the birds". (9 photos)
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Like · Share

9 people like this.

View 3 more comments

Bonnie McRae Hutton Woohoo! Go, Roo, go!
May 8 at 5:04pm · Like

Maria BP These are 3ft3 jumps. I started with 2ft6 and he wasn't even working. I
had to go up on all of them to even get him be more serious about the jumps. Even
then he is just stepping over. He will be 5 this month 
May 8 at 5:42pm · Like

Liz Martin How tall/price??
May 10 at 8:33pm · Like

Maria BP He is 17h bare-feet, pm'd the price
May 10 at 8:41pm · Like
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Maria BP shared a link via Sybil Miller.
May 8

− What do you feed them?
poloponyrescue.com

Like · Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP shared Watermark Farm, LLC's photo.
May 7

George at his new home 

We are so excited to welcome Jeslyn Vaughn an her new thoroughbred
George to Watermark farm. Congratulations Jeslyn on your new ownership of
this gorgeous thoroughbred! Can't wait to see your relationship grow!!!
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Like · Share

4 people like this.

Maria BP shared Equinus International's photo.
May 5

Okay ... here's the plan... I'll cross my legs and you stick yours out:)

Equinus International Magazine order your large 11X11 copy or subscription
today!
http://www.equinusinternational.com/c.aspx?n=usa-m
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Like · Share

7 people like this.

Maria BP shared Stacy Clark's photo.
May 5

"I abducted your girls, I will sell them." This is part of a statement by the leader
Boko Haram. Every woman in the world who can should speak up now in
solidarity! Every girl deserves an education and what some girls have to
endure to get ... See More
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1Like · Share

Maria BP shared a link.
May 4

8-Year-Old Girl Stuns Norwegian ‘Late Show’ With ‘Fly Me
To The Moon’ Performance
www.mostwatchedtoday.com

Like · Share

Maria BP shared Kerri Kasem's photo.
May 4

BILL HAS GONE AND DONE IT AGAIN... 
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They're standing on the corner and they can't speak English. 
I can't even talk the way these people talk: 
Why you ain't, 
Where you is, ... See More

Like · Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP shared ali campbell coaching's photo.
May 3

This made me laugh this morning…  Love Ali
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Like · Share

4 people like this.

Maria BP shared a link.
May 2

Need the fly control at a bargain price? Check them out! this is where I shop!
http://www.arbico-organics.com/category/fly-control-program

Fly Eliminators from ARBICO - Biological Fly Control for
Horses and Livestock
www.arbico-organics.com

Like · Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP shared Danielle Leigh's photo.
May 2

In this African tribe, when someone does something harmful, they take the
person to the center of the village where the whole tribe comes and surrounds
them. 
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For two days, they will say to the man all the good things that he has done.

Th... See More

Like · Share

3 people like this.

Maria BP
April 27
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Like · Share

5 people like this.

Maria BP shared Heart of a Horse's photo.
April 25

Friesian With An Unusual Coat
Portraits & Equine Art by Kate Spratt, UK — with Shame Jon Carpenther and
17 others.
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Like · Share

2 people like this.

Maria BP
April 24

Horse Transporter Reviews

horses, horse transporters, horse transport, equine horse transporters, equine
transporters, horse reviews, transport reviews, horse transport reviews, horse
transporter reviews, equine transporer rev...

180 members · Join Group

Like · Share

Petar Nikolov likes this.

Maria BP shared a link via American Solar Savings.
April 18
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New 2014 Solar Installation Incentives and Programs
www.american-solar-savings.com

2Like · Share

Maria BP shared Wendy Brasfield's video.
April 18

Help to find those thieves

Ok horse family - I am starting to post
videos from the surveillance cameras at the barn of the two guys breaking in
and stealing thousands of dollars of tack. The date is from the April 1st break-
in around 1 am and yes it is raining and n... See More

Like · Share

Maria BP shared a link.
April 16
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Who says age matters? She is amazing!

A 91-Year-Old Woman Sings For Her Television Debut
Performance.
www.wimp.com

1 1Like · Share

Maria BP shared Jane Savoie's Dressage Mentor's video.
April 16

Enjoy this short video clip on helping your spooky horse relax. 
Take a 10 day tour of the dressage mentor site for just $1 to see more videos,
audios, and tips! 
http://janesavoie.com/10daytrial

1Like · Share

Maria BP
April 15
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Maria BP
April 15

Cat nap

ABOUT

Followed by 5 people
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Maria BP shared a link.
April 13

THIS IS ABSOLUTELY HORRENDOUS! 
Smokeless 51 minutes ago

The BLM did this --or so we were told--for the reason of protecting the desert
tortoise. But then it was revealed that the Bureau of Land Management had
shot far more desert tortois... See More

Article - Feds: Safety concerns led to Nevada cow release
www.aol.com

Like · Share

Maria BP
April 13 · Edited

This was one of the comments to the story when government took cattle from
rancher...
"A DEA Agent stopped at a ranch in Texas and talked to an old rancher. He
told the rancher, "I need to inspect your ranch for illegally grown drugs." The
rancher said, "okay, but don't go into that field over there...", as he pointed out
the location. The DEA Agent verbally exploded and said, "look mister, I have...
See More

PHOTOS

RECENT ACTIVITY

Maria likes CWD US.

Maria likes 8-Year-Old Girl Stuns Norwegian
‘Late Show’ With ‘Fly Me To The Moon...
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Maria BP changed her cover photo.
March 27

4 4Like · Share

Maria BP changed her cover photo.
March 27

Like · Share
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More posts from March 4 to 27

Maria BP changed her profile picture.
March 4

14 3Like · Share

More posts from March 2 to 4

Maria BP added 3 photos to the album Jack Wabbit (JC SEARCH)
6 yo Gelding.
March 2
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More posts from February 28 to March 2

Maria BP
February 28 · Edited

Watching Ben Maher on Diva II riding in FEI Nations Cup tonight soo
reminded me of my BIG "Baby Girl" They even have same markings 

3 3Like · Share

More posts from February 17 to 28

Maria BP
February 17
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Maria BP added 5 photos to the album Jack Wabbit (JC SEARCH)
6 yo Gelding.
February 17
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More posts from February 11 to 17

Maria BP
February 11

This is really screwed up: temperatures in Moscow at night are higher then
here in daytime!

6 3Like · Share

Maria BP
February 6

2 days ago it was mesmerizing white snow on trees and today please well
covered in glistening silver
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More posts from February 2 to 6

Maria BP shared a link.
February 2

A 12 Year-Old Boy Wrote The Perfect Advice To Understand
Women. This Is Priceless.
www.viralnova.com

6Like · Share

More posts from January 24 to February 2

Maria BP shared 104-7 KCLD, Today's Hit Music!'s photo.
January 24
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I couldn't pass this up!

Rare footage of Bieber fleeing from police early this morning in Miami. -JJ —
with Fatima Timmo Covic.

3 1Like · Share

More posts from January 12 to 24

Maria BP shared Hannah Owens's photo.
January 12

Good thing to know!  hope this is ok to post! 
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1 1Like · Share

Maria BP
January 9

Bought NeatDesk and so far love it! lets see how well it will do with my "paper
sorting"

4 5Like · Share

PHOTOS · 2014
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20132013 HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Maria BP
January 16 - December 14 via YouTube

The Tutu Project's Story Told in Germany by Deutsche Telekom (Long V…
Uploaded by TheTutuProject

Like · Subscribe on YouTube

Lara Fabian - Je t'aime encore

Like 1

GIOVANNI MARRADI - Shadows
This post is edited by Andreea Petcu(oceanflower1) GIOVANNI MARRA…
giovannimarr...

Maria BP shared At Dünyasi Montana / Monde Du Cheval
Montana's video.
December 14, 2013

:/ Amazing Jumping Competion :/
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3 1Like · Share

More posts from December 2 to 14

Maria BP likes an article on GodVine.
December 2, 2013

I rescued one from the trap about 5 days ago... despite of me tagging and
pulling while trying to release the trap teeth, it was very patient with me and
looks like it knew that I was trying to help...

After Being Rescued, a Sweet Fox Shows Her Saviors Amazing Gratitude
- Touching Video :)

1Like · Share

More posts from November 21 to December 2

Maria BP shared Kevin Mcgee's photo.
November 21, 2013
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More posts from October 26 to November 21

Maria BP
October 26, 2013 via YouTube

Very educational and very chilling!

Why Horses should wear horse boots
KENTUCKY HORSEWEAR TAKING PROTECTIVE HORSE
BOOTS INTO THE 21ST CENTURY! Kentucky Horsewear
was established back in August 2010, yet it is rapidly becoming
th...

2Like · Share
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More posts from August 9 to October 26

Maria BP
August 9, 2013 · Edited

"Now, This is what I am talking about!!! I told you I do not wanna touch that
rail!" SEARCH (GELDING), Thank you SARA for his safe delivery!

2 1Like · Share

Maria BP added 4 photos to the album Jack Wabbit (JC SEARCH)
6 yo Gelding.
August 9, 2013
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More posts from August 1 to 9

Maria BP
August 1, 2013

Jack Wabbit (JC SEARCH) 6 yo Gelding (43 photos)
He may not be tall (15h3 but uphill, so the back is lower), the kindest and most loving horse
you will ever meet! He is a graceful mover, super athletic, careful and scopy jumper and
absolutely LOVES to please!
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Maria BP
August 1, 2013 · Edited

SEARCH, Thank you SARA for his safe delivery!
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4 1Like · Share

More posts from July 24 to August 1

Maria BP
July 24, 2013 via YouTube

down the memory lane

София Ротару - "Луна-луна" 2010
"Детская Новая волна - 2010" в Артеке

2Like · Share

More posts from July 20 to 24
Recent

2014

2013

2011

Maria BP Timeline 2011 Highlights Yvette Miranian Pruett
likes Tara Munster Girch's
status.

CJ Poirier Foote likes
Jolene Hallauer's link.

LaraLara HomeHome 20+20+Maria BP
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Maria BP
July 20, 2013

HORSE STUFF FOR SALE (12 photos)
Items DO NOT Include S&H. It will be calculated by zip and weight based on total Charge
ONLY actual shipping

3Like · Share

Maria BP likes an article.
May 14, 2013

December
November
October
September
August
July
June
May
April
March
February
January

2010

Born

Show Older

Shelley Weeks LeVan
commented on Kristin
Renea White's status.

Heather Wilson O'Connor
scored a triple letter in
Words With Friends.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
likes Michael Dugan's
photo.

Melinda Walker likes Jack
Rogers.

Jil Roberts Manuel likes
Lisa Fogarassy Kadis's
photo.

Jen Faubel-Baker Silly day
at school!

Derek Mäts Pätrikk
Yerardi likes Danielle
Rouleau Fahey's link.
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20112011

Hmm would this happen in NY?

Your Daily Russian Dashcam Story, Feel-Good Edition
autos.aol.com

Like · Share

Maria BP recommends an article on The Billings Gazette.
February 8, 2013

That would be me if I live that long! Except I will do it myself from the mounting
block he-he ;)

Great-great-grandmother rides again thanks to hospice program

1Like · Share

PHOTOS · 2013

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Maria BP likes a link.
October 26, 2011

Calf Saved From Canal By Passing Motorcyclist
www.bing.com

Motorcyclist Johan Gray has become a viral sensation for this video showing him
rescuing a calf from a canal in South Africa....
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Share

Maria BP likes a link.
March 9, 2011

Northqueenslandhorserescue.com
www.northqueenslandhorserescue.com

Share

Maria BP likes a link.
January 3, 2011

http://photos.parents.com/category/vote/photo/658096
www.parents.com

Share
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20102010

BornBorn

HIGHLIGHTSHIGHLIGHTS

Joined Facebook

December 24, 2010

Born

Like
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Join GroupJoin Group Create GroupCreate GroupHorse Transporter Reviews Members Photos Files

Tiffany Lewis
April 25 at 10:49pm · Kansas City, MO · Edited

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~>>>Welcome to HTR<<<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
When reviewing a transporter please use the following template:
***1: (POSITIVE) (NEUTRAL) (NEGATIVE) Review (Company Name here)
based on (general reasons why - keep this sentence short please).***
You are ENCOURAGED to elaborate as much as you want in subsequent
paragraphs and enterain discussion. We will use your original
statement/review in our "Files Area" to keep track of each hauler reviewed.
Example:
POSITIVE Review for Rivenhollow Transport based on the excellent care
my horse recieved during transport.
Each company reviewed will have a document created for them by one of
the admins in the file section.
1. Check the document/file area first for your transporter.
2. Find and post the review on the original post or start a new post with a
new transporter.
3. Use the introduction sentence above to introduce your review to the
group.
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This should make it easy for people to reference the reviews that are left
here for haulers. Once the website is up and operational - these files will be
exported over to the website and we will be able to correlate information
between them.
Our Mission:
The goal of this group is to educate YOU the loving horse owner about how
to select and safely haul your beloved horse; using the services of a
transporter. Through some horrific experiences that a few of us have
survived we have made it our mission to save other horses and owners
from the utter despair and financial drain that transport complications and
negligence create. With vilgilance and enough advocating, we can change
how our horses are treated during transport. Here are the rules and the
general info on posting.
Rules on Etiquette:
1. No Foul language implied or otherwise
2. All discussions are open and encouraged
3. If someone starts harassing you - block them. If they continue, report
them to Facebook.
4. If you have an issue with the group, an admin or someone in specific,
your more than welcome to report it to one of the admins. Generally the
admins will not get involved.
5. Admins are: 
Jason Stahl - Resident DOT researcher & Transport Review Guru.
Stacey Moritz-Erb: Transporter Ad Litem
Maria BP: Reviews and Support
Brenda Casteen: New Member Advocate
Tiffany Lewis: Inputing Reviews & Management
6. No personal attacks or sharing of PERSONAL information. This forum is
for business reviews only. Of course if the situation included something
personal that the hauler did to enhance or detract from your experience
then please include it...but we will not tolerate personal attacks.
Allowed Content:
1. Reviews on any horse haulers. Licensed or Unlicensed. 
2. Licensed "For Hire" Transport Companies that have never recieved a
negative review on HTR.
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Brenda Casteen
1 hr

Welcome to the group Barbara Volk

Seen by 5

Like · Share

Pat Tanner
May 13 at 7:17pm

having a problem finding a transporter to move a horse from laurelville ohio
to Belton SC. adopted a horse from new vocations and now can't get him
shipped to SC. may just give up and give him back..

Seen by 52

Vicki Henderson Pm me cities. Maybe able to help and what size is your
horse
May 13 at 8:13pm · Like · 1

Pat Tanner just pm you 15.2 hands normal size horse. standardbred gelding
May 14 at 7:49am · Like

Jason Stahl Vicki Henderson, I PM'd you, please check your messages and
respond when you have a minute.
May 15 at 9:30am · Like

Pat Tanner I may get my horse one of these days. all ready going on 9 days
trying to get him home. latest update.. shipper called this morning said there was
w delay and horse will not be picked up until late tonight and will travel overnight
to sc. may be here mid day on sunday???
May 17 at 9:37am · Like

Pat Tanner my horse is suppose to be here today and of course it is raining
and will be all day.
May 18 at 6:57am · Like

Kelsee Knight Hurley
May 17 at 12:38pm · Newcastle, CA

Hurley's Custom Hauling:::
TODAY 5/17: Northern to Southern CA
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TOMORROW 5/18: CA-AZ
5/19-20: AZ-NM-TX
5/21: TX-LA-MS... See More

Hurley's Custom Hauling
Equine Transport- Family owned and operated by Wayne and Kelsee Hurley. We
are leased under JNS equine Transport DOT#2370909 MC#817576.

Like PageLike Page

Seen by 26

Jessica Yeargin You wouldn't happen to be able to go all the way east to nc
would you?
May 17 at 1:34pm · Like

Like · Share

Amanda Enwright
May 12 at 9:11am

I will be in need of a hauler on July 14th to take 6 horses from Norristown,
PA to Saugerties, NY, then be picked up on July 18th or July 19th from
Saugteries, NY back to Norristown, PA. I know its early but im starting to
look at price quotes, recommendation's, etc....

Seen by 55Lori Rober likes this.

Maria BP check out "files" tab for starters. Have you consider Brookledge?
May 12 at 3:32pm · Like · 1

Robbie Geisinger Sr. Johnson Horse transportation they r close to norristown
May 15 at 10:11pm · Like

Craig Sappington http://www.nationalhorsecarriers.com/members
May 16 at 9:47pm · Like

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 16 at 5:31pm

Welcome to the group Lily Broadbent
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Seen by 29

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 13 at 9:01pm · Edited

I met with a Federal USDA Investigator today who mentioned the new
Animal Disease Traceability Rule that became effective March 2013. Maybe
most of you have heard of this rule but it was news to me so I wanted to
share it.
Under the new Traceability rule, horses and other equines moving interstate
must be officially identified prior to interstate movement. There are a few
exceptions but, for the most part, it will apply to most of us shipping our
horses. There are several methods of identification and each state has their
own requirements as to preferred methods of identification. Each state
health official (state veterinarian) will have a final decision for what is
allowed in their state. Not all 'health certificates' are interstate certificates of
veterinary inspection (ICVI's). Different documents will be allowed or
disallowed in different states. The investigator was very clear, however, that
when shipping horses across different states, the carrier will have to be in
compliance with each state’s requirements. There are states that require
brands, microchips, tags, etc. as official traceable IDs in addition to Coggins
and Health Certificates. Fed Agents have spent the last year trying to get
this information out to everyone. Some haulers are already being fined
when hauling horses that do not have official traceable IDs.
So, when shipping our horses, we need to have an up to date Coggins, a
current health certificate, and official traceable ID s on our horses per state
requirements.

USDA APHIS | Animal Health
On January 9, 2013, the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) published a final
rule establishing general regulations for improving the traceability of U.S. livestock
moving interstate. The rule became effective on March 11, 2013.

APHIS.USDA.GOV

Seen by 554 people like this.

Tiffany Lewis I also spoke with an investigator today with the USDA and they
are and will be investigating cases reported to them of neglect, horses not being
taken off trailers, veterinary care being withheld and other abuses. This is a
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HUGE step in the right direction making carriers responsible for the care of our
horses during transport.
May 13 at 9:08pm · Like · 3

Paul Howell H ope these investigators get a great case together and go after
the guy that has wronged all of u and make him pay big time,
May 13 at 9:39pm · Like · 1

Kevin Cline a current Coggin's and a current health certificate satisfies this
rule..within this past week, I just came north from Florida where there are
actually agricultural checkpoints and they did a once over on the coggin's...one
of the horses didn't have the hand drawn stripe on his face actually drawn, but it
was noted in the hand written notes, they almost didn't let him out of the
state...until I let them know that I knew the horse (he was my father's horse) and
the same coggin's got him into the state 6 months prior. For many years now,
first off, a horse without a current coggin's won't get on my trailer....and second, if
there is no current health certificate (CoVI, certificate of Veterinary Inspection),
that horse won't cross state lines, PERIOD.
May 13 at 9:46pm · Like · 3

Brenda Casteen Kevin Cline I've contacted the investigator for clarification. I'll
let you know what he says.
May 14 at 7:36am · Like

Clint Coulter I havent heard or been asked for more than brands, coggins and
health certificate. It sounds like a nightmare if every state decides what they use
for identification. Do you know that colorado wants any horse that stays longer
than a week in Colorado to get a brand inspection to leave the state. So if you
live in Oklahoma and go show in Colorado for a week you need to get a colorado
brand inspector out to look at your horse and write up a brand. A great way to
piss off people who come to your state to spend money.
May 14 at 10:10am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Clint Coulter The brands you spoke of is one of the allowed
Traceable IDs. I just spoke with the investigator. Here is clarification.... Each
state health official (state veterinarian) will have a final decision for what is
allowed in their state. Not all 'health certificates are interstate certificates of
veterinary inspection (ICVI's). Different documents will be allowed or disallowed
in different states. So if traveling thru multiple states, we need to be compliant in
each state. According to him, heavy fines have already recently been issued to
some who were hauling with a Coggins and Health Certificate but no Official
Traceable ID for each animal on the trailer. I will edit the original post when I
return home.
May 14 at 10:57am · Edited · Like

Clint Coulter If this is true it will be a nightmare. How will we find out what
each state wants? There are no brand inspector in New York, but then colorado
wants you to have a brand to run through their state, How do you get it? This is
to ridiculous to be true. It's like pulling teeth to get some people to pull a coggins
and get a health certificate. I just left one behind in California because it didn't
have papers and then they tried to give me false papers. If this is a federal law it
needs to be federally regulated, not left up to each state.
May 14 at 12:38pm · Like · 1
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Brenda Casteen Clint Coulter, According to this inspector, all official IDs can be
supplied by the owners vet. Brands, micro chip, ID tags to name a few.
May 14 at 12:43pm · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen He personally has spent much of this past year at inspection
stations educating them on this rule, as well as, educating those manning
inspection stations about being more familiar with Coggins papers (what
information to look more closely at) and Health Certificates, etc. (This explains
why people are getting varying answers to questions on regulations/laws when
asking weigh station personnel rather than consulting FMCSA, USDA, etc.)
May 14 at 2:22pm · Edited · Like

Clint Coulter So every vet will know what each state requires and have the
paperwork/authority/equipment to be in compliance with each state? I've run into
vets that can't even fill out a health cert properly
May 14 at 12:50pm · Like · 3

Brenda Casteen I agree. I brought up that very question Clint Coulter. Seems
imposssible when a hauler is going thru several states. I`m sure more will be
coming out on this. I questioned him about my.personal scenario of driving from
WV to GA. He said that I may be compliant in NC and SC but if he follows me
thru SC and pulls me as I cross the GA line, I better be in compliance in GA as
well. This does seem like a nightmare for them, you haulers and horse owners to
manage.
May 14 at 12:55pm · Edited · Like

Paul Howell On the VA coggins there are colored pics of horse all views as
well as brand if you have a chip there is place on it for vet to record all info
wonder if that and health certificate will work
May 14 at 12:57pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Paul Howell, Digital photographs that could be used to ID
equines is an acceptable ID method so that might be an example of where the
Coggins would suffice for official ID as well then. WV does not have that info on
our Coggins.
May 14 at 2:28pm · Edited · Like

Kevin Cline Any vet that uses Global Vet Link can put the photos on the
coggin's
May 14 at 8:40pm · Like · 2

Kevin Cline here is a link to that site, and info on the proposal by the Indiana
Board of Animal Health. http://globalvetlink.com/.../indiana-state-board-targets...
May 14 at 8:42pm · Like

Kimberley Rae Elliott Load of political horse crap
May 15 at 12:46am · Like

Brenda Casteen May be political on the one hand, I agree....but when things
go really wrong because of someone's unethical or illegal business behavior,
these rules provide a tool for action to be taken against those in the wrong.
May 15 at 7:33am · Like
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Brenda Casteen When UNETHICAL OR ILLEGAL behavior is reported to the
proper authorities, they do take note. These people are watched. Can't help but think
they use rules such as this every chance they get against those who are known to
have shady behavior while with ... See More
May 15 at 7:38am · Like

Jason Stahl edited a doc.
May 13 at 11:30pm

Clarification of DOT 'Exempt for Hire' Status
Exempt for Hire is a special provision that only applies to exempt
commodities and animals as specified by the DOT. Exempt for Hire
transporters in good standing with their DOT licensing can haul exempt
property owned by others for compensation as a common or contract
carrier. Goods and animals deemed exempt are classified by DOT
Administrative Ruling 119. Most of the items listed in the Composite
Commodity Listing attached to Ruling 119 do not apply to the subject of our
forum, however, horses of differing use types are listed and categorized. All
Ordinary Livestock is Exempt. Ordinary is classified as, "all cattle,
swine, sheep, goats, horses, and mules, except such as are chiefly
valuable for breeding, racing, show purposes, and other special uses
– Exempt – Law".
 
These include the following descriptions:
Race Horses - NOT Exempt
Rodeo Animals - NOT Exempt
Show Horses - NOT Exempt
Horses for Breeding - NOT Exempt
Riding Horses - Strictly for personal pleasure only - EXEMPT (See Ordinary
Livestock definition)
 
Transporters, it is your business to know, and in the best interest of both
you and your customer, what you are hauling. Just saying 'horses' is not
good enough in the 'Litigation Age'. If you are authorized by the DOT as an
"Exempt for Hire" transporter, you will need to either be selective in what
kinds of horses you transport or you need to get your authorization
amended. If you don't want to amend your status but instead want to be
selective and only haul pleasure horses, you should include this declaration
as a customer signoff item in your customer contracts.
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Failure to comply with authorization is a $10,000 fine for the transporter and
likely has insurance repercussions for the customer in the event of an
accident.
 
Sources:
U.S. Code Title 49 › Subtitle IV › Part B › Chapter 135 › Subchapter I › §
13506
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/49/13506
49 U.S.C. 13506(a)(6)
Administrative Ruling No. 119 and 133

Seen by 45Tiffany Lewis likes this.

Carol Dean-Porter Hey Jason, will you please explain to me the purpose of
the exemption? We mostly ship show and race horses, but occasionally ship
pleasure horses too.
May 14 at 2:36am · Like

Jason Stahl Sure Carol Dean-Porter, that is an excellent question!
Transportation of commodities and animals that are exempt are considered low
value or zero value. As such, even though the same insurance requirements
exist as a 'for hire' authority, exempts do ... See More
May 14 at 10:35am · Like · 1

Carol Dean-Porter Thank you Jason! We are DOT, operate under the BIT
program, members of a drug testing consortium and insured for 750,000 (costs
800 per month!!!!! We restrict the liability insurance to a 500 mile radius and
when we need to go farther, we up it on a "p... See More
May 14 at 11:14am · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl That's a good question for some of the other transporters here. If
they aren't I'd recommend they do or at least some variation of it. It sounds like
you've got your process put together really well, thank you for sharing it!
May 14 at 11:02pm · Like

Maria BP shared Heather Fogarty's status update.
May 14 at 9:18pm

Heather Fogarty

Any rigs that can get to Rawhide Ranch~ address -
6987 W Lilac Rd, Bonsall, CA 92003
They need help!
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Seen by 36

Sarah Wilson According to their page, they were able to move everyone.
PTL!!
May 14 at 9:21pm · Like

Maria BP Great! Thank you! BTW what is PTL?
May 14 at 9:25pm · Like · 1

Sarah Wilson Praise the Lord! 
May 14 at 9:25pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis updated the group photo.
April 26 at 3:43pm

Seen by 963 people like this.

Sarah Wilson Who did these graphics? It's/they are great!
May 14 at 6:43pm · Edited · Like · 1

Like · Share

Pat Tanner
May 13 at 7:16pm

having a problem finding a transporter to move a horse from laurelville ohio
to Belton SC. adopted a horse from new vocations and now can't get him
shipped to SC. may just give up and give him back..

Seen by 53Robin Maxwell Hudson likes this.
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Gloria Christine Do you have a time frame? I'm sure there are haulers out there
who can help.
May 13 at 7:18pm · Like

Pat Tanner had 7 days to move the horse all ready used up 5 days. need
asap
May 13 at 7:24pm · Like

Gloria Christine Several of my FB friends are haulers or know someone who
hauls. I shared your post to my personal page in hopes that someone will see it
and be able to help.
May 13 at 7:31pm · Edited · Like

Pat Tanner had someone before but they kept leading me on and i came to
find out they have equipment problems and were not go south anytime soon
May 13 at 7:33pm · Like

Pat Tanner can contact me 864-338-9276
May 13 at 7:34pm · Like

Gloria Christine Can you get the horse held just a little longer?
May 13 at 7:35pm · Like

Pat Tanner yes but would have to start paying $12 a day.
May 13 at 7:36pm · Like

Mary Littlefield Devine Try James Boudrieau here on FB. I have his number,
I will call you in a bit. I'm too brain dead from work to be able to multitask
contacts while online. James has the largest rescue in AZ, and he hauls all over
the country. He is awesome
May 13 at 8:45pm · Like

Maria BP Kelsee Knight Hurley
May 13 at 9:03pm · Edited · Like

Helenjoy Velenosi contact Rygar
May 13 at 10:52pm · Like

Jason Stahl
May 13 at 10:35pm · Saint Joseph, MO · Edited

Somebody was asking a while back about the "Exempt for Hire" status of
licensed transporters. This is a special provision that only applies to exempt
commodities and animals as specified by the DOT.
So that there is some clarification, Exempt for Hire transporters in good
standing with their DOT licensing can haul exempt property owned by
others for compensation as a common or contract carrier. Goods and
animals deemed exempt are classified by DOT Administrative Ruling 119.
Most of the items listed in the Composite Commodity Listing attached to
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Ruling 119 do not apply to the subject of our forum, however, horses of
differing use types are listed and categorized. All Ordinary Livestock is
Exempt. Ordinary is classified as, "all cattle, swine, sheep, goats, horses,
and mules, except such as are chiefly valuable for breeding, racing, show
purposes, and other special uses – Exempt – Law".
These include the following descriptions:
Race Horses - NOT Exempt
Rodeo Animals - NOT Exempt
Show Horses - NOT Exempt
Horses for Breeding - NOT Exempt
Riding Horses - Strictly for personal pleasure only - EXEMPT (See Ordinary
Livestock definition)
Transporters, it is your business to know, and in the best interest of both
you and your customer, what you are hauling. Just saying 'horses' is not
good enough in the 'Litigation Age'. If you are authorized by the DOT as an
"Exempt for Hire" transporter, you will need to either be selective in what
kinds of horses you transport or you need to get your authorization
amended. If you don't want to amend your status but instead want to be
selective and only haul pleasure horses, you should include this declaration
as a customer signoff item in your customer contracts.
Failure to comply with authorization is a $10,000 fine for the transporter and
likely has insurance repercussions for the customer in the event of an
accident.

Seen by 443 people like this.

Like · Share

Melissa Duggan
May 13 at 9:26pm · Pembroke, MA

Looking for transport from Dallas TX to Boston MA. Please PM

Seen by 46

Maria BP
May 13 at 9:06pm

Welcome to the group Kelsee Knight Hurley
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Seen by 48

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 13 at 9:54am · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Vicki Henderson 

Seen by 51Vicki Henderson likes this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 12 at 3:12pm · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Courtney Sherbine 

Seen by 53Courtney Sherbine likes this.

Like · Share

Jessica Yeargin
May 12 at 12:46pm · Blackshear, GA

Has anyone had any dealings with express equine out of tx? They were
suggested by sellers agent as a possible transport to nc.

Seen by 56

Maria BP http://www.equineexpress.com/ this one? Looks like there are many
in dot page, you will have to find out which
one.http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/keywordx.asp...
May 12 at 1:26pm · Like

Carol Dean-Porter Equine Express does a good job. They have air ride 15
horse vans, use plenty of bedding and are reliable. In general their equipment is
a bit older, but I have never had a bad experience and have been using and
recommending them for decades
May 12 at 2:57pm · Like

Ruby Hollow Stables
May 8 at 10:05am
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Joe Estrada of Twisted J performance horses was to transport a 2 year old
mini horse from my home in Pa to Indiana, not a very long trip. I had
previously offered to transport her 1/2 way meeting the buyer at no cost. I
also suggested a reasonable responsible hauler that I was using and would
be at my place during the same time frame. She wanted to use her hauler,
Joe, who was recommended by her friend in NC. I asked him about the
time frame and wasn't concerned that he had a...
Continue Reading

Seen by 702 people like this.

Tiffany Lewis This leaves me speechless...
May 8 at 10:25am · Like · 3

Debbie Smith Thank you for sharing. I'm so sorry you had to go through this,
it must have been agonizing. I'm glad she's safe and home with you again.
Thank goodness for the kind people and Rygard Hauling, who help you to locate
your girl and get her home!
May 8 at 11:21am · Like · 2

Paul Howell Someone needs to catch this ass out and make him pay. The law
will never harm him like he has you people its time with these haulers and eye
for an eye justice
May 8 at 1:33pm · Like · 1

Mindy Shartle Sather I am glad to hear that this has a semi happy ending
and you're getting your horse back. I don't understand why he would drive
around for 15 days with her. Poor thing will never want to get near another trailer.
May 8 at 9:16pm · Like

Dawn Brown This is not the first time I have heard very negative stories about
this hauler - it isn't the second either! Definitely on the be cautious of using list!!
Google Joe Estrada horse hauler ...
May 10 at 10:21pm · Like

Pamela Bingham-Hall What a horror story! Your Mimi would have better off in
the back of a large SUV!
May 12 at 9:39am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 12 at 9:07am · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Michele Baade 

Seen by 55
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Michele Baade Thanks!
May 12 at 9:25am · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 11 at 9:15pm · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Mary Bentley  and Happy Mother's Day everyone...

Seen by 575 people like this.

Mary Bentley Thank you!
May 11 at 9:16pm · Like

Like · Share

Maria BP
May 10 at 8:45pm · Edited

Jessica Yeargin: need a horse moved from Lafayette, LA to Seagrove,
NC...will any of your trips take you along that route?

Seen by 61Jessica Yeargin likes this.

Jessica Yeargin sorry, it's Seagrove, NC...need to write my sister's new
address somewhere instead of trying to remember the name of it...lol
May 10 at 8:48pm · Like

Maria BP Clint Coulter, Rygar Farm Transport, Sheri L. Garrott, can anyone
help or suggest some one good?
May 10 at 8:55pm · Edited · Like

Maria BP Coulter Transport will be traveling from:
Kansas City to Lexington, KY March 5th
Lexington, KY to Kansas City March 6th
Kansas City to Naples, FL via St. Louis, Nashville, Atlanta, Ocala, Wellington
March 8th-9th
Naples, FL to Kansas City via Aiken, SC Atlanta, Memphis, Joplin, mo March
10th-11th
numerous trips between Kansas city and st. louis on March 16,17,18
Affiliate company traveling from Indianapolis to Tulsa, Ok
DOT#1017668 MC#671241
May 10 at 8:57pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Could have a week ago  our next trip isn't till June
May 10 at 8:57pm · Like
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Jessica Yeargin sheri-that seems to be a common issue...lol...
May 10 at 8:58pm · Like

Clint Coulter Check with oakhaven based out of folsum, la
May 10 at 11:31pm · Like · 1

Jessica Yeargin thanks Clint, will do that!
May 11 at 7:41am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Maria BP
May 10 at 8:50pm · Edited

Pat Tanner: looking to find a transporter to pickup a horse in LAURELVILLE,
OHIO and haul to Belton SC in next 7 days or so

Seen by 61

View 1 more comment
Sheri L. Garrott Sorry Maria BP, not sure who might be running from OH to
SC
May 10 at 8:56pm · Like

Jen Arbogast Ruberto Robin Stang
May 10 at 9:00pm · Like

Pat Tanner Thanks all got someone
May 11 at 6:03am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 11 at 2:08am

Welcome to the group Nikie Overholt Morgan, Jessica Birdsell and Lisa
Wildung

Seen by 57Nikie Overholt Morgan likes this.

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 10 at 10:15pm

Welcome to the group Dawn Brown
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Seen by 58Dawn Brown likes this.

Like · Share

Ruby Hollow Stables
May 9 at 7:40pm

positive review. Rygar farms stepped up and went above and beyond to
help bring a filly that was to go from Indiana to Pa and the shipper took her
all over the Midwest. They made arrangements with a default shipper to
pick her up and they were really given a run around. KS, WY then Utah. I
can never repay them for what they did for someone they didn't know. They
took wonderful care and babied her. Jeanne and Angel spent a great deal
of time and resources to rescue Blu. They never asked for a penny. I can
never say thank you enough. THANK YOU

Seen by 6723 people like this.

Like · Share

Ashley Bigelow Montgomery
May 8 at 7:17pm · New Baltimore, VA

Positive review.. We used Rygar Farm Transport to haul my quarter horse
from Utah to Virginia. They took impeccable care of my boy. He showed up
happy, hydrated, and well fed. Upon pick up Angel was extremely polite,
professional, and very patient with loading. His trailer was clean and all the
horses on board had hay and looked good. Upon delivery he was also very
polite, professional, and patient. His rig was clean and all the horses were
fed. Took very good care unloading ... See More

Seen by 7113 people like this.

Tiffany Lewis What does "exempt for hire" mean? I would like some
clarification on this please.
May 9 at 12:17pm · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
May 9 at 12:18pm

Rygar Farm Transport
Contact Information:
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Rygar Farm Transport
Jeanne Ryan & Angel Garcia
PO Box 654
Stroudsburg, PA 18360
... See More

Seen by 692 people like this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 8 at 1:00pm · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Pat Tanner 

Seen by 70

Pat Tanner looking to find a transporter to pickup a horse in LAURELVILLE,
OHIO and haul to Belton SC in next 7 days or so.
May 8 at 1:39pm · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis created a doc.
May 8 at 10:20am

Joe Estrada aka Twisted J Performance Horses
Contact Information:
Joe Estrada aka Twisted J Performance Horses
39805 S De Vargas Rd 
Tucson, Arizona 85739
... See More

Seen by 70Brenda Casteen likes this.

Ruby Hollow Stables
May 8 at 10:03am

Negative review Joe Estrada aka Twisted J performance horses. Blu was
going from Pa to Indiana.
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Did not deliver horse, missed several deadlines over multiple days. He
stated that he broke down multiple times. Had multiple excuses as to why
he was doing this. Refused to make her available when given every
opportunity to do so. Dragged her all over the west coast and midwest.
Never delivered her as promised.

Seen by 704 people like this.

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 8 at 6:02am

Welcome to the group Lori Rober and Beibhinn Blue Gypsy Horses

Seen by 71Lori Rober likes this.

Like · Share

Maria BP
May 7 at 10:19pm

Welcome to the group: Lori Rober and Jennifer Reece

Seen by 74Lori Rober likes this.

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 7 at 7:19pm

Welcome to the group Cathy Trope

Seen by 76Maria BP likes this.

Clint Coulter
May 6 at 12:36pm

Coulter transport will be leaving kansas city headed to florida tomorrow via
i-64 to Lexington ky then south on I-75 to Ocala. Leaving Ocala on
Thursday head Back to kansas city via al, ms, memphis, ar, ok. Fully
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licensed and insured.

Seen by 765 people like this.

Like · Share

Sharon Williams
May 4 at 9:33pm · Menomonee Falls, WI

Looking for possible haulers from Wi. to Tx.

Seen by 792 people like this.

View 5 more comments
Su Schmerheim Equine Express is a legal, large commercial carrier based
out of Texas. Not sure which Equine Express you are referring to Maria.
May 5 at 4:31pm · Like

Sharon Williams This is great
May 5 at 6:20pm · Like

Maria BP Su, you are correct Equine Express is licensed and legal,
EQUESTRIAN Express was the co I would not recommend
May 5 at 6:52pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
May 4 at 9:46pm

Maple Meadows Horse Transport
Contact Information:
Maple Meadows Horse Transport
(604) 312-3221 24 hours, 7 days a week 
johnhaydu@maplemeadowshauling.com
maplemeadowshorsehauling@live.ca

... See More

Seen by 78Brenda Casteen likes this.
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Paul Lammont
May 4 at 9:25pm

Maple Meadows Horse Transport. A superb horse transport company in
British Columbia. Conscientious and knowledgeable. Have used Elle and
John all last year for my horses and they exceeded my expectations.
Update phone calls every 2 hours notification of delivery and photos are all
part of their service. Oh yea they are horse owners as well..!!!!!!

Seen by 784 people like this.

Maria BP https://www.facebook.com/.../Maple.../205778279489918
May 4 at 9:27pm · Like

Like · Share

Elle Haydu
May 4 at 12:54am · Maple Ridge District Municipality, Canada

Looking to have your horse moved to an Event, Clinic, New
Stable,Veterinarian ?? We welcome Prebooked, Short Notice or Emergency
Call Outs.
We are a local Horse Transport Co. based out of Maple Ridge - 18 yrs
professional driving Experience, 22 years of horsemanship , horse owners
ourselves. We pride ourselves in the quality of care given to the horses we
handle.
Commercially insured . Vehicle maintained to National Safety Code
standards, GPS on board.
2012 Trails West - Warm... See More

Seen by 823 people like this.

Like · Share

Demetria Zoe Batiste
May 3 at 10:30pm

I need of a cheap emergency horse transportation from Indiana to NC
ASAP ! my sister and horse are at risk of being kicked on the streets. DO
YOU KNOW ANYONE WHO CAN HELP ????
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Seen by 82

Mindy Shartle Sather What part of IN to what part of NC? PM Toni Hindall
she maybe able to help. She is wonderful and affordable.
May 4 at 12:41am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 26 at 5:09pm · Kansas City, MO · Edited

Little things during transport that could make a big difference in the long
run: Please feel free to contribute to this thread.
1. If possible, ALWAYS choose a box stall. Haulers can say they are taking
your horses off each night but if they do not...your horse can end up with
pneumonia due to prolonged head elevation.
2. An important aspect of transport is the length of time the horse will be on
the trailer and the exact route the transporter will take. ALWAYS clarify this
ahead of time. - Tracy Webster
3. Use electrolytes ahead of time in the horses water and during transport.
Please consult a vet prior to attempting this as it is crucial that you get the
dosage correct or it can have the opposite effect (dehydration) on your
horse.
4. Give your horse a tube of Ulcer garde. This helps protect the horses
digestive system during transport and helps to prevent ulcers when your
horse is exposed to a stressful situation.

Seen by 964 people like this.

Tracy Webster Make sure you know your transporters EXACT route and the
length of time your horse will be on the trailer.
April 26 at 5:27pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis Thank you Tracy 
April 26 at 5:29pm · Like

Tracy Webster Try to avoid transporting during the heat of the summer.
April 26 at 5:37pm · Like

Felicia Wilson Many people expect the transporter to provide the hay.
However it is in your horses best interest to remain on the same feed they were
on prior to being transported. Changing feed during what can be an already
stressful situation will just add to it.
April 26 at 5:48pm · Like · 5
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Tiffany Lewis Bump - Lets keep this thread going so everyone can contribute 
May 2 at 10:20am · Edited · Like

Chris Jones Fleming Try to send your horse as "naked" as possible... no
blankets, wraps, etc. During a long haul any of these items could end up
becoming an entanglement hazard to your horse.
May 2 at 4:07pm · Like · 2

Maria BP Chris Jones Fleming, my newest addition came all the way from
Europe and they shipped him with a blanket as he was clipped and it was Feb.
Absolutely no problems. I would have more concerns during such long trip if he
was without one.
May 2 at 11:09pm · Like

Chris Jones Fleming As with all advice, of course... YMMV and always use
your best judgement.
May 2 at 11:10pm · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I have heard conflicting sides on this. I prefer to ship without
anything.
May 3 at 3:21am · Like · 1

Sheri L. Garrott Tiffany Lewis I replied to your pm 
May 3 at 6:54pm · Like

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
May 3 at 3:58pm

Welcome to the group Sarah

Seen by 81

Sarah Sullivan Thanks!
May 3 at 4:03pm · Like

Betty Fey I'm Betty, not Sarah, I joined yesterday, thanks.
May 3 at 4:08pm · Like

Jamie Massey Jennings
May 1 at 8:10pm · Waddell, AZ

NEGATIVE- Triple AC ranch. Out of Tonopah AZ, and also Colorado. Told
me my horse would come straight to me in Phoenix from Colorado. Should
have been 12 hours. Wasn't delivered for 45 hours. Driver said he was in
texas when i called frantic. No feed was given, probably no water, horse
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was dehydrated and overheated and had gobs of green frothy discharge
coming from nose. They had 8 horses in the 6 horse trailer, all were SO hot.
They lied to get my business, and wouldn't unload him until full payment
was made. BEWARE!

Seen by 8410 people like this.

2 shares

View 25 more comments
Betty Fey I agree Jamie Massey Jennings, it's important to share.
May 2 at 10:41pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Denise Raymond, maybe Jamie Massey Jennings can say a couple
of words about our group and what we are trying to accomplish on the show 
May 2 at 11:03pm · Like · 1

Jamie Massey Jennings Will do! Send me a pm.
May 2 at 11:09pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Brandy Arena
April 27 at 5:49pm · Shrewsbury, LA

Needing a mare hauled from Dickson, TN to Nampa, Idaho 83686. Anyone
making a trip or have a hauler they recommend? Please PM me!

Seen by 90Tiffany Lewis likes this.

View 12 more comments
Carol Dean-Porter be either model year 2010 or newer OR to have the filter
installed which costs up to 30,000 and destroys engines
May 2 at 9:31pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Holy jeepers - 30k?
May 2 at 9:51pm · Like · 1

Carol Dean-Porter Yes that was the quote we got to put the system on our
Freightliner cab over tractor. It had a Caterpillar engine (Cats don't do well with
this add on system which is proprietary technology owned by Cummins). So we
had to sell this truck which we owned... See More
May 2 at 11:28pm · Like
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Jessica Yeargin
May 1 at 10:55pm · Hortense, GA

I am looking into getting a tb mare from Church Point, Louisiana...I'll need
to have her shipped to either SE Ga or central NC, depending on if my
place is ready or not by then...anyone have any recommendation for
shippers that do that route?

Seen by 83Melissa Overhuel likes this.

Clint Coulter Oakhaven
May 1 at 11:07pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Carol Dean-Porter, Stacey Moritz-Erb, Alexandra Fromholz could
you help out my friend or recommend someone good? Thank you!
May 2 at 9:10am · Like · 1

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
May 1 at 9:48pm · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Dianne Berto!

Seen by 83Danielle Taylor likes this.

Dianne Berto Thanks ! Always good to know who to watch out for !!
May 1 at 9:50pm · Like

Jason Stahl shared Allyssa Baird's photo.
May 1 at 7:28pm · Edited

I know some of you have seen my battles with Joe Duncan of J & J
Transports, mentioned in this post. Thought I'd share here, it's just more
confirmation of why you should avoid unregistered transporters.
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BEWARE OF THIS HAULER: I normally wouldn't do this, but I had SUCH a horrible
experience with a hauler (and I've used a lot!), that I feel people need to steer ...

See More

Seen by 87Brenda Casteen likes this.

View 1 more comment
Tiffany Lewis Where is this original post from? 
May 1 at 8:00pm · Like

Jason Stahl Shared from Horse Transport Reviews
May 1 at 8:16pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Thank you =)))
May 1 at 8:30pm · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
May 1 at 8:18pm

Triple AC Ranch
Contact Information:
33638 W Indian School Rd, Tonopah, AZ 85354
(602) 909-3064

... See More
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Seen by 83Brenda Casteen likes this.

Tiffany Lewis There is alot of information on this company. It all does appear
to be the same company.
May 1 at 8:29pm · Like

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
May 1 at 8:14pm

J & J Transports
Contact Information:
Joe Duncan aka "Larry" Duncan

USDOT: 2383467
OUT OF SERVICE

...
See More

Seen by 83Maria BP likes this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
May 1 at 7:50pm

Horse Jitney LLC
Contact Information:
Horse Jitney LLC 
301-526-8273
Email: info@horsejitney.com
... See More

Seen by 83Chris Jones Fleming likes this.

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
April 25 at 10:40pm

Jimmy Parlier Transport
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Contact Information:

James Lee Parlier JR
ALSO DOING BUSINESS AS: PARLIER FARMS
5663 KING WILKINSON ROAD
DENVER, NC  28037
Phone: 704-477-6061

http://www.parlierequinetransport.com/

FMCSA Link: http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/query.asp?query_type=queryCarri
erSnapshot&query_param=USDOT&query_string=613581

HTR Reviews:

1. NEGATIVE Review by Tiffany Lewis based on condition of horse at
delivery and lack of communication/vet care during transport.

2. BAD EXPERIENCE/NEGATIVE Review by Maria BP: Jimmy Lee Parlier
Jr (aka Parlier Horse (equine) Transport and Carriages). Hauled my horse
August 2013 from CA to PA, she is still not sound and will not be usable for
sports.

External website searches and related reviews:

http://www.chronofhorse.com/forum/showthread.php?364401-Jimmy-Par
lier-Horse-Transport-Feedback

Seen by 99

Chris Jones Fleming
April 29 at 10:06pm

POSITIVE Review - Horse Jitney LLC (http://www.horsejitney.com/) based
on the fabulous level of communication during transport and wonderful
condition of my pony upon arrival at his destination.
Had my pony hauled from Maryland to Georgia, which included an
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overnight stop-over -- first time long-distance haul for me and the pony. My
pony arrived at his destination calm, happy, and in great shape mentally
and physically. The hauler, Athena, was absolutely wonderful about
communicating and giving me frequent updates about my pony and how he
was doing during the trip. Can't recommend her highly enough! Great
service, attitude, and results.

horsejitney llc a Maryland horse transport company
providing horse transportation to east coast...
Horse Jitney LLC is a woman-owned, horse shipping company based in Maryland,...

HORSEJITNEY.COM

Seen by 885 people like this.

Tiffany Lewis I LOVE positive reviews.   
May 1 at 7:54pm · Like

Maria BP
April 30 at 6:07pm · Edited

BAD EXPERIENCE/NEGATIVE Review: Jimmy Lee Parlier Jr (aka Parlier
Horse (equine) Transport and Carriages). Hauled my horse August 2013
from CA to PA, she is still not sound and will not be usable for sports.
1. He was unauthorized to haul and uninsured. (yet stated otherwise) 
2. Stall was too small for her size (he used regular stall) 
3. Trip took 7 days not 3.5-4 as discussed. 
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Like · Share

4. she was never offloaded in those 7 days. 
5. Her head was tied down and short. She had injuries to her head in 2
places, face, right front and left hind. 
6. She never got medical attention and I was never notified and unable to
help her. 
this is a hauler I WOULD RUN AWAY FROM. He apparently also hauls for
Equestrian Express LLC who are not DOT compliant as well
(http://www.horsetransit.com/)

Seen by 893 people like this.

Rygar Farm Transport On a 7 day trip single driver 2700 to 3000 miles,,three
/ four days is illegal, a driver can only drive 11 hrs a day in the 14 hrs rule. By
federal law. length of this trip with a single drive should had two or three layover.
Depends how the horses are riding.
April 30 at 6:31pm · Like · 4
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Maria BP Thank you
April 30 at 7:06pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Jimmy Parlier states that he off loads horses daily as part of
his standard quote ... he doesn`t. It is not unusual for horses to stay on tge
trailer, heads tied for 4-5 days at a time.
April 30 at 7:44pm · Like

Jamie Massey Jennings That sucks. My experience with triple ac ranch in
Arizona was very similar. DO NOT USE!
May 1 at 1:05am · Like

Tiffany Lewis Jamie Massey - please describe your experience in detail for us
if you can so we can start a file on this hauler for future customers to reference. 

May 1 at 7:53pm · Edited · Like

Like · Share

Denise Raymond
April 30 at 4:19pm

Hi- I am wondering if anyone has reviews of Circle S transport out of
Reddick, FL? Considering using for my 6 horses soon.

Seen by 88

View 14 more comments
Denise Raymond No didn't try phone.. I try to avoid the phone as much as
possible but I will certainly give them a call.
May 1 at 7:43pm · Like

Sheri L. Garrott Denise Raymond, where are you shipping your horses too?
May 1 at 7:44pm · Like

Denise Raymond Need 6 horses shipped from Loris, SC (near Myrtle Beach)
to Ocala, FL the last week of May.
May 1 at 7:45pm · Like

Brenda Casteen added Mindy Shartle Sather to the group.
May 1 at 10:07am

Mindy Shartle Sather
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Like

PetSmart
Add FriendAdd Friend

Seen by 87Maria BP likes this.

Brenda Casteen Welcome to the group
May 1 at 10:08am · Like · 1

Like

Brenda Casteen added John Duncan Plymire to the group.
May 1 at 10:07am

Truck Driver at John plymir…
1 follower Add FriendAdd Friend

John Duncan Plymire

Seen by 87Dave Dotson likes this.

Brenda Casteen Welcome to the group
May 1 at 10:08am · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen added Lexi Palmer Churchill to the group.
May 1 at 10:07am

Lexi Palmer Churchill
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Like

Hickory, North Carolina
Add FriendAdd Friend

Lexi Palmer Churchill

Seen by 87

Brenda Casteen Hi Lexi...welcome to the group
May 1 at 10:08am · Like

Like · Share

Leslie Anne Jenkins
April 27 at 12:07pm

Need a ride for one from San Francisco to Lindsay, Ontario. Can go with a
mare of a friends from Las Vegas. Can meet south of the border anywhere
south of Quebec or Ontario.

Seen by 94

View 8 more comments
Clint Coulter Time frame?
April 27 at 2:32pm · Like

Jamie Massey Jennings Do not use triple ac ranch!
May 1 at 1:07am · Like

Leslie Anne Jenkins ASAP
May 1 at 6:26am · Like

Brenda Casteen
April 30 at 10:06pm

Welcome — with Ashley Bigelow Montgomery.
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Seen by 87Ashley Bigelow Montgomery likes this.

Like · Share

Maria BP
April 29 at 9:15pm

Welcome to the group Chris Jones Fleming

Seen by 882 people like this.

Chris Jones Fleming Thanks!
April 29 at 10:07pm · Like

Like · Share

Lauryn Taylor
April 27 at 12:54pm · Tifton, GA

I am in need of a transport from Tifton, Ga to either Thomasville, Ga or
Auburn vet school next week. Prob Thursday, not exactly sure of date,
waiting on the vet to contact me back. My horse, Flare has cancer and the
plan is to freeze the tumors off. I just need help getting her there.

Seen by 94

View 1 more comment
Clint Coulter Contact Jeff Green horse transport in Nashville Tennessee Jeff
Green
April 28 at 11:00am · Like · 1

Tiffany Lewis I wish you luck and health with your situation Lauryn 
April 29 at 3:21pm · Like · 1

Maria BP Let us know whom you chose and please leave the review
April 29 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
April 29 at 2:31pm

Welcome Audrey Summers
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Seen by 89Audrey Summers likes this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 25 at 10:06pm · Edited

Negative Review: Jimmy Parlier Transport. This is the report prepared by
Kstate in reference to Mylla Lethyf.

Seen by 992 people like this.

Brenda Casteen Tiffany Lewis can you please explain Jimmy's reaction to the
incident, as well as, his offer to you to make this go away for all those who are
new to the case?
April 26 at 7:34am · Edited · Like

Tiffany Lewis Early on Jimmy Parlier personally sent me a letter asking me to
be quiet about the whole situation until he could do his own "investigation". He
did end up offering $10,000.00 (payable in 2,000.00 payments) to me to settle
the case but at the time her medical bills were going to be double that..so we
decided that we would decline the offer. 
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Mylla was originally purchased not to only to breed but for my young son to be
able to show her when that time came. Mylla can likely never be ridden again
(due to the placement of the thoracotomy scar) and she certainly can never go in
a show ring because of all the scars she recevied during and subsequently from
the transport services provided by Jimmy Parlier Transport. 

Our only recourse now is to litigate (which is very expensive) or to meet their
demands which includes taking down any proof his company was responsible for
her injuries. They are claiming she did this to herself, even in the event this is
true...they were required by contract to provide a safe environment (having a
stallion in the trailer is not a safe environment for a mare) and properly care for
her. In the event of injury it states specifcally they would seek medical care for
her and contact me at the moment any incident occured. Neither scenario
happened, in fact, I was told she was perfect and fine each time I spoke with
them, which was untrue upon speaking with him after her delivery. I will be
posting a timeline.

Let's not also forget the fact that she should never have been on that trailer, as at
the time he was unauthorized to transport horses for hire. Which means he
knowingly misled me when he told me he had the proper licenses and insurance
to haul her prior to me hiring him.

Of course there are many more facets to this but these are the highlights. Had I
of spoken up earlier maybe the nightmare I am living I could have spared
another...but I did not know what do to. I was trying to keep my horse alive,
dealing with gigantic bills and ultimately threats from him when I did start to
speak about my case. So, here we are...
April 26 at 10:41am · Edited · Like · 2

Paul Howell Payment plan LOL you are way smarter than that He will pay 20
times that much with all evidence you guys have
April 26 at 9:18pm · Like · 1

Paul Howell Haas anyone thought of all of the people this guy hauled for
before he was DOT legal . If you could get these names you may find many
more cases like yours as well as information DOT may can use in their case It
seems if anyone had a list of these he would incur even more DOT fines for not
being legal. Does anyone have a list of people he hauled for before he was DOT
legal?
April 28 at 9:15pm · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen Yes, there is an extensive list complete with shipping details.
April 29 at 9:53am · Like

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
April 28 at 9:55pm

Welcome to the group Kristin Gudmundsen

Seen by 89Kristin Gudmundsen likes this.
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Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 28 at 1:49pm · Kansas City, MO

welcome Emilie 

Seen by 90

Like · Share

Karen Reese
April 28 at 9:29am

Any reviews on MJK Quarter Horses? Koehllers

Seen by 90

View 3 more comments
Maria BP sounds like you have done a good job preparing. Let us know if you
use them and how it goes! All the best!
April 28 at 10:22am · Like · 1

Maria BP If it is a long trip make sure you know the route and if not a box stall
when and where they plan to offload your horse. (get address and phone # for
the overnight place)
April 28 at 10:22am · Edited · Like · 2

Maria BP Clint Coulter
April 28 at 10:39am · Like

Stacey Moritz-Erb
April 27 at 12:12pm · Chino, CA

California based.Nationwide service
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Chuck-Erb-Horse-
Transportation/249863692506?ref=ts#!/pages/Chuck-Erb-Horse-
Transportation/249863692506

Chuck Erb Horse Transportation
Local Business
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1,387 Likes
8 talking about this Like PageLike Page

Seen by 948 people like this.

Maria BP Karen Reese
April 28 at 10:30am · Like

Karen Reese This mare is in WI and not on a usual shipping route.
April 28 at 10:31am · Like

Like · Share

Alexandra Fromholz
April 27 at 12:24pm

We are based in NJ & cover the east coast.
DOT: 1040487
MC: 438352

356 Likes
3 talking about this Like PageLike Page

Michael Mauro LLC Equine Transport
Transport/Freight

Seen by 946 people like this.

Maria BP Karen Reese
April 28 at 10:30am · Like
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Brenda Casteen
April 27 at 7:51pm

Welcome Rodney Moritz and Jennifer Prawel Tirone

Seen by 90Tiffany Lewis likes this.

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
April 27 at 5:49pm

Welcome new members Cyndi Jensen Barclay, Brandy Arena, Gloria
Christine, Rygar Farm Transport

Seen by 902 people like this.

Cyndi Jensen Barclay Thank you for adding me! :>)
April 27 at 5:58pm · Like · 1

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
April 27 at 2:21pm

Welcome to the group Michael Mauro III

Seen by 932 people like this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 26 at 10:42pm

Welcome Su and Sharon 

Seen by 953 people like this.

Sharon Williams Thanks for the add. Will be looking for transport for 2 mares
to Texas in the future
April 26 at 10:43pm · Edited · Like
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Su Schmerheim Thank you for the add
April 27 at 1:14pm · Like

Like · Share

Alexandra Fromholz
April 27 at 12:49pm · Skillman, NJ

Another good resource:
http://americanhorsecarriers.homestead.com/

American Horse Carriers Association Horse Shipping
Horse Shipping: American Horse Carriers Association is a group of horse
transportation companies promoting safe & reliable horse shipping.

AMERICANHORSECARRIERS.HOMESTEAD.COM

Seen by 946 people like this.

Like · Share

Brenda Casteen
April 27 at 12:49pm

We welcome Lauryn Taylor to our group

Seen by 942 people like this.
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Brenda Casteen
April 27 at 12:05pm

Welcome to our group Leslie Anne Jenkins

Seen by 942 people like this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 27 at 10:30am · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Craig Sappington 

Seen by 943 people like this.

Craig Sappington I'm legal don't shoot 
April 27 at 10:35am · Like · 2

Tiffany Lewis We LOVE legal haulers  you are most welcome here. Please
feel free to post a profile here of your business and your normal routes. 
April 27 at 11:20am · Like · 2

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 27 at 10:29am · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Ryan Martin 

Seen by 94

Tiffany Lewis added Tracy Webster to the group.
April 26 at 4:53pm

Tracy Webster
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Like

Owner at Websters Arabians
1,808 followers Add FriendAdd Friend

Seen by 952 people like this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis
April 26 at 4:54pm · Kansas City, MO

Welcome Tracy Webster 

Seen by 95Tracy Webster likes this.

Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
April 26 at 11:11am

Dutta International Horse Transport
Contact Information:

Dutta International Horse Transport
The Dutta Corporation, 509 Route 22 North Salem, NY 10560
tel +1 914 276 3880   mobile +1.914.413.7929...
See More

Seen by 98
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Like · Share

Tiffany Lewis edited a doc.
April 26 at 11:26am

HorseFlight International
Contact Information:

Trans World Equestrian, LLC.
237 Old Turnpike Road...
See More

Seen by 97

Like · Share

Maria BP
April 26 at 9:45am · Edited

RECOMMENDATION: HORSEFLIGHT and DUTTA International shippers,
licensed, insured, great communication and very professional.

Seen by 982 people like this.

Like · Share

Jason Stahl
April 24 at 9:52pm · Saint Joseph, MO

So apparently on the 'other transport group' you can't call out an illegal
transporter with too much passion or sarcasm. It's apparently harmful to the
constitutions of the other illegal haulers that are patting each other on the
back. So I'm proposing a blacklist "database" at this point to get this group
started.
Obviously the rules and lay of the land need to be pinned up on this
relatively new board along with some research facts for the discerning folks
that want quality transport services. Looks like it's time to get to work. Look
for content coming soon and comments and opinions are welcome.

Seen by 995 people like this.
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Tiffany Lewis lol I can delete your posts and remove you...bwahahahaha
April 24 at 10:04pm · Like · 1

Brenda Casteen You guys are scary good
April 24 at 10:07pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis Like the banner Brenda?
April 24 at 10:07pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Very impressed...how long have you all been working on
this?
April 24 at 10:08pm · Like

Jason Stahl The credit belongs to Tiffany Lewis, I can't claim anything yet, lol.

Brand new board and I'm already typo-ing it up.
April 24 at 10:08pm · Edited · Like

Brenda Casteen Very sneaky....I like!
April 24 at 10:09pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis i put it up in March and have just let it sit. The intention was to
launch it when I did the website but due to recent developments (Jason) I think
we should just get it going now.
April 24 at 10:09pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis I think Gernot removing Jason was completely uncalled for. He
added more to that group than anyone really.
April 24 at 10:10pm · Like

Brenda Casteen I agree....Jason had the knowledge that Gernot asked for
earlier.
April 24 at 10:11pm · Like

Jason Stahl I think once he removed me it took away my post about DOT
research, can one of you verify that?
April 24 at 10:17pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis It didnt - do you want me to copy it?
April 24 at 10:18pm · Like

Brenda Casteen Are we going to try to market this page so that it is seen
when someone googles reviews? Chronicle of the Horse pops up immediately
but, I never found the other fb page when googleing for reviews.
April 24 at 11:00pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl I posted a format a few minutes ago similar to what you are
talking about, but I think there might be a better external solution to a list doc.
April 24 at 11:16pm · Like

Tiffany Lewis The website will do all of that but I want you all to be happy with
it
April 24 at 11:24pm · Like · 2

Clint Coulter What reason did Gunther give for removing you Jason Stahl
April 25 at 5:17pm · Like

180 membersABOUT

Open Group

horses, horse transporters, horse transport,
equine horse transporters, equine transporters,
hor... See More

Tags:
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Jason Stahl Hi Clint Coulter, basically he didn't feel it was appropriate for me to
discredit Dave's review of SFE in the tone that I used. He stated that I was being
sarcastic and offensive therefore deliberately turning it into an argument. I can assure
you I was not being offensive, not even close compared to some of the stuff I've seen
on that board that continues to happen on a daily basis.
April 25 at 6:33pm · Edited · Like · 1

Jason Stahl He also went on to say that a transporter's DOT status should not
invalidate a review. Basically supporting positive reviews of transporters that
aren't compliant.
April 25 at 6:38pm · Like · 1

Jason Stahl
April 24 at 10:21pm · Saint Joseph, MO · Edited

Do not hire transporters who are not DOT compliant. Do your homework on
your haulers folks and keep your animals safe! Do your transporter DOT
research here, check the operating status:
http://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/CompanySnapshot.aspx
This information is factual, public record brought to you by the Department
of Transportation. Also, make sure you click on the MC/MX/FF Numbers to
check for insurance required versus what's on file. Or there will also be a
link in the upper right of the page with a blue box that says "Other
Information for this Carrier". You can then click on "Licensing and
Insurance". Click on the "Report" button for a PDF version of a full report on
the carrier. Take special note of BIPD Req vs On File and Cargo On File.
Be sure to read the entire report, by doing so you can also view the full
insurance history and Authority history, including DOT revocations. Beware
involuntary DOT revocations and do not use unauthorized transporters.
Also don't be fooled by any hauler that tries to tell you they have a
temporary operating authority. The DOT does not give temporary operating
authority except in extreme cases like natural disasters and emergencies.
Ask for proof of the insurance coverage from your transporter.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Sheri L. Garrott adds "Not Authorized" means just that. OOS "Out of
Service" is just that. If a company has been put OOS you can click on it and
see the reason. "Exempt For Hire" means Exempt for hire, it does not apply
to type of exempt cargo. Exempt is a DOT compliance designed for farms,
ranches and facilities that transport their own animals to other locations "
Not For Hire". All insurance including Cargo insurance must be in the

See All
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Like · Share

Company Name to apply to the Business. If they show insurance in a
private name it does not cover YOU!
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
Further clarification of the "Exempt for Hire" can be found by researching 49
US Code 13506 or you can view the code by going to following link
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/49/13506
Further DOT classification information can be found at
https://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov/saferhelp.aspx#Class
SAFER Web - Company Snapshot
https://safer.fmcsa.dot.gov

Seen by 996 people like this.

Jason Stahl Thank you Tiffany Lewis, for grabbing that back up for me. And
folks please feel free to add comments providing additional clarifications. I want
to keep it simple but I don't want people to miss out on critical information that'll
help everyone stay safe and obtain quality transportation.
April 24 at 10:25pm · Like

Maria BP NO DEPOSIT. the reputable transporter understands that things do
happen: horse became lame, deal fell through, barn burned down, etc., etc.
Watch out for the ones that want to trap you with the deposit.
April 24 at 10:26pm · Like

Like

Tiffany Lewis made Brenda Casteen an admin.
April 24 at 9:53pm
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Facebook © 2014

Add FriendAdd Friend
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Like

Tiffany Lewis made Maria BP an admin.
March 16

5 followers

Maria BP

Seen by 99Mary Grosser likes this.

Like

Tiffany Lewis made Jason Stahl an admin.
March 16

Saint Joseph, Missouri
Add FriendAdd Friend

Jason Stahl

Seen by 99

Like

Tiffany Lewis created the group.
March 16

Seen by 99Beate Spear likes this.
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Keri Emerson Rheinheimer and 179 other people are in this group.

See All Members
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Recreation/Sports Website
Fairytale Arabians, a quaint boutique of select bloodstock.

About – Suggest an Edit Photos

1,625

Likes Events Videos

Highlights

Fairytale Arabians shared La Bioguia's photo.
May 18

Beautiful paths 

Diseños con piedras — with Eva Ugarte B and 49
others.

Invite Your Friends to Like This Page See All

InviteType a friend's name...

Like Follow MessageFairytale Arabians
1,625 likes · 66 talking about this
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Top Comments

Like · Comment · Share

44 people like this.

Write a comment...

Carrie Constantino Beautiful..
Like · Reply · 22 hours ago

Olivia Lynn Benavides Beautiful
Like · Reply · 21 hours ago · Edited

Invite

Invite

Invite

Debbi Jo Paull-Bardes

Dylan Jordan

Darlene Barton Loewe

Fairytale Arabians shared Weaver Arabians Ann
Hernandez's photo.
May 18

SKOWRONEK (Ibrahim x Jaskolka by Rymnik) ~
Pictured with Lady Wentworth at the 1924 Richmond
Show 
The Crabbet Arabian Stud

Like · Comment · Share

23 people like this.

Write a comment...

Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
May 15

oh - oh - oh how I want to go!!!!

Fees & Travel
arabianinsightstours.com

Fee Fee for the tour is $2500, which...
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Like · Comment · Share

Danielle Taylor likes this.

Write a comment...

Fairytale Arabians shared Horse Trader Online's photo.
May 12

Wonderful basic conformation reference 

To all those looking to buy Horses this could be very
useful also great to have on your yard on the wall for
reference!!

Like · Comment · Share

29 people like this.

Write a comment...

Fairytale Arabians
May 11

Penny (the master of baby sex predictions) said to me
today " You shall be blessed with 2 fillies" - OMG I
hope she is right!!! It is becoming so hard to wait - I
am dying over here...The picture I attached is of Mylla's
only other filly. Mylla is due at the end of May to WH
Justice and Psyerrah is due in the middle of June to
Firenze  So excited!!!!

Fairytale Arabians
May 10 · Edited

My yearling Pogrom colt who turns 1 in just a week...
Heather Downing with Siren Eye Photography took this
picture of him last week. Freshly pulled from the
pasture and body clipped with no conditioning. 
(Pogrom x Psyerrah WLF). Photo is compeltely unaltered
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Like · Comment · Share

13 people like this.

Write a comment...

Angela Miller Hogan Beautiful neck and head!
Like · Reply · May 13 at 2:48am

from a conformation standpoint.

Like · Comment · Share

20 people like this.

Write a comment...

Destiny Brazille he is Beautiful.
Like · Reply · 13 hours ago

Fairytale Arabians shared Arabian Horse Kingdom's
photo.
May 4

Moniet El Nefous with The late General Tibor von
Pettkoe-Szandtner, former Director of the Bábolna

Fairytale Arabians shared Jeff Wallace's photo.
April 28

I really enjoy seeing these posts documenting
important parts of Arabian Breeding history 
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Stud in Hungary, came to Egypt at the end of 1948 as
manager of the Egyptian Agricultural Organization’s
El Zahraa Stud.
Moniet el Nefous isn’t called without any reason the
‘Queen of Nil’. Her Name means 'wish of soul'. 
With her offsprings she influenced the Arabian breed
world wide. And her special charm she drew every
visitor in. — with Beth Witt and 48 others.

Like · Comment · Share

4 people like this.

Write a comment...

The Days of Lasma 

From Left: Dr. LaCroix, *El Paso - "Tex", Gene
LaCroix, Ray LaCroix, and the exquisite *Wizja,
great-grandam to the gorgeous *Wieza Mocy,
currently on lease to Janey Morse and being shown in
America by David Boggs. 

Thank you Aude Espourteille for sending me this
historic photograph by Sparagowski-taken many
years ago in Scottsdale. 

Jeff Wallace

Top Comments

Like · Comment · Share

24 people like this.

Write a comment...

Krissy March Bobby Bruner Hicks
Like · Reply · April 28 at 10:59am

Carol Johnson That neck on El Paso is why I like to see him
in the pedigree! Whoo-wee!
Like · Reply · April 28 at 10:41am

Fairytale Arabians shared a link via Kristi Waters.
April 26
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I love this video of KM Bugatti 

Slideshow1(3)

This is "Slideshow1(3)" by Kristi
Waters on Vimeo, the home for high
quality videos and...

2

Top Comments

Like · Comment · Share

15 people like this.

Write a comment...

Write a comment...

Michal Butler I do not think there is anything more beautiful
or majestic than the Arabian horse
Like · Reply · 2 · April 26 at 12:52pm

Sandy Stacey Arabians are the best!!!! I Love them!!!!
Like · Reply · 1 · April 26 at 4:32pm

Carrie Constantino They are breathtaking
Like · Reply · April 26 at 7:17pm

Fairytale Arabians shared Heart of a Horse's photo.
April 26

Wow...Gorgeous...love the wings 

Friesian With An Unusual Coat
Portraits & Equine Art by Kate Spratt, UK — with
Shame Jon Carpenther and 17 others.

Top Comments

Like · Comment · Share

55 people like this.

2 Replies

Write a comment...

Danielle Fredrickson Awesome Lora look!! A Pegasus 
Like · Reply · 1 · April 26 at 10:59am

Marie Manuel are these markings real or were they painted
on the horse
Like · Reply · April 27 at 1:16pm

Fairytale Arabians shared Christina Torry Elshahed's
status.
April 26

I am so excited!!! It is such a wonderful thing to watch
the beginning of a legacy.

Al Maliik's first foal has been born!!! A beautiful grey
tall filly. Her dam is our straight Egyptians mares
mother, Imperial Kabisah. She is owned by Kendra
Wells and the new filly is co owned by Kendra, Todd
Roberson and Suzanne Acevedo. Al Maliik has sired
exactly how we believed he would. Pictured is the
filly's dam, Imperial Kabisah and Al Maliik. Cherish
The Dream should be having her foal very soon.

Fairytale Arabians shared Suzanne Acevedo's photo.
April 26
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Like · Comment · Share

5 people like this.

Write a comment...

Congrats to Al Maliik - a proud new papa to a beautiful
bouncing filly born this morning According to the
datasource this is his first baby to be born

With RaNae Bennett Bangerter and 6 others.

Like · Comment · Share

16 people like this.

Write a comment...

Fairytale Arabians shared Berussa Anatolia's photo.
April 25

Wow - what a gorgeous beauty - I am a known breed
snob but - wow...

Best Model on the World - berussa — with Gorco
Arizanov and 31 others.

Fairytale Arabians shared Durango Equine Veterinary
Clinic's photo.
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Top Comments

Like · Comment · Share

208 people like this.

3 Replies

View 15 more comments

Write a comment...

Robin Carroll I think it's air brushrd!!
Like · Reply · 2 · April 25 at 2:00pm

Dollie Nicholson Beautiful animal, but wish I could see his
head.
Like · Reply · 1 · April 25 at 2:25pm

April 25

The Deadly Blister Beetle...

Blister beetle in client's hay today. They are very toxic
to horses if ingested. They can cause kidney and
intestinal tract damage.

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
April 24

Care about your horses during transport? Come and
join us and learn valuable information and tips to keep
your horses safe. We will also be accepting all reviews
about haulers in the USA. Our new website will be
launching within the next few weeks Fairytale Arabians

April 24
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Horse Transporter Reviews

horses, horse transporters, horse transport, equine horse
transporters, equine transporters, horse reviews, transport reviews,
horse transport reviews, horse transporter reviews, equine
transporer rev...

180 members · Join Group

Like · Comment · Share

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
April 24

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared a link via Adam Diehl.
April 22

Home Page
arabpedigrees.com

Check out http://arabpedigrees.com:
Arabian...

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Douglas Gimenes's video.
April 16

 this video. Rest in peace Ali Jamaal.

*Ali Jamaal - The Legend
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Earlier in 2014

Angela Miller Hogan likes this.

Write a comment...

28 3Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
April 16

Maya el Jamaal - Dam of Al Malik 

8 1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
April 16

I love this article on Ludjin...well more of a pictorial-

Fairytale Arabians shared Argent Farms's photo.
April 15

So very proud of Andy Sellman being awarded the
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thank you Tutto for such great articles  (12 photos)

17Like · Comment · Share

Handler Of Excellence Award for the 2014 Arabian
Breeders World Cup! This is a huge honor determined
by the judges of the show!

15Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Argent Farms's photo.
April 15

2014 ABWC Bronze Champion Senior Stallion...Al
Maliik!

Fairytale Arabians shared Suzanne Acevedo's photo.
April 13

Gorgeous!!! Al Malik - Marwan al Shaqab x Maya el
Jamaal  

Cheer on Al Maliik in the Las Vegas senior stallion
championship this afternoon with Andy Sellman! —
with Todd M. Roberson and 6 others.
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12Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Suzanne Acevedo's photo.
April 13

I adore this stallion! Many plans to breed to him this
year 

Al Maliik Las Vegas Bronze champion stallion and
highest scores for body and topline! He also scored
several 20's in type and movement! Not bad for his
first show in open competition! — with Nancy Gates
and 5 others.

Fairytale Arabians shared Independent.ie's photo.
April 10

Two 300-tonne, 30-metre sculptures of horses'
heads unveiled in Scotland http://indo.ie/vykUs —
with Betty Garza de Garcia and 11 others.

74 4Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Kristi Waters's photo.
April 9

The STUNNING KM Bugatti who is going to be bred to a
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VERY special mare this year for the Minnesota
Auction!!!! Stay Tuned 

It is so VERY hard not to be able to see him
everyday.....SOOO VERY THANKFUL for Vicki always
seeming to know when my heart is missing him so
much, & thoughtfully shares a picture....just when I
need it most.....

32Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Tersk Stud's photo.
April 8

Amazing  A Muscat filly 

Belosnejka Tersk, filly, 2014
http://www.allbreedpedigree.com/belosnejka+tersk
photo: Alex Avramenko — in Novoterskiy, Russia.

Fairytale Arabians shared Matthew David Bergren's
photo.
April 7

 this

Ruminaja Ali !!
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16Like · Comment · Share Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
April 6

Some clarity...

The purity of Nasralla

Judith Forbis putting an end to any claims about Nasralla's purity.
A must watch for any SE Arabian breeder. Nasralla is a pure...

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared The David Sheldrick Wildlife
Trust's video.
April 6

This is so beautiful 

a new life
Rare day time footage of an elephant preparing to
take its first steps. Christian and Ginette Leroy were
in the right place at the right time when they
captured this amazing event while in Chobi National
Park, Botswana. We thank them for sharing it with us,

Fairytale Arabians shared Caroline Welk's photo.
April 6

This is a great idea for the holidays!!
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as it is a sight for all to enjoy.

24 4Like · Comment · Share

9 2Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Iranstallion's photo.
April 5

The great Ali Jamaal 

*Ali Jamaal
Sire : Ruminaja Ali
Dame : Heritage Memory
1982
Iranstallion
S.A.H — with Sajad Afzal-Haghbin and 23 others.

Fairytale Arabians
April 4

This has some wonderful information on Gainey Ferzon
Azraff breeding...if your interested in pedigree's at all -
an amazing amount of information on some very
influential breeding 

The Gainey Ferzon Azraff Legacy

6 3Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
April 4 · Edited
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I love this article by Arlene Magid about how to read a
pedigree. It really helps me to reread this every so
often along with her article on the Scottsdale top
broodmares in 1999  History is the foundation of the
future 
http://www.arlenemagid.com/readpedigree.html

Arlene Magid ~ How to Read A
Pedigree
www.arlenemagid.com

Arlene Magid is renouned world
authority and...

7Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
April 3

Once upon a time many years ago in the desert of
Arabia, there was a Bedouin warrior who owned a very
special Arabian mare - a mare he rode into battle and
to whom he entrusted his life.

There was a very special relationship, a bond of tru...
See More

Fairytale Arabians shared Sergio Gobbi's video.
April 2 · Edited

WH Justice - It is always nice when you can find candid
video's of stallions. I enjoy seeing them in the "raw"
without all of the production.

Scrivi qualcosa su questo video...
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Fairytale Arabians shared Nakashen Valaitham's
status.
April 2

I love this post. It really celebrates some of the best
mares of our time  

  

Hey Everyone. I just though of an awesome question
and would love to see the answers from all the
different friends I have on FB. 

Who are your TOP 5 WORLD CHAMPION SENIOR
MARES of all time?? (They can either Champion or
Reserve Champion, ... See More (5 photos)

Fairytale Arabians shared Aljassimya Farmfb's photo.
April 2

I really believe the Ali Jamaal/WH Justice cross has and
will continue to produce magic. I am honored to have
the opportunity to breed my Lethyf el Jamaal daughter
to this legendary stallion.

Another influential breeder allow us to grow 

Good luck WH Justice & Than you all — with Robin
Hopkinson and 4 others.
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Fairytale Arabians shared Royal Mirage's photo.
April 2

*Ansata Ibn Halima

Fairytale Arabians shared Arabiancentric.com's photo.
April 2

An interesting diagram displaying the different
strains of the Arabian horse. By Gaëlle Drappier,
Esquisse Art & Design.
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Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
April 1

http://www.ahdb.info/details.php?
searched=Mammona

Mammona

But irrefutably the best of the Polish mares, judged by
the quality of her progeny, was Mammona. One of the
last daughters of Ofir, Mammona has been honored by
being called the fou... See More

Welcome to Arabian Horse Pedigree Database
www.ahdb.info

Arabian Horse Pedigree Database - for free with featured horses
and thousands of pedigrees

2Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Iranstallion's photo.
April 1 · Edited

Not sure when this was taken but this clearly proves
my point in a debate that took place this last weekend 

The champion Maker 
WH-Justice — with Kate Miller and 48 others.
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Fairytale Arabians shared Lesly Robson's video.
April 1

What a moving performance. I am speechless...

Just have to watch this again... and again

13 4Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Equine Express,NA INC's
photo.
April 1

Enjoy our 2 for Tuesday Photo of the Day!

Fairytale Arabians
March 31 · Edited

A wonderful article about El Hilal  I love the fact it
has a foal photo of him!!
In the 1960s the beloved Nazeer son Ansata Ibn Halima
was winning hearts all over America for his classic
looks, 
versatility under saddle and joyful attitude... See More 
(13 photos)
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Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
March 30

*Raffles - The Little Giant
crabbet.com

Jimmy Dean, originally hired by Selby to train the Saddlebreds
commented, ?In those days not a lot was known about pedigrees,
so Mr. Selby just bought horses he liked.?� As a matter of fact,
his third importation included four stallions and only one mare!�

7 74Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Kristi Waters's photo.
March 30

Luxemere Jizette as a foal 

2009 Bugatti Filly. Owned and bred by Luxemere Park
Arabians. Her dam is the beautiful TA Jihana Bey, a
Genesis C daughter. — with Todd M. Roberson and AJ
Marino.

Fairytale Arabians shared Horses Egypt's photo.
March 27

Marwan Al Shaqab !! 
( Gazal Al Shaqab x Little Liza Fame )
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Fairytale Arabians shared Raymond Mazzei's photo.
March 24

I have strongly considered breeding se - this horse just
might make me do it 

A candid shot of Baha, most often if there is
something I really like, I will not, explain or care to
show it, this includes horses. With this stallion, I'm
willing to let him be seen, never mind, SE., pure
Polish, call him anything, but reference him with
regal type and all things correct about an Arabian
stallion.

26 2Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared EquiNL's video.
March 22

Great video to watch 

Nice animation of a mare giving birth

11Like · Comment · Share
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Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
March 22

With foaling either here or coming within the next few
months...there are many things you can do to prepare
yourself and your mare for the exciting event. I found
this article VERY informative and helpful when I was
preparing last year 
http://www.thehorse.com/articles/10706/preparing-
for-foaling

Preparing for Foaling
www.thehorse.com

This article will describe procedures
that should...

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared HRTV's photo.
March 21

The Day Sir Winston Churchill Saved War Horses.

A little known fact in history is that if it were not for
Sir Winston Churchill, thousands of war horses would
have been left behind at the end of World War I. The
idea of abandoning the loya... See More — with
Jimmy Toy.

25 1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
March 19

5:30 CST comes early!

Dubai International Arabian Horse
Championship 2014 by Dubai International
Arabian Horse...

1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Arabian Essence's album.
March 19

Over the years he has proven himself as a sire of show
progeny in Europe – already forty of his sons and
daughters can boast various titles! Today he resides in
Brazil, but thanks to frozen semen deposited in Poland,
for the first time he i... See More

Fairytale Arabians shared Russian Arabian Bloodline
Horses's photo.
March 19
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HORSE OF THE WEEK - KHIDAR (6 photos)

9Like · Comment · Share

As young colt Kubinec was born at the Russian State
Stud Tersk in Russia. Out of a charismatic mare
Kosmetika (by Muscat) and with the genetic miracle,
Balaton, as sire. Growing up in difficult circumstances
Kubinec survived and became a st... See More

Kubinec

14 1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Russian Arabian Bloodline
Horses's photo.
March 19

I LOVE this picture!

Salon & Padron

20Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Northwood Farms's photo.
March 19

Very interesting read.

Recent studies conducted by the Institute of
HeartMath provide a clue to explain the bidirectional
"healing" that happens when we are near horses.
According to researchers, the heart has a larger
electromagnetic field and higher level of in... See More
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Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
March 17

I was doing some research on some of The Arabian's
most notable dams and I came across this wonderful
article about Mammona and the other Polish horses
that joined Tersk Stud so long ago...Happy Reading!!
http://www.horses.ru/arabian/fstock/poland.htm

Foundation
www.horses.ru

Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared ArabHorse.com's photo.
March 17

I love this photo of the herd foaling stable. I think it is
the perfect environment for our mares to foal.

Tomorrow's International Champions 

It is foaling season everywhere and in this
photograph it happens to be in Poland. Oh how we
love it when they grow up there and then set sail for
America. 

Just like *Wieza Mocy did last November and h...
See More

Fairytale Arabians shared Green Renaissance's photo.
March 16

Beautiful...

A herd of pregnant male seahorses.
The female seahorse lays the eggs and transfers
them into the male seahorses pouch where they are
then incubated. Every male seahorse has an
incubation pouch in its body. The eggs are fertilized
by the male, who also goes through the labour
process and it takes 2-3 weeks for the babies to be
born. — with Laurie Jean McEntire Yocum and 47
others.
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Fairytale Arabians
March 15

Aswan (4 photos)
Aswan (1958–1984), originally named Raafat[1] in Egypt. Aswan was a
highly influential grey Egyptian-bred Arabian stallion who stood at the
Tersk Stud in Russia. Sired by Nazeer out of Yosreia, he was given as a
gift to the Soviet Union by the Egyptian government in 1963, in return
for Soviet help in building the Aswan Dam.

3Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared DOUBRAVSKY ARAB STUD's
album.
March 15

Goes you show you can have altheticism and beauty.
He is one of my all time favorites...

NORMATIV(Pramiert) (28 photos)
Amazing photo by Joanna Jonientz

Fairytale Arabians shared Equestrian Lifestyle
Magazine's photo.
March 13

I seriously need to set up a photoshoot with Cohen and
do a shot reminiscent of this 
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With Jelena Milutinov and 5 others.
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Fairytale Arabians shared Pure Arabian Horses's
photo.
March 13

Love seeing these old pictures 

The champion maker at yearling 
Wh.justice 

12Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
March 12

wow I was digging around on the datasource and a filly
was born last year PADRONS FANCY - AHR*659454.
Guess who out of? A FANCY MIRACLE...

Fairytale Arabians shared *Padron+'s photo.
March 12 · Edited

I remember going to the Padron Futurity at Scottsdale
so many years ago. I loved him then and I still love
him!
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30 years ago this month *PADRON+ was crowned
U.S. National Champion Stallion out of a class of 54
stallions in 1982.

22 4Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
March 11

Planned Breedings 2014 Due 2015

Mylla Lethyf X Al Malik
(Lethyf El Jamaal x HE Milka)

Psyerrah WLF X ROL Intencyty
(Psymadre x Kameliah (Dam of Sylvia who is dam of RH
Triana))

Special New Mare -- TBA

Lease Mare -- TBA

5 2Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared LS Photo & Design's photo.
March 11

Wowza!!! I have the perfect mare for him...

I like this one, Magic Magnifique. — with Kathleen
Olsson and Linda Svensson at Sweden Arabian Stud.

Fairytale Arabians
March 11 · Edited

This is the company that hauled Mylla Lethyf last year
and forcefully changed both of our lives. Tomorrow is
the anniversary of Mylla and I first meeting. A year to
the day tomorrow she was taken off the transport
trailer in critical condit... See More
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Parlier Equine Transport & Carriages

Professional Equine Transport Monthly routes from the East Coast to
the West Coast www.parlierequinetransport.com
Transport/Freight: 261 like this

5 6Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Elke Behrens's photo.
March 10

True 

Ansiba Al Muqdad *2013 (Ansiba Mujalli x Ansiba
Mudjannah) SE colt, pictured at 7 days — at Ansiba
Arabians.

Fairytale Arabians shared a link.
March 9

This is an amazing video.
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Horses Jumping in slow motion! Epic!
sulia.com

5Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Kathleen Olsson's photo.
March 6

This black stallion certainly does have a face 
Looking forward to seeing him in person.

---------------NEWS!--------------

One of the most exotic stallions in the world today -
MAGIC MAGNIFIQUE- will soon join the stable of
MIDWEST ARABIANS and the team of David Boggs in
the US!

Book your breeding now- Fresh/shipped semen and
frozen semen worldwide. 
Contact David Boggs at: midwest@sbwireless.net

Picture and design by Linda Svensson. LS Photo &
Design — with Katie Hendrickson and 16 others.

Fairytale Arabians shared Crazy Facts's photo.
March 6

how beautiful...

You are looking at a horse on the 85th day of
gestation. It's an extraordinary photo taken by Tim
Flach.

Recent

2014

Born

Create PageFairytale Arabians Timeline 2014 Like Yvette Miranian Pruett
likes Tara Munster Girch's
status.

CJ Poirier Foote likes
Jolene Hallauer's link.

Shelley Weeks LeVan
commented on Kristin
Renea White's status.

Heather Wilson O'Connor
scored a triple letter in
Words With Friends.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
likes Michael Dugan's
photo.

Melinda Walker likes Jack
Rogers.

LaraLara HomeHome 20+20+Fairytale Arabians
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Fairytale Arabians shared Arabian Breeders World
Cup's photo.
March 6

Really excited about our Firenze foal coming in June 
Psyerrah WLF x Montana Firenze.

Sire on Fire 

Montana Firenze 
(Ajman Moniscione x Fabrice's Destiny by WN
Ultimate Star) 
Bred by Montana Henke - Owned by Montana Firenze
Partners 
... See More

Fairytale Arabians
March 5

I thought I would share this article on El Hilal with you.
I always enjoy finding these well written, informational
excerpts on stallions that have revolutionized the
arabian breed. 
http://desertheritagemagazine.com/NEW/
articles/heritage/20_el%20hilal%20A%20great%20ara
bian%20sire.pdf

Jil Roberts Manuel likes
Lisa Fogarassy Kadis's
photo.

Jen Faubel-Baker Silly day
at school!

Derek Mäts Pätrikk
Yerardi likes Danielle
Rouleau Fahey's link.

Robin Joy Schrader
shared Health Digest's
photo.

Gina McKinney likes
Jennifer J. Julian's status.

ScottyandMeghan Jordan
Ten Years. You always hear
while growing up that "time
flies",...

Melissa Rouse Good
Morning from BoBo

Jim Kempf commented on
Upworthy's photo.

Hyun Ju Minton and Lisa
Maziarz Moreno are now
friends.

Jennifer J. Julian
commented on Peter
Bettencourt's photo.

TonyandRenee Laszlo
likes Amy Hairfield De
Falco's photo.

Shakeshia Tanner likes
Don't give up on God
because he never gave up
on you..:)'s photo.

Ashley Winstead was
tagged in Corrinna
Hodges's photo.
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Fairytale Arabians shared Jeff Wallace's photo.
March 4 · Edited

This is a very informative little read 

The Root mare--The "E" Line of Janow Podlaski Stud-
-Etna

For those of you who love the photographs of
Etnologia (Gazal Al Shaqab x Etalanta by
*Europejczyk) and Etruria (Palas x Etna by Faher), this
is Etna, born in 1959, and is the origin... See More

3Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians shared Lysa Roman Photography's
photo.
March 4

I am VERY excited about this stallion. Suzanne Acevedo
Arabians owns him and he will be standing at Argent
Farms with Andy Sellman. I have just booked Mylla
Lethyf to him this year!

The beautiful Al Maliik (Marwan Al Shaqab × Maya El
Jamaal) showing off at the open barn party of Rivero
International.

Fairytale Arabians
March 3

I am looking for the perfect mare to add to our

Steve Young
listened to Pompeii
by Bastille on Spotify.

Corrinna Hodges So it has
begun again....my car is an
animal killing machine!...

Caroline Phoenix
commented on Julie
Curkendall Forrest's photo.

Matt Howard likes Bill
Lee's photo.

Caroline Phoenix
commented on Julie
Curkendall Forrest's photo.

Richard E. Thorp likes
Jason Fair's photo.

Steve Young
listened to All of Me
by John Legend on
Spotify.

Richard E. Thorp
commented on Sue Healy's
photo.

Caroline Phoenix
commented on Christopher
Nieto's link.

Fernando Lugo likes
Christine Cox's photo.

Caroline Phoenix likes
Julie Curkendall Forrest's
post on her own Wall.

Jessica Ciocca I've always
been really fascinated by
shipwrecks. If only I wasn...

Bonnie Rich Ferguson
was tagged in Brooke
Phillips Smith's photo.
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14 3 1Like · Comment · Share

breeding program  I am partial to gray. I tend to
gravitate towards the Ali Jamaal lines...Parys, Petrus,
Carol...ect...
I am open on age..I will buy the right mare even if she
is a bit older. She must be well balanced and have no
current or past health or foaling problems. Being broke
is great but not required. She will have a good life with
us...she will always be cared for in a manner befitting a
happy and healthy horse  I do have several strong
contenders but I am sending out this last call just in
case someone knows of something hiding somewhere. 

3 3Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
March 2

Jimmy Parlier Equine Transport - Mylla's Story of
Survival (44 photos)
This Mylla's story of survival. You will find documents, graphic
pictures and vet reports. It is imperative that you check out your
haulers and ensure that they carry proper licensing and DOT
credentials. Mylla was hauled by a company that was un-authorized to
drive by the DOT. This is Mylla's horrific story.

5 24Like · Comment · Share

5 people like this.

Maria BP Makes me cry... soo sad!
March 2 at 8:39pm · Like

Join

Fairytale Arabians created an event.
March 2

Mylla Lethyf X WH Justice Expected Foaling
Date
May 31
Kansas City, Missouri 64151
2 people are going

1Like · Comment · Share

Caroline Phoenix took a
photo with Instagram. Chris
let me sleep in for a bit on
my birthday yesterday.
Found...

Keith Chaney likes Blaine
Pina's photo.

Jessica Ciocca
commented on her own
status.

Steve Young
listened to Viva Las
Vegas by Dread
Zeppelin on Spotify.

Erika Gearing likes Trisha
Perry McGowan's photo.

Steve Young
listened to
Gentleman by PSY
on Spotify.

Abbee Hoyt likes Hannes
Schneider's photo.

Debbi Dunwell
Featherstone likes Lisa
Sweet's photo.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
gave a life in Candy Crush
Saga.

Jessica Ciocca
commented on her own
status.

Steve Young
listened to Extreme
Ways by Moby on
Spotify.

Heath McCrea Doucette
likes Isabelle Doucette's
photo.

Jennifer J. Julian likes
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Danielle Taylor Well when you call hauler you better wake up and
see the truth about the scam they have going on .. Know your
haulers before you put your horses on trailers .. Most of the haulers
today don't even know how to put halter on your horses and when
you think they are safe after days and nights your worse night mare
can happen !! G shamaal is not here to tell us what happen!" but she
died on A trailer with jerks !! Not slander it's true .. I called the hauler
prof on my phone records about 6 times" asking how they were
doing. ! " and nobody called back ! Because they lied .. I got A call
the next day saying she was dead in the trailer , as they open the
door .. Don't trust anyone unless you yourself know them personal !!
And when your horses are in the care of others don't be fooled .. If
they get hurt research it and make sure they are being truthful !! If
your paying money and it's income for them your money is how they
feed their family .. But your horses may be in the worse hands ever
and you have No idea !! This mare survived but Gg did not
March 4 at 11:54pm · Like

Danielle Taylor This is what can happen when you trust
others to haul your horses
March 5 at 12:00am · Like

Fairytale Arabians Thank you for your support Danielle
Taylor. We really need to lobby for tighter restrictions for those
who care in the interm for our beloved horses. No one should
ever be put in the postion to have to choose between life or
money.
March 5 at 2:15am · Like · 2

Kim Jenkins this poor horse looks like he ran over her with
the truck. they knew things werent right in the trailer.
March 5 at 7:11pm · Like · 1

Montana Henke Poor baby girl. I knew it was bad Tiffany but
this is just so awful. I am SO happy that she is doing good
now!!!
March 6 at 12:00pm · Like · 1

Janine Theiss Holy Crap... I'm so sorry this happen. Glad
she made it through that living hell.
March 6 at 9:42pm · Like

Fairytale Arabians One thing that was admittedly going for
her was that she is Arabian  Even the vets agreed that most
other breeds might not of survived 
March 6 at 9:44pm · Like · 3

Danielle Taylor Yes The Arabian horses have a huge will to
get threw stuff Maya has been fighting founder since the day
we got her !! But she gets up ears up walks and eats drinks and
loves her grass !! Her heart keeps her going !! Surviver .. Just
like us woman we can get threw anything if we have too :-))
March 6 at 9:49pm · Like · 3

Jennifer J. Julian likes
Emily Smith-Mossman's
status.

Jennifer J. Julian likes
Hannes Schneider's status.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
commented on Tira Stanley
Howaniec's status.

Jessica Ciocca
commented on Justice
Mitchell's link.

Steve Young
listened to We Are
Young (feat. Janelle
Monáe) by Fun. on
Spotify.

Ashley Winstead and
Kevin Fields are now
friends.

Victoria Noel via Mandi
Manoogian I love it when
people take the time to
prove their point and not...

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
commented on The Giving
Tree Wake Forest's link.

Kristen Wilder Peredna
shared
Flawlessbeautyandskin's
photo.

Steve Young
listened to Simple
Man by Lynyrd
Skynyrd on Spotify.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Special
Miracles - Down
Syndrome's photo.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
likes Two Chicks and
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Fairytale Arabians Amen Danielle 
March 6 at 10:43pm · Like · 1

Maria BP This is very true Danielle! sometimes it is a tough
choice between $$ and saving the horse especially if you also
have little ones to take care of
March 7 at 8:07pm · Like

Fairytale Arabians It is not bad enough we lived through
the injuries...these people seem to think the hauler has no
responsbility to the horses...You can read it here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/182389251876739/5326
82466847414/?notif_t=group_comment_reply
March 9 at 11:15am · Like

Corry Key Dvm Wooooooow. I'm so sorry! And yes-I've seen
more Arabians survive unsurvivable problems than I can count!
March 10 at 5:48pm · Like · 1

Fairytale Arabians This is the equipment Jimmy Parlier
Transport uses to transport horses...Please notice the rusted
out sides with hay sticking out...

March 12 at 9:22am · Like

Fairytale Arabians Today is the 1 year anniversary of Mylla
arrving to Kansas City. Each day I am going to post part of my
diary that I kept during the first month of her ordeal...
March 12 at 9:25am · Like · 1

Corry Key Dvm This story just broke my heart!
March 12 at 9:50am · Like

Cheryl Dettmers Did they never check the horses during
transport? Someone should have noticed what was going on, if
they knew horses it should have been apparent the horse was
getting hurt.
March 12 at 1:46pm · Like

Fairytale Arabians I always heard she was fine and happy.
Only until 40 minutes before he was to arrive did I hear that
she had some trouble on the trailer...
March 12 at 7:03pm · Like

Company's photo.

Steve Young
listened to Stupid
Boy by Gear Daddies
on Spotify.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Matt
Conway's link.

Jessica Ciocca I hate
PayPal. Hate it. It's always
been a ripoff system, not
to...

Melissa Rouse likes Kick It
In The Nuts's photo.

Jennifer Kenoian likes
John Polidoro's photo.

Victoria Noel likes Mike
Lianza's post in Seacoast
Beer.

Debra Parkes Hurst likes
Diane Daffron's photo.

Stephanie Carey-Miller
likes Jennifer J. Julian's
link.

Kristen Wilder Peredna
likes Lasell College Student
Activities's photo.

Jennifer J. Julian likes
Chris Eaton's status.

Jim Kempf likes Donna
Stockdale's photo.

Kristen Wilder Peredna
likes Debbie Robbins
Anshewitz's link.

Kristen Wilder Peredna
likes Bobby Marcotte's
photo.
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Katherine L. Kerr OMG I just saw all the graphic photos!!!!!!!
March 13 at 6:53pm · Like

Shauna Clagett Thank you for sharing your story, and so
well documented... I don't know how this person could be
considered not at fault. Did you try to sue for vet costs?
April 4 at 5:38pm · Like

Fairytale Arabians Hi Shauna Clagett - I have been trying to
avoid this. I think we are looking at insurance coverage and the
filing  The petition is already drafted and we are ready to
go. I am just shocked the hauler wants to go through a costly
litigation. My attorney is on a contingency thank god!
April 4 at 8:02pm · Like · 2

Shauna Clagett Well no matter what I hope the best for you
and this guy does need punishment of somekind t o make sure
he and others like him at least think twice before letting it
happen again
April 4 at 9:16pm · Like

Write a comment...

Fairytale Arabians
March 2

Mylla has checked in foal to WH Justice for a June 2014
Foal! Given the ordeal Mylla has been through with the
horrendous injuries she suffered on her trailer ride to
Kansas City, MO from Moorepark, CA this is a miracle.
Our warmest thanks and sincere gratitude to Kansas
State University for saving Mylla from all the injuries
and the complications she suffered. Mylla was at Kstate
for nearly 4 mon... See More

3 1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
March 2

Miss Mylla Lethyf 
Lethyf el Jamaal x HE Milka

Fairytale Arabians
February 25

Pogrom* X Psyerrah WLF

Jennifer J. Julian Its never
too late to be what you
might have been!!

Janine Iaropoli Thank you
Brad Paisley for driving to
work with me this morning!!
— listening to This Is
Country Music.

Jennifer J. Julian shared
Zig Ziglar's photo.

Jessica Ciocca likes Peter
Yurista's photo.

Victoria Noel likes LeAnn
Benson's photo.

Kimberly Williams Coultis
likes Fortunate Pooches
and Lab Rescue's photo.

Kimberly Williams Coultis
likes Julie Sengebusch
Rehnstrom's status.

Jennifer J. Julian likes
Peter Bettencourt's status.

Francine Interrante
Mitchell likes John J
Gandolfo's photo.

Melinda Walker likes
Kasey Davage's photo.

Linda Shaw LaPierre likes
Jane O'Brien Fichera's
status.

Carmie Langley Heer likes
Colour Contessa
Photography's photo.

Derek Mäts Pätrikk
Yerardi likes Britain First's
photo.
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Fairytale Arabians changed her cover photo.
February 25

4Like · Comment · Share

Debbi Jo Paull-Bardes
commented on her own
link.

Amy Cutrone Rogers likes
Frankie Dodou Real Taal's
status.

Sheri Hatley likes Denise
Fain's status.

Jil Roberts Manuel and
Derrick Smith are now
friends.

Chris Bailey likes Hopsin's
photo.

Joe Martin likes Favorite
Photographers for Xelo My.

Rachel DeSouza Fulk likes
Kelly Melvin Divine's video.

Abbee Hoyt likes Leslie
Morgan Steiner's photo.

Joe Martin likes David Lee
Tong's post in Portrait
Photography.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Kristen
Staley Adams's photo.

Robin Joy Schrader
scored a double letter in
Words With Friends.

Joe Martin likes Doris
Tews's post in Portrait
Photography.

Robin Joy Schrader likes
Emily Philbrick's photo.

Joe Martin and Efosa Love
Osagiede are now friends.

Stephen Tremblay likes
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Fairytale Arabians created an event.
February 25

Psyerrah WLF is due
June 14
West Lawn Farm in Faribault, Minnesota
2 people are going

2 2Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
February 25

Psyerrah WLF (22 photos)
Psymadre x Kameliah

2 1Like · Comment · Share

Fairytale Arabians
February 25

Mylla Lethyf (29 photos)
Lethyf el Jamaal x HE Milka - Imported from Brazil as a yearling.

Stephen Tremblay likes
Jenny Hurley's photo.

Jennifer DeWitt Emery
likes American Kennel
Club's photo.

Jennifer DeWitt Emery
likes Tina Bryant's photo.

Joe Martin likes Zachar
Rise's post in קבוצת הצילום
.הישראלית של פייסבוק

Jennifer DeWitt Emery
likes Tina Bryant's photo.

Jennifer DeWitt Emery
likes Tina Bryant's photo.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling commented
on Tony L Bruckner's photo.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Tony L
Bruckner's photo.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Tony L
Bruckner's photo.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling commented
on Matt Conway's status.

Robin Berkowitz Stoehr
commented on Tira Stanley
Howaniec's status.

Victoria Noel likes
Mantraband.

Will St Germain IV likes
Todd Petitt's status.

Jack Benton my name's in
the internet yal!!!

Will St Germain IV likes
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Born

13 5Like · Comment · Share

Joined Facebook
February 25

Born on August 21, 1986
In Cheshire, Oregon.

My love for Arabian Horses was born. My first horses name was HI RISE -
AHR*276532. My little enterprise is dedicated to the memory of him running
in the field each day when I got off the school bus ♥

2Like · Comment

Matt Telitz's status.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
scored a double word in
Words With Friends.

Courtney Rossi Macchia
likes Matt Connolly's photo.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
played CHOW for 32 in
Words With Friends.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
scored a double letter in
Words With Friends.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
likes Yasemin Yaya
Yaman's post in Wake
Forest Community
Information.

Jennifer Witting
Kemmerling likes Adrian
Mendoza's photo.

Steve Young likes Douglas
Maxwell's photo.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
likes Philadelphia Flyers's
photo.

Corrinna Hodges took a
photo with Instagram. I
count 9 ppl in this picture,
and this was the emptiest
this... — with Ashley
Winstead and 3 others.

Lisa Abraham Krahulec
scored a double letter in
Words With Friends.

Melissa Rouse posted
something via WRAL
Social. They need to fund
teacher raises somehow
someway
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Safari Power Saver
Click to Start Flash Plug-in

What Are Recommended Reviews?
We get millions of reviews from our users, so we use automated
software to recommend the ones that are most helpful for the Yelp
community. The software looks at dozens of different signals,
including various measures of quality, reliability, and activity on Yelp.
The process has nothing to do with whether a business advertises on
Yelp or not. The reviews that currently don't make the cut are listed
below and are not factored into this business's overall star rating.
Learn more here.

Is this your business?
Claim your Yelp business page

5/11/2014  

Jimmy Parlier aka Parlier horse transport and carriages is the most irresponsible unaccountable horse hauler
you will ever meet. He does put a good smoke in your eyes and comes across as caring and considerate, but
he lies and he NEVER took care of any horses that injured and died while in his care.  My mare was hauled for 7
days (not 4 as promises) all over the creation without ever coming off the trailer. She got injured and he never
took her to the vet or even told me about her injuries. So all these days she was hauled injured without
antibiotics or any support to her injured legs. He said that she will be offloaded nightly and she NEVER was. the

3 reviews for Parlier Equine Transport & Carriages that are not currently recommended
Note: The reviews below are not factored into the business's overall star rating.

« Back to Parlier Equine Transport & Carriages

Maria B.
Oley, PA

0 friends
1 review

• Updated review
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3/28/2014 Previous review

trailer was too small for my BIG warmblood size mare (just a regular stall in a dirty 6 stall head to head trailer).
He also hauls more horses then is allowed (like having one in a tack room). There is another mare that was put
next to a stallion and she was given 50/50 chance to live. Yet there was another horse after mine that died from
impaction colic. The horse started to colic during transport as he wasn't off the trailer either. SO, they give him
benamine and kept on driving without taking him to a vet that was only 1 hr away.  By the time his owner flew
over it was too late to save him... HE WAS SIGHTED by DOT as he was hauling illegally, falsifying coggins
(investigated now) and he NEVER took any care and responsibility for the injured horses so he has at least 2
pending law suits going on now.

WARNING TO ALL TRYING TO FIND A HAULER!  
JAMES/JIMMIE Parlier aka PARLIER TRANSPORT AND CARRIAGES… Read more

4/13/2014

Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport loaded my beloved seven year old gelding in Raleigh, NC. The destination was
Burbank, CA. I confirmed several times that he did off-load the horses each night. Horses have to lie down and
be able to move around to keep their extensive intestinal tract moving. He call me four days later to tell me that
Lucky was down in Arizona and should he call a Veterinarian. In all, Lucky was seen by several Veterinarians. I
flew to AZ from Los Angeles. When I entered that stall Lucky was straining and grunting to defecate. He
exhibited the classic signs of abdominal pain. I wanted the list of locations and phone numbers to prove that he
took the horses off the trailer each night to rest. His response was, "I don't recall." Further investigation revealed
that he pulls into truck-stops in the evening and does NOT TAKE THE HORSES OFF THE TRAILER. So my heart
sinks. My beloved Lucky was tied and confined in a space large enough only to stand in for four days. This is
animal cruelty and abuse. If JP was forth-coming to the VETS with a truthful history, they would not have had
out on a limb differentials. I lost my beautiful companion. I had his mother bred, waited the 11 months, and was
present at his birth. I ponied him with his mom for the next two years until I could train him to ride. We spent
many hours together riding in the beautiful mountains of Griffith Park in Burbank. Following the grandchildren to
Raleigh, NC two years ago of course I took him with me. When they moved back, we followed. Now I look at
those mountains without my best friend. My name is Dr. Marilyn Bernstein DVM. There was a young girl with
him on the trip. Any information about how to contact her would be appreciated.

•

Marilyn B.
Beverly Hills, CA

0 friends
1 review
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4/4/2014

Complaints have been filed for falsifying information on Coggins test on the part of Jimmy Parlier (James Parlier
Jr). There is documentation, pictures of the horse, as well as statements from other vets. He never tried to right
the wrong in other business dealings I had with him...he still owes me for 3 horses. If anyone has similar claims,
please contact me at bcasteen@ymail.com. I will not respond to negative comments made by those who are
not directly familiar with the details of these incidents. The investigation will prove the accuracy of claims made.

Also, Jimmy Parlier sets up loads in the name of both at least 2 different shipping companies (Equestrian
Express and Parlier Equine Transport or Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport). I have personally witnessed him using
drivers who are not qualified to haul horses. Giving them lessons on how to load and unload for a few days
before sending them from NC to CA and back. In some of those cases, drivers were instructed to deliver in the
name of Equestrian Express rather than Jimmy Parlier Horse Transport (which was his business name at that
time). Details of this will be presented in several cases that have been, or are being, filed against Jimmy Parlier. 

If anyone has similar cases or have witnessed the same, please pm me or email me at bcasteen@ymail.com

Page 1 of 1

« Back to Parlier Equine Transport & Carriages
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B C.
Mount Lookout, WV

0 friends
1 review
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Jimmy Parlier Equine Transport - Mylla's Story
of Survival

By Fairytale Arabians · Updated about a month ago

This Mylla's story of survival. You will find documents, graphic
pictures and vet reports. It is imperative that you check out your

haulers and ensure that they carry proper licensing and DOT
credentials. Mylla was hauled by a company that was

un-authorized to drive by the DOT. This is Mylla's horrific story.

Jimmy Parlier Equine Transport - Mylla's Story of Survival | Facebook https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.1468401600055037.1073741832.1466726280222569&type=1
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Faith Lazo, Katherine L. Kerr, Dawn HIne and 2 others like this.

Maria BP Makes me cry... soo sad!
March 2 at 5:39pm

Danielle Taylor Well when you call hauler you better wake up and see the truth about the scam they have going on .. Know your haulers
before you put your horses on trailers .. Most of the haulers today don't even know how to put halter on your horses and when you think they
are safe after days and nights your worse night mare can happen !! G shamaal is not here to tell us what happen!" but she died on A trailer with
jerks !! Not slander it's true .. I called the hauler prof on my phone records about 6 times" asking how they were doing. ! " and nobody called
back ! Because they lied .. I got A call the next day saying she was dead in the trailer , as they open the door .. Don't trust anyone unless you
yourself know them personal !! And when your horses are in the care of others don't be fooled .. If they get hurt research it and make sure they
are being truthful !! If your paying money and it's income for them your money is how they feed their family .. But your horses may be in the
worse hands ever and you have No idea !! This mare survived but Gg did not
March 4 at 8:54pm

Danielle Taylor This is what can happen when you trust others to haul your horses
March 4 at 9:00pm

Fairytale Arabians Thank you for your support Danielle Taylor. We really need to lobby for tighter restrictions for those who care in the
interm for our beloved horses. No one should ever be put in the postion to have to choose between life or money.
March 4 at 11:15pm · 2

Kim Jenkins this poor horse looks like he ran over her with the truck. they knew things werent right in the trailer.
March 5 at 4:11pm · 1

Montana Henke Poor baby girl. I knew it was bad Tiffany but this is just so awful. I am SO happy that she is doing good now!!!
March 6 at 9:00am · 1

Janine Theiss Holy Crap... I'm so sorry this happen. Glad she made it through that living hell.
March 6 at 6:42pm

Fairytale Arabians One thing that was admittedly going for her was that she is Arabian  Even the vets agreed that most other breeds might
not of survived 
March 6 at 6:44pm · 3
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Danielle Taylor Yes The Arabian horses have a huge will to get threw stuff Maya has been fighting founder since the day we got her !! But she
gets up ears up walks and eats drinks and loves her grass !! Her heart keeps her going !! Surviver .. Just like us woman we can get threw
anything if we have too :-))
March 6 at 6:49pm · 3

Fairytale Arabians Amen Danielle 
March 6 at 7:43pm · 1

Maria BP This is very true Danielle! sometimes it is a tough choice between $$ and saving the horse especially if you also have little ones to
take care of
March 7 at 5:07pm

Fairytale Arabians It is not bad enough we lived through the injuries...these people seem to think the hauler has no responsbility to the
horses...You can read it here: https://www.facebook.com/groups/182389251876739/532682466847414/?notif_t=group_comment_reply
March 9 at 8:15am

Corry Key Dvm Wooooooow. I'm so sorry! And yes-I've seen more Arabians survive unsurvivable problems than I can count!
March 10 at 2:48pm · 1

Fairytale Arabians This is the equipment Jimmy Parlier Transport uses to transport horses...Please notice the rusted out sides with hay
sticking out...

March 12 at 6:22am

Fairytale Arabians Today is the 1 year anniversary of Mylla arrving to Kansas City. Each day I am going to post part of my diary that I kept
during the first month of her ordeal...
March 12 at 6:25am · 1

Corry Key Dvm This story just broke my heart!
March 12 at 6:50am

Cheryl Dettmers Did they never check the horses during transport? Someone should have noticed what was going on, if they knew horses it
should have been apparent the horse was getting hurt.
March 12 at 10:46am

Fairytale Arabians I always heard she was fine and happy. Only until 40 minutes before he was to arrive did I hear that she had some trouble
on the trailer...
March 12 at 4:03pm

Katherine L. Kerr OMG I just saw all the graphic photos!!!!!!!
March 13 at 3:53pm

Shauna Clagett Thank you for sharing your story, and so well documented... I don't know how this person could be considered not at fault.
Did you try to sue for vet costs?
April 4 at 2:38pm

Fairytale Arabians Hi Shauna Clagett - I have been trying to avoid this. I think we are looking at insurance coverage and the filing  The
petition is already drafted and we are ready to go. I am just shocked the hauler wants to go through a costly litigation. My attorney is on a
contingency thank god!
April 4 at 5:02pm · 2

Shauna Clagett Well no matter what I hope the best for you and this guy does need punishment of somekind t o make sure he and others like
him at least think twice before letting it happen again
April 4 at 6:16pm

Other Albums
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Add FriendTo see what she shares with friends, send her a friend request.

DO YOU KNOW MARILYN?

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein

May 17

Perhaps he can make deliveries if he doesn't have to over-night them. He 

could NOT give me names and phone numbers of any stables during a four 

day trip from Raleigh, NC to Casa Grande, AZ. I wanted to call the stables and 

confirm that he did care for the horses properly. I have yet to receive any 

names and phone numbers of any stables. In other words, he tied all the 

horses in the trailer for four days and did not take them off to lie down and 

move around. Lucky developed impaction colic because of standing for four 

days in a trailer tied up and not able to move around. The USDA is 

investigating. He showed no remorse, no empathy, and did not tell the truth 

(he told me he would take the horses off the trailer each evening). My horse 

suffered. I miss him and I want him back. He was seven years old. I had my 

mare bred to create a bond with him from birth. He was my dream horse! I 

deeply regret that I trusted this man to transport my horse.

Horse Transport Reviews

Share

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein

October 5, 2013

I like it that I have an activist daughter who wants to change the world for the 

better!

Share

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein shared Michelle Cuneo's status.

October 5, 2013

I just don't get it. And can't keep quiet anymore. Why not give people health 

care who can't afford it when so much money is going to weapons, wars, 

congressional salaries..lunches...who knows what else!? Health insurance is 

ridiculously expensive. A racket! AND SO, the solution is to put more people 

out of work today with no pay????? People who really need it! Other folks 

who've gone to Washi... See More

1Share

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein

May 15, 2012

Oprah's boyfriend, Stedman, said that she has learned to be conscious about 

what she's thinking at all times.

1Share

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein shared I Love Life's photo.

ABOUT

Former Writer/Director/Producer at Filmmaker

Studied Veterinary Medicine at The Ohio State 

University

Past: Kent State University and Mckinley

Married

PHOTOS

 · 
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Hello everyone! I'm creating this...
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Marilyn Meeker Bernstein Timeline Recent Add Friend

Chat (Off)

Lora 20+HomeMarilyn Meeker Bernstein
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March 26, 2012

To laugh is to live!

Take ONE and pass them on.... — with Amrita Ghosh and Michele Fallon 

Riffle.

Share

Marilyn Meeker Bernstein shared a link.

February 27, 2012

Fantastic equine performance! A must see!

RBC Center :: Europe’s Most Successful Live Entertainment 

Show APASSIONATA Coming to Raleigh!

www.rbccenter.com

Share

See More Recent Stories

Chat (Off)

Lora 20+HomeMarilyn Meeker Bernstein
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Exhibit	  J	  
	  

From:	  Traveling	  Horse	   <contact@travelinghorse.com>   	  
Date:	  Thu,	  Feb	  20,	  2014	  at	  10:06	  PM	  
Subject:	  Injured	  and	  killed	  horses	  
To:	  Jimmyparlierhorsetransport@gmail.com	  
Cc:	  Tiffany	  Lewis	  <tiffany@kcpremierapts.com>,	  Nik	  0022	  
<nik0022@hotmail.com>	  
	  
	  
Hello	  Jimmy,	  

I’ve	  received	  word	  from	  Tiffany	  Lewis	  that	  you	  still	  haven’t	  
compensated	  her	  for	  the	  massive	  injuries	  her	  horse	  received	  
while	  under	  your	  care	  almost	  a	  year	  ago.	  	  It’s	  my	  understanding	  
that	  you’ve	  never	  even	  been	  truthful	  with	  Tiffany	  about	  how	  her	  
mare	  was	  so	  badly	  wounded.	  	  Such	  honest	  information	  would	  
have	  been	  invaluable	  to	  the	  vets	  who	  were	  trying	  to	  help	  the	  
severely	  injured	  mare	  upon	  delivery.	  

I’ve	  been	  informed	  that	  there	  are	  now	  several	  horses	  that	  have	  
been	  injured	  or	  killed	  by	  you	  and/or	  your	  hired	  drivers.	  	  Since	  this	  
is	  clearly	  an	  ongoing	  theme,	  I	  am	  removing	  your	  listing	  from	  my	  
website.	  	  I’ll	  send	  a	  refund	  of	  the	  balance	  of	  your	  last	  listing	  
renewal.	  

Thank	  you,	  	  Jeannie	  Haugen	  	  Traveling	  Horse	  Transport	  &	  Stables	  
Directory	  
	  contact@TravelingHorse.com	  www.TravelingHorse.com	  

	  -‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  Forwarded	  message	  -‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
From:	  Traveling	  Horse	  via	  PayPal	   <member@paypal.com>   	  
Date:	  Thu,	  Feb	  20,	  2014	  at	  10:41	  PM	  
Subject:	  Balance	  refund	  -‐	  listing	  removed	  
To:	  James	  Parlier	  <jimmyparlierhorsetransport@gmail.com>	  
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-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
Traveling	  Horse	  sent	  you	  $232.89	  USD	  
-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
	  
Transaction	  ID:	  50074081FN7039530	  
Dear	  James	  Parlier,	  
	  
	  
Just	  thought	  you'd	  like	  to	  know	  Traveling	  Horse	  sent	  you	  $232.89	  USD.	  
	  
-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
Note	  from	  Traveling	  Horse:Due	  to	  reports	  of	  numerous	  horses	  being	  
injured	  or	  killed	  while	  in	  your	  care,	  your	  listing	  is	  being	  removed	  and	  I'm	  
refunding	  the	  balance	  of	  your	  latest	  listing	  renewal.	  
	  
	  
Get	  the	  details	  
https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-‐bin/?cmd=_view-‐a-‐
trans&id=50074081FN7039530	  
	  
Once	  the	  money's	  there	  you	  can:	  
Spend	  the	  money	  online	  at	  thousands	  of	  stores	  that	  accept	  PayPal.	  
Transfer	  it	  to	  your	  bank	  account	  (takes	  2-‐3	  days).	  
Get	  a	  PayPal	  Debit	  MasterCard.	  
	  
Don't	  see	  the	  money	  in	  your	  account?	  
	  
Don’t	  worry	  -‐	  sometimes	  it	  just	  takes	  a	  few	  minutes	  for	  it	  to	  show	  up.	  
	  
Sincerely,	  
PayPal	  
	  
-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐-‐	  
Help	  Center:	  
https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-‐bin/helpweb?cmd=_help	  
Resolution	  Center:	  
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https://www.paypal.com/us/cgi-‐bin/?cmd=_complaint-‐view	  
Security	  Center:	  
https://www.paypal.com/us/security	  
	  
This	  email	  was	  sent	  by	  an	  automated	  system,	  so	  if	  you	  reply,	  nobody	  will	  
see	  it.	  To	  get	  in	  touch	  with	  us,	  log	  in	  to	  your	  account	  and	  click	  "Contact	  Us"	  
at	  the	  bottom	  of	  any	  page.	  
	  
Copyright	  ©	  2014	  PayPal,	  Inc.	  All	  rights	  reserved.	  PayPal	  is	  located	  at	  2211	  
N.	  First	  St.,	  San	  Jose,	  CA	  95131.	  
	  
PayPal	  Email	  ID	  	  PP1662	  
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